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"La Dynamique est la sdence des forces accelera-

trices or retardatrices, et des mouvemens varies

qu'eiles doivent produire. Cette science est due
entierement aux modernes, et Galilee est celui qui
en a jete les premiers fondemens." Lagrange Mec.
Anal. I. 221.

TRANSLATORS' PREFACE

3R more than a century English speaking
1 students have been placed in the anomalous

(position of hearing Galileo constantly re-

j
ferred to as the founder of modem physical

1 science, without having any chance to read,
I in their own language, what Galileo himself

|

has to say. Archimedes has been .made

) availablebyHeath; Huygens' Ligfohas been
turned into English by Thompson, while Motte has put the

Principia of Newton back into the language in which it was
conceived. To render the Physics of Galileo also accessible to

English and American students is the purpose of the following
translation.

The last of the great creators of the Renaissance was not a

prophet without honor in his own time; for it was only one

group of his country-men that failed to appreciate him. Even

during his life time, his Mechanics had been rendered into French

by one of the leading physicists of the world, Mersenne.

Within twenty-five years after the death of Galileo, his Dia-

logues on Astronomy, and those on Two New Sciences, had been

done into English by Thomas Salusbury and were worthily

printed in two handsome quarto volumes. The Two New
Sciences, which contains practically all that Galileo has to sayon

the subjeA of physics, issued from the English press in 1665.
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It is supposed that most of the copies were destroyed in the great

London fire which occurred in the year following. We are not

aware of any copy in America : even that belonging to the British

Museum is an imperfeft one.

Again in 1730 the Two New Sciences was done into English

by Thomas Weston; but this book, now nearly two centuries

old, is scarce and expensive. Moreover, the literalness with

which this translation was made renders many passages either

ambiguous or unintelligible to the modern reader. Other than

these two, no English version has been made.

Quite recently an eminent Italian scholar, after spending

thirty of the best years of his life upon the subjedl, has brought
to completion the great National Edition of the Works of

Galileo. We refer to the twenty superb volumes in which Pro-

fessor Antonio Favaro of Padua has given a definitive presenta-
tion of the labors of the man who created the modern science of

physics.

The following rendition includes neither Le Mechaniche of

Galileo nor his paper De Motu Accelerato, since the former of

these contains little but the Statics which was current before

the time of Galileo, and the latter is essentially included in the

Dialogue of the Third Day. Dynamics was the one subje<5l to

which under various forms, such as Ballistics, Acoustics, As-

tronomy, he consistently and persistently devoted his whole
life. Into the one volume here translated he seems to have

gathered, during his last years, pradically all that is of value

either to the engineer or the physicist. The historian, the

philosopher, and the astronomer will find the other volumes

replete with interesting material.

It is hardly necessary to add that we have stridly followed the
text of the National Edition essentially the Elzevir edition of

1638. All comments and annotations have been omitted save
here and there a foot-note intended to economize the reader's

time. To each of these footnotes has been attached the signa-
ture [Trans] in order to preserve the original as nearly intadl as

possible.

Much of the value of any historical document lies in the lan-

guage employed, and this is doubly true when one attempts to
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trace the rise and growth of any set of concepts such as those

employed in modern physics. We have therefore made this

translation as literal as is consistent with clearness and modern-

ity. In cases where there is any important deviation from this

rule, and in the case of many technical terms where there is no

deviation from it, we have given the original Italian or Latin

phrase in italics enclosed in square brackets. The intention

here is to illustrate the great variety of terms employed by the

early physicists to describe a single definite idea, and conversely,

to illustrate the numerous senses in which, then as now, a single

word is used. For the few explanatory English words which are

placed in square brackets without italics, the translators alone

are responsible. The paging of the National Edition is indicated

in square brackets inserted along the median line of the page.
The imperfections of the following pages would have been

many more but for the aid of three of our colleagues. Professor

D. R. Curtiss was kind enough to assist in the translation of

those pages which discuss the nature of Infinity: Professor 0. H.

Basquin gave valuable help in the rendition of the chapter on

Strength of Materials; and Professor 0. F. Long cleared up the

meaning of a number of Latin phrases.

To Professor A. Favaro of the University of Padua the trans-

lators share, with every reader, a feeling of sincere obligation

for his Introduction.

H. C.

A. DE S.

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS,

15 February, 1914.



Jong the arcs of circles and the chords subtended by them; that

o Sarpi, dated i6th of October, 1604, dealing with the free fall

>f heavy bodies; the letter to Antonio de' Medici on the nth
)f February, 1609, in which he states that he has "completed all

he theorems and demonstrations pertaining to forces and re-

sistances of beams of various lengths, thicknesses and shapes,

Droving that they are weaker at the middle than near the ends,
Jbat they can carry a greater load when that load is distributed

iroughout the length of the beam than when concentrated at

Mie point, demonstrating also what shape should be given to a

seam in order that it may have the same bending strength at

svery point," and that he was now engaged "upon some ques-
tions dealing with the motion of projectiles"; and finally in the
letter to Belisario Vinta, dated 7th of May, 1610, concerning
bis return from Padua to Florence, he enumerates various pieces
of work which were still to be completed, mentioning explicitly
three books on an entirely new science dealing with the theory
of motion. Although at various times after the return to his

native state he devoted considerable thought to the work which,
even at that date, he had in mind as is shown by certain frag-
ments which clearly belong to different periods of his life and
which have, for the first time, been published in the National

Edition; and although these studies were always uppermost in

his thought it does not appear that he gave himself seriously to
them until after the publication of the Dialogue and the com-
pletion of that trial which was rightly described as the disgrace
of the century. In fact as late as October, 1630, he barely men-
tions to Aggiunti his discoveries in the theory of motion, and
only two years later, in a letter to Marsili concerning the motion
of projectiles, he hints at a book nearly ready for publication in
which he will treat also of this subject; and only a year after
this he writes to Arrighetti that he has in hand a treatise on the
resistance of solids.

But the work was given definite form by Galileo during his
enforced residence at Siena: in these five months spent quietly
with the Archbishop he himself writes that he has completed
'a treatise on a new branch of mechanics full of interesting and
useful ideas"; so that a few months later he was able to send



word to Micanzio that the "work was ready"; as soon as his

friends learned of this, they urged its publication. It was, how-
ever, no easy matter to print the work of a man already con-
demned by the Holy Office: and since Galileo could not hope to

print it
^either

in Florence or hi Rome, he turned to the faithful

Micanzio asking him to find out whether this would be possible
in Venice, from whence he had received offers to print the Dia-

logue on the Principal Systems, as soon as the news had reached
there that he was encountering difficulties. At first everything
went smoothly; so that Galileo commenced sending toMicanzio
some of the manuscript which was received by the latter with
an enthusiasm in which he was second to none of the warmest
admirers of the great philosopher. But when Micanzio con-

sulted the Inquisitor, he received the answer that there was
an express order prohibiting the printing or reprinting of any
work of Galileo, either in Venice or in any other place, nutto

excepto.
As soon as Galileo received this discouraging news he began

to look with more favor upon offers which had come to him from

Germany where his friend, and perhaps also his scholar, Gio-

vanni Battista Pieroni, was in the service of the Emperor, as

military engineer; consequently Galileo gave to Prince Mattia
de' Medici who was just leaving for Germany the first two Dia-

logues to be handed to Pieroni who was undecided whether to

publish them at Vienna or Prague or at some place in Moravia;
in the meantime, however, he had obtained permission to print

both at Vienna and at Olmlitz. But Galileo recognized danger
at every point within reach of the long arm of the Court of

Rome; hence, availing himself of the opportunity offered by the

arrival of Louis Elzevir in Italy in 1636, also of the friendship

between the latter and Micanzio, not to mention a visit at

Arcetri, he decided to abandon all other plans and entrust to

the Dutch publisher the printing of his new work the manu-

script of which, although not complete, Elzevir took with him

on his return home.
In the course of the year 1637, the printing was finished, and

at the beginning of the following year there was lacking only

the index, the title-page and the dedication. This last had,
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TO THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS LORD
COUNT OF NOAILLES

Counsellor of his Most Christian Majesty, Knight of the Order

of the Holy Ghost, Field Marshal and Commander,
Seneschal and Governor o/ Rouergue, and His

Majesty's Lieutenant in Auvergne, my
Lord and Worshipful Patron

|OST IIXUSTRIOUS LORD:-
In the pleasure which you derive from

the possession of this work of mine I rec-

ognize your Lordship's magnanimity. Hie

disappointment and discouragement I have

felt over the ill-fortune which has followed

my other books are already known to you.

Indeed, I had decided not to publish any
more of my work. And yet in order to save it from com-

plete oblivion, it seemed to me wise to leave a manuscript

copy in some place where it would be available at least to those

who follow intelligently the subjects which I have treated.

Accordingly I chose first to place my work in your Lordship's

hands, asking no more worthy depository, and believing that,

on account of your affedlion for me, you would have at heart the

preservation of my -studies and labors. Therefore, when you
were returning home from your mission to Rome, I came to pay

my respeds in person as I had already done many times before

by letter. At this meeting I presented to your Lordship a copy
of these two works which at that time I happened to have ready.

In the gracious reception which you gave these I found assurance

of
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of their preservation. TTie fad of your canying them to France

and showing diem to friends of yours who are skilled in these

sciences gave evidence that my silence was not to be interpreted

as complete idleness. A little later, just as I was on the point of

[44]

sending other copies to Germany, Flanders, England, Spain and

possibly to some places in Italy, I was notified by the Elzevirs

that they had these works of mine in press and that I ought to

decide upon a dedication and send them a reply at once. This

sudden and unexpected news led me to think that the eagerness

of your Lordship to revive and spread my name by passing

these works on to various friends was the real cause of their

falling into the hands of printers who, because they had already

published other works of mine, now wished to honor me with a

beautiful and ornate edition of this work. But these writings of

mine must have received additional value from the criticism of

so excellent a judge as your Lordship, who by the union of

many virtues has won the admiration of all. Your desire to

enlarge the renown ofmy work shows your unparalleled generos-

ity and your zeal for the public welfare which you thought
would thus be promoted. Under these circumstances it is

eminently fitting that I should, in unmistakable terms, grate-

fully acknowledge this generosity on the part of your Lordship,
who has given tomy fame wings that have carried it into regions
more distant than I had dared to hope. It is, therefore, proper
that I dedicate to your Lordship this child of my brain. To
this course I am constrained not only by the weight of obliga-
tion under which you have placed me, but also, if I may so

speak, by the interest which I have in securing your Lordship
as the defender of my reputation against adversaries who may
attack it while I remain under your protedlion.
And now, advancing under your banner, I pay my respedls

to you by wishing that you may be rewarded for these kindnesses

by the achievement of the highest happiness and greatness.
I am your Lordship's

Most devoted Servant,
GALILEO GALILEI.

arck, 1638.



THE PUBLISHER TO THE READER
SINCE society is held togetherby the mutual
1 services which men render one to another,
land since to this end the arts and sciences

jhave largely contributed, investigations in

I these fields have always been held in great
i esteem and have been highly regarded by our

I
wise forefathers. The larger the utility and

[excellence of the inventions, the greater has

been the honor and praise bestowed upon the inventors. Indeed,

men have even deified them and have united in the attempt to

perpetuate the memory of their benefadtors by the bestowal of

this supreme honor.

Praise and admiration are likewise due to those clever in-

telledts who, confining their attention to the known, have

discovered and corrected fallacies and errors in many and

many a proposition enunciated by men of distinction and

accepted for ages as facft Although these men have only pointed
out falsehood and have not replaced it by truth, they are never-

theless worthy of commendation when we consider the well-

known difficulty of discovering fad, a difficulty which led the

prince of orators to exclaim: Utinam tarn facile possem vera

reperire, quam falsa convincere* And indeed, these latest

centuries merit this praise because it is during them that the

arts and sciences, discovered by the ancients, have been reduced

to so great and constantly increasing perfection through the

investigations and experiments of clear-seeing minds. This

development is particularly evident in the case of the mather

matical sciences. Here, without mentioning various men who

have achieved success, we must without hesitation and with the

* Cicero, dc Nrtura Deorum, I, 91. [Trans.]
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FIRST DAY
INTERLOCUTORS: SALVIATI, 8A-

CREDO AND SIMPLICIO

. The constant activitywhich you Vene-
tians display in your famous arsenal suggests
to the studious mind a large field for investi-

gation, especially that part of the work
which involves mechanics

; for in this depart-
ment all types of instruments and machines

are constantly being constructed by many
artisans, among whom there must be some

who, partly by inherited experience and partly by their own ob-

servations,- have become highly expert and clever in explanation.

SAGR. You are quite right Indeed, I myself, being curious

by nature, frequently visit this place for the mere pleasure of

observing the work of those who, on account of their superiority

over other artisans, we call "first rank men." Conference with

them has often helped me in the investigation of certain effeds

including not only those which are striking, but also those which

are recondite and almost incredible. At times also I have been

put to confusion and driven to despair of ever explaining some-

thing for which I could not account, but which my senses told

me to be true. And notwithstanding the faft that what the old

man told us a little while ago is proverbial and commonly

accepted, yet it seemed tome altogether false, likemany another

saying which is current among the ignorant; for I think they

introduce these expressions in order to give the appearance of

knowing something about matters which they do not understand.

Salv.
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[So]

SALV. You refer, perhaps, to that last remark of his when w
asked the reason why they employed stocks, scaffolding an<

bracing of larger dimensions for launching a big vessel than
the;

do for a small one; and he answered that they did this in order t!

avoid the danger of the ship parting under its own heavy weigh

\pasta mole], a danger to which small boats are not subjedl?

SAGR. Yes, that is what I mean; and I refer especially to hi

last assertion which I have always regarded as a false, thougt

current, opinion; namely, that in speaking of these and othej

similar machines one cannot argue from the small to the laige
because many devices which succeed on a small scale do not

work on a large scale. Now, since mechanics has its foundation

in geometry, where mere size cuts no figure, I do not see that the

properties of circles, triangles, cylinders, cones and other solid

figures will change with their size. If, therefore, a large machine
be constru<5led in such a way that its parts bear to one another

the same ratio as in a smaller one, and if the smaller is
sufficiently

strong for the purpose for which it was designed, I do not see

why the larger also should not be able to withstand any severe

and destructive tests to which it may be subjected.
SALV. The common opinion is here absolutely wrong. Indeed,

it is so far wrong that precisely the opposite is true, namely,
that many machines can be constructed even more perfecftlyon a

large scale than on a small; thus, for instance, a clock which indi-

cates and strikes the hour can be made more accurate on a krge
scale than on a small. There are some intelligent people who
maintain this same opinion, but on more reasonable grounds,
when they cut loose from geometry and argue that the better

performance of the large machine is owing to the imperfe&ions
and variations of the material. Here I trust you will not charge

[51]

me with arrogance if I say that imperfections in the material,
even those which are great enough to invalidate the clearest

mathematical proof, are not sufficient to explain the deviation*
observed between machines in the concrete and in the abstract
Yet I shall say it and will affirm that, even if the imperfe&iow

did
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did not exist and matter were absolutely perfedl, unalterable and
free from all accidental variations, still the mere fadl that it is

matter makes the larger machine, built of the same material

and in the same proportion as the smaller, correspond with

exadlness to the smaller in every respedt except that it will not
be so strong or so resistant against violent treatment; the

larger the machine, the greater its weakness. Since I assume
matter to be unchangeable and always the same, it is clear that

we are no less able to treat this constant and invariable property
in a rigid manner than if it belonged to simple and pure mathe-
matics. Therefore, Sagredo, you would do well to change the

opinion which you, and perhaps also many other students of

mechanics, have entertained concerning the ability of machines
and structures to resist external disturbances, thinking that

when they are built of the same material and maintain the same
ratio between parts, they are able equally, or rather propor-

tionally, to resist or yield to such external disturbances and
blows. For we can demonstrate by geometry that the large
machine is not proportionately stronger than the small. Finally,

we may say that, for every machine and strucfbire, whether

artificial or natural, there is set a necessary limit beyond which

neither art nor nature can pass; it is here understood, of course,

that the material is the same and the proportion preserved.

SAGR. My brain already reels. My mind, like a cloud momen-

tarily illuminated by a lightning-flash, is for an instant filled

with an unusual light, which now beckons to me and which now

suddenly mingles and obscures strange, crude ideas. From
what *

you have said it appears to me impossible to build two

similar strudlures of the same material, but of different sizes and

have them proportionately strong; and if this were so, it would

M
not be possible to find two single p<?le$ made of the same wood

which shall be alike in strength and resistance but unlike in

size.

SALV. So it is, Sagredo. And to make sure thatwe understand

each other, I say that if we take a wooden rod of a certain

length and size, fitted, say, into a wall at right angles, i. e.,

parallel
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parallel to the horizon, it may be reduced to such a length that

it will just support itself; so diat if a hair's breadth be added tc

its length it will break under its own weight and will be the only
rod of the kind in the world.* Thus if, for instance, its length be

a hundred times its breadth, you will not be able to find another

rod whose length is also a hundred times its breadth and which,
like the former, is just able to sustain its own weight and no

more: all the larger ones will break while all the shorter ones will

be strong enough to support something more than their own
weight. And this which I have said about the ability to support
itself must be understood to apply also to other tests; so that if a

piece of scantling [correnU] will carry the weight of ten similar to

itself, a beam [traoe] having the same proportions will not be
able to support ten similarbeams.

Please observe, gentlemen, how fadts which at first seem

improbable will, even on scant explanation, drop the cloak
which has hidden them and stand forth in naked and simple
beauty. Who does not know that a horse falling from a height
of three or four cubits will break his bones, while a dog falling
from the same height or a cat from a height of eight or ten cubits
will suffer no injury? Equally harmless would be the fall of a

grasshopper from a tower or the fall of an ant from the distance
of the moon. Do not children fall with impunity from heights
which would cost their elders a broken leg or perhaps a fradbired
skull? And just as smaller animals are proportionately stronger
and more robust than the larger, so also smaller plants are able
to stand up better than larger. I am certain you both know that
an oak two hundred cubits [braccia] high would not be able to
sustain its own branches if they were distributed as in a tree of

ordinary size; and that nature cannot produce a horse as large as

twenty ordinary horses or a giant ten times taller than an

A- i . [S3]

ordinaiy man unless by miracle or by greatly altering the
r)TYW>rt"1fVl C rvf Ilic KmltA o*t/4 AMM.^^" 11 f. !_ 1_ i t t i

^
r _w v-. AW, Auuh/o ..uu. toycweiuy ui ms uones, wmcn would

have to be considerably enlarged over the ordinaiy. Likewise
the current belief that, in the case of artificial machines the very
*The author here apparently means that the solution is unique.

{Trans}
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laige and the small are equally feasible and lasting is a manifest
error. Thus, for example, a small obelisk or column or other
solid figure can certainly be laid down or set up without danger
of breaking, while the very large ones will go to pieces under the

slightest provocation, and that purely on account of their own
weight. And here I must relate a circumstance which is worthy
of your attention as indeed are all events which happen contrary
to expectation, especially when a precautionary measure turns

out to be a cause of disaster. A large marble column was laid

out so that its two ends rested each upon a piece of beam; a
little later it occurred to a mechanic that, in order to be doubly
sure of its not breaking in the middle by its own weight, it would
be wise to lay a third support midway; this seemed to all an
excellent idea; but the sequel showed that it was quite the oppo-
site, for not many months passed before the column was found
cracked and broken exactly above the new middle support.

SIMP. A very remarkable and thoroughly unexpected acci-

dent, especially if caused by placing that new support in the

middle.

SALV. Surely this is the explanation, and the moment the

cause is known our surprise vanishes; for when the two pieces
of the column were placed on level ground it was observed that

one of the end beams had, after a long while, become decayed
and sunken, but that the middle one remained hard and strong,

thus causing one half of the column to project in the air without

any support. Under these circumstances the body therefore

behaved differently from what it would have done if supported

only upon the first beams; because no matter how much they

might have sunken the column would have gone with them.

This is an accident which could not possibly have happened to a

small column, even though made of the same stone and having a

length corresponding to its thickness, i. e., preserving the ratio

between thickness and length found in the large pillar.

SAGR. I am quite convinced of the facts of the case, but I dp
not understand why the strength and resistance are not multi-

plied in the same proportion as the material; and I am the more

puzzled
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puzzled because, on the contrary, I have noticed in other cases

that the strength and resistance against breaking increase in a

larger ratio than the amount of material. Thus, for instance, if

two nails be driven into a wall, the one which is twice as big
as the other will support not only twice as much weight as the

other, but three or four times as much.
SALV. Indeed you will not be far wrong if you say eight times

as much; nor does this phenomenon contradict the other even

though in appearance they seem so different.

SAGR. Will you not then, Salviati, remove these difficulties

and clear away these obscurities if possible: for I imagine that
this problem of resistance opens up a field of beautiful and useful

ideas; and if you are pleased to make this the subject of to-day's
discourse you will place Simplicio and me under many obliga-
tions.

SALV. I am at your service if only I can call to mind what I

learned from our Academician * who had thought much upon
this subject and according to his custom had demonstrated

everything by geometrical methods so that one might fairly
call this a new science. For, although some of his conclusions
had been reached by others, first of all by Aristotle, these are
not the most beautiful and, what is more important, they had
not been proven in a rigid manner from fundamental principles.
Now, since I wish to convince you by demonstrative reasoning
rather than to persuade you by mere probabilities, I shall sup-
pose that you are familiar with present-day mechanics so far as
it is

^needed in our discussion. First of all it is necessary to
consider what happens when a piece of wood or any other solid
which coheres firmly is broken; for this is the fundamental
fact, involving the first and simple principle which we must take
for granted as well known.
To grasp this more clearly, imagine a cylinder or prism, AB,

made of wood or other solid coherent material. Fasten the
upper end, A, so that the cylinder hangs vertically. To the
lower end, B, attach the weight C. It is clear that however
great they may be, the tenacity and coherence [tenadta e

*I. e Galileo: The author frequently refers to himself under this
name. [Trans.]
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[55]

coerenza] between the parts of this solid, so long as they are not

infinite, can be overcome by the pull of the weight C, a weight
which can be increased indefinitely until finally the solid breaks

like a rope. And as in the case of the rope whose strength we
know to be derived from a multitude of hemp threads which

compose it, so in the case of the wood, we observe its fibres and

filaments run lengthwise and render it much stronger than a

hemp rope of the same thickness. But in the

case of a stone or metallic cylinder where
thej

coherence seems to be still greater the cement

which holds the parts together must be some-

thing other than filaments and fibres; and yet
even this can be broken by a strong pull.

SIMP. If this matter be as you say I can well

understand that the fibres of the wood, being as

long as the piece of wood itself, render it strong

and resistant agabst large forces tending to

break it. But how can one make a rope one

hundred cubits long out of hempen fibres which

are not more than two or three cubits long, and

still give it so much strength? Besides, I should

be glad to hear your opinion as to the manner in

which the parts of metal, stone, and other^ma-

terials not showing a filamentous structure are Fig- *

put together; for, if I mistake not, they exhibit even greater

tenacity.

SALV. To solve the problems which you raise it will be neces-

sary to make a digression into subjedls which have little bearing

upon our present purpose.

SAGR. But if, by digressions, we can reach new truth, what

harm is there in making one now, so that we may not lose

this knowledge, remembering that such an opportunity, once

omitted, may not return; remembering; also that we are not tied

down to a fixed and brief method but that we meet solely for our

own entertainment? Indeed, who knows but thatwe may thus

[56]

frequently
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frequently discover something more interesting and beautifu

than the solution originally sought? I beg of you, therefore, tc

grant the request of Simplicio, which is also mine; for I am nc

less curious and desirous than he to learn what is the binding

material which holds together the parts of solids so that the}

can scarcely be separated. This information is also needed tc

understand the coherence of the parts of fibres themselves o:

which some solids are built up.

SALV. I am at your service, since you desire it. The firsi

question is, How are fibres, each not more than two or three

cubits in length, so tightly bound together in the case of a rope

one hundred cubits long that great force [violenza] is required tc

break it?

Now tell me, Simplicio, can you not hold a hempen fibre sc

tightly between your fingers that I, pulling by the other end,

would break it before drawing it away from you? Certain!)

you can. And now when the fibres of hemp are held not only al

the ends, but are grasped by the surrounding medium through-
out their entire length is it not manifestly more difficult to teai

them loose from what holds them than to break them? But ir

the case of the rope the very adl of twisting causes the threads

to bind one another in such a way thatwhen the rope is stretchec

with a great force the fibres break rather than separate froir

each other.

At the point where a rope parts the fibres are, as everyone
knows, very short, nothing like a cubit long, as they would be i1

the parting of the rope occurred, not by the breaking of the

filaments, but by their slipping one over the other.

SAGR. In confirmation of this it may be remarked that ropes
sometimes break not by a lengthwise pull but by excessive

twisting. This, it seems to me, is a conclusive argument because
the threads bind one another so tightly that tie compressing
fibres do not permit those which are compressed to lengthen the

spirals even that little bit by which it is necessary for them tc

lengthen in order to surround the rope which, on twisting, grow*
shorter and thicker.

SALV. You are quite right. Now see how one fad suggest?
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another. The thread held between the fingers does not yield

L .. J .
[571

to one who wishes to draw it away even when pulled with con-

siderable force, but resists because it is held back by a double

compression, seeing that the upper finger presses against the

lower as hard as the lower against the upper. Now, if we could

retain only one of these pressures there is no doubt that only
half the original resistance would remain; but since we are

not able, by lifting, say, the upper finger, to remove one of

these pressures without also removing the other, it becomes

necessary to preserve one of them by means of a new device

which causes the thread to press itself against the finger or

against some other solid body upon which it rests ; and thus it is

brought about that the very force which pulls

it in order to snatch it away compresses it

more and more as the pull increases. This

is accomplished by wrapping the thread

around the solid in the manner of a spiral;

and will be better understood by means of a

figure. LetAB and CD be two cylinders be-

tween which is stretched the thread EF: and

for the sake of greater clearness we will im-

agine it to be a small cord. If these two

cylinders be pressed strongly together, the

cord EF, when drawn by the end F, will un-

doubtedly stand a considerable pull before it

slips between the two compressing solids.

But if we remove one of these cylinders the

cord, though remaining in contadt with the

other, will not thereby be prevented from

slipping freely. On the other hand, if one

holds the cord loosely against the top of the

cylinder A, winds it in the spiral form AFUDTR, ~and then

pulls it by the end R, it is evident that the cord will begin to

bind the cylinder; the greater the number of spirals the more

tightly will the cord be pressed against the cylinder by any

given pull. Thus as the number of turns increases, the line of

contaft

Fig. 2
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contact becomes longer and in consequence more resistant; so

that the cord slips and yields to the tradlive force with increas-

ing difficulty.

[58]

Is it not clear that this is precisely the kind of resistance which
one meets in the case of a thick hemp rope where the fibres form
thousands and thousands of similar spirals? And, indeed, the

binding effed of these turns is so great that a few short rushes

woven together into a few interlacing spirals form one of the

strongest of ropes which I believe they call pack rope [susta],

SXGR. What you say has cleared up two points which I did

not previously understand. One fact is how two, or at most

three, turns of a rope arcJund the axle of a windlass cannot only
hold it fast, but can also prevent it from slipping when pulled

by the immense force of the weight [forza del peso] which it

sustains; and moreover how, by turning the windlass, this same
axle, by mere fridlion of the rope around it, can wind up and~

lift huge stones while a mere boy is able to handle
the slack of the rope. The other fad has to do with
a simple but clever device, invented by a young kins-

man of mine, for the purpose of descending from a
window by means of a rope without lacerating the

palms of his hands, as had happened to him shortly
before and greatly to his discomfort. A small sketch
will make this dear. He took a wooden cylinder,
AB, about as thick as a walking stick and about one

span long: on this he cut a spiral channel of about
one turn and a half, and large enough to just receive
the rope which he wished to use. Having introduced

r g the nope at the end A and led it out again at the end
B; he enclosed both the cylinder and the rope in a
case of wood or tin, hinged along the side so that it

Fig. 3 could be easily opened and closed. After he had
fastened the rope to a firm support above, he could, on grasp-
ing and squeezing the case with both hands, hang by his anns.
I he pressure on the rope, lying between the case and the cyl-
inder, was such that he could, at will, either grasp the case

more
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more tightly and hold himself from slipping, or slacken his

hold and descend as slowly as he wished.

[59]

SALV. A truly ingenious device! I feel, however, that for

a complete explanation other considerations might well enter;

yet I must not now digress upon this particular topic since you
are waiting to hear what I think about the breaking strength of

other materials which, unlike ropes and most woods, do not
show a filamentous strudtoire. The coherence of these bodies

is, in my estimation, produced by other causes which may be

grouped under two heads. One is that much-talked-of repug-
nance which nature exhibits towards a vacuum; but this honor
of a vacuum not being sufficient, it is necessary to introduce

another cause in the form of a gluey or viscous substance which
binds firmly together the component parts of the body.

First I shall speak of the vacuum, demonstrating by definite

experiment the quality and quantity of its force [virtu]. If you
take two highly polished and smooth plates of marble, metal, or

glass and place them face to face, one will slide over the other

with the greatest ease, showing conclusively that there is noth-

ing of a viscous nature between them. But when you attempt
to separate them and keep them at a constant distance apart,

you find the plates exhibit such a repugnance to separation that

the upper one will carry the lower one with it and keep it lifted

indefinitely, even when the latter is big and heavy.
This experiment shows the aversion of nature for empty

space, even during the brief moment required for the outside air

to rush in and fill up the region between the two plates. It is

also observed that if two plates are not thoroughly polished,

their contadl is imperfedl so that when you attempt to separate

them slowly the only resistance offered is that of weight; if,

however, the pull be sudden, then the lower plate rises, but

quickly falls back, having followed the upper plate only for that

very short interval of time required for the expansion of the

small amount of air remaining between the plates, in conse-

quence of their not fitting, and for the entrance of the surround-

ing air. This resistance which is exhibited between the two

plates
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plates is doubtless likewise present between the parts of a
solid,

and enters, at least in part, as a concomitant cause of their

coherence.

[60]

SAGR. Allow me to interrupt you for a moment, please; for

I want to speak of something which just occurs to me, namely,
when I see how the lower plate follows the upper one and how

rapidly it is lifted, I feel sure that, contrary to the opinion of

many philosophers, including perhaps even Aristotle himself,
motion in a vacuum is not instantaneous. If this were so the

two plates mentioned above would separate without any re-

sistance whatever, seeing that the same instant of time would
suffice for their separation and for the surrounding medium to

rush in and fill the vacuum between them. The facft that the

lower plate follows the upper one allows us to infer, not only
that motion in a vacuum is not instantaneous, but also that,
between the two plates, a vacuum really exists, at least for a

very short time, sufficient to allow the surrounding medium to

rush in and fill the vacuum; for if there were no vacuum there

would be no need of anymotion in the medium. One must admit
then that a vacuum is sometimes produced by violent motion

[violenza] or contrary to the laws of nature, (although in my
Dpinion nothing occurs contrary to nature except the impossible,
and that never occurs).
But here another difficulty arises. While experiment con-

races me of the correctness of this conclusion, my mind is not

mtirely satisfied as to the cause to which this effedl is to be
ittributed. For the separation of the plates precedes the
ormation of the vacuum which is produced as a consequence
>f this separation ; and since it appears tome that, in the order of

lature, the cause must precede the effedl, even though it ap-
>ears to follow in point of time, and since every positive effeft
nust have a positive cause, I do not see how the adhesion of
wo plates and their resistance to separation adtual faAs can
fc referred to a vacuum as cause when this vacuum is yet to
allow. According to the infallible maxim of the Philosopher,
he non-existent can produce no effedt
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SIMP. Seeing that you accept this axiom of Aristotle, I hardly
think you will rejedl another excellent and reliable maxim of his,

namely, Nature undertakes only that which happens without

resistance; and in this saying, it appears to me, you will find the

solution of your difficulty. Since nature abhors a vacuum, she

prevents that from which a vacuum would follow as a necessary

consequence. Thus it happens that nature prevents the separa-
tion of the two plates.

[61]

SAGR. Now admitting that what Simplicio says is an adequate
solution of my difficulty, it seems to me, if I may be allowed to

resume my former argument, that this very resistance to a

vacuum ought to be sufficient to hold together the parts either

of stone or of metal or the parts of any other solid which is knit

togethermore strongly andwhich is more resistant to separation.
If for one effeft there be only one cause, or if, more being as-

signed, they can be reduced to one, then why is not this vacuum
which really exists a sufficient cause for all kinds of resistance?

SALV. I do not wish just now to enter this discussion as to

whether the vacuum alone is sufficient to hold together the

separate parts of a solid body; but I assure you that the vacuum
which adls as a sufficient cause in the case of the two plates is not

alone sufficient to bind together the parts of a solid cylinder of

marble or metal which, when pulled violently, separates and
divides. And now if I find a method of distinguishing this well

known resistance, depending upon the vacuum, from every
other kind which might increase the coherence, and if I show

you that the aforesaid resistance alone is not nearly sufficient

for such an effeA, will you not grant that we are bound to

introduce another cause? Help him, Simplicio, since he does

not knowwhat reply to make.

SIMP. Surely, Sagredo's hesitation must be owing to another

reason, for there can be no doubt concerning a conclusion which

is at once so dear and logical.

SAGR. You have guessed rightly, Simplicio. I was wondering

whether, if a million of gold each ye^r from Spain were not

sufficient to pay the army, it might not be necessary to

make
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make provision other than small coin for the pay of the

soldiers.*

But go ahead, Salviati; assume that I admit your conclusion

and show us your method of separating the adion of the vacuum
from other causes; and by measuring it show us how it is not
sufficient to produce the effedl in question.

SALV. Your good angel assist you. I will tell you how to

separate the force of the vacuum from the others, and after-

wards how to measure it. For this purpose let us consider a

continuous substance whose parts lack all resistance to separa-
tion except that derived from a vacuum, such as is the case with

water, a fadl fully demonstrated by ourAcademician in one of his
treatises. Whenever a cylinder ofwater is subjected to a pull and

offers a resistance to the separation of its parts this can be attrib-

uted to noothercause than the resistance of the
vacuum. In order to try such an experiment
I have invented a device which I can better

explain by means of a sketch than by mere
words. Let CABD represent the cross sedlion
of a cylinder either of metal or, preferably,
of

glass^
hollow inside and accurately turned.

Into this is introduced a perfectly fitting
^cylinder of wood, represented in cross sedlion

by EGHF, and capable of up-and-down mo-
tion. Through the middle of this cylinder is

bored a hole to receive an iron wire, carrying
a hook at the end K, while the upper end
of the wire, I, is provided with a conical
head. The wooden cylinder is countersunk

g' 4
-

i L
a
j T ,

to
P
* as to receive

> with * perfeA
*** IK

' Whn pulled

Nowmsertthewooden cylinderEH in the hollow cylinderAD,^T ^^^^^^^or three
fingertreadths; this space is to be filled
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with water by holding the vessel with the mouth CD upwards,

pushing down on the stopper EH, and at the same time keeping
the conical head of the wire, I, away from the hollow portion of

the wooden cylinder. The air is thus allowed to escape alongside
the iron wire (which does not make a close fit) as soon as one

presses down on the wooden stopper. The air having been

allowed to escape and the iron wire having been drawn back so

that it fits snugly against the conical depression in the wood,
invert the vessel, bringing it mouth downwards, and hang on the

hook K a vessel which can be filled with sand or any heavy
material in quantity sufficient to finally separate the upper
surface of the stopper, EF, from the lower surface of the water

to which it was attached only by the resistance of the vacuum.
Next weigh the stopper and wire together with the attached

vessel and its contents; we shall then have the force of the

vacuum [forza del vacuo]. If one attaches to a cylinder of marble

or glass a weight which, together, with the weight of the marble

or glass itself, is just equal to the sum of the weights before

mentioned, and if breaking occurs we shaD then be justified in

saying that the vacuum alone holds the parts of the marble and

glass together; but if this weight does not suffice and if breaking
occurs only after adding, say, four times this weight, we shall

then be compelled to say that the vacuum furnishes only one

fifth of the total resistance [resistenza].

SIMP. No one can doubt the cleverness of the device; yet it

presents many difficulties which make me doubt its reliability.

Forwho will assure us that the air does not creep in between the

glass and stopper even if it is well packed with tow or other

yielding material? I question also whether oiling with wax or

turpentine will suffice to make the cone, I, fit snugly on ks seat.

Besides, may not the parts pf the water expand and dilate?

Why may not the air or exhalations or some other more subtile

substances penetrate the pores of the wood, or even of the glass

itself?
.

SALV. With great skill indeed has Simplicio laid before us the

difficulties; and he has even partly suggested how to prevent the

air
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air from penetrating the wood or passing between the wood and

the glass. But now let me point out that, as our experience in-

creases, we shall learn whether or not these alleged difficulties

really exist For if, as is the case with air, water is by nature

expansible, although only under severe treatment, we shall see

the stopper descend; and if we put a small excavation in the

upper part of the glass vessel, such as indicated by V, then the

air or any other tenuous and gaseous substance, which might

penetrate the pores of glass or wood, would pass through the

water and colled in .this receptacle V. But if these things do not

happen we may rest assured that our experiment has been per-

formed with proper caution; and we shall discover that water
does not dilate and that glass does not allow any material,
however tenuous, to penetrate it.

SAGR. Thanks to this discussion, I have learned the cause of a

certain effeft which I have long wondered at and despaired of

understanding. I once saw a cistern which had been provided
with a pump under the mistaken impression that the water

might thus be drawn with less effort or in greater quantity than

by means of the ordinary bucket. The stock of tie pump car-

N
ried its sucker and valve in the upper part so that the water was
lifted by attraction and not by a push as is the case with pumps
in which the sucker is pkced lower down. This pump worked
perfectly so long as the water in the cistern stood above a certain

level; but below this level the pump failed to work. When I
first noticed this phenomenon I thought the machine was out of

order; but the workman whom I called in to repair it told me
the defedl was not in the pump but in the water which had
fallen too low to be raised through such a height; and he added
that it w*s not possible, either by a pump or by any other
machine working on the principle of attraAion, to lift water a

{lair's
breadth above eighteen cubits; whether the pump be

large or small this is the extreme limit of the lift. Up to this
time I had been so thoughtless that, although I knew a rope, or
rod of wood, or of iron, if

sufficiently long, would break by its
own weightwhen held by the upper end, it never occurred to me

that
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that the same thing would happen, only much more easily, to a

column of water. And really is not that thing which is at-

tradted in the pump a column of water attached at the upper
end and stretched more and more until finally a point is reached

where it breaks, like a rope, on account of its excessive weight?
SALV. That is precisely the way it works; this fixed elevation

of eighteen cubits is true for any quantity of water whatever, be

the pump large or small or even as fine as a straw. We may
therefore say that, on weighing the water contained in a tube

eighteen cubits long, no matter what the diameter, we shall

obtain the value of the resistance of the vacuum in a cylinder of

any solid material having a bore of this same diameter. And
having gone so far, let us see how easy it is to find to what

length cylinders of metal, stone, wood, glass, etc, of any diam-

eter can be elongated without breaking by their own weight
[65]

Take for instance a copper wire of any length and thickness;

fix the upper end and to the other end attach a greater and

greater load until finally the wire breaks; let the maximum load

be, say, fifty pounds. Then it is dear that if fifty pounds of

copper, in addition to the weight of the wire itself which may
be, say,

x
/a ounce, is drawn out into wire of this same size we

shall have the greatest length of this kind of wire which can sus-

tain its own weight. Suppose the wire which breaks to be one

cubit in length and Vs ounce in weight; then since it supports

50 Ibs. in addition to its own weight, i. e., 4800 eighths-of-an-

ounce, it follows that all copper wires, independent of size, can

sustain themselves up to a length of 4801 cubits and no more.

Since then a copper rod can sustain its own weight up to a

length of 4801 cubits it follows that that part of the breaking

strength [resistenza] which depends upon the vacuum, comparing

it with the remaining factors of resistance, is equal to the weight

of a rod of water, eighteen cubits long and as thick as the copper

rod. If, for example, copper is nine times as heavy as water, the

breaking strength [resistenza olio strapparsi\ of any copper rod,

in so far as it depends upon the vacuum, is equal to the weight

of two cubits of this same rod. By a similar method one can

find
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find the maximum length of wire or rod of any material which

will just sustain its own weight, and caii at the same time dis-

cover the part which the vacuum plays in its breaking strength.

SAGR. It 'still remains for you to tell us upon what depends
the resistance to breaking, other than that of the vacuum; what
is the gluey or viscous substance which cements together the

parts of the solid? For I cannot imagine a glue that will not

burn up in a highly heated furnace in two or three months, or

certainly within ten or a hundred. For if gold, silver and glass
are kept for a long while in the molten state and are removed
from the furnace, their parts, on codling, immediately reunite

and bind themselves together as before. Not only so, but
whatever difficulty arises with respeft to the cementation of the

parts of the glass arises also with regard to the parts of the glue;
in other words, what is that which holds these parts together so

firmly?

[66]

SALV.^
A little while ago, I expressed the hope that your good

angel might assist you. I now find myself in the same straits.

Experiment leaves no doubt that the reason why two plates
cannot be separated, except with violent effort, is that they are
held together by the resistance of the vacuum; and the same
can be said of two large pieces of a marble or bronze column.
This being so, I do not see why this same cause may not explain
the coherence of smaller parts and indeed of the very smallest
particles of these materials. Now, since each effedt must have
one true and sufficient cause and since I find no other cement, am
I not justified in trying to discover whether the vacuum is not a
sufficient cause?

^

SIMP. But seeing that you have already proved that the re-
sistance which the large vacuum offers to the separation of
two large parts of a solid is really very small in comparison with
that cohesive force which binds together the most minute parts
why do you hesitate to regard this latter as something very
different from the former?

m

SALV. Sagredo has already [p. 13 above] answered this ques-
tion when he remarked that each individual soldier was being
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paid from cob collected by a general tax of pennies and farth-

ings, while even a million of gold would not suffice to pay the

entire army. And who knows but that there may be other

extremely minute vacua which affedl the smallest particles so

that that which binds together the contiguous parts is through-
out of the same mintage? Let me tell you something which has

but rather as a passing thought, still immature and calling for

more careful consideration. You may take of it what you like;

and judge the rest as you see fit. Sometimes when I have ob-

served how fire winds its way in between the most minute

particles of this or that metal and, even though these are solidly

cemented together, tears them apart and separates them, and
when I have observed that, on removing the fire, these particles

reunite with the same tenacity as at first, without any loss of

quantity in the case of gold and with little loss in the case of

other metals, even though these parts have been separated for a

long while, I have thought that the explanation might lie in the

fact that the extremely fine particles of fire, penetrating the

slender pores of the metal (too small to admit even the finest

particles of air or of many other fluids), would fill the small

intervening vacua and would set free these small particles from

the attraction which these same vacua exert upon them and

which prevents their separation. Thus the particles are able to

[67]

move freely so that the mass [massa] becomes fluid and remains

so as long as the particles of fire remain inside; but if they depart
and leave the former vacua then the original attraction [attraz-

zione] returns and the parts are again cemented together.

In reply to the question raised by Simplicio, one may say that

although each particular vacuum is exceedingly minute and

therefore easily overcome, yet their number is so extraordinarily

great that their combined resistance is, so to speak, multipled

almost without limit. The nature and the amount of force

\forza] which results [risulta] from adding together an immense

number of small forces [debolissimi momenti\ is clearly illus-

trated by the fad that a weight of millions of pounds, suspended

by
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by great cables, is overcome and lifted, when the south wind

carries innumerable atoms of water, suspended in thin mist,

which moving through the air penetrate between the fibres of the

tense ropes in spite of the tremendous force of the hanging

weight. When these particles enter the narrow pores they
swell the ropes, thereby shorten them, and perforce lift the

heavy mass [mole].

SAGR. There can be no doubt that any resistance, so long as

it is not infinite, may be overcome by a multitude of minute

forces. Thus a vast number of ants might carry ashore a ship
laden with grain. And since experience shows us daily that

one ant can easily cany one grab, it is clear that the number of

grains in the ship is not infinite, but falls below a certain limit

If you take another number four or six times as great, and if

you set to work a corresponding number of ants they will cany
the grain ashore and the boat also. It is true that this will call

for a prodigious number of ants, but in myopinion this is pre-

cisely the case with the vacua which bind together the least

particles of a metal.

SALV. But even if this demanded an infinite number would
you still think it impossible?

SAGR. Not if the mass [mole] of metal were infinite; other-
wise. . . .

[68]

SALV. Otherwise what? Now since we have arrived at

paradoxes let us see if we cannot prove that within a finite ex-
tent it is possible to discover an infinite number of vacua. At the
same time we shall at least reach a solution of the most remark-
able of all that list of problems which Aristotle himself calls

wonderful; I refer to his Questions in Mechanics. This solution
may be no less dear and conclusive than that which he himself
gives and quite different also from that so cleverly expounded by
the most learnedMonsignor di Guevara.*

First it is necessary to consider a proposition, not treated by
others, but upon which depends the solution of the problem and
from which, if I mistake not, we shall derive other new and
remarkable facts. For the sake of clearness let us draw an

*
Bishop of Teano; b. 1561, d.i64i. [Trans.]
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accurate figure. About G as a center describe an equiangular
ain

ABCDEF. Similar to this and concentric with it, describe

anoliersmaUeronewhidweshaUc^HIKLMN. Prolong the

Fig. 5

side AB, of the larger hexagon, indefinitely toward S; in like

manner prolong the corresponding side HI of the smaller hex-

agon, in the same direction, so that the line HT is parallel to

AS; and through the center draw the line GV parallel to the

other two. This done, imagine the larger polygon to roll uponN
the line AS, carrying with it the smaller polygon. It is evident

that, if the point B, the end of the side AB, remains fixed at the

beginning of the rotation, the point A will rise and the point C
wiU fall describing the arc CQ until the side BC coincides with

the line BQ, equal to BC But during this rotation the point I,

on the smaller polygon, will rise above the line IT because IB is

oblique toAS; and it will not again return to the line IT until the

point C shall have reached the position Q. The point I, having

described the arc 10 above the line HT, will reach the position

Oat
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at the same time the side IK assumes the position OP; but in

the meantime the center G has traversed a path above GV and

does not return to it until it has completed the arc GC. This

step having been taken, the larger polygon has been brought to

rest with its side BC coinciding with the line BQ while the side

IK of the smaller polygon has been made to coincide with the

line OP, having passed over the portion 10 without touching it;

also the center G will have reached the position C after having
traversed all its course above the parallel line GV. And finally

the entire figure will assume a position similar to the first, so

that if we continue the rotation and come to the next step, the

side DC of the larger polygon will coincide with the portion QX
and the side KL of the smaller polygon, having first skipped the

arc PY, will fall on YZ, while the center still keeping above the

line GV will return to it at R after having jumped the interval

CR. At the end of one complete rotation the larger polygon will

have traced upon the line AS, without break, six lines together

equal to its perimeter; the lesser polygon will likewise have

imprinted six lines equal to its perimeter, but separated by the

interposition of five arcs, whose chords represent the parts
of HT not touched by the polygon: the center G never reaches

the line GV except at six points. From this it is clear that tie

space traversed by the smaller polygon is almost equal to that

traversed by the larger, that is, the line HT approximates the

line AS, differing from it only by the length of one chord of one
of these arcs, provided we understand the lineHT to include the
five skipped arcs.

Now this exposition which I have given in the case of these

hexagons must be understood to be applicable to all other

polygons, whatever the number of sides, provided only they are

[70]

similar, concentric, and rigidly connected, so that when the

greater one rotates the lesser will also turn however small it may
be. You must also understand that the lines described by these
two are nearly equal provided we include in the space traversed

by the smaller one the intervals which are not touched by any
part of the perimeter of this smaller polygon.

Let
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Let a large polygon of, say, one thousand sides make one

complete rotation and thus ky off a line equal to its perimeter;
at the same time the small one will pass over an approximately

equal distance, made up of a thousand small portions each

equal to one of its sides, but interrupted by a thousand spaces

which, in contrast with the portions that coincide with the sides

of the polygon, we may call empty. So far the matter is free

from difficulty or doubt.

But now suppose that about any center, say A, we describe

two concentric and rigidly connected circles; and suppose that

from the points C and B, on their radii, there are drawn the

tangents CE and BF and that through the centerA the lineAD
is drawn parallel to them, then if the large circle makes one

complete rotation along the line BF, equal not only to its cir-

cumference but also to the other two lines CE and AD, tell me
what the smaller circle will do and also what the center will do.

As to the center it will certainly traverse and touch the entire

line AD while the drcumference of the smaller circle will have

measured off by its points of contadl the entire line CE, just as

was done by the above mentioned polygons. The only difference

is that the line HT was not at every point in contaft with the

perimeter of the smaller polygon, but there were left untouched

as many vacant spaces as there were spaces coinciding with the

sides. But here in the case of the circles the circumference of the

smaller one never leaves the line CE, so that no part of the latter

is left untouched, nor is there ever a timewhen some point on the

circle is not in contadl with the straight line. How now can the

smaller circle traverse a length greater than its circumference

unless it go by jumps ?

SAGR. It seems to me that one may say that just as the center

of lie circle, by itself, carried along the lineAD is constantly in

contaAwith it, although it is only a single point, so the points on

the drcumference of the smaller circle, carried along by the

motion of tie larger circle, would slide over some small parts of

the line CE.

W
SALV. There are two reasons why this cannot happen. First

because
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because there is no ground for thinking that one point of con-

tadl, such as that at C, rather than another, should slip over

certain portions of the line CE. But if such slidings along CE
did occur they would be infinite in number since the points of

contadl (being mere points) are infinite in number: an infinite

number of finite slips will however make an infinitely long line,

while as a matter of fadl the line CE is finite. The other reason

is that as the greater circle, in its rotation, changes its point of

contaA continuously the lesser circle must do the same because
B is theonly point from which a straight line can be drawn toA
and pass through C. Accordingly the small circle must change
its point of contacft whenever the large one changes : no point of

the small circle touches the straight line CE in more than one

point Not only so, but even in the rotation of the polygons
there was no point on the perimeter of the smaller which coin-

cided with more than one point on the line traversed by that

perimeter; this is at once clear when you remember that the
line IK is parallel toBC and that therefore IK will remain above
IP until BC coincides with BQ, and that IK will not lie upon IP

except at the very instant when BC occupies the position BQ; at

this instant the entire line IK coincides withOP and immediately
afterwards rises above it.

SAGR. This is a very intricate matter. I see no solution. Pray
explain it to us.

SALV. Let us return to the consideration of the above men-
tioned polygons whose behavior we already understand. Now
in the case of polygons with 100000 sides, the line traversed by
the perimeter of the greater, i. e., the line laid down by its

100000 sides one after another, is equal to the line traced out by
the 100000 sides of the smaller, provided we include the 100000
vacant spaces interspersed. So in the case of the circles, poly-
gons having an infinitude of sides, the line traversed by die

Continuously distributed [continuamente disposti\ infinitude of
sides is in the greater circle equal to the line laid down by the
infinitude of sides in the smaller circle but with the exception
:hat these latter alternate with empty spaces; and since the
sides are not finite in number, but infinite, so also are the inter-

vening
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vening empty spaces not finite but infinite. The line traversed

by the larger circle consists then of an infinite number of points
which completely fill it; while that which is traced by the smaller

circle consists of an infinite number of pqints which leave empty
spaces and only partly fill the line. And here I wish you to

observe that after dividing and resolving a line into a finite

number of parts, that is, into a number which can be counted, it

[72]

is not possible to arrange them again into a greater length than
that which they occupied when they formed a continuum [con-

tinuate] and were connected "without the interposition of as

many empty spaces. But if we consider the line resolved into

an infinite number of infinitely small and indivisible parts, we
shall be able to conceive -the line extended indefinitely by the

interposition, not of a finite, but of an infinite number of in-

finitely small indivisible empty spaces.

Now this which has been said concerning simple lines must be
understood to hold also in the case of surfaces and solid bodies,
it being assumed that they are made up of an infinite, not a

finite, number of atoms. Such a body once divided into a

finite number of parts it is impossible to reassemble them so as to

occupy more space than before unless we interpose a finite

number of empty spaces, that is to say, spaces free from the

substance of which the solid is made. But if we imagine the

body, by some extreme and final analysis, resolved into its

primary elements, infinite in number, then we shall be able to

think of them as indefinitely extended in space, not by the

interposition of a finite, but of an infinite number of empty

spaces. Thus one can easily imagine a small ball of gold ex-

panded into a very large space without the introduction of a

finite number of empty spaces, always provided the gold is

made up of an infinite number of indivisible parts.

SIMP. It seems to me that you are travelling along toward

those vacua advocated by a certain ancient philosopher.

SALV. But you have failed to add, "who denied Divine Provi-

dence," an inapt remark made on a similar occasion by a cer-

tain antagonist of our Academician.

Simp.
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SIMP. I noticed, and not without indignation, the rancor of

this ill-natured opponent; further references to these affairs I

omit, not only as a matter of good form, but also because I

know how unpleasant they are to the good tempered and well

ordered mind of one so religious and pious, so orthodox and

God-fearing as you.
But to return to our subject, your previous discourse leaves

with me many difficulties which I am unable to solve. Fim
among these is that, if the circumferences of the two circles are

equal to the two straight lines, CE and BF, the latter con-

sidered as a continuum, the former as interrupted with an in-

finity of empty points, I do not see how it is possible to say that

the line AD described by the center, and made up of an
infinity

of points, is equal to this center which is a single point. Besides,
this building up of lines out of points, divisibles out of indivisi-

bles, and finites out of infinites, offers me an obstacle difficult to

avoid; and the necessity of introducing a vacuum, so conclu-

sively refuted by Aristotle, presents the same difficulty.

[73]

SALV. These difficulties are real; and they are not the only
ones. But let us remember that we are dealing with infinities

and indivisibles, both of which transcend our finite under-

standing, the former on account of their magnitude, the latter

because of their smallness. In spite, of this, men cannot refrain

from discussing them, even though it must be done in a round-
about way.
Therefore I also should like to take the liberty to present some

of my ideas which, though not necessarily convincing, would,
on account of their novelty, at least, prove somewhat startling.
But such a diversion might perhaps cany us too far away from
the subject under discussion and might therefore appear to you
inopportune and not very pleasing.
SAGR. Pray let us enjoy the advantages and privileges which

come from conversation between friends, especially upon sub-

jects freely chosen and not forced upon us, a matter vastly
different from dealing with dead boob which give rise to many
doubts but remove none. Share with us, therefore, the thoughts
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which our discussion has suggested to you; for since we are free

from urgent business there will be abundant time to pursue the

topics already mentioned; and in particular the objections
raised by Simplicio ought not in any wise to be negledled.

SALV. Granted, since you so desire. The first question was,
How can a single point be equal to a line? Since I cannot do
more at present I shall attempt to remove, or at least diminish,
one improbability by introducing a similar or a greater one,

just as sometimes a wonder is diminished by a miracle.*

And this I shall do by showing you two equal surfaces, to-

gether with two equal solids located upon these same surfaces

as bases, all four of which diminish continuously and uniformly
in such a way that their remainders always preserve equality

among themselves, and finally both the surfaces and the solids

terminate theirprevious constant equality by degenerating, the

one solid and the one surface into a very long line, the other

solid and the other surface into a single point; that is, the

latter to one point, the former to an infinite number of points.

[74]

SAGR. This proposition appears to me wonderful, indeed;
but let us hear the explanation and demonstration.

SALV. Since the proof is purely geometrical we shall need

a figure. Let AFB be a semicircle with center at C; about it

describe the redangle ADEB and from the center draw the

straight lines CD and CE to the points D and E. Imagine the

radius CF to be drawn perpendicular to either of the lines AB or

DE, and the entire figure to rotate about this radius as an axis.

It is dear that the redlangleADEB will thus describe a cylinder,

the semicircleAFB a hemisphere, and the triangle CDE, a cone.

Next let us remove the hemisphere but leave the cone and the

rest of the cylinder, which, on account of its shape, we will call a

"bowl." First we shall prove that the bowl and the cone are

equal; then we shall show that aplanedrawn parallel tothe circle

which forms the base of the bowl and which has the lineDE for

diameter and F for a centera plane whose trace is GN cuts

the bowl in the points G, 1, 0, N, and the cone in the points H,L,
so that the part of the cone indicated byCHL is always equal to

*C/. p. 30 below. [Trans.]
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GAI and BON. Besides this we shall prove that the base of the

cone, L e., the cirde whose diameter is HL, is equal to the circularAC B surface which forms the base of

this portion of the bowl, or as

one might say, equal to a ribbonw**v *Q%< **v*j , -v>^%v.i, wv ** AAMLrVSiJ,

"whose width is GL (Note by
the way the nature of mathe-
matical definitions which con-

sist merely in the imposition of

names or, ifyou prefer, abbrevi-

ations of speech established and
introduced in order to avoid the tedious drudgery which you
and I now experience simply because we have not agreed
to call this surface a "circular band" and that sharp solid

portion of the bowl a "round razor.") Now call them bv

[7S3

what name you please, it suffices to understand that the plane,
drawn

at^ any height whatever, so long as it is parallel to
the base, i. e., to the cirde whose diameter is DE, always cuts
the two solids so that the portion CHL of the cone is equal to the

upper portion of the bowl; likewise the two areas which are the
bases of these solids, namely the band and the circle HL, are also

equal. Here we have the miracle mentioned above; as the cut-

ting plane approaches the line AB the portions of the solids cut
off are always equal, so also the areas of their bases. And as the

cutting plane^comes near the top, the two solids (always equal)
as weU as their bases (areas which are also equal) finally vanish,
one pair of them degenerating into the circumference of a

circle,'
the other into a single point, namely, the upper edge of the bowl
and the apex of the cone. Now, since as these solids diminish
equality is maintained between them up to the very last, we are
justified in saying that, at the extreme and final end of this

diminution, they are still equal and that one is not infinitely
greater than the other. It appears therefore that we may
equate the circumference of a large circle to a single point. And
this which is true of the solids is true also of the surfaces which

form
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form their bases; for these also preserve equality between them-
selves throughout their diminution and in the end vanish, the
one into the circumference of a circle, the other into a single

point. Shallwe not then call them equal seeing that they are the
last traces and remnants of equal magnitudes? Note also that,
even if these vessels were large enough to contain immense
celestial hemispheres, both their upper edges and the apexes of

the cones therein contained would always remain equal and
would vanish, the former into circles having the dimensions of

the largest celestial orbits, the latter into single points. Hence
in conformity with the preceding we may say that all circum-

ferences of circles, however different, are equal to each other,
and are each equal to a single point.

SAGR. This presentation strikes me as so clever and novel

that, even if I were able, I would not be willing to oppose it;

for to deface so beautiful a strudbire by a blunt pedantic attack

would be nothing short of sinful. But for our complete satisfac-

[76]

tion pray give us this geometrical proof that there is always

equality between these solids and between their bases; for it

cannot, I think, fail to be very ingenious, seeing how subtle is

the philosophical argument based upon this result.

SALV. The demonstration is both short and easy. Referring
to the preceding figure, since IPC is a right angle the square of

the radius 1C is equal to the sum of the squares on tie two sides

IP, PC; but the radius 1C is equal to AC and also to GP, while

CP is equal to PH. Hence the square of the line GP is equal to

the sum of the squares of IP and PH, or multiplying through by

4, we have the square of the diameterGN equal to the sum of the

squares on 10 and HL And, since the areas of circles are to

each other as the squares of their diameters, it follows that the

area of the circle whose diameter isGN is equal to the sum of the

areas of cirdes having diameters 10 andHL, so that ifwe remove

the common area of the circle having 10 for diameter the re-

maining area of the circle GN will be equal to the area of the

circle whose diameter is HL. So much for the first part. As for

die other part, we leave its demonstration for the present, partly
because
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because those who wish to follow it will find it in the twelfth

proposition of the second book of De centro gramtcds solidorum

by fiie Archimedes of our age, Luca Valerio,* who made use of it

for a different objetft, and partly because, for our purpose, it

suffices to have seen that the above-mentioned surfaces are

always equal and that, as they keep on diminishing uniformly,

they degenerate, the one into a single point, the other into the

circumference of a circle larger than any assignable; in this fad
lies our miracle.f

SAGR. The demonstration is ingenious and the inferences

drawn from it are remarkable. And now let us hear something
concerning the other difficulty raised by Simplicio, if you have

anything special to say, which, however, seems to me hardly

possible, since the matter has already been so thoroughly di$-

cussed.

SALV. But I do have something special to say, and will first

of all repeat what I said a little while ago, namely, that in-

finity and indivisibility are in their very nature incomprehensi-
ble to us; imagine then what they are when combined. Yet if

[77]

we wish to build up a line out of indivisible points, we must
take an infinite number of them, and are, therefore, bound to

understand both the infinite and the indivisible at the same
time. Many ideas have passed throughmy mind concerning this

subject, some of which, possibly the more important, I may not
be able to recall on the spur of the moment; but in the course
of our discussion it may happen that I shall awaken in you, and

especially in Simplicio, objections and difficulties which in

turn will bring to memory that which, without such stimulus,
would have

Jain
dormant in my mind. Allow me therefore the

customary liberty of introducing some of our human fancies, for

indeed we may so call them in comparison with supernatural
truth which furnishes the one true and safe recourse for deci-

sion in our discussions and which is an infallible guide in the
dark and dubious paths of thought.

*
Distinguished Italian mathematician; born at Ferrara about 1552;

admitted to the Accademia dei Lincei 1612; died 1618. [Trans ]

tC/. p. 27 above. [Trans.]
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One of the main objections urged against this building up
of continuous quantities out of indivisible quantities [continue

indivisibiK[ is that the addition of one indivisible to an-

other cannot produce a divisible, for if this were so it would
render the indivisible divisible. Thus if two indivisibles, say
two points, can be united to form a quantity, say a divisible

line, then an even more divisible line might be formed by the

union of three, five, seven, or any other odd number of points.
Since however these lines can be cut into two equal parts, it

becomes possible to cut the indivisible, which lies exadtly in the

middle of the Ibe. In answer to this and other objections of the

same type we reply that a divisible magnitude cannot be con-

strudled out of two or ten or a hundred or a thousand indivisibles,

but requires an infinite number of them.

SIMP. Here a
difficulty presents itself which appears to me

insoluble. Since it is dear that we may have one line
grater

than another, each containing an infinite number of points,

we are forced to admit that, within one and the same class,

we may have something greater than infinity, because the in-

finity of points in the long line is greater than the infinity of

points in the short line. This assigning to an infinite quantity
a value greater than infinity is quite beyond my comprehension.

SALV. This is one of the difficulties which arise when we

attempt, with our finite minds, to discuss the infinite, assigning

to it those properties which we give to the finite and limited; but

[78]

this I think is wrong, for we cannot speak of infinite quantities

as being the one greater or less than or equal to another. To

prove this I have in mind an argument which, for the sake of

clearness, I shall put in the form of questions to Simplicio who
raised this difficulty.

I take it for granted that you know which of the numbers are

squares and which are not.

SIMP. I am quite aware that a squared number is onewhich re-

sults from the multiplication of another number by itself; thus

4, 9, etc., are squared numbers which come from multiplying 2, 3,

etc., by themselves.

Salv.
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SALV. Very well; and you also know that just as the produces
are called squares so the fadlors are called sides or roots; while

on the other hand those numbers which do not consist of two

equal fadlors are not squares. Therefore if I assert that all

numbers, including both squares and non-squares, are more
than the squares alone, I shall speak the truth, shall I not?

SIMP. Most certainly.

SALV. If I should ask further how many squares there are one

might reply truly that there are as many as the corresponding
number of roots, since every square has its own root and eveiy
root its own square, while no square has more than one root

and no root more than one square.

SIMP. Precisely so.

SALV. But if I inquire how many roots there are, it cannot
be denied that there are as many as there are numbers because

every number is a root of some square. This being granted
we must say that there are as many squares as there are num-
bers because they are just as numerous as their roots, and all

the numbers are roots. Yet at the outset we said there are

many more numbers than squares, since the larger portion of

them are not squares. Not only so, but the proportionate
number of squares diminishes as we pass to larger numbers.
Thus up to 100we have 10 squares, that is, the squares constitute

i/io part of all the numbers; up to 10000, we find only i/iooN
part to be squares; and up to a million only i/iooo part; on the
other hand in an infinite number, if one could conceive of such a

thing, he would be forced to admit that there are as many
squares as there are numbers all taken together.

SAGR. What then must one conclude under these circum-
stances?

SALV. So
far^as

I see we can only infer that the totality of
all numbers is infinite, that the number of squares is infinite,
and that the number of their roots is infinite; neither is the
number of squares less than the totality of all numbers, nor
the latter greater than the former; and finally the attributes

"equal," "greater," and "less," are not applicable to infinite,

but
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but only, to finite, quantities. When therefore Simplicio in-

troduces several lines of different lengths and asks me how it

is possible that the longer ones do not contain more points
than the shorter, I answer him that one line does not contain

more or less or just as many points a$ another, but that each
line contains an infinite number. Or if I had replied to him
that the points in one line were equal in number to the squares;
in another, greater than the totality of numbers; and in the little

one, as many as the number of cubes, might I not, fodeed, have
satisfied him by thus placing more points in one line than in

another and yet maintaining an infinite number in each? So
much for the first difficulty.

SAGR. Pray stop a moment and let me add to what has al-

ready been said an idea which just occurs to me. If the pre-

ceding be true, it seems to me impossible to say either that one
infinite number is greater than another or even that it is greater
than a finite number, because if the infinite number were greater

than, say, a million it would follow that on passing from the

million to higher and higher numbers we would be approach-

ing the infinite; but this is not so; on the contrary, the lar-

ger the number to which we pass, the more we recede from

[this property of] infinity, because the greater the numbers die

fewer [relatively] are the squares contained in them; but the

squares in infinity cannot be less than the totality of all the

numbers, as we have just agreed; hence the approach to greater
and greater numbers means a departure from infinity.*

SALV. And thus from your ingenious argument we are led to

[so]

condude that the attributes "larger," "smaller," and "equal"
have no place either in comparing infinite quantities with each

other or in comparing infinite with finite quantities.

I pass now to another consideration. Since lines and all

continuous quantities are divisible into parts which are them-

selves divisible without end, I do not see how it is possible

* A certain confusion of thought appears to be introduced here through
a failure to distinguish between the number n and the class of the first n

numbers; and likewise from a failure to distinguish infinity as a number

from infinity as the class of all numbers. [Trans]
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to avoid the conclusion that these lines are built up of an in

finite number of indivisible quantities because a division and

subdivision which can be carried on indefinitely presuppose
that the parts are infinite in number, otherwise the subdivisio:

would reach an end; and if the parts are^infinite
in number, w

must conclude that they are not finite in size, because an in

finite number of finite quantities would give an infinite magni
tude. And thus we have a continuous quantity built up of ai

infinite number of indivisibles.

SIMP. But if we can carry on indefinitely the division int

finite parts what necessity is there then for the introductioi

of non-finite parts?
SALV. The very fadl that one is able to continue, withou

end, the division into finite parts [in parti quante] makes it nee

essary to regard the quantity as composed of an infinite num
ber of immeasurably small elements [di infiniti non qiianti[

Now in order to settle this matter I shall ask you to tell mi

whether, in your opinion, a continuum is made up of a finit

or of an infinite number of finite parts [parti quante].

SIMP. My answer is that their number is both infinite am

finite; potentially infinite but actually finite [infinite, in po
tenza; e finite, in atto]; that is to say, potentially infinite befofl

division and adlually finite after division; because parts canno
be said to exist in a body which is not yet divided or at leas

marked out; if this is not donewe say that they exist potentially
SALV. So that a line which is, for instance, twenty span

long is not said to contain actually twenty lines each one spai
in length except after division into twenty equal parts; before

division it is said to contain them only potentially. Suppos<
the fafts are as you say; tell me then whether, when the divisioi

is once made, the size of the original quantity is thereby in

creased, diminished, orunaffedled.

SIMP. It neither increases nor diminishes.

SALV. That is my opinion also. Therefore the finite parti

[parti quante} in a continuum, whether aftually or potentially

present,
do not make the quantity either larger or smaller; bui

it is perfectly dear that, if the number of finite parts adbiallj

containec
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contained in the whole is infinite in number, they will make the

magnitude infinite.
^

Hence the number of finite parts, although
existing only potentially, cannot be infinite unless the magnitude
containing them be infinite; and conversely if the magnitude is

[81]

finite it cannot contain an infinite number of finite parts either

actually or potentially.

SAGR. How then is it possible to divide a continuum without

limit into parts which are themselves always capable of subdivi-

sion?

SALV. This distinction of yours between adbial and potential

appears to render easy by one method what would be impossible

by another. But I shall endeavor to reconcile these matters

in another way; and as to the query whether the finite parts
of a limited continuum [continuo terminate] are finite or in-

finite in number I will, contrary to the opinion of Simplicio,

answer that they are neither finite nor infinite.

SIMP. This answer would never have occurred to me since I

did not think that there existed any intermediate step between

the finite and the infinite, so that the classification or distinc-

tion which assumes that a thing must be either finite or infinite

is faulty and defedlive.

SALV. So it seems to me. And if we consider discrete quanti-

ties I think there is, between finite and infinite quantities, a

third intermediate term which corresponds to every assigned

number; so that if asked, as in the present case, whether the

finite p?rts of a continuum are finite or infinite in number the

best reply is that they are neither finite nor infinite but corre-

spond to every assigned number. In order that this may be

possible, it is necessary that those parts should not be included

within a limited number, for in that case they would not corre-

spond to a number which is greater; nor can they be infinite in

number since no assigned number is infinite; and thus at the

pleasure of the questioner we may, to any given line, assign a

hundred finite parts, a thousand, a hundred thousand, or indeed

any numberwe may please so long as it be not infinite. I grant,

therefore, to the philosophers, that the continuum contains as

many
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many finite parts as they please and I concede also that it con-

tains them, either actually or potentially, as they may like; but

I must add that just as a line ten fathoms [canne] in length con-

tains ten lines each of one fathom and forty lines each of one

cubit [braccia] and eighty lines each of half a cubit, etc., so it

contains an infinite number of points; call them adtual or po-

tential, as you like, for as to this detail, Simplicio, I defer to your

opinion and to your judgment.

[82]

SIMP. I cannot help admiring your discussion; but I fear

that this parallelism between the points and the finite parts

contained in a line will not prove satisfactory, and that you will

not find it so easy to divide a given line into an infinite num-

ber of points as the philosophers do to cut it into ten fathoms or

forty cubits; not only so, but such a division is quite impossible

to realize in pradlice, so that this will be one of those poten-

tialities which cannot be reduced to adluality.

SALV. The fact that something can be done only with effort

or diligence or with great expenditure of time does not render it

impossible; for I think that you yourself could not easily divide

a line into a thousand parts, and much less if the number of

parts were 937 or any other large prime number. But if I

were to accomplish this division which you deem impossible as

readily as another person would divide the line into forty parts
would you then be more willing, in our discussion, to concede the

possibility of such a division?

SIMP. In general I enjoy greatly your method; and replying
to your query, I answer that it would be more than sufficient

if it prove not more difficult to resolve a line into points than to

divide it into a thousand parts.

SALV. I will now say something which may perhaps astonish

you; it refers to the possibility of dividing a line into its in-

finitely small elements by following the same order which one

employs in dividing the same line into forty, sixty, or a hundred

parts, that is, by dividing it into two, four, etc. He who thinks

that, by following this method, he can reach an infinite number
of points is greatly mistaken; for if this process were followed to

eternity
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eternity there would still remain finite parts which were un-
divided.

Indeed by such a method one is veiy far fiom reaching the

goal of indivisibility; on the contrary he recedes from it and
while he thinks that, by continuing this division and by multi-

plying the multitude of parts, he will approach infinity, he is,

in my opinion, getting farther and farther away from it. My
reason is this. In the preceding discussion we concluded that,

in an infinite number, it is necessary that the squares and cubes

should be as numerous as the totality of the natural numbers

[tutti
i numm\, because both of these are as numerous as their

roots which constitute the totality of the natural nurnbere.

Nextwe saw that the larger the numbers taken tiemore sparsely
distributed were the squares, and still more sparsely the cubes;
therefore it is dear that the larger the numbers to which we pass
the farther we recede from the infinite number: hence it follows

[83 ]

that, since this process carries us farther and farther from' the

end sought, if on turning back we shall find that any number
can be said to be infinite, it must be unity. Here indeed are

satisfied all those conditions which are requisite for an infinite

number; I mean that unity contains in itself as many squares as

there are cubes and natural numbers [tutti inumm\.
SIMP. I do not quite grasp the meaning of this.

SALV. There is no difficulty in the matter because unity is at

once a square, a cube, a square of a square and all the other

powers [dignita]; nor is there any essential peculiarity in squares

or cubes which does not belong to unity; as, for example, the

property of two square numbers that they have between them a

mean proportional; take any square number you please as the

first term and unity for the other, then you will always find a

number which is a mean proportional. Consider the two square

numbers, 9 and 4; then 3 is the mean proportional between

9 and I
;
while 2 is a mean proportional between 4 and I

;
between

9 and 4 we have 6 as a mean proportional. A property of cubes

is that they must have between them two mean proportional

numbers; take 8 and 27; between them lie 12 and 18; while

between
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between I and 8 we have 2 and 4 intervening; and between i and

27 there lie 3 and 9. Therefore we conclude that unity is the

only infinite number. These are some of the marvels which our

imagination cannot grasp and which should warn us against the

serious error of those who attempt to discuss the infinite by

assigning to it the same properties which we employ for the

finite, the natures of the two having nothing in common.

With regard to this subjeCt I must tell you of a remarkable

property which just now occurs to me and which will explain

the vast alteration and change of character which a finite quan-

tity would undergo in passing to infinity. Let us draw the

straight line AB of arbitrary length and let the point C divide

it into two unequal parts; then I say that, if pairs of lines be

drawn, one from each of the terminal points A and B, and if

the ratio between the lengths of these lines is the same as that

betweenAC and CB, their points of intersection will all lie upon
the circumference of one and the same circle. Thus, for ex-

ample, AL and BL drawn fromA and B, meeting at the point L,

bearing to one another the same ratio as AC to BC, and the

pair AK and BK
meeting at K also

bearing to one an-

other the same ratio,

and likewise the pairs

E AI,BI,AH,BH,AG,
BG, AF, BF, AE,
BE, have their points
of intersection L, K,

I, H,G,F,E, all ly-

ing upon the circum-

ference of one and the same circle. Accordingly if we imagine
the point C tomove continuously in such a manner that the lines

drawn from it to the fixed terminal points,A and B, always main-
tain the same ratio between their lengths as exists between the

original parts, AC and CB, then the point C will, as I shall pres-

ently prove, describe a circle. And the circle thus described will

increase
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increase in size without limit as the point C approaches the mid-
dle point which we may call 0; but it will diminish in size as C
approaches the end B. So that the infinite number of points lo-

cated in the lineOB will, if the motion be as explained above, de-

scribe circles of every size, some smaller than the pupil of the eye
of a flea, others largerthan the celestial equator. Now ifwemove
any of tibe points lying between the two ends and B they will

all describe
circles^those

nearest 0, immense circles; but if we
move the point itself, and continue to move it according to

the aforesaid law, namely, that the lines drawn from to the

terminal points,A and B, maintain the same ratio as the original
linesAO and OB, what kind of a line will be produced? A circle

will be drawn larger than the largest of the others, a circle which

is therefore infinite. But from the point a straight line will also

be drawn perpendicular to BA and extending to infinity with-

out ever turning, as did the others, to join its last end with its

first; for the point C, with its limited motion, having described

[85]

the upper semi-circle, CHE, proceeds to describe the lower

semicircle EMC, thus returning to the starting point. But the

point having started to describe its circle, as did all the other

points in the line AB, (for the points in the other portion OA
describe their circles also, the largest being those nearest the

point 0) is unable to return to its starting point because the

circle it describes, being the largest of all, is infinite; in fadt, it

describes an infinite straight line as circumference of its infinite

circle. Think nowwhat a difference there is between a finite and

an infinite circle since the latter changes character in such a

manner that it loses not only its existence but also its possibility

of existence; indeed, we already clearly understand that there

can be no such thing as an infinite circle; similarly there can be

no infinite sphere, no infinite body, and no infinite surface of

any shape. Now what shallwe say concerning this metamorpho-
sis in the transition from finite to infinite? And why should we
feel greater repugnance, seeing that, in our search after the

infinite among numbers we found it in unity? Having broken

up a solid into many parts, having reduced it to the finest of

powder
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powder and having resolved it into its infinitely small indivisible

atoms why may we not say that this solid has been reduced to a

single continuum [un solo continuo] perhaps a fluid like water or

mercury or even a liquified metal? And do we not see stones

melt into glass and the glass itselfunder strong heat become more
fluid than water?

SAGR. Are we then to believe that substances become fluid in

virtue of being resolved into their infinitely small indivisible

components?
SALV. I^am not able to find any better means of accounting

for certain phenomena of which the following is one. When I

take a hard substance such as stone or metal and when I reduce

it by means of a hammer or fine file to the most minute and

impalpable powder, it is clear that its finest particles, although
when taken one by one are, on account of their smallness, im-

perceptible to our sight and touch, are nevertheless finite in

size, possess shape, and capability of being counted. It is also

true that when once heaped up they remain in a heap; and if an

excavation be made within limits the cavity will remain and the

surrounding particles will not rush in to fill it; if shaken the

particles come to rest immediately after the external disturbing

agent is removed; the same effefts are observed in all piles of

[86]

larger and larger particles, of any shape, even if spherical, as is

the case with piles of millet, wheat, lead shot, a$d every other

material. But if we attempt to discover such properties in

water we do not find them; for when once heaped up it imme-

diately flattens out unless held up by some vessel or other exter-

nal retaining body; when hollowed out it quickly rushes in to fill

the cavity; and when disturbed it fluctuates for a long time
and sends out its waves through great distances.

Seeing that water has less firmness [consistenza] than the

finest of powder, in fad has no consistence whatever, we may,
it seems to me, very reasonably conclude that the smallest

particles into which it can be resolved are quite different from
finite and divisible particles; indeed the only difference I am
able to discover is that the former are indivisible. The exquisite

transparency
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transparency of water also favors this view; for the most trans-

parent crystal when broken and ground and reduced to powder
loses its transparency; the finer the grinding the greater the loss;

but in the case of water where the attrition is of the highest

degree we have extreme transparency. Gold and silver when

pulverized with^
acids [acque forti] more finely than is possible

with any file still remain powders,* and do not become fluids

until the finest particles \gf indimsibil^ of fire or of the rays of

the sun dissolve them, as I think, into their ultimate, indivisible,

and infinitely small components.
SAGR. This phenomenon of light which you mention is one

which I have many times remarked with astonishment. I have,
for instance, seen lead melted instantly by means of a concave

mirror only three hands \$almi\ in diameter. Hence I think

that if the mirror were very large, well-polished and of a para-
bolic figure, it would just as readily and quickly melt any other

metal, seeing that the small mirror, which was not well polished
and had only a spherical shape, was able so energetically to melt

lead and burn every combustible substance. Such effedls as

these render credible to me the marvels accomplished by the

mirrors of Archimedes.

SALV. Speaking of the effeds produced by the mirrors of

Archimedes, it was his own books (which I had already read and

studied with infinite astonishment) that rendered credible to me
all the miracles described by various writers. And if any doubt

had remained the book which Father Buonaventura Cavalierif

has recently published on the subjedt of the burning glass

[specchio ustorio] and which I have read with admiration would

have removed the last difficulty.

SAGR. I also have seen this treatise and have read it with

* It is not clear what Galileo here means by saying that gold and

silver when treated with acids still remain powders. [Trans]

t One of the most active investigators among Galileo's contemporaries;

born at Milan 1598; died at Bologna 1647; a Jesuit father, first to intro-

duce the use of logarithms into Italy and first to derive the expression for

the focal length of a lens having unequal radii of curvature. His "method

of indivisibles" is to be reckoned as a precursor of the infinitesimal

calculus. [Trans]
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Measure and astonishment; and knowing the author I was con-

irmed in the opinion which I had already formed of him that

le was destined to become one of the leading mathematicians

>f our age. But now, with regard to the surprising effedl of

jolar rays in melting metals, must we believe that such a furious

iftion is devoid of motion or that it is accompanied by the most

apid of motions?

SALV. We observe that other combustions and resolutions are

iccompanied by motion, and that, the most rapid; note the ac-

:ion of .lightning and of powder as used in mines and petards;

lote also how the charcoal flame, mixed as it is with heavy and

mpure vapors, increases its power to liquify metals whenever

juickened by a pair of bellows. Hence" I do not understand how
Jie adlion of light, although very pure, can be devoid of motion

md that of the swiftest type.

SAGR. But of what kind and how great must we consider this

peed of light to be? Is it instantaneous or momentary or does

t like other motions require time? Can we not decide this by
ixperiment?
SIMP. Everyday experience shows that the propagation of

ight is instantaneous; for when we see a piece of artillery fired,

it great distance, the flash reaches our eyes without lapse of

ime; but the sound reaches the ear only after a noticeable

nterval.

SAGR. Well, Simplicio, the only thing I am able to infer from
his familiar bit of experience is that sound, in reaching our

ar, travels more slowly than light; it does not informme whether
he coming of the light is instantaneous or whether, although
xtremely rapid, it still occupies time. An observation of this

:ind tells us nothing more than one in which it is claimed that

'As soon as the sun reaches the horizon its light reaches our

yes"; but who will assure me that these rays had not reached
his limit earlier than they reached our vision ?

SALV. The small conclusiveness of these and other similar

bservations once led me to devise a method by which one might
ccurately ascertain whether illumination, i. e., the propagation
f light, is really instantaneous. The fad that the speed of

sound
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[88]

sound is as high as it is, assures us that the motion of light
cannot fail to be extraordinarily swift The experiment which I

devised was as follows :

Let each of two persons take a light contained in a lantern, or

other receptacle, such that by the interposition of the hand, the

one can shut off or admit the light to the vision of the other.

Next let them stand opposite each other at a distance of a few
cubits and pradlice until they acquire such skill in uncovering
and occulting their lights that the instant one sees the light of his

companion he will uncover his own. After a few trials the

response will be so prompt that without sensible error [svario]

the uncovering of one light is immediately followed by the un-

covering of the other, so that as soon as one exposes his light he

will instantly see that of the other. Having acquired skill at this

short distance let the two experimenters, equipped as before,

take up positions separated by a distance of two or three miles

and let them perform the same experiment at night, noting care-

fully whether the exposures and occultations occur in the same

manner as at short distances; if they do, we may safely conclude

that the propagation of light is instantaneous; but if time is

required at a distance of three miles which, considering the

going of one light and the coming of the other, really amounts

to six, then the delay ought to be easily observable. If the

experiment is to be made at still greater distances, say eight

or ten miles, telescopes may be employed, each observer ad-

justing one for himself at lie place where he is to make the

experiment at night; then although the lights are not large and

are therefore invisible to the naked eye at so great a distance,

they can readily be covered and uncovered since by aid of the

telescopes, once adjusted and fixed, they will become easily

visible.

SAGR. This experiment strikes me as a clever and reliable in-

vention. But tell us what you conclude from the results.

SALV. In fadl I have tried the experiment only at a short

distance, less than a mile, from which I have not been able to

ascertain with certainty whether the appearance of the op-

posite
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posite light was instantaneous or not; but if not instantaneous

it is extraordinarily rapid I should call it momentary; and for

the present I should compare it to motion which we see in the

lightning flash between clouds eight or ten miles distant from us.

We see the beginning of this light I might say its head and

[89]

source located at a particular place among the clouds; but it

immediately spreads to the surrounding ones, which seems to be

an argument that at least some time is required for propagation;

for if the illumination were instantaneous and not gradual, we
should not be able to distinguish its origin its center, so to

speak from its outlying portions. What a sea we are grad-

ually slipping into without knowing it! With vacua and in-

finities and indivisibles and instantaneous motions, shall we
ever be able, even by means of a thousand discussions, to reach

dryland?
SAGR. Really these matters lie far beyond our grasp. Just

think; when we seek the infinite among numbers we find it in

unity; that which is ever divisible is derived from indivisibles;

the vacuum is found inseparably connected with the plenum;
indeed the views commonly held concerning the nature of these

matters are so reversed that even the circumference of a circle

turns out to be an infinite straight line, a fact which, if my
memory serves me corredlly, you, Salviati, were intending to

demonstrate geometrically. Please therefore proceed without
further digression.

SALV. I am at your service; but for the sake of greater clear-

ness let me first demonstrate the following problem :

Given a straight line divided into unequal parts which bear
to each other any ratio whatever, to describe a circle such
that two straight lines drawn from the .ends of the given
line to any point on the circumference will bear to each
other the same ratio as the two parts of the given line, thus

making those lines which are drawn from the same terminal

points homologous,
Let AB represent the given straight line divided into any two
unequal parts by the point C; the problem is to describe a circle

such
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such that two straight lines drawn from the terminal points,
A and B, to any point on the drcumference will bear to each
other the same ratio as the part AC bears to BC, so that lines

drawn from the same terminal points are homologous. About
C as center describe a cirde having the shorter part CB of the

given line, as radius. ThroughA draw a straight lineAD which

shall be tangent to the cirde at D and indefinitely prolonged
toward E. Draw the radius CD which will be perpendicular
to AE. At B erect a perpendicular to AB; this perpendicular
will intersect AE at

some point since the

angle at A is acute;

call this point of in-

tersedtion E, and
from it draw a per-

pendicular to
which will intersect

AB prolonged in F.

Now I say the two

straight lines FE and

FC are equal. For

if we join E and C,
we shall have two Fl - 8

triangles, DEC and BEC, in which the two sides of the one,

DE and EC, are equal to the two sides of the other, BE
and EC, both DE and EB being tangents to the circle DB
while the bases DC and CB are likewise equal; hence the

two angles, DEC and BEC, will be equal. Now since the

angle BCE differs from a right angle by the angle CEB, and the

angle CEF also differs from a right angle by the angle CED, and

since these differences are equal, it follows that the angle FCE
is ,equal to CEF; consequently the sides FE and FC are equal.

Ifwe describe'a circle with F as center and FE as radius it will

pass through the point C; let CEG be such a drcle. This is the

cirde sought, for if we draw lines from the terminal points A and

B to any point on its circumference they will bear to each other

the
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the same ratio as the two portionsAC and EC which meet at the

point C. This is manifest in the case of the two lines AE and

BE, meeting at the point E, because the angle E of the triangle

AEB is biseAed by the line CE, and thereforeAC : CB=AE : BE.

The same may be proved of the two lines AG and BG terminat-

ing in the point G. For since the triangles AFE and EFB are

similar, we have AF:FE=EF:FB, or AF:FC=CF:FB, and

dmdendo AC:CF=CB:BF, or AC:FG=CB:BF; also com-

ponendo we have bothAB:BG=CB:BF and AG:GB=CF: FB
=AE:EB=AC:BC. Q. E. D.

[91]

Take now any other point in the circumference, say H,
where the two lines AH and BH interseft; in like manner we
shall have AC: CB=AH: HE. Prolong HB until it meets the

circumference at I and join IF; and since we have already
found that AB:BG=CB:BF it follows that the reftangle
AB.BF is equal to the reftangle CB.BG or IB.BH. HenceAB :

BH=IB:BF. But the angles at B are equal and therefore

AH:HB-IF:FB=EF:FB=AE:EB.
Besides, I may add, that it is impossible for lines which main-

tab this same ratio and which are drawn from the terminal

points, A and B, to meet at any point either inside or outside the

;drcle, CEG. For suppose this were possible; let AL and BL be
two such lines intersecting at the point L outside the circle:

prolong LB till it meets the circumference atM and join MF.
If AL:BL=AC:BC=MF:FB, then we shall have two tri-

angles ALB and MFB which have the sides about the two

angles proportional, the angles at the vertex, B, equal, and die
two remaining angles, FMB and LAB, less than right angles
(because the right angle atM has for its base the entire diameter
CG and not merely a part BF: and the other angle at the point
A is acute because the line AL, the homologue ofAC, is greater
than BL, the homologue of BC). From this it follows that the

triangles ABL and MBF are similar and therefore AB:BL=
MB:BF, making the redangle AB.BF=MB.BL; but it has
been demonstrated that the redlangleAB.BF is equal to CBJBG;
whence it would follow that the redlangleMB.BL is equal to the

redlangle
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re&angle CB.BG which is impossible; therefore the intersection

cannot fall outside the circle. And in like manner we can show
that it cannot fall inside; hence all these intersections fall on the

circumference.

But now it is time for us to go back and grant the request of

Simplicio by showing him that it is not only not impossible to

resolve a line into an infinite number of points but that this is

quite as easy as to divide it into its finite parts. This I will do
under the following condition which I am sure, Simplicio, you
will not deny me, namely, that you will not require me to sep-
arate the points, one from the other, and show them to you,

[92]

one by one, on this paper; for I should be content that you,
without separating the four or six parts of a line from one an-

other, should show me the marked divisions or at most that you
should fold them at angles forming a square or a hexagon: for,

then, I am certain you would consider the division distinctly

and adtually accomplished.

SIMP. I certainly should^

SALV. If now the change which takes place when you bend a

line at angles so as to form now a square, now an odlagon, now a

polygon of forty, a hundred or a thousand angles, is sufficient

to bring into adluality the four, eight, forty, hundred, and

thousand parts which, according to you, existed at first only

potentially in the straight line, may I not say, with equal right,

that, when I have bent the straight line into a polygon having an

infinite number of sides, i. e., into a circle, I have reduced to

aduality that infinite number of parts which you claimed, while

it was straight, were contained in it only potentially? Nor can

one deny that the division into an infinite number of points is

just as truly accomplished as the one into four parts when the

square is formed or into a thousand parts when the millagon is

formed; for in such a division the same conditions are satisfied as

in the case of a polygon of a thousand or a hundred thousand

sides. Such a polygon laid upon a straight line touches it with

one of its sides, i. e., with one of its hundred thousand parts;

while the cirde which is a polygon of an infinite number of sides

touches
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touches the same straight line with one of its sides which is a

single point different from all its neighbors and therefore
sep-

arate and distindl in no less degree than is one side of a polygon
from the other sides. And just as a polygon, when rolled

along
a plane, marks out upon this plane, by the successive contadls

of its sides, a straight line equal to its perimeter, so the circle

rolled upon such a plane also traces by its infinite succession of

contadls a straight line equal in length to its own circumference.

I am willing, Simplicio, at the outset, to grant to the Peripatetics

the truth of their opinion that a continuous quantity [il con-

tinuo] is divisible only into parts which are still further divisible

so that however far the division and subdivision be continued no

end will be reached; but I am not so certain that they will

concede to me that none of these divisions of theirs can be a

final one, as is surely the fadt, because there always remains

"another"; the final and ultimate division is rather one which

resolves a continuous quantity into an infinite number of in-

divisible quantities, a result which I grant can never be reached

by successive division into an ever-increasing number of parts.

But if they employ the method which I propose for separating

[93]

and resolving the whole of infinity [tuita la infinite], at a single
stroke (an artifice which surely ought not to be denied me),
I think that they would be contented to admit that a continuous

quantity is built up out of absolutely indivisible atoms, es-

pecially since this method, perhaps better than any other,
enables us to avoid many intricate labyrinths, such as cohesion

in solids, already mentioned, and the question of expansion and

contraction, without forcing upon us the objectionable admission
of empty spaces [in solids] which carries with it the penetrability
of bodies. Both of these objedtion^, it appears to me, are avoided
if we accept the above-mentioned view of indivisible con-

stituents.

SIMP. I hardly know what the Peripatetics would say sbce
the views advanced by you would strike them as mostly new, and
as such we must consider them. It is however not unlikely that

they would find answers and solutions for these problems which
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I, for want of time and critical ability, am at present unable to

solve. Leaving this to one side for the moment, I should like

to hear how the introduction of these indivisible quantities

helps us to understand contraction and expansion avoiding at

the same time the vacuum and the penetrability of bodies.

SAGR. I also shall listen with keen interest to this samematter
which is far from clear in my mind; provided I am allowed to

hear what, a moment ago, Simplicio suggested we omit, namely,
the reasons which Aristotle offers against the existence of the

vacuum and the arguments which you must advance in rebuttal.

SALV. I will do both. And first, just as, for the production
of expansion, we employ the line described by the small circle

during one rotation of the large one a line greater than the

circumference of the small circle so, in order to explain con-

tracftion, we point out that, during each rotation of the smaller

circle, the larger one describes a straight line which is shorter

than its circumference.

For the better understanding of this we proceed to the con-

sideration of what happens in the case of polygons. Employing
[94]

a figure similar to the earlier one, construct the two hexagons,
ABC and HOC, about the common center L, and let them roll

along the parallel linesHOM and ABc. Now holding the vertex

I fixed, allow the smaller polygon to rotate until the side IK
lies upon the parallel, during which motion the point K will

describe the arc KM, and the side KI will coincide with IM.

Let us see what, in the meantime, the side CB of the larger

polygon has been doing. Since the rotation is about the point I,

the terminal point B, of the line IB, moving backwards, will

describe the arc Bb underneath the parallel cA so that when the

side KI coincides with the lineMI, the sideBC will coincidewith

be, having advanced only through the distance Be, but having
retreated through a portion of the line BA which subtends the

arc B. If we allow the rotation of the smaller polygon to go on

it will traverse and describe along its parallel a line equal to ks

perimeter; while the larger one will traverse and describe a line

less than its perimeter by as many times the length bB as there

are
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are sides less one; this line is approximately equal to that de-

scribed by the smaller polygon exceeding it only by the distance

bB. Here now we see, without any difficulty, why the latter

polygon, when carried by
the smaller, does not

measure off with its sides

a line longer than that

traversed by the smaller

one; this is because a por-

, tion of each side is super-

posed upon its immedi-

ately preceding neighbor.
Let us next consider

two circles, having a com-

mon center at A, and ly-

ing upon their respective

parallels, the smaller be-

ing tangent to its parallel

at the point B ;
the larger,

at the point C. Here when
the small circle commen-
ces to roll the point B

[95]
.

does not remain at rest
'

for a while so as to allow

Fig. 9 BC to move backward

and carry with it the point C, as happened in the case of the

polygons, where the point I remained fixed until the side KI
coincided with MI and the line IB carried the terminal point B
backward as far as b, so that the side BC fell upon be, thus super-

posing upon the line BA, the portion B, and advancing by an

amount Be, equal to MI, that is, to one side of the smaller

polygon. On account of these superpositions, which are the

excesses of the sides of the larger over the smaller polygon, each

net advance is equal to one side of the smaller polygon and, dur-

ing one complete rotation, these amount to a straight line equal
in length to the perimeter of the smaller polygon.

But
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But now reasoning in the same way concerning the circles,

we must observe that whereas the number of sides in any poly-

gon is comprised within a certain limit, the number of sides in a

circle is infinite; the former are finite and divisible; the latter

infinite and indivisible. In the case of the polygon, the vertices

remain at rest during an interval of time which bears to the

period of one complete rotation the same ratio which one side

bears to the perimeter; likewise, in the case of the circles, the

delay of each of the infinite number of vertices is merely in-

stantaneous, because an instant is such a fradtion of a finite

interval as a point is of a line which contains an infinite number
of points. The retrogression of the sides of the larger polygon is

not equal to the length of one of its sides but merely to the

excess of such a side over one side of the smaller polygon, the

net advance being equal to this smaller side; but in lie circle, the

point or side C, during the instantaneous rest of B, recedes by an

amount equal to its excess over the side B, making a net progress
equal to B itself. In short the infinite number of indivisible

sides of the greater circle with their infinite number of indivisible

retrogressions, made during the infinite number of instantaneous

delays of the infinite number of vertices of the smaller circle,

together with the infinite number of progressions, equal to the

infinite number of sides in the smaller circle all these, I say,

add up to a line equal to that described by the smaller circle,

a line which contains an infinite number of infinitely small

superpositions, thus bringing about a thickening or contraction

without any overlapping or inteipenetration of finite parts.

This result could not be obtained in the case of a line divided

M
into finite parts such as is the perimeter of any polygon, which

when laid out in a straight line cannot be shortened except by
the overlapping and interpenetration of its sides. This contrac-

tion of an infinite number of infinitely small parts without the

interpenetration or overlapping of finite parts and the previously

mentioned [p. 70, Nat. Ed.] expansion of an infinite number of

indivisible parts by the interposition of indivisible vacua
is,^

in

my opinion, the most that can be said concerning the contradtion

and
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and rarefadion of bodies, unless we give up^the mpenetrability

of matter and introduce empty spaces of finite size. If you find

anything here that you consider worth while, pray use it; if not

regard it, together with my remarks, as idle talk; but this

remember, we are dealing with the infinite and the indivisible.

SAGR. I frankly confess that your idea is subtle and that it

impresses me as new and strange; but whether, as a matter of

faA, nature adually behaves according to such a law I am
unable to determine; however, until I find a more satisfactory

explanation I shall hold fast to this one. Perhaps Simplicio

can tell us something which I have not yet heard, namely, how
to explain the explanation which the philosophers have given

of this abstruse matter; for, indeed, all that I have hitherto

read concerning contraction is so dense and that concerning ex-

pansion so thin that my poor brain can neither penetrate the

former nor grasp the latter.

SIMP. I am all at sea and find difficulties in following either

path, especially this new one; because according to this theory
an ounce of gold might be rarefied and expanded until its size

would exceed that of the earth, while the earth, in turn, might be
condensed and reduced until it would become smaller than a

walnut, something which I do not believe; nor do I believe that

you believe it. The arguments and demonstrations which you
have advanced are mathematical, abstract, and far removed
from concrete matter; and I do not believe that when applied to

the physical and natural world these laws will hold.

SALV. I am not able to render the invisible visible, nor do
I think that you will ask this. But now that you mention gold,
do not our senses tell us that that metal can be immensely ex-

panded ? I do not know whether you have observed die method

[97]

employed by thosewho are skilled in drawing gold wire, of which

really only the surface is gold, the inside material being silver.

The way they draw it is as follows: they take a cylinder or, if

you please, a rod of silver, about half a cubit long and three or
four times as wide as one's thumb; this rod they cover with

gold-leaf which is so thin that it almost floats in air, putting on

not
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not more than eight or ten thicknesses. Once gilded they begin
to pull it, with great force, through the holes of a draw-plate;

again and again it is made to pass through smaller and smaller

holes, until, after very many passages, it is reduced to the

fineness of a lady's hair, or perhaps even finer; yet the surface

remains gilded. Imagine now how the substance of this gold has

been expanded and towhat fineness it has been reduced.

SIMP. I do not see that this process would produce, as a

consequence, that marvellous thinning of the substance of the

gold which you suggest: first, because the original gilding con-

sisting of ten layers of gold-leaf has a sensible thickness ; secondly,
because in drawing out the silver it grows in length but at the

same time diminishes proportionally in thickness; and, since

one dimension thus compensates the other, the area will not be

so increased as to make it necessaiy during the process of gilding

to reduce the thinness of the gold beyond that of the original

leaves.

SALV. You are greatly mistaken, Simplicio, because the sur-

face increases directly as the square root of the length, a fa<5l

which I can demonstrate geometrically.

SAGR. Please give us the demonstration not only for my own
sake but also for Simplicio provided you think we can under-

stand it.

SALV. I'll see if I can recall it on the spur of the moment
At the outset, it is clear that the original thick rod of silver and

the wire drawn out to an enormous length are two cylinders of

the same volume, since they are the same body of silver. So

[98]

that, if I determine the ratio between the surfaces of cylinders of

the same volume, the problem will be solved. I say then,

The areas of cylinders of equal volumes, neglecting the

bases, bear to each other a ratio which is the square root

of the ratio of their lengths.

Take two cylinders of equal volume having the altitudes AB
and CD, between which the line E is a mean proportional. Then

I daim that, omitting the bases of each cylinder, the surface of

the cylinder AB is to that of the cylinder CD as the length AB
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is to the line E, that is, as the square root ofAB is to the square
root of CD. Now cut off the cylinderAB at F so that the alti-

tude AF is equal to CD. Then since the bases of cylinders of

equal volume bear to one another the inverse ratio of their

heights, it follows that the area of the circular base of the

cylinder CD will be to the area of the circular base ofAB as the

altitude BA is to DC: moreover, since circles are to one another

as the squares of their diameters, the said squares will be to

each other as BA is to CD. But BA is to CD as the square of

BA is to the square of E: and, therefore, these

four squares will form a proportion; and like-

wise their sides; so the line AB is to E as the

diameter of circle C is to the diameter of the

circle A. But the diameters are proportional
to the circumferences and the circumferences

are proportional to the areas of cylinders of

equal height; hence the line AB is to E as the

surface of the cylinder CD is to the surface of

the cylinder AF. Now since the heightAF is to

AB as the surface ofAF is to the surface of AB;
and since the height AB is to the line E as the

surface CD is to AF, it follows, ex cequdi in
FlS- I0

proportions perturbata* that the height AF is

to E as the surface CD is to the surface AB, and
convertendo,

the surface of the cylinder AB is to the surface of the cyl-
inder CD as the line E is to AF, i. e., to CD, or as AB is to
E which is the square root of the ratio ofAB to CD. Q. E. D.

If now we apply these results to the case in hand, and assume
that the silver cylinder at the time of gilding had a length of

only half a cubit and a thickness three or four times that of

[99]

one's thumb, we shall find that, when the wire has been reduced
to the fineness of a hair and has been drawn out to a length of

twenty thousand cubits (and perhaps more), the area of its

surface will have been increased not less than two hundred
times. Consequently the ten leaves of gold which were laid on

* See Euclid, Book V, Def. 20., Todhunter's Ed., p. 137 (London, 1877.)

[Trans]
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have been extended over a surface two hundred times greater,

assuring us that the thickness of the gold which now covers the

surface of so many cubits of wire cannot be greater than one

twentieth that of an ordinary leaf of beaten gold. Consider

now what degree of fineness it must have and whether one could

conceive it to happen in any other way than by enormous ex-

pansion of parts; consider also whether this experiment does not

suggest that physical bodies [materie fisiche] are composed of

infinitely small indivisible particles, a view which is supported

by other more striking and conclusive examples.
SAGR. This demonstration is so beautiful that, even if it does

not have the cogency originally intended, although to my
mind, it is very forceful the short time devoted to it has

nevertheless been most happily spent.

SALV. Since you are so fond of these geometrical demonstra-

tions, which carry with them distinct gab, I will give you a

companion theorem which answers an extremely interesting

query. We have seen above what relations hold between equal

cylinders of different height or length; let us now see what holds

when the cylinders are equal in area but unequal in height,

understanding area to include the curved surface, but not the

upper and lower bases. The theorem is:

The volumes of right cylinders having equal curved sur-

faces are bversely proportional to their altitudes.

Let the surfaces of the two cylinders, AE and CF, be equal but

let the height of the latter, CD, be greater than that of the

former, AB: then I say that the volume of.the cylinder AE is

to that of the cylinder CF as the height CD is to AB. Now
since the surface of CF is equal to the surface of AE, it fol-

lows that the volume of CF is less than that of AE; for, if they

were equal, the surface of CF would, by the preceding proposi-

tion, exceed that of AE, and the excess would be so much the

greater if the volume of the cylinder CF were greater than that

[TOO]
ofAE. Let us now take a cylinder ID having a volume equal to

that of AE; then, according to the preceding theorem, the sur-

face of the cylinder ID is to the surface of AE as the altitude

IF
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IF is to the mean proportional between IF and AB. But since

one datum of the problem is that the surface of AE is equal

to that of CF, and since the surface ID is to the surface CF
as the altitude IF is to the altitude CD, it follows that CD is a

- mean proportional between IF and AB.
Not only so, but since the volume of the

cylinder ID is equal to that of AE, each

will bear the same ratio to the volume of

the cylinder CF; but the volume ED is to

the volume CF as the altitude IF is to the

altitude CD; hence the volume of AE is

to the volume of CF as the length IF is

to the length CD, that is, as the length CD
is to the length AB. Q. E. D.

This explains a phenomenon upon which
the common people always look with

wonder, namely, if we have a piece of stuff

which has one side longer than the other,
we can make from it a cornsack, using the

customary wooden base, which will hold

more when the short side of the cloth is

used for the height of the sack and the long
side is wrapped around the wooden base,

than with the alternative arrangement. So that, for instance,
from a piece of cloth which is six cubits on one side and twelve
on the other, a sack can be made which will hold more when the

side of twelve cubits is wrapped around the wooden base, leav-

ing the sack six cubits high than when the six cubit side is

put around the base making the sack twelve cubits high. From
what has been proven above we learn not only the general fadt

that one sack holds more than the other, but we also get specific
and particular information as to how much more, namely,
just in proportion as the altitude of the sack diminishes the

contents mcrease and vice versa. Thus If we use the figures

given which make the cloth twice as long as wide and if we use

the long side for the seam,, the volume of the sack will be just
one-half as great as with the opposite arrangement Likewise

if

B

D P

Fig. II
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[101]

if we have a piece of matting which measures 7 x 25 cubits and

make from it a basket, the contents of the basket will, when the

seam is lengthwise, be seven as compared with twenty-five when
the seam runs endwise.

SAGR. It is with great pleasure that we continue thus to ac-

quire new and useful information. But as regards the subject

just discussed, I really believe that, among those who are not

already familiarwith geometry, you would scarcely find four per-
sons in a hundredwho would not, at first sight, make the mistake

of believing that bodies having equal surfaces would be equal in

other respedls. Speaking of areas, the same error is made when
one attempts, as often happens, to determine the sizes of various

cities by measuring their boundary lines, forgetting that the

circuit of one may be equal to the circuit of another while the

area of the one is much greater than that of the other. And
this is true not only in the case of irregular, but also of regular

surfaces, where the polygon having the greater number of sides

always contains a larger area than the one with the less number

of sides, so that finally the circle which is a polygon of an in-

equal perimeter. I remember with particular pleasure having
seen this demonstration when I was studying the sphere of

Sacrobosco
* with the aid of a learned commentary.

SALV. Very true! I too came across the same passage which

suggested to me a method of showing how, by a single short

demonstration, one can prove that the circle has the largest

content of all regular isoperimetric figures; and that, of other

[102]

figures, the one which has the larger number of sides contains a

greater area than that which has the smaller number.

SAGR. Being exceedingly fond of choice anduncommon propo-

sitions, I beseech you to let us have your demonstration.

SALV. I can do this in a few words by proving the following

theorem:

The area of a circle is a mean proportional between any
* See interesting biographical note on Sacrobosco [John Holywood]

in Ency. Brit., 1 1th Ed. [Trans.]
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two regular and similar polygons of which one circum-

scribes it and the other is isoperimetric with it. In
addition,

the area of the circle is less than that of any circumscribed

polygon and greater than that of any isoperimetric polygon.

And further, of these circumscribed polygons, the one which

has the greater numberof sides is smaller than the one which

has a less number; but, on the other hand, that
isoperi-

metric polygon which has the greater number of sides is

the larger.

LetA and B be two similar polygons ofwhichA circumscribes

the given circle and B is isoperimetric with it. The area of the

circle will then be a mean proportional between the areas of the

polygons. For if we indicate the radius of the circle by AC and

if we remember that the area of the circle is equal to that of a

right-angled triangle in which one of the sides about the right

angle is equal to the radius, AC, and the other to the circum-

ference; and if likewise we remember that the area of the poly-

gon A is equal to the area of a right-angled triangle one of

[103]

whose sides about the right angle has the same length as AC and

the other is equal to the perimeter of the polygon itself; it is then

Fig. 12

manifest that the circumscribed polygon bears to the circle the

same ratio which its perimeter bears to the circumference of the

circle, or to the perimeter of the polygon B which is, by hypoth-
esis, equal to the circumference of the circle. But since the

polygonsAand B are similar their areas are to each other as the

squares of their perimeters; hence the area of the circle A is a

mean
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mean proportional between the areas of the two polygonsA and

B. And since the area of the polygon A is greater than that of

the circle A, it is
^

clear that the area of the circle A is greater
than that of the isoperimetric polygon B, and is therefore the

greatest of all regular polygons having the same perimeter as

the circle.

We now demonstrate the remaining portion of the theorem,
which is to prove that, in the case of polygons circumscribing
a given circle, the one having the smaller number of sides has

a larger area than one having a greater number of sides; but

that on the other hand, in the case of isoperimetric polygons,
the one having the more sides has a larger area than the one

with less sides. To the cirde which has for center and OA
for radius draw the tangent AD; and on this tangent lay off,

say, AD which shall represent one-half of the side of a circum-

scribed pentagon and AC which shall represent one-half of the

side of a heptagon; draw the straight lines OGC and OFD; then

with as a center and OC as radius draw the arc ECI. Now
since the triangle DOC is greater than the sedlorEOC and since

the sedlor COI is greater than the triangle COA, it follows that

the triangleDOC bears to the triangle COA a greater ratio than

the sedlor EOC bears to the sedlor COI, that is, than the sedlor

FOG bears to the sedlor GOA. Hence, componendo et per-

mutando, the triangle DOA bears to the sedlor FOA a greater

ratio than that which the triangle COA bears to the sedlor

GOA, and also 10 such triangles DOA bear to 10 such sedlors

FOA a greater ratio than 14 such triangles COA bear to 14 such

sedlors GOA, that is to say, the circumscribed pentagon bears

to the circle a greater ratio than does the heptagon. Hence the

pentagon exceeds the heptagon in area.

But now let us assume that both the heptagon and the penta-

gon have the same perimeter as that of a given circle. Then I

say the heptagon will contain a larger area than the pentagon.

For since the area of the circle is a mean proportional between

areas of the circumscribed and of the isoperimetric pentagons,

[104]

and since likewise it is a mean proportional between
the^

cir-

cumscribed
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cumscribed and isoperimetric heptagons, and since also we have

proved that the circumscribed pentagon is larger than the

circumscribed heptagon, it follows that this circumscribed pen-

tagon bears to the circle a larger ratio than does the heptagon,
that is, the circle will bear to its isoperimetric pentagon a

greater ratio than to its isoperimetric heptagon. Hence the

pentagon is smaller than its isoperimetric heptagon. Q. E. D.

SAGR. A very clever and elegant demonstration! But how did

we come to plunge into geometry while discussing the objections

urged by Simplicio, objections of great moment, especially that

one referring to density which strikes me as particularly difficult?

SALV. If contraction and expansion [condensazione e rare-

famont] consist in contrary motions, one ought to find for each

great expansion a correspondingly large contraction. But our

surprise is increased when, every day, we see enormous expan-

sions taking place almost instantaneously. Think what a

tremendous expansion occurs when a small quantity of gun-

powder flares up into a vast volume of fire! Think too of the

almost limitless expansion of the light which it produces!

Imagine the contraction which would take place if this fire and

this light were to reunite, which, indeed, is not impossible since

only a little while ago they were located together in this small

space. You will find, upon observation, a thousand such expan-

sions for they are more obvious than contractions since dense

matter is more palpable and accessible to our senses. We can

take wood and see it go up in fire and light, but we do not see

[105]

them recombine to form wood; we see fruits and flowers and a

thousand other solid bodies dissolve largely into odors, but we

do not observe these fragrant atoms coming together to form

fragrant solids. But where the senses fail us reason must step

in; for it will enable us to understand the motion involved in the

condensation of extremely rarefied and tenuous substances just

as clearly as that involved in the expansion and dissolution of

solids. Moreover we are trying to find out how it is possible to

produce expansion and contraction in bodies which are capable
of such changes without introducing vacua and without giving

up
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up the impenetrability of matter; but this does not exclude the

possibility
of there being materials which possess no such prop-

erties and do not, therefore, cany with them consequences

which you call inconvenient and impossible. And finally,

Simplicio, I have, for the sake of you philosophers, taken pains

to find an explanation of how expansion and contraction can

take place without our admitting the penetrability of matter and

htroducing vacua, properties which you deny and dislike; if

you were to admit them, I should not oppose you so vigorously.

Now either admit these difficulties or accept my views or sug-

gest something better,

SAGR, I quite agree with the peripatetic philosophers in

denying the penetrability of matter. As to the vacua I should

like to hear a thorough discussion of Aristotle's demonstration

in which he opposes them, and what you, Salviati, have to say in

reply.
I beg of you, Simplicio, that you give us the precise

proof of the Philosopher and that you, Salviati, give us the

reply. y,, .v-^-cou.^^. ,,</.,; x
,>,.;/

'-
-:-v<j,

~

SIMP. So far as I remember,
vAristotle inveighs against the

ancient view that a vacuum is a necessary prerequisite for

motion and that the latter could not occur without the former.

In opposition to this view Aristotle shows that it is precisely

the phenomenon of motion, as we shall see, which renders

untenable the idea of a vacuum. His method is to divide the

argument into two parts. He first supposes bodies of different

weights to move in the same medium; then supposes, one and the

same body to move in different media. In the first case, he

[106]

supposes bodies of different weight tp move m or]f^ tlnr gamg

jn^inm with j\\R<*+ gjwwfc
wliirb atar^ tn nnp

that, for example, a body which is

i^
the oilier. In the second case he assumes that the speeds of one

and tbe~same body moving in different media are jn inverse

> to the densities of these media; thus, for instance, jlthe
the speedm airwou

Frbe ten times greater than in water. From this second supposi-
tion,
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tion, he shows that, since the tenuity
;of a vacuum differs in-

finitely from that of any medium filled wi$i matter however

rare, any body which moves in a* plenum through a certain

space in a certain time ought to move through a vacuum in-

stantaneously; but instantaneous motion is an
impossibility;

it is therefore impossible that a vacuum should be produced by
motion. -.: -

;

; '

-
;

,

SALV. The argument is, as you see, ad hominem, that is, it is

diredled against those who thought the vacuum a prerequisite

for motion. Now if I admit the argument to be conclusive and

concede also that motion cannot take place in a vacuum, the

assumption of a vacuum considered absolutely and not with

reference to motion, is not thereby invalidated. But to tell you
what the ancients might possibly have replied and in order to

better understand just how conclusive Aristotle's demonstra-

tion is, we may, in my opinion, deny both of his assumptions.
And as to the first,J greatlyjdoubt that AristQtle ever tested by

ogjgjimenl; whether it be true tkatJayo stones, oneweighmgTen
times as much aslEe other, if allowed to fall, at the same in-

stant, from a height of, say, 100 cubits, would so differ in speed
that when the heavier had reached the ground, the other would

not have fallen more than 10 cubits.

SIMP. His language would seem to indicate that he had tried

the experiment, because he says: We see ike heavier; now the

word see shows that he had made the experiment.
SAGR. But I, Simplicio, who have made tie test can assure

[i*7]

you that a cannon ball weighing one or two hundred pounds, or

even more, will not reach the ground by as much as a span ahead

of a musket ball weighing only half a pound, provided both are

dropped from a height of 200 cubits.

SALV. But, even without further experiment, it is possible to

prove clearly, by means of a short and conclusive argument,
that a heavier body does not move more rapidly than a lighter
one provided both bodies are of the same material and in short

such as those mentioned by Aristotle. But tell me, Simplicio,
whether you admit that each falling body acquires a definite

speed
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speed fixed by nature, a velocity which cannot be increased or

diminished except by the use of force [violenza] or resistance.

SIMP. There can be no doubt but that one and the same body
moving in a single medium has a fixed velocity which is deter-

mined by nature and which cannot be increased except by the

addition of momentum [imptto] or diminished except by some

resistance which retards it.

SALV. If then we take two bodies whose natural speeds are

different, it is clear that on uniting the two, the more rapid one

will be partly retarded by the slower, and the slower will be

somewhat hastened by the swifter. Do you not agree with me
in this opinion?

SIMP. You are unquestionably right.

SALV. But if'this is true, and if a large stone moves with a

speed of, say, eight while a smaller moves with a speed of four,

then when they are united, the system will move with a speed
less than eight; but the two stones when tied together make a

stone larger than that which before moved with a speed of eight.

Hence the heavier body moves with less speed than the lighter;

an effeft which is contrary to your supposition. Thus you see

[108]

how, from your assumption that the heavier body moves more

rapidly than the lighter one, I infer that the heavier body moves

more slowly.

SIMP. I am all at sea because it appears tome that the smaller

stonewhen added to the larger increases its weight andby adding

weight I do not see how it can fail to increase its speed or, at

least, not to diminish it.

SALV. Here again you are in error, Simplicio, because it is

not true that the smaller stone adds weight to the larger.

SIMP. This is, indeed, quite beyond my comprehension.
SALV. It will not be beyond you when I have once shown you

the mistake under which you are laboring. Note that it is

necessary to distinguish between heavy bodies in motion and the

same bodies at rest A large stone placed in a balance not only

acquires additional weight by having another stone placed upon
it, but even by the addition of a handful of hemp its weight is

augmented
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augmented six to ten ounces according to the quantity of hemp.
But if you tie the hemp to the stone and allow them to fall

freely from some height, do you believe that the hemp will

press down upon the stone and thus accelerate its motion or do

you think the motion will be retarded by a partial upward

pressure? One always feels the pressure upon his shoulders

when he prevents the motion of a load resting upon him; but if

one descends just as rapidly as the load would fall how can it

gravitate or press upon him ? Do you not see that this would be

the same as trying to strike a man with a lance when he is run-

ning away from you with a speed which is equal to, or even

greater, than that with which you are following him ? You must

therefore conclude that, during free and natural fall, the small

stone does not press upon the larger and consequently does not

increase its weight as it does when at rest.

SIMP. But what if we should place the larger stone upon
the smaller?

SALV. Its weight would be increased if the larger stone moved
more rapidly; but we have already concluded that when the

small stone moves more slowly it retards to some extent the

speed of the larger, so that the combination of the two, which is

a heavier body than the larger of the two stones, would move less

rapidly, a conclusion which is contrary to your hypothesis.

We infer therefore that laiggjind small bodiesmove widithe

rpvided they
are of the same^s^cificgravity.^~^

uFdiscussion is really admirable;"yet I3o not find it

easy to believe that a bird-shot falls as swiftly as a cannon ball.

SALV. WTiy not say a grain of sand as rapidly as a grindstone?

But, Simplicio, I trust you will not follow the example of many
others who divert the discussion from its main intent and fasten

upon'some statement of mine which lacks a hairVbreadth of the

truth and, under this hair, hide the fault of another which is as

big as a ship's cable. Aristotle says that "an iron ball of one

hundred pounds falling from a height of one hundred cubits

reaches the ground before a one-pound ball has fallen a single

cubit." I say that they arrive at the same time. You find, on

making
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making the experiment, that the larger outstrips the smaller by
two finger-breadths, that is, when the larger has reached the

ground,
the other is short of it by two finger-breadths; now you

would not hide behind these two fingers the ninety-nine cubits of

Aristotle, nor would you mentionmy small error and at the same

time pass over in silence his very large one. Aristotle declares

that bodiesjrfjdifferent weights, in the same medium^ trayd

^Sfso far as their motion depends "upon gravity) with speeds

^^/'a^pgoportiorial to their weights ;
thislie illustrates by use

of bodies in which it is possible to perceive the pure and un-

adulterated effeft of gravity, eliminating other considerations,

for example, figure as being of small importance [minimi m>-

menti\, influences which are greatly dependent upon the medium
which modifies the single effedl of gravity alone. Thus we ob-

serve that gold, the densest of all substances, when beaten out

into a very thin leaf, goes floating through the air; the same

thing happens with stone when ground into a very fine powder.
But if you wish to maintain the general proposition you will

have to show that the same ratio of speeds is preserved in the

[no]

case of all heavy bodies, and that a stone of twenty pounds
moves ten times as rapidly as one of two; but I claim that this

is false and that, if they fall from a height of fifty or a hundred

cubits, they will reach the earth at the same moment.

SIMP. Perhaps the result would be different if the fall took

place not from a few cubits but from some thousands of cubits.

SALV. If this were what Aristotle meant you would burden

him with another error which would amount to a falsehood;

because, since there is no such sheer height available on earth, it

is dear that Aristotle could not have made the experiment; yet

he wishes to give us the impression of his having performed it

when he speaks of such an effedl as one which we see.

SIMP. In fact, Aristotle does not employ this principle, but

uses the other one which is not, I believe, subjedl to these same

difficulties.

SALV. But the one is as false as the other; and I am surprised

that you yourself do not see the fallacy and that you do not

perceive
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perceive that if it were true that, in media of different densities

and different resistances, such as water and air, one and the

same body moved in air more rapidly than in water, in propor-

tion as lie density of water is greater than that of air, then it

would follow that any body which falls through air ought also

to fall through water But this conclusion is false inasmuch as

many bodies which descend in air not only do not descend in

water, but actually rise.

SIMP. I do not understand the necessity of your inference;

and in 'addition I will say that Aristotle discusses only those

bodies which fall in both media, not those which fall in air but

rise in water.

SALV. The arguments which you advance for the Philos-

opher are such as he himself would have certainly avoided so as

not to aggravate his first mistake. But tell me now whether the

density [corpulenza] of the water, or whatever it may be that

[in]

retards the motion, bears a definite ratio to the density of air

which is less retardative; and if so fix a value for it at your

pleasure.

SIMP. Such a ratio does exist; let us assume it to be ten; then,

for a body which falls in both these media, the speed in water will

be ten times slower than in air.

SALV, I shall now take one of those bodies which fall in air

but not in water, say a wooden ball, and I shall ask you to assign

to it any speed you please for its descent through air.

SIMP. Let us suppose it moves with a speed of twenty.
SALV. Very well. Then it is clear that this speed bears to

some smaller speed the same ratio as the density of water bears

to that of air; and the value of this smaller speed is two. So

that really if we follow exadlly the assumption of Aristotle we

ought to infer that the wooden ball which falls in air, a sub-

stance ten times less-resisting than water, with a speed of twenty
would fall in water with a speed of two, instead of coming to the

surface from the bottom as it does; unless perhaps you wish to

reply, which I do not believe you will, that the rising of the wood

through the water is the same as its falling with a speed of two.

But
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But since the wooden ball does not go to the bottom, I think you
will agree with me that we can find a ball of another material,
notwood, which does fall in water with a speed of two.

SIMP. Undoubtedly we can; but it must be of a substance

considerably heavier than wood.

SALV. That is it exadly. But if this second ball falls in water
with a speed of two, what will be its speed of descent in air?

If you hold to the rule of Aristotle you must reply that it will

move at the rate of twenty; but twenty is the speed which you
yourself have already assigned to the wooden ball; hence this

and the other heavier ball will each move through air with the

same speed. But now how does the Philosopher harmonize
this result with his other, namely, that bodies of different weight
move through the same medium with different speedsspeeds
which are proportional to their weights? But without going
into the matter more deeply, how have these common and

[112]

obvious properties escaped your notice? Have you not observed

that two bodies which fall in water, one with a speed a hundred
times as great as that of the other, will fall in air with speeds so

nearly equal that one will not surpass the other by as much as

one hundredth part? Thus, for example, an egg made of marble

will descend in water one hundred times more rapidly than a

hen's egg, while in air falling from a height of twenty cubits the

one will fall short of the other by less than four finger-breadths.

In short, a heavy body which sinks through ten cubits of water

in three hours will traverse ten cubits of air in one or two pulse-

beats; and if the heavy body be a ball of lead it will easily

traverse the ten cubits of water in less than double the time

required for ten cubits of air. And here, I am sure, Simplicio,

you find no ground for difference or objection. We conclude,

therefore, that the-argument does not bear agabst the existence

of a vacuum; but if it did, it would only do away with vacua of

considerable size which neither I nor, inmy opinion, the ancients

ever believed to exist in nature, although they might possibly be

producedby force [violenza] as may be gathered from various ex-

periments whose description would here occupy too much time.

Sagr.
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substance that will descend at all

;
all other metals and stones rise

to the surface and float. On the other hand the variation of

speed in air between balls of gold, lead, copper, porphyry, and
other heavy materials is so slight that in a fall of 100 cubits a

ball of gold would surely not outstrip one of copper by as much
as four fingers. Having observed this I came to the conclusion

that in a medium totally devoid of resistance all bodies would
fall with the same speed.

SIMP. This is a remarkable statement, Salviati. But I shall

never'believe that even in a vacuum, if motion in such a place
were possible, a lock of wool and a bit of lead can fall with the

same velocity.

SALV. A little more slowly, Simplicio. Your difficulty is not

so recondite nor am I so imprudent as to warrant you in

believing that I have not already considered this matter and

found lie proper solution. Hence for my justification and

[117]

for your enlightenment hear what I have to say. Our problem
is to find out what happens to bodies of different weight moving
in a medium devoid of resistance, so that the only difference in

speed is that which arises from inequality of weight. Since no
medium except one entirely free from air and other bodies, be it

ever so tenuous and yielding, can furnish our senses with the

evidence we are looking for, and since such a medium is not

available, we shall observe what happens in the rarest and
least resistant media as compared with what happens in denser

and more resistant media. Because if we find as a fadl that the

variation of speed among bodies of different specific gravities is

less and less according as the medium becomes more and more

yielding, and if finally in a medium of extreme tenuity, though
not a perfect vacuum, we find that, in spite of great diversity of

specific gravity [peso], the difference in speed is very small and
almost inappreciable, then we are justified in believing it highly

probable that in a vacuum all bodies would fall with the same

speed. Let us, in view of this, consider what takes place in air,

where for the sake of a definite figure and light material imagine
an inflated bladder. The air in this bladderwhen surrounded by

air
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air will weigh little or
nothing,

since it can be only slightly com-

pressed;
its weight then is small being merely that of the skin

which does not amount to the thousandth part of a mass of

lead having the same size as the inflated bladder. Now, Sim-

plido,
if we allow these two bodies to fall from a height of four

or six cubits, by what distance do you imagine the lead will

anticipate the bladder? You may be sure that the lead will not

travel three times, or even twice, as swiftly as the bladder,

although vou would have made it move a thousand times as

rapidly.

SIMP. It may be as you say during the first four or six cubits

of the fall; but after the motion has continued a long while, I

believe that the lead will have left the bladder behind not only
six out of twelve parts of the distance but even eight or

ten.

SALV. I quite agree with you and doubt not that, in very

long distances, the lead might cover one hundred miles while the

[118]

bladderwas traversingone; but,mydear Simplicio, this phenom-
enon which you adduce against my proposition is precisely the

one which confirms it Let me once more explain that the

variation of speed observed in bodies of different specific gravi-

ties is not caused by the difference of specific gravity but de-

pends upon external circumstances and, in particular, upon the

resistance of the medium, so that if this is removed all bodies

would fall with the same velocity; and this result I deduce

mainly from the fadlwhich you have just admitted and which is

very true, namely, that, in the case of bodies which differ

widely in weight, their velocities differ more and more as the

spaces traversed increase, something which would not occur if

the effeA depended upon differences of specific gravity. For

since these specific gravities remain constant, the ratio between

the distances traversed ought to remain constant whereas the

faft is that this ratio keeps on increasing as the motion con-

tinues. Thus a very heavy body in a fall of one cubit will not

anticipate a very light one by so much as the tenth part of this

space; but in a fall of twelve cubits the heavy body would out-

strip
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strip the other by one-third, and in a fall of one hundred cubits

by 90/100, etc.

SIMP, Very well: but, following your own line of
argument,

if differences of weight in bodies of different specific gravities

cannot produce a change in the
^ratio

of their speeds, on the

ground that their specific gravities do not change, how is it

possible for the medium, which also we suppose to remain con-

stant, to bring about any change in the ratio of these velocities?

SALV. This objection with which you oppose my statement

is clever; and I must meet it I begin by saying that a heavy
body has an inherent tendency to move with a constantly and

uniformly accelerated motion toward the common center of

gravity, that is, toward the center of our earth, so that
during

equal intervals of time it receives equal increments ofmomentum
and velocity. This, you must understand, holds whenever all

external and accidental hindrances have been removed; but of

these there is one which we can never remove, namely, the

medium which must be penetrated and thrust aside by the

falling body. This quiet, yielding, fluid medium opposes motion

[119]

through it with a resistance which is proportional to the rapidity
with which the medium must give way to the passage of the

body; which body, as I have said, is by nature continuously
accelerated so that it meets with more and more resistance in

the medium and hence a diminution in its rate of gain of speed
until finally the speed reaches such a point and the resistance of

the medium becomes so great that, balancing each other, they

prevent any further acceleration and reduce the motion of the

body to one which is uniform and which will thereafter maintain

a constant value. There is, therefore, an increase in the resist-

ance of the medium, not on account of any change in its essential

properties, but on account of the change in rapidity with which
it must yield and give way laterally to the passage of Ae falling

body which is being constantly accelerated.

Now seeing how great is the resistance which the air offers to

the slight momentum \mmento] of the bladder and how small

that which it offers to the large weight \peso] of the lead, I

am
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am convinced that, if the medium were entirely removed, the

advantage received by the bladder would be so great and that

coming to the lead so small that their speeds would be equalized.

Assuming this principle, that all falling bodies acquire equal

speeds in a medium which, on account of a vacuum or something
else, offers no resistance to the speed of the motion, we shall be
able accordingly to determine the ratios of die speeds of both

similar and dissimilar bodies moving either through one and the

same medium^
or through different space-Ming, and therefore

resistant, media. This result we may obtain by observing how
much the weight of the medium detracts from the weight of the

moving body, whichweight is themeans employed by the falling

body to open a path for itself and to push aside the parts of the

medium, something which does not happen in a vacuum where,

therefore, no difference [of speed] is to be expedled from a

difference of specific gravity. And since it is known that the

effedl of the medium is to diminish the weight of the body by the

weight of the medium displaced, we may accomplish our purpose

by diminishing in just this proportion the speeds of the falling

bodies, which in a non-resisting medium we have assumed to be

equal.

Thus, for example, imagine lead to be ten thousand times as

heavy as air while ebony is only one thousand times as heavy.

[120]

Here we have two substances whose speeds of fall in a medium
devoid of resistance are equal: but, when air is the medium, it

will subtradl from the speed of the lead one part in ten thousand,

and from the speed of the ebony one part in one thousand, i. e.

ten parts in ten thousand. While therefore lead and ebony
would fall from any given height in the same interval of time,

provided the retarding effeA of the air were removed, the lead

will, in air, lose in speed one part in ten thousand; and the ebony,
ten parts in .ten thousand. In other words, if the elevation from

which die bodies start be divided into ten thousand parts, the

lead will reach the ground leaving the ebony behind by as much
as ten, or at least nine, of these parts. Is it not clear then that a

leaden ball allowed to fall from a tower two hundred cubits
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high will outstrip an ebony ball by less than four inches? Now
ebony weighs a thousand times as much as air but this inflated

bladder only four times as much; therefore air diminishes the

inherent and natural speed of ebony by one part in a thousand;
while that of the bladder which, if free from hindrance, would
be the same, experiences a diminution in air amounting to one

part in four. So that when the ebony ball, falling from the

tower, has reached the earth, the bladder will have traversed

only three-quarters of this distance. Lead is twelve times as

heavy as water; but ivory is only twice as heavy. The speeds of

these two substances which, when entirely unhindered, are equal
will be diminished in water, that of lead by one part in twelve,
that of ivory by half. Accordingly when the lead has fallen

through eleven cubits of water the ivory will have fallen through

only six. Employing this principle we shall, I believe, find a

much closer agreement of experiment with our computation than

with that of Aristotle.

In a .similar manner wemay find the ratio of the speeds of one

and the same body in different fluid media, not by comparing the

different resistances of the media, but by considering the excess

of the specific gravity of the body above those of the media.

Thus, for example, tin is one thousand times heavier than air

and ten times heavier than water; hence, if we divide its un-

hindered speed into 1000 parts, air will rob it of one of these

parts so that it will fall with a speed of 999, while in water its

speed will be 900, seeing that water diminishes its weight by one

part in ten while airby only one part in a thousand.

Again take a solid a little heavier than water, such as oak, a

ball of which will weigh let us say 1000 drachms; suppose an

[121]

equal volume of water to weigh 950, and an equal volume of air,

2
;
then it is clear that if the unhindered speed of the ball is 1000,

its speed in air will be 998, but in water only 50, seeing that die

water removes 950 of the 1000 parts which the body weighs,

leaving only 50.

Such a solid would therefore move almost twenty times as

fast in air as in water, since its specific gravity exceeds that of

water
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water by one part in twenty. And here we must consider the

fadl that only those substances which have a specific gravity

greater than water can fall through it substances which must,
therefore, be hundreds of times heavier than air; hence when we
try to obtain the ratio of the speed in air to that in water, we
may, without appreciable error, assume that air does not, to any
considerable extent, diminish the free weight [assohta graoita\9

and consequently the unhindered speed [assoluta velocitd] of such
substances. Having thus easily found the excess of the weight of
these substances over that of water, we can say that their speed

. . .1 . . ._ _ *^._

a ball of ivory weighs 20 ounces; an equal volume of water

weighs 17 ounces; hence the speed of ivory in air bears to its

SAGR. I have made a great step forward in this truly interest-

ing subjedl upon which I have long labored in vain. In order

to put these theories into praftice we need only discover a
method of determining the specific gravity of air with reference

to water and hence with reference to other heavy substances.

SIMP. But if we find that air has levity instead of gravity
what then shaU we say of the foregoing discussion which, in

other respedls, is veiy clever?

SALV. I should say that it was empty, vain, and trifling.

But can you doubt that air has weight when you have the dear

testimony ofAristotle affirming that all the elements have weight

including air, and excepting only fire? As evidence of this he

cites the fadl that a leather bottle weighs more when inflated

than when collapsed.

[122]

SIMP. I am inclined to believe that the increase of weight
observed in the inflated leather bottle orbladder arises, not from
the gravity of the air, but from the many thick vapors mingled
with it in' these lower regions. To this I would attribute the

increase ofweight in the leather bottle.

SALV. I would not have you say this, and much less attribute

it to Aristotle; because, if speaking of the elements, he wished to

persuade
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persuade me by experiment that air has weight and were to say
to me: "Take a leather bottle, fill it with heavy vapors and ob-

serve how its weight increases," I would reply that the bottle

would weigh still more if filled with bran; and would then add

that this merely proves that bran and thick vapors are heavy,
but in regard to air I should still remain in the same doubt as

before. However, the experiment of Aristotle is good and the

proposition is true. But I cannot say as much of a certain other

consideration, taken at face value; this consideration was of-

fered by a philosopher whose name slips me; but I know I have

read his argument which is that air exhibits greater gravity than

levity, because it carries heavy bodies downward more easily

than it does light ones upward.
SAGR. Fine indeed! So according to this theoiy air is much

heavier than water, since all heavy bodies are carried downward
more easily through air than through water, and all light bodies

buoyed up more easily through water than through air; further

there is an infinite number of heavy bodies which fall through
air but ascend in water and there is an infinite number of sub-

stanCes which rise in water and fall in air. But, Simplicio, the

question as to whether the weight of the leather bottle is owing
to thick vapors or to pure air does not affeft our problem which

is to discover how bodies move through this vapor-laden atmos-

phere of ours. Returning now to the question which interests me

more, I should like, for die sake of more complete and thorough

knowledge of this matter, not only to be strengthened in my
belief that air has weight but also to learn, if possible, how great

its specific gravity is. Therefore, Salviati, if you can satisfy my
curiosity on this point prdy do so.

SALV. The experiment with the inflated leather bottle of

Aristotle proves conclusively that air possesses positive gravity
and not, as some have believed, levity, a property possessed

possibly by no substance whatever; for if air did possess this

quality of absolute and positive levity, it should on compression

[123]

exhibit greater levity and, hence, a greater tendency to rise;

but experiment shows precisely the opposite.
As
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As to the other question, namely, how to determine the

specific gravity of air, I have employed the following method.

I took a rather large glass bottle with a narrow neck and at-

tached to it a leather cover, binding it tightly about the neck of

the bottle: in the top of this cover I inserted and firmly fastened

the valve of a leather bottle, through which I forced into the

glass bottle, by means/of a syringe, a large quantity of air.

And since air is easily condensed one can pump into the bottle

two or three times its own volume of air. After this I took an

accurate balance and weighed this bottle of compressed air with

the utmost precision, adjusting the weight with fine sand. I

next opened the valvfe and allowed the compressed air to escape;
then replaced the flask upon the balance and found it per-

ceptibly lighter: from the sand which had been used as a counter-

weight I now removed and laid aside as much as was necessary

to again secure balance. Under these conditions there can be no

doubt but that the weight of the sand thus laid aside represents

the weight qf the airwhich had been forced into the flask and had

afterwards escaped. But after all this experiment tells me
merely that the weight of the compressed air is the same as that

of the sand removed from the balance;when however it comes to

knowing certainly and definitely the weight of air as compared
with that of water or any other heavy substance this I cannot

hope to do without first measuring the volume \guantiia[ of

compressed air; for this measurement I have devised the two

following methods.

According to the first method one takes a bottle with a narrow

neck similar to the previous one; over the mouth-of this bottle is

slipped a leather tube which is bound tightly about the neck of

the flask; the other end of this tube embraces the valve attached

to the first flask and is tightly bound about it This second

flask is provided with a hole in the bottom through which an

iron rod can be placed so as to open, at will, the valve above

mentioned and thus permit the surplus air of the first to escape

after it has once been weighed: but his second bottle must be

filled with water. Having prepared everything in the manner

[124]

above
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ove described, open the valve with the rod; the air will rush

;o the flask containing the water and will drive it through the

le at the bottom, it being dear that the volume [quantita\ of

ter thus displaced is equal to the volume [mole e quanting of

escaped fiom the other vessel. Having set aside this dis-

iced water, weigh the vessel from which the air has escaped
hich is supposed to have been weighed previously while

ataining the compressed air), and remove the surplus of sand

described above; it is then manifest that the weight of this

id is precisely the weight of a volume [mole] of air equal to the

lume of water displaced and set aside; this waterwe can weigh
d find how many times its weight contains the weight of the

noved sand, thus determining definitely how many times

avier water is than air; and we shall find, contrary to the

inion of Aristotle, that this is not 10 times, but, as our experi-
sit shows, more nearly 400 times.

The second method is more expeditious and can be carried

t with a single vessel fitted up as the first was. Here no air

added to that which the vessel naturally contains but water is

ced into it without allowing any air to escape; the water thus

:roduced necessarily compresses the air. Having forced into

e vessel as much water as possible, filling it, say, three-fourths

11, which does not require any extraordinary effort, place it

on the balance and weigh it accurately; next hold the vessel

)uth up, open the valve, and allow the air to escape; tie
lume of the air thus escaping is precisely equal to the volume
water contained in the flask. Again weigh the vessel which
11 have diminished in weight on account of the escaped air;
is loss in weight represents the weight of a volume of air equal
the volume of water contained in the vessel.

SIMP. No one can deny the cleverness and ingenuity of your
vices; but while they appear to give complete intellectual

isfa<ftion they confuseme in another direction. For since it is

doubtedly true that the elements when in their proper places
ve neither weight nor levity, I cannot understand how it is

ssible for that portion of air, which appeared to weigh, say,
Irachms of sand, should really have such a weight in air as the

sand
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sand which counterbalances it It seems to me, therefore, that

the experiment should be carried out, not in air, but in a medium

.

in which the air could exhibit its property of weight if such it

really has.

SALV. The objection of Simplicio is certainly to the point and
must therefore either be unanswerable or demand an equally
clear solution. It is perfectly evident that that air which, under

compression, weighed as much as the sand, loses this weight
when once allowed to escape into its own dement, while, indeed,

the sand retains its weight. Hence for this experiment it be-

comes necessary to seledt a place where air as well as sand can

gravitate; because, as has been often remarked, die medium
diminishes the weight of any substance immersed in it by an

amount equal to the weight of the displaced medium; so that

air in air loses all its weight. If therefore this experiment is to be

made with accuracy it should be performed in a vacuum where

every heavy body exhibits its momentum without the slightest

diminution. If then, Simplicio, we were to weigh a portion of

air in a vacuum would you then be satisfied and assured of the

fad?

SIMP. Yes truly: but this is to wish or ask the impossible.

SALV. Your obligation will then be very great if, for your

sake, I accomplish the impossible. But I do notwant to sell you

something which I have already given you; for in the previous

experiment we weighed the air in vacuum and not in air or other

medium. The fadl that any fluid medium diminishes the

weight of a mass immersed in it, is due, Simplicio, to the resist-

ance which this medium offers to its being opened up, driven

aside, and finally lifted up. The evidence for this is seen in the

readiness with which the fluid rushes to fill up any space for-

merly occupied by the mass; if the medium were not affedled by
such an immersion then it would not read against the immersed

body. Tell me now, when you have a flask, in air, filled with its

natural amount of air and then proceed to pump into the vessel

more air, does this extra charge in any way separate or divide or

change the circumambient air? Does the vessel perhaps expand
so
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so that the surrounding medium is displaced in order to give

more room? Certainly not* Therefore one is able to say that

this extra charge of air is not immersed in the surrounding
medium for it occupies no space in it, but is, as it were, in a

vacuum. Indeed, it is really in a vacuum; for it diffuses into the

vacuities which are not completely filled by the original and

uncondensed air. In fadl I do not see any difference between

the enclosed and the surrounding media: for the surrounding
medium does not press upon the enclosed medium and, vice versa,

the enclosed medium exerts no pressure against the surrounding

one; this same relationship exists in the case of any matter in a

vacuum, as well as in the case of the extra charge of air com-

pressed into the flask. The weight of this condensed air is

therefore the same as that which it would have if set free in a

vacuum. It is true of course that the weight of the sand used as

a counterpoise would be a little greater in vacuo than in free air.

We must, then, say that the air is slightly lighter than the sand

required to counterbalance it, that is to say, by an amount equal
to the weight in vacua of a volume of air equal to the volume oi

the sand.

At this point in an annotated copy of the original edition the following
note by Galileo is found-.

[SAGR. A very clever discussion, solving a wonderful problem, because
it demonstrates briefly and concisely the manner in which one may
find the weight of a body in vacuo by simply weighing it in air. The
explanation is as follows: when a heavy body is immersed in air it loses in

weight an amount equal to the weight of a volume [mole] of air equivalent
to the volume [mole] of the body itself. Hence if one adds to a body,
without expanding it, a quantity of air equal to that which it displaces
and weighs it, he will obtain its absolute weight in vacuo, since, without

increasing it
incize,

he has increased its weight by just the amount which
it lost through immersion in air.

When therefore we force a quantity of water into a vessel which al-

ready contains its normal amount of air, without allowing any of this
air to escape it is clear that this normal quantity of air will be compressed
and condensed into a smaller space in order to make room for the water
which is forced in: it is also clear that die volume of air thus com-
pressed is equal to the volume of water added. If now the vessel be

weighed
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.weighed in air in this condition, it is manifest that the weight of the

water will be increased by that of an equal volume of air; the total weight
of water and air thus obtained is equal to the weight of the water alone

in vacua.

Now record the weight of the entire vessel and then allow the com-

pressed air to escape; weigh the remainder; the difference of these two

weights will be the weight of the compressed air which, in volume, is

equal to that of the water. Next find the weight of the water alone and

add to it that of the compressed air; we shall then have the water alone

in vacuo. To find the weight of the water we shall have to remove it

from the vessel and weigh the vessel alone; subtraa this weight from

that of the vessel and water together. It is clear that the remainder will

be the weight of the water alone in airJ

[127]

SIMP. The previous experiments, in my opinion, left some-

thing to be desired: but now I am fully satisfied.

SALV. The fadls set forth by me up to this point and, in

particular, the one which shows that difference of weight, even

when very great, is without effeA in changing the speed of falling

bodies, so that as far as weight is concerned they all fall with

equal speed: this idea is, I say, so new, and at first glance so

remote from faft, that if we do not have the means of making it

just as clear as sunlight, it had better not be mentioned; but

having once allowed it to pass my lips I must n^gleft no experi-

ment or argument to establish it.

SAGR. Not only this but also many other of your views are

so far removed from the commonly accepted opinions and

doftrines that if you were to publish them you would stir up
a large number of antagonists; for human nature is such that

men do not look with favor upon discoverie&--either of truth or

fallacy in their own field, when made by others than them-

selves. They call him an innovator of
doftrine^

an unpleasant

tide, by which they hope to cut those knots which they cannot

untie, and by subterranean mines they seek to destroy struc-

tures which patient artisans have built with customary tools.

But as for ourselves who have no such thoughts, the experi-

ments and arguments which you have thus far adduced are

fully satisfactory; however if you have any experiments which

are
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are more diredl or any arguments which are more
convincing*

we will hear them with pleasure.

SALV. The experiment made to ascertain whether two bodies,

differing greatly in weight will 'fall from a given height with the

same speed offers some difficulty; because, if the height is con-

siderable, the retarding effed of the medium, which must be

penetrated and thrust aside by the falling body, will be greater

in the case of the small momentum of the very light body than

in the case of the great force [violenza] of the heavy body; so

that, in a long distance, the light body will be left behind; if the

height be small, one may well doubt whether
^there

is any

difference; and if there be a difference it will be inappreciable.

It occurred to me therefore to repeat many times the fall

through a small height in such a way that I might accumulate

all those small intervals of time that elapse between the arrival

of the heavy and light bodies respectively at their common
terminus, so that this sum makes an interval of time which is

not only observable, but easily observable. In order to employ
the slowest speeds possible and thus reduce the change which the

resisting medium produces upon the simple effedl of gravity it

occurred to me to allow the bodies to fall along a plane slightly
inclined to the horizontal For in such a plane, just as well as in

a vertical plane, onemay discover how bodies of different weight
behave: and besides this, I also wished to rid myself of the

resistance which might arise from contadl of the moving body
with the aforesaid inclined plane. Accordingly I took two

balls, one of lead and one of cork, the former more than a hun-
dred times heavier than the latter, and suspendedthem by means
of two equal fine threads, each four or five cubits long. Pulling
each ball aside from the perpendicular, I let them go at the same

instant, and they, falling along the circumferences of circles

having these equal strings for semi-diameters, passed beyond the

perpendicular and returned along the same path. This free

vibration [per lor medesime le andatt e le tornatt] repeated a
hundred times showed clearly that the heavy body maintains so

[129]

nearly the period of the light body that neither in a hundred
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swings nor even in a thousand will the former anticipate the

latter by as much as a single moment [minima memento], SQ

perfeAly do they keep step. We can also observe the effedl of

the medium which, by the resistance which it offers to motion,
diminishes the vibration of the cork more than that of the lead,

but without altering the frequency of either; even when the arc

traversed by the cork did not exceed five or six degrees while that

of the lead was fifty or sixty, the swings were performed in equal
times.

SIMP. If this be so, why is not the speed of the lead greater
than that of the cork, seeing that the former traverses sixty de-

grees in the same interval in which the latter covers scarcely six?

SALV. But what would you say, Simplicio, if both covered

their paths in the same time when the cork, drawn aside through

thirty degrees, traverses an arc of sixty, while the lead pulled
aside only two degrees traverses an arc of four? Would not

then the cork be proportionately swifter? And yet such is the

experimental fadt But observe this: having pulled aside the

pendulum of lead, say through an arc of fifty degrees, and set it

free, it swings beyond the perpendicular almost fifty degrees,

thus describing an arc of nearly one hundred degrees; on the

return swing it describes a little smaller arc; and after a large

number of such vibrations it finally comes to rest. Each vibra-

tion, whether of ninety, fifty, twenty, ten, or four degrees

occupies the same time: accordingly die speed of the moving

body keeps on diminishing since in equal intervals of time, it

traverses arcs which grow smaller and smaller.

Precisely the same things happen with the pendulum of cork,

suspended by a string of equal length, except that a smaller

number of vibrations is required to bring it to rest, since on

account of its lightness it is less able to overcome the resistance

of the air; nevertheless the vibrations, whether krge or small, are

all performed in time-intervals which are not only equal among
themselves, but also equal to the period of the lead pendulum.
Hence it is true that, if while the lead is traversing an arc of

fifty degrees the cork covers one of only ten, the cork moves

more slowly than the lead; but on the other hand it is also true

that
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[130]

that the cork may cover an arc of fifty while the lead passes over

one of only ten or six; thus, at different times, we have now

the cork, now the lead, moving more rapidly. But if these same

bodies traverse equal arcs in equal times we may rest assured

that their speeds are equal.

SIMP. I hesitate to admit the condusiveness of this argument
because of die confusion which arises from your making both

bodies move now rapidly, now slowly and now very slowly,

which leaves me in doubt as to whether their velocities are

always equal.

SAGIL Allow me, if you please, Salviati, to say just a few

words. Now tell me, Simplicio, whether you admit that one

can say with certainty that the speeds of the cork and the lead

are equal whenever both, starting from rest at the same moment
and descending the same slopes, always traverse equal spaces
in equal times?

SIMP. This can neither be doubted nor gainsaid.

SAGR. Now it happens, in the case of the pendulums, that each

of them traverses now an arc of sixty degrees, now one of fifty, or

thirty or ten or eight or four or two, etc,; and when they both

swing through an arc of sixty degrees they do so in equal inter-

<" vals of time; the same thing happens when the arc is fifty degrees
or thirty or ten or any other number; and therefore we conclude

that the speed of the lead in an arc of sixty degrees is equal to the

speed of the cork when the latter also swings through an arc of

sixty degrees; in the case of a fifty-degree arc these speeds are

also equal to each other; so also in the case of other arcs.

But this is not saying that the speed which occurs in an arc of

sixty is the same as that which occurs in an arc of fifty; nor is

the speed in an arc of fiftyequal to that in one of thirty, etc. ; but*

the smaller the arcs, the smaller the speeds; the fad observed is

that one and the same moving body requires the same time for

traversing a large arc of sixty degrees as for a small arc of fifty
or even a very small arc of ten; all these arcs, indeed, are covered
in the same interval of time. It is true therefore that the lead

and
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and the cork each diminish their speed \moto] in proportion as

their arcs diminish; but this does not contradid the fadl that

they maintain equal speeds in equal arcs.

My reason for saying these things has been rather because I

wanted to learn whether I had corre&ly understood Salviati,

than because I thought Simplicio had any need of a dearer ex-

planation than that given by Salviati which like everything else

of his is extremely lucid, so lucid, indeed, that when he solves

questions which are difficult not merely in appearance, but in

reality and in fadt, he does so with reasons, observations and

experiments which are common and familiar to everyone.
In this manner he has, as I have learned from various sources,

given occasion to a highly esteemed professor for undervaluing
his discoveries on the ground that they are commonplace, and

established upon a mean and vulgar basis; as if it were not a

most admirable and praiseworthy feature of demonstrative

science that it springs from and grows out of principles well-

known, understood and conceded by all.

But let us continue with this light diet; and if Simplicio is

satisfied to understand and admit that the gravity inherent

[interna grazrita] in various falling bodies has nothing to do with

the difference of speed observed among them, and that all

bodies, in so far as their speeds depend upon it, would move
with the same velocity, pray tell us, Salviati, how you explain

the appreciable and evident inequality of motion; please reply

also to the objection urged by Simplicio an objection in which

I concur namely, that a cannon ball falls more rapidly than a

bird-shot. From my point of view, one might expedl the differ-

ence of speed to be small in the case of bodies of the same sub-

stance moving through any single medium, whereas the larger

ones will descend, during a single pulse-beat, a distance which

the smaller ones will not traverse in an hour, or in four, or even

in twenty hours; as for instance in the case of stones and fine

sand and especially that very fine sand which produces muddy
water and which in many hours will not fall through as much as

two cubits, a distance which stones not much laiger will traverse

in a single pulse-beat
Salv.
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SALV. The adlion of the medium In producing a greater

retardation upon those bodies which have a less specific gravity

has already been explained by showing that they experience a

diminution of weight. But to explain how one and the same

medium produces such different retardations in bodies which

are made of the same material and have the same shape, but

differ only in size, requires a discussion more dever than that

by which one explains how a more expanded shape or an op-

posing motion of the medium retards the speed of the moving
body. The solution of tie present problem lies, I think, in the

roughness and porosity which are generally and almost neces-

sarily found in the surfaces of solid bodies. When the body is in

motion these rough places strike the air or other ambient me-
dium. The evidence for this is found in the humming which

accompanies the rapid motion of a body through air, even when
that body is as round as possible. One hears not only humming,
but also hissing and whistling, whenever there is any appreciable

cavity or elevation upon the body. We observe also that a

round solid body rotating in a lathe produces a current of air.

But what more do we need ? When a top spins on the ground at

its greatest speed do we not hear a distindl buzzing of high

pitch? This sibilant note diminishes in pitch as the speed of

rotation slackens, which is evidence that these small rugosities
on the surfacemeet resistance in the air. There can be no doubt,

therefore, that in die motion of falling bodies these rugosities
strike the surrounding fluid and retard the speed; and this they
do so much the more in proportion as the surface is larger, which
is the case of small bodies as comparedwith greater.

SIMP. Stop a moment please, I am getting confused. For al-

though I understand and admit that fridlion of themedium upon
the surface of the body retards its motion and that, if other

things are the same^ the larger surface suffers greater retarda-

tion, I do not see on what ground you say that the surface of the
smaller body is larger. Besides if, as you say, the larger surface

suffers greater retardation the larger solid should move more

slowly, which is not the fad. But this objedlion can be easily

met
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met by saying that, although the larger body has a larger sur-

face, it has also a greater weight, in comparison with which the

resistance of the larger surface is no more than the resistance of

the small surface in comparison with its smaller weight; so that

the speed of the larger solid does not become less. I therefore

see no reason for expecting any difference of speed so long as the

driving weight \grwnia moventt] diminishes in the same piopor-

[133]

tion as the, retarding power [facotia ritardante] of the surface.

SALV. I shall answer all your objections at once. You will

admit, of course, Simplicio, that if one takes two equal bodies, of

lie same material and same figure, bodies which would therefore

fall with equal speeds, and if he diminishes the weight of one of

them in the same proportion as its surface (maintaining the

similarity of shape) he would not thereby diminish the speed of

this body.
SIMP. This inference seems to be in harmony with your theory

which states that the weight of a body has no effedl in either

accelerating or retarding its motion.

SALV. I quite agree with you in this opinion from which it

appears to follow that, if the weight of a body is diminished in

greater proportion than its surface, the motion is retarded to a

certain extent; and this retardation is greater and greater in

proportion as the diminution of weight exceeds that of the sur-

face.

SIMP. This I admitwithout hesitation.

SALV. Now you must know, Simplicio, that it is not possible

to diminish the surface of a solid body in the same ratio as the

weight, and at -the same time maintain similarity of figure.

For since it is clear that in the case of a diminishing solid the

weight grows less in proportion to the volume, and since the

volume always diminishes more rapidly than the surface, when
the same shape is maintained, the weight must therefore dimin-

ish more rapidly than the surface. But geometry teaches us

that, in the case of similar solids, the ratio of two volumes is

greater than the ratio of their surfaces; which, for the sake of

better understanding, I shall illustrate by a particular case.

Take,
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Take, for example, a cube two inches on a side so that each

face has an area of four square inches and the total area, i, e.,

the sum of the six faces, amounts to twenty-four square inches;
now imagine this cube to be sawed through three times so as to

divide it into eight smaller cubes, each one inch on the side, each

face one inch square, and the total surface of each cube six

square inches instead of twenty-four as in the case of the larger

[134]

cube. It is evident therefore that the surface of the little cube is

only one-fourth that of the larger, namely, the ratio of six to

twenty-four; but the volume of the solid cube itself is only one-

eighth; the volume, and hence also the weight, diminishes there-

fore much more rapidly than the surface. Ifwe again divide the
little cube into eight others we shall have, for the total surface

of one of these, one and one-half square inches, which is one-
sixteenth of the surface of the original cube; but its volume is

only one-sixty-fomth part. Thus, by two divisions, you see that
the volume is diminished four times as much as the surface.

And,' if the subdivision be continued until the original solid be
reduced to a fine powder, we shall find that the weight of one of
these smallest particles has diminished hundreds and hundreds of
times as much as its surface. And this which I have illustrated

in the case of cubes holds also in the case of all similar solids,
where the volumes stand in sesquialteral ratio to their surfaces.
Observe then how much greater the resistance, arising from con-
tadl of the surface of the moving body with the medium, in the
case of small bodies than in the case of large; and when one

consider-that
the rugosities on the very small surfaces of fine

dust particles are perhaps no smaller than those on the surfaces
of larger solids which have been carefully polished, he will see
how important it is that the medium should be very fluid and
offer no resistance to being thrust aside, easily yielding to a small
force. You see, therefore, Simplicio, that I was not mistaken
when, not long ago, I said that the surface of a sinall solid is

comparatively greater than that of a large one.
SIMP. I am quite convinced; and, believe me, if I were again

beginning my studies, I should follow the advice of Plato and

start
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start with mathematics, a science which proceeds very cautiously

and admits nothing as established until it has been rigidly dem-

onstrated.

SAGR. This discussion has afforded me great pleasure; but

before proceeding further I should like to hear the
explanation

of

a phrase of yours which is new to me, namely, that similar solids

are to each other in the sesquialteral ratio of their surfaces; for

although I have seen and understood the proposition in which it

is demonstrated that the surfaces of similar solids are in the

duplicate ratio of their sides and also the proposition which

proves that the volumes are in the triplicate ratio of their sides,

yet I have not so much as heard mentioned the ratio of the

volume of a solid to its surface.

SALV. You yourself have suggested the answer to your ques-
tion and have removed every doubt. For if one quantity is

the cube of something of which another quantity is the square
does it not follow that the cube is the sesquialteral of the square ?

Surely. Now if the surface varies as tie square of its linear

dimensions while the volume varies as the cube of these dimen-

sions may we not say that the volume stands in sesquialteral

ratio to the surface?

SAGR. Quite so. And now although there are still some de-

tails, in connection with the subjedl under discussion, con-

cerning which I might ask questions,yet, if we keep making one

digression after another, it will be long before we reach the

mam topic which has to do with the variety of properties found

in the resistance which solid bodies offer to fra&ure; and,

therefore, if you please, let us return to the subjed which we

originally proposed to discuss.

SALV. Very well; but the questions which we have already

considered are so numerous and so varied, and have taken up
so much time that there is not much of this day left to spend

upon our main topic which abounds in geometrical demonstra-

tions calling for careful consideration. May I, therefore, suggest

that we postpone the meeting until to-morrow, not only for the

reason just mentioned but also in order that I may bring with

me
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me some papers in which I have set down in an orderly way the

theorems and propositions dealing with the various phases of

this
subjeft,

matters which, from memory alone, I could not

present in the proper order.

SAGR. I fully concur in your opinion and all the more will-

ingly because this will leave time to-day to take up some of

my difficulties with the subjedt which we have just been dis-

cussing. One question is whether we are to consider the re-

sistance of the medium as sufficient to destroy the acceleration

of a body of very heavy material, very large volume, and

[136]

spherical figure. I say spherical in order to seledl a volume which
is contained within a minimum surface and therefore less sub-

jedl to retardation.

Another question deals with the vibrations of pendulums
which may be regarded from several viewpoints; the first is

whether afl vibrations, large, medium, and small, are performed
in exadlly and precisely equal times: another is to find the ratio

of the times of vibration of pendulums supported by threads of

unequal length.

SALV. These are interesting questions: but I fear that here, as

in the case of all other fads, if we take up for discussion any one
of them, it will cany in its wake somany other fadls and curious

consequences that time will not remain to-day for the discussion

of all.

SAGR. If these are as full of interest as the foregoing, I would

gladly spend as many days as there remain hours between now
and nightfall; and I dare say that Simplicio would not be
wearied by these discussions.

SIMP. Certainly not; especially when the questions pertain
to natural science and have not been treated by other philos-

ophers.

SALV. Now taking up the first question, I can assert without
hesitation that there is no sphere so large, or composed of

material so dense but that the resistance of the medium, al-

though very slight, would check its acceleration and would, in

time reduce its motion to uniformity; a statement which is

strongly
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strongly supported by experiment. For if a falling body, as

time goes on, were to acquire a speed as great as you please, no

such speed, impressed by external forces [motor? esterno], can be

so great but that the body will first acquire it and then, owing to

the resisting medium, lose it Thus, for instance, if a cannon

ball, having fallen a distance of four cubits through the air and

having acquired a speed of, say, ten units \gradj\ were to strike

the surface of the water, and if the resistance of the water were

not able to check the momentum [impeto] of the shot, it would

either increase in speed or maintain a uniform motion until the

bottom were reached: but such is not the observed fadl; on the

contrary, the water when only a few cubits deep hinders and

diminishes the motion in such a way that the shot delivers

to the bed of the river or lake a very slight impulse. Clearly

[137]

then if a short fall through the water is sufficient to deprive a

cannon ball of its speed, this speed cannot be regained by a fall

of even a thousand cubits. How could a body acquire, in a fall of

a thousand cubits, that which it loses in a fall of four? But what

more is needed ? Do we not observe that the enormous momen-

tum, delivered to a shot by a cannon, is so deadened by passing

through a few cubits of water that the ball, so far from injuring

the ship, barely strikes it? Even the air, although a very yield-

ing medium, can also diminish the speed of a falling body, as

may be easily understood from similar experiments. For if a

gun be fired downwards from the top of a very high tower the

shot will make a smaller impression upon the ground than if

the gun had been fired from an elevation of only four or six

cubits; this is dear evidence that the momentum of the ball,

fired from the top of the tower, diminishes continually from

tie instant it leaves the barrel until it reaches the ground.
Therefore a fall from ever so great an altitude will not suffice to

give to a body that momentum which it has once lost through
the resistance of the air, no matterhow itwas originally acquired.

In like manner, the destructive effed produced upon a wall by a

shot fired from a gun at a distance of twenty cubits cannot be

duplicated by the fall of the same shot from any altitude how-

ever
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ever great. My opinion is, therefore, that under the circum-

stances which occur in nature, the acceleration of any body fall-

ing from rest readies an end and that the resistance of the

medium finally reduces its speed to a constant value which is

thereafter maintained.

SAGR. These experiments are in my opinion much to the

purpose; the only question is whether an opponent might not

make bold to deny the fad in the case of bodies [moli\ which are

very large and heavy or to assert that a cannon ball, falling from

the distance of the moon or from the upper regions of the atmos-

phere, would deliver a heavier blow than 2 just leaving the

muzzle of the gun.
SALV. No doubt many objections may be raised not all of

which can be refuted by experiment: however in this particular

, .

case the following consideration must be taken into account,

namely, that it is very likely that a heavy body falling from a

height will, on reaching the ground, have acquired just as much
momentum as was necessary to carry it to that height; as may
be clearly seen in the case of a rather heavy pendulum which,
when pulled aside fifty or sixty degrees from the vertical, will

acquire precisely that speed and force which are sufficient to

cany it to an equal elevation save only that small portion which

it loses through fridtion on the air. la order to place a cannon

ball at such a height as might suffice to give it just that momen-
tum which the powder imparted to it on leaving the gun we
need only fire it vertically upwards from the same gun; and we
can then observe whether on falling back it delivers a blow equal
to that of the gun fired at dose range; in my opinion it would be
much weaker. The resistance of the air would, therefore, I

think, prevent the muzzle velocity from being equalled by a
natural fall from rest at any height whatsoever.

We come now to the other questions, relating to pendulums,
a subjeft which may appear to many exceedingly arid, es-

pecially to those philosophers who are continually occupied
with the more profound questions of nature. Nevertheless, the

problem is one which I do not scorn, I am encouraged by the

example
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example of Aristotle whom I admire especially because he did

not fail to discuss every subject which he thought in any degree

worthy of consideration.

Impelled by your queries I may give you some of my ideas

concerning certain problems in music, a splendid subjedl, upon
which so many eminent men have written: among these is

Aristotle himself who has discussed numerous interesting acous-

tical questions. Accordingly, if on the basis of some easy and

tangible experiments, I shall explain some striking phenomena
in the domain of sound, I trust my explanations will meet your

approval.
SAGR. I shall receive them not only gratefully but eagerly.

For, although I take pleasure in every kind of musical instru-

[139]

ment and have paid considerable attention to harmony, I have

never been able to fully understand why some combinations of

tones are more pleasing than others, or why certain combina-

tions not only fail to please but are even highly offensive.

Then there is the old problem of two stretched strings in unison;

when one of them is sounded, the other begins to vibrate and

to emit its note; nor do I understand the different ratios of

harmony \forme dette consonance] and some other details.

SALV. Letus seewhetherwe cannot derive from the pendulum
a satisfactory solution of all these difficulties. And first, as to

the question whether one and the same pendulum really per-

forms its vibrations, large, medium, and small, all in exa&ly
the same time, I shall rely upon what I have already heard from

bur Academician. He has dearly shown that the time of

descent is the same along all chords, whatever the arcs which

subtend them, as well along an arc of 180 (i. e., the whole

diameter) as along one of 100, 60, 10, 2, ^, or 4'. It is

understood, of course, that these arcs all terminate at the

lowest point of the circle, where it touches the horizontal plane.

If now we consider descent along arcs instead of their chords

then, provided these do not exceed 90, experiment shows that

they are all traversed in equal times; b>ut these times are greater

for the chord than for the arc, an effecfl which is all the more
remarkable
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remarkable because at first glance one would think just the

opposite to be true. For since the terminal points of the two

motions are the same and since the straight line included be-

tween these two points is the shortest distance between them, it

would seem reasonable that motion along this line should be

executed in tie shortest time; but this is not the case, for the

shortest time and therefore the most rapid motioitis that

employed along the arc of which this straight line is the chord.

As to the times of vibration of bodies suspended by threads of

different lengths, they bear to each other the same proportion as

the square roots of the lengths of the thread; or one might say

the lengths are to each other as die squares of the times
;
so that

if one wishes to make the vibration-time of one pendulum twice

that of another, he must make its suspension four times as long.

In like manner, if one pendulum has a suspension nine times as

[140]

long as another, this second pendulum will execute three vibra-

tions during each one of the first; from which it follows that the

lengths of the suspending cords bear to each other the [inverse]

ratio of the squares of the number of vibrations performed in the

same time.

SAGR. Then, if I understand you corredly, I can easily meas-

ure the length of a string whose upper end is attached at any

height whatever even if this end were invisible and I could see

only the lower extremity. For if I attach to the lower end of this

string a rather heavy weight and give it a to-and-fro motion,
and if I ask a friend to count a number of its vibrations, while I,

during the same time-interval, count the number of vibrations

of a pendulum which is exactly one cubit in length, then knowing
the number of vibrations which each pendulum makes in the

given interval of time one can determine the length of the

string. Suppose, for example, that my friend counts 20 vibra-

tions of the long cord during the same time in which I count

240 ofmy stringwhich is one cubit in length; taking the squares
of the two numbers, 20 and 240, namely 400 and 57600, then, I

say, the long string contains 57600 units of such length that

my pendulum will contain 400 of them; and since the length of

my
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my striiig is one cubit, I shall divide 57600 by 400 and thus ob-

tain 144. Accordingly I shall call the length of the string 144
cubits.

SALV. Nor will you miss it by as much as a hand's breadth,

.especially if you observe a large number of vibrations.

SAGR. You give me frequent occasion to admire the wealth

and profusion of nature when, from such common and even

trivial phenomena, you derive fads which are not only striking

and new but which are often far removed from what we would

have imagined. Thousands of times I have observed vibrations

especially in churches where lamps, suspended by long cords,

had been inadvertently set into motion; but the most which I

could infer from these observations was that the view of those

who think that such vibrations are maintained by the medium
is highly improbable: for, in that case, the air must needs have

considerable judgment and little else to do but kill time by push-

ing to and fro a pendent weight with perfect regularity. But I

never dreamed of learning that one and the same body, when

[141]

suspended from a string a hundred cubits long and pulled aside

through an arc of 90 or even i or ^, would employ the same

time in passing through the least as through the largest of these

arcs; and, indeed, it still strikes me as somewhat unlikely.

Now I am waiting to hear how these same simple phenomena can

furnish solutions for those acoustical problems solutions which

will be at least partly satisfactory.

SALV. First of all one must observe that each pendulum has

its own time of vibration so definite and determinate that

it is not possible to make it move with any other period [altro

feriodo] than that which nature has given it. For let any one

take in his hand the cord to which the weight is attached and

try, as much as he pleases, to increase or diminish the frequency

[frtquenza] of its vibrations; it will be time wasted. On the

other hand, one can confer motion upon even a heavy pendulum
which is at rest by simply blowing against it; by repeating these

blasts with a frequency which is the same as that of the pendu-
lum one can impart considerable motion. Suppose that by the

first
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one hears the oftave; and if the bridge beplaced at 1/3 the length

of the string, then on plucking first the open string and after-

wards 2/3 of its length the fifth is given; for this reason they say

that the odlave depends upon tie ratio of two
^

to one [con-

tenuta tral due e I'tino] and the fifth upon the ratio of three to

two. TTiis explanation does not impress me as sufficient to

establish 2and 3/2 as the natural ratiosof theodlave and thefifth;

and my reason for thinking so is as follows. There are three

different ways in which the tone of a string may be sharpened,

namely, by shortening it, by stretching it and by making it

thinner. If the tension and size of the string remain constant

one obtains the odlaveby shortening it toone-half, i. e., by sound-

ing first the open string and then one-half of it; but if length and

size remain constant and one attempts to produce the odlave by
stretching he will find that it does not suffice to double the

stretching weight; it must be quadrupled; so that, if the funda-

mental note is produced by a weight of one pound, four will be

required to bring out the odlave.

And finally if the length and tension remain constant, while

one changes the size
* of the string he will find that in order to

produce the odtave the size must be reduced to % that which

gave the fundamental. And what I have said concerning the

odtave, namely, that its ratio as derived from the tension and
size of the string is the square of that derived from the length,

applies equally well to all other musical intervals [intervalli

musici\. Thus if one wishes to produce a fifth by changing the

length he finds that the ratio of the lengths must be sesquialteral,
in other words he sounds first the open string, then two-thirds

of it; but if he wishes to produce this same result by stretching or

thinning the string then it becomes necessary to square the

ratio 3/2 that is by taking 9/4 [dupla sesquiquarta]; accordingly,
if the fundamental requires a weight of 4 pounds, the higher
note will be produced not by 6, but by 9 pounds; the same is

true in regard to size, the string which gives the fundamental is

larger than that which yields the fifth in the ratio of 9 to 4.
In view of these fads, I see no reason why those wise philos-

* For the exact meaning of "size" see p. 103 below. [Trans.]
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ophers should adopt 2 rather than 4 as the ratio of the odlave,

or why in the case of the fifth they should employ the sesquialt-

eral ratio, 3/2, rather than that of 9/4. Since it is impossible to

count the vibrations of a sounding string on account of its high

frequency, I should still have been in doubt as to whether a

string, emitting the upper oftave, made twice as many vibra-

tions in the same time as one giving the fundamental, had it

not been for the following fad, namely, that at the instant when
the tone jumps to the odtave, the waves which constantly ac-

company the vibrating glass divide up into smaller ones which

are precisely half as long as the former.

SALV. This is a beautiful experiment enabling us to distin-

guish individually the waves which are produced by the vibra-

tions of a sonorous body, which spread through the air, bringing
to the tympanum of the ear a stimulus which the mind translates

into sound. But since these waves in the water last only so long
as the fri&ion of the finger continues and are, even then, not

constant but are always forming and disappearing, would it not

be a fine thing if one had the ability to produce waves which

would persist for a long while, even months and years, so as to

easily measure and count them?

SAGR. Such an invention would, I assure you, command my
admiration.

SALV. The device is one which I hit upon by accident;my part
consists merely in the observation of it and in the appreciation

of its value as a confirmation of something to which I had given

profound consideration; and yet the device is, in itself, rather

common. As I was scraping a brass plate with a sharp iron

[145]

chisel in order to remove some spots from it and was running
the chisel rather rapidly over it, I once or twice, during many
strokes, heard the plate emit a rather strong and dear whistling

sound; on looking at the plate more carefully, I noticed a long

row of fine streaks parallel and equidistant from one another.

Scraping with the chisel over and over again, I noticed that it

was only when the plate emitted this hissing noise that any
marks were left upon it; when the scrapingwas not accompanied

by
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to the augmented fourth or diminished fifth [tritono o semi-

diapente],

Agreeable consonances are pairs of tones which strike the

ear with a certain regularity; this regularity consists in the

fadt that the pulses delivered by the two tones, in the same

interval of time, shall be commensurable in number, so -as not to

keep the ear drum in perpetual torment, bending in two different

directions in order to yield to the ever-discordant impulses.

The first and most pleasing consonance is, therefore, the

odtave since, for every pulse given to the tympanum by the

lower string, the sharp string delivers two; accordingly at every
other vibration of the upper string both pulses are delivered

simultaneously so that one-half the entire number of pulses are

delivered in unison. But when two strings are in unison their

vibrations always coincide and the effedl is that of a single

string; hence we do not refer to it as consonance. The fifth is

also a pleasing interval since for every two vibrations of the

lower string the upper one gives three, so that considering the

entire number of pulses from the upper string one-third of them
will strike in unison, i. e., between each pair of concordant vibra-

tions there intervene two single vibrations; and when the in-

terval is a fourth, three single vibrations intervene. In case the

interval is a second where the ratio is 9/8 it is only every ninth

vibration of the upper string which reaches the ear simulta-

neously with one of the lower; all the others are discordant and

produce a harsh effedt upon the recipient ear which interprets
them as dissonances.

^
SBIP. Won't you be good enough to explain this argument a

little more clearly?

SALV. Let AB denote the length of a wave [b spado e la

dHatazione d'una vibrazione] emitted by the lower string and
CD that of a higher string which is emitting the odave of AB;
divide AB in the middle at E. If the two strings begin their

motions atA and C, it is clear thatwhen the sharp vibration has
reached the end D, the other vibration will have travelled only
as far as E, which, not being a terminal point, will emit no pulse;
but there is a blow delivered at D. Accordingly when the one

wave
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wave comes back fromD to C, the other passes on fbmE toB;
hence the two pulses from B and C strike the drum of the ear

simultaneously. ^Seeing
that these vibrations are repeated

again and again in the same manner, we con- A _
ft

dude that each alternate pulse from CD falls '

in unison with one from AB. But each of the r

[148]
C D

pulsations at the terminal points, A and B, is A B
constantly accompanied by one which leaves al-

- * | *

ways from C or always from D. This is dear r i i

because ifwe suppose the waves to reachA and c p

C at the same instant, then, while one wave KS- *3

travels from A to B, the other will proceed from C to D and
back to C, so that waves strike at C and B simultaneously;

during the passageof the wave fromBback toA the disturbance

at C goes to D and again returns to C, so that once more the

pulses atA andC are simultaneous.

Next let the vibrations AB and CD be separated by an in-

terval of a fifth, that is, by a ratio of 3/2; choose thepoints E and
such that they will divide the wave length of the lower string

into three equal parts and imagine the vibrations to start at the

same instant from each of the terminals A and C. It is evident

that when the pulse has been delivered at the terminal D, the

wave in AB has travelled only as far as 0; the drum of the ear

receives, therefore, only the pulse from D. Then during the

return of the one vibration fromD to C, the other will pass from
to B and then back to 0, producing an isolated pulse at B a

pulse which is out of time but one which must be taken into

consideration.

Now since we have assumed that the first pulsations started

from the terminals A and C at the same instant, it follows that

the second pulsation, isolated at D, occurred after an interval of

time equal to that required for passage from C toD or, what is

the same thing, fromA to 0; but the next pulsation, the one at

B, is separated from the preceding by only half this interval,

namely, the time required for passage from to B. Next while

the one vibration travels fromO toA, the other travels from Cto
D,
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D, the result of which is that two pulsations occur simulta-

neously at A and D. Cycles of this kind follow one after an-

other, i. e., one solitaiy pulse of the lower string interposed be-

tween two solitary pulses of the upper string. Let us now

imagine time to be divided into very small equal intervals;

then if we assume that, during the first two of these intervals,

the disturbances which occurred simultaneously atA and C have

travelled as far as andD and have produced a pulse atD; and

if we assume that during the third and fourth intervals one

disturbance returns fromD to C, producing a pulse at C, while

the other, passing on from to B and back to 0, produces a

pulse at B
;
and if finally, during the fifth and sixth intervals, the

disturbances travel from and C to A and D, producing a

pulse at each of the latter two, then the sequence in which the

pulses strike the ear will be such that, if we begin to count time

from any instant where two pulses are simultaneous, the ear

drum will, after the lapse of two of the said intervals, receive a

solitary pulse; at the end of the third interval, another solitary

[149]

pulse; so also at the end of the fourth interval; and two in-

tervals later, i. e., at the end of the sixth interval, will be heard

two pulses in unison. Here ends the cycle the anomaly, so to

speak which repeats itself over and over again.

SAGR. I can no longer remain silent; for I must express to you
the great pleasure I have in hearing such a complete explanation
of phenomena with regard to which I have so long been in

darkness. Now I understand why unison does not differ from a

single tone; I understand why the oftave is the principal har-

mony, but so like unison as often to be mistaken for it and also

why it occurs with the other harmonies. It resembles unison

because the pulsations of strings in unison always occur simulta-

neously, and those of the lower string of the odlave are always

accompanied by those of the upper string; and among the latter

is interposed a solitary pulse at equal intervals and in such a
manner as to produce no disturbance; the result is that such a

harmony is rather too much softened and lacks fire. But the

fifth is characterized by its displaced beats and by the interposi-

tion
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tion of two solitary beats of the upper string and one solitary

beat of the lower string between each pair of simultaneous

pulses; these three solitary pulses are separated by intervals of

time equal to half the interval which separates each pair of

simultaneous beats from the solitary beats of the upper string.
Thus the effeft of the fifth is to

produce
a tickling of the ear

drum such that its softness is modified with sprightlmess, giving
at the samemoment the impression of a gentle kiss and of a bite.

SALV. Seeing that you have derived so much pleasure horn
these novelties, I must show you a methodbywhich the eyemay
enjoy the same game as the ear. Suspend three balk of lead, or

other heavy material, by means of .strings of different length
such that while the longest makes two vibrations tie shortest

will make four and the medium three; this will take place when
the longest string measures 16, either in hand breadths or in any
other unit, the medium 9 and the shortest 4, all measured in the

same unit,

Now pull all these pendulums aside from the perpendicular
and release them at the same instant; you will see a curious

interplay of the threads passing each other in various manners

but such that at the completion of every fourth vibration of

the longest pendulum, all three will arrive simultaneously at

the same terminus, whence they start over again to repeat the

same cycle. This combination of vibrations, when produced on

strings is precisely that which yields the interval of the o<5lave

and the intermediate fifth. If we employ the same disposition

[150]

of apparatus but change the lengths of the threads, always
however in such a way that their vibrations correspond to those

of agreeable musical intervals, we shall see a different crossing

of these threads but always such that, after a definite interval of

time and after a definite number of vibrations, all the threads,

whether three or four, will reach the same terminus at the same

instant, and then begin a repetition of the cyde.
If however the vibrations of two or more strings are incom-

mensurable so that they never complete a definite number of

vibrations at the same instant, or if commensurable they return

only
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only after a long interval of time and after a large number of

vibrations, then the eye is confused by the disorderly succession

of crossed threads. In like manner the ear is pained by an

irregular sequence of air waves which strike the tympanum with-

out any fixed order.

But, gentlemen, whither have we drifted during these many
hours lured on by various problems and unexpedted digressions?

The day is already ended and we have scarcely touched the

subjeft proposed for discussion. Indeed we have deviated so far

that I remember only with difficulty our early introduction and

the little progress made in the way of hypotheses and principles

for use in later demonstrations.

SAGR. Let us then adjourn for to-day in order that our minds

may find refreshment in sleep and that we may return to-

morrow, if so please you; and resume the discussion of the main

question.

SALV. I shall not fail to be here to-morrow at the same hour,

hoping not only to render you service but also to enjoy your

company.

END OF THE FIRST DAY.
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While Simplicio and I were awaiting

your arrivalwe were trying to recall that last

consideration whichyou advanced as a prin-

ciple and basis for the results you intended to

obtain; this consideration dealt with the

resistance which all solids offer to fradture

and depended upon a certain cement which

____ _ _ held the parts glued together so that they
would yield and separate only under considerable pull \potrnte

attramone]. Later we tried to find the explanation of this

coherence, seeking it mainly in the vacuum; this was the occa-

sion of our many digressions which occupied the entire day and

led us far afield from the original question which, as I have

already stated, was the consideration ofthe resistance [resistenza]

that solids offer to fradture.

SALV. I remember it all very well. Resuming the thread of

our discourse, whatever the nature of this resistance which solids

offer to large tradlive forces [violenta Mramone] there can at

least be no doubt of its existence; and though this resistance is

very great in the case of a diredlpull, it is found, as a rule, to be

less in the case of bending forces [nel violentargli per traverse].

Thus, for example, a rod of steel or of glass will sustain a longi-

tudinal pull of a thousand pounds while a weight of fifty pounds
would be quite sufficient to break it if the rod were fastened at

right angles into a vertical wall. It is this second type of re-

sistance which we must consider, seeking to discover in what

proportion
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proportion it is found in prisms and cylinders of the same

material, whether alike or unlike in shape, length, and thick-

ness. In this discussion I shall take for granted the well-known

mechanical principle which has been shown to govern the

behavior of a bar, which we call a lever, namely, that the force

bears to the resistance the inverse ratio of the distances which

separate the fulcrum from the force and resistance respectively.

SIMP. This was demonstrated first of all by Aristotle, in his

Mechanics.

SALV. Yes, I am willing to concede him priority in point of

time; but as regards rigor of demonstration the first place must
be given to Archimedes, since upon a single proposition proved
in his book on Equilibrium

*
depends not only the law of the

lever but also those ofmost other mechanical devices.

SAGR. Since now this principle is fundamental to all the

demonstrations which you propose to set forth would it not be
advisable to give us a complete and thorough proof of this

proposition unless possibly it would take too much time?

SALV. Yes, that would be quite proper, but it is better I

think to approach our subjeft in a manner somewhat different

from that employed by Archimedes, namely, by first assuming
merely that equal weights placed in a balance of equal arms will

produce equilibrium a principle also assumed by Archimedes
and then proving that it is no less true that unequal weights
produce equilibrium when the arms of the steelyard have

lengths inversely proportional to the weights suspended from

them; in other words, it amounts to the same thing whether
one places equal weights at equal distances or unequal weights
at distances which bear to each other the inverse ratio of the

weights.
In order to make this matter dear imagine a prism or solid

cylinder, AB, suspended at each end to the rod [linea] HI, and

supported by two threads HA and IB; it is evident that if I

attach a thread, C, at the middle point of the balance beam HI,
the entireprismAB will, according to the principle assumed, hang
in equilibrium since one-half its weight lies on one side, and the
other half on the other side, of the point of suspension C. Now

* Works of Archimedes. Trans, byT.L Heath, pp. 189-220. [Trans]
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suppose the prism to be divided into unequal parts by a plane

through the line D, and let the part DA be the larger and DB
the smaller: this division having been made^ imagine a thread

ED, attached at the point E and supporting the parts AD and

DB, in order that these parts may remain in the same position
relative to line HI: and since the relative position of the prism
and the beam HI remains unchanged, there can be no doubt
but that the prism will maintain its former state of equilibrium.

H B B

Fig. 14

But circumstances would remain the same if that part of the

prism which is now held up, at the ends, by the threadsAH and

DE were supported at the middle by a single thread GL; and

likewise the other part DB would not change position if held

by a thread FM placed at its middle point. Suppose now the

threads HA, ED, and IB to be removed, leaving only tie two

GL and FM, then the same equilibrium will be maintained so

long as the suspension is at C. Now let us consider thatwe have

here two heavy bodiesAD andDB hung at the endsG and F, of

a balance beam GF in equilibrium about the point Q so that

the line CG is the distance from C to the point of suspension

of the heavy body AD, while CF is tie distance at which the

other heavy body, DB, is supported. It remains now only to

show that these distances bear to each other the inverse ratio

of the weights themselves, that is, the distance GC is to the

distance CF as the prismDB is to die prismDA a proposition

which we shall prove as follows: Since the line GE is the half of

EH, and since EF is the half of El, the whole lengthGF will be

half
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half of the entire line HI, and therefore equal to CI: if now we
subtradt the common part CF the remainderGC will be equal to

the remainder PI, that is, to FE, and if to each of these we add

CE we shall have GE equal to CF: hence GEEF=FC:CG.
But GE and EF bear the same ratio to each other as do their

doubles HE and El, that is, the same ratio as the prism AD to

DB. Therefore, by equating ratios we have, convertendo, the

distance GC is to the distance CF as the weight BD is to the

weight DA, which is what I desired to prove.

[154]

If what precedes is dear, you will not hesitate, I think, to

admit that the two prisms AD and DB are in equilibrium about

the point C since one-half 6f the whole body AB lies on the

right of the suspension C and the other half on the left; in other

words, this arrangement is equivalent to two equal weights dis-

posed at equal distances. I do not see how any one can doubt, if

the two prismsAD andDB were transformed into cubes, spheres,

or into any other figurewhatever and ifG and F were retained as

points of suspension, that they would remain in equilibrium
about the point C, for it is only too evident that change of figure
does not produce change of weight so long as the mass [guantitd
di material does not vary. From this we may derive the general
conclusion that any two heavy bodies are in equilibrium at

distances which are inversely proportional to their weights.
This principle established, I desire, before passing to any

other subjedl, to call your attention to the fadl that these forces,

resistances, moments, figures, etc., may be considered either in

the abstradl, dissociated from matter, or in the concrete, asso-

ciated with matter. Hence the properties which belong to

figures that are merely geometrical and non-material must be
modified when we fill these figures with matter and therefore

give them weight. Take, for example, the lever BA which,

resting^upon the support E, is used to lift a heavy stone D.
The principle just demonstrated makes it clear that a force ap-

plied at the extremity B will just suffice to equilibrate the

resistance offered by the heavy body D provided this force

[momenta] bears to the force [momenta] atD the same ratio as the

distance
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distanceAC bears to the distance CB; and this is true so long as

we consider only the moments of the single force atB and of the

resistance at D, treating the lever as an immaterial body devoid
of weight. But if we take into account the weight of die lever

itself an instalment which may be made either of wood or of

ironr it is manifest that, when this weight has been added to the

force at B, the ratio will be changed and must therefore be

expressed in different terms. Hence before going further let

B

Fig. iS

us agree to distinguish between these two points of view; when
we consider an instrument in the abstradl, i. e., apart from the

weight of its own material, we shall speak of "taking it in an
absolute sense

"
\prendere assolutamente] ;

but ifwe fill one of these

we shall refer to such a material figure as a "moment" or

"compound force" [momenta oforza composta].

SAGR. I must break my resolution about not leading you off

into a digression; for I cannot concentrate my attention upon
what is to follow until a certain doubt is removed from my
mind, namely, you seem to compare the force at B with the

total weight of the stone D, a part of which possibly the

greater part rests upon the horizontal plane: so that . . .

SALV: I understand perfectly: you need go no further. How-
ever please observe that I have not mentioned the total weight
of the stone; I spoke only of its force [momenta] at the point A,
the extremity of the lever BA, which force is always less than

the total weight of the stone, and varies with its shape and

elevation.

SAGR. Good: but there occurs to me another question about

which
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which I am curious. For a complete understanding of this,

matter, I should like you to show me, if possible, how one can

determine what part of the total weight is supported by the

underlying plane and what part by die end A of the lever.

SALV. The explanation will not delay us long and I shall

therefore have pleasure in granting your request^
In the accom-

panying figure, let us understand that the weight having its

center of gravity at A rests with the end B upon the horizontal

plane and with the other end upon the lever CG. Let N be

the fulcrum of a lever to which the force \potenza] is applied at G.

Let fafi the perpendiculars, AO and CF, from the centerA and

the end C Then I say, the magnitude [momento] of the entire

weight bears to the magnitude of the force [momenta detta

potenza] at G a ratio compounded of the ratio between the two

B

Fig. 16

distances GN and NC and the ratio between FB and BO.

Lay offa distanceX such that its ratio toNC is the same as that

of BO to FB; then, since the total weight A is counterbalanced

by the two forces atB and at C, it follows that the force atB is to

that at C as the distance FO is to the distance OB. Hence,

[156]

componendo9 the sum of the forces at B and C, that is, the total

weightA [momenta di tutta
9
l peso jf\, is to the force at C as the

line FB is to the line BO, that is, as NC is to X: but the force

[momenta della potenza] applied at C is to the force applied at

G as the distance GN is to the distance NC; hence it follows,

ex aquali in proportione perturbata,* that the entire weight A is

to the force applied at G as the distance GN is to X. But the

ratio ofGN toX is compounded of the ratio ofGN toNC and of

NC toX, that is, of FB to BO; hence the weightA bears to the

* For definition of perturbato see Todhunter's Euclid. Book V, Def. 20.

[Trans.]
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Let us now return to our original subjeft; then, if what has

hitherto been said is dear, it will be easily understood that,

PROPOSITION I

A prism or solid cylinder of glass, steel, wood or other break-

able material which is capable of sustaining a very heavy weight
when applied longitudinally is, as previously remarked, easily

broken by the transverse application of a weight which may be

much smaller in proportion as the length of the cylinder exceeds

its thickness.

Let us imagine a solid prism ABCD fastened into a wall at

the end AB, and supporting a weightE at the other end; under-

stand also that the wall is vertical and that the prism or cylinder

is fastened at right angles to the wall. It is clear that, if the

cylinder breaks, fradbire will occur at the point B where the

edge of the mortise a<fls as a fulcrum for the lever BC, to which

the force is applied; the thickness of the solid BA is the other arm

of the lever along which is located the resistance. This resistance

opposes the separation of the part BD, lying outside the wall,

from that portion lying inside. From the preceding, it follows

that the magnitude [momenta] of the force applied at C bears to

the magnitude [momento] of the resistance, found in the thickness

of the prism, i. e., in the attachment of die base BA to its con-

tiguous parts, the same ratio which the length CB bears to half

the length BA; if now we define absolute resistance to fradhire

[157]

as that offered to a longitudinal pull (in which case the stretch-

ing force adts in the same direction as that through which the

body is moved), then it follows that the absolute resistance of

the prism BD is to the breaking load placed at the end of the

lever BC in the same ratio as the length BC is to the half ofAB
in the case of a prism, or the semidiameter in the case of a

cylinder. This is our first proposition.* Observe that in what

* The one fundamental error which is implicitly introduced into this

proposition and which is carried through the entire discussion of the
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has here been said the weight of the solid BD itself has been
left out of consideration, or rather, the prism has been assumed
to be devoid of weight. But if the weight of the prism is to be
taken account of in conjunction with the weight E, we must add

to the weight E one
half that of the

prism BD: so that

if, for example, the
latter weighs two
pounds and the

weight E is ten
pounds we must
treat the weight E
as if it were eleven

pounds.
SIMP. Why not

twelve?

SALV. The weight

E^my dear Simp-
licio, hanging at the
extreme end C adls

upon the lever BC
with its full mo-
mentof tenpounds :

so also would the
solid BD if sus-Fig. 17 OVSJLLVl. JJ 4_^ J.J. BUS

pended at the same point exert its full moment of two pounds :

but, as you know, this solid is uniformly distributed through-

Second Day consists in a failure to see that, in such a beam, there must
oe equilibrium between the forces of tension and compression over any
cross-section. The correct point of view seems first to have been found
by E. Manotte in 1680 and by A. Parent in 1713. Fortunately this
eiror does not vitiate the conclusions of the subsequent propositionswhich

^deal only with.proportions---** actual strength-of beams.
Following K. Pearson (Todhunter's History of Elasticity) one might saythat Galileo s mistake lay m supposing the fibres of the strained beam to
oe mextensible. Or, confessing the anachronism, one might say that the
error consisted in taking the lowest fibre of the beam as the neutral axis.

[Trans.]
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out its entire length, BC, so that the parts which lie near the

end B are less effeftive than those more remote.

Accordingly if we strike a balance between the two, the

weight of the entire prism may be considered as concentrated

at its center of gravity which lies midway of the lever BC
But a weight hung at the extremity C exerts a moment twice

as great as it would if suspended from the middle: therefore

[158]

if we consider the moments of both as located at the end C we
must add to the weightE one-half that of the prism.

SIMP. I understand perfectly; and moreover, if I mistake not,

the force of the two weights BD and E, thus disposed, would

exert the same moment as would the entire weight BD together
with twice the weight E suspended at the middle of the lever

BC.
SALV. Precisely so, and a fejft worth remembering. Now

we can readily understand

PROPOSITION II

How and in what proportion a rod, or rather a prism, whose

width is greater than its thickness offers more resistance to

fradture when the
(

force is applied in

the diredion of its

breadth than in the

direction of its

thickness.

For the sake of

clearness, take a

ruler ad whose

width is ac and
whose thickness,

cb, is much less than its width. The question now is why will

the ruler, if stood on edge, as in the first figure, withstand a

great weight T, while, when kid flat, as in the second figure,

it will not support the weight X which is less than T. The

answer is evident when we remember that in the one case

the
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the fulcrum is at the line be, and in the other case at
ca,

while the distance at which the force is applied is the same in

both cases, namely, the length U: but in the first case the

distance of the resistance from the fulcrum^-half the line ca

is greater than in the other case where it is only half of be.

Therefore the weightT is greater thanX in the same ratio as

half the width ca is greater than half the thickness be, since the

former ads as a lever arm for ca, and the latter for cb, against

the same resistance, namely, the strength of all the fibres in the

cross-sedion db. We conclude, therefore, that any given ruler,

or prism, whose width exceeds its thickness, will offer greater
resistance to fradlure when standing on edge than when lying

flat, and this in the ratio of the width to the thickness.

PROPOSITION III

Consideringnow the case of a prism or cylinder growing longer
in a horizontal diredtion, we must find out in what ratio the

moment of its own weight increases in comparison with its

resistance to fradlure. This moment I find increases in propor-

[159]

tion to the square of the length. In order to prove this .letAD
be a prism or cylinder lying horizontal with its endA firmly fixed

in a wall. Let the length of the prism be increased by the addi-

tion of the portion BE. It is clear that merely changing the

length of the lever fromAB toAC will, ifwe disregard its weight,
increase the moment of the force [at the end] tending to produce
frafture at A in the ratio of CA to BA. But, besides this, the

weight of the solid portion BE, added to the weight of the solid

AB increases the moment of the total weight in the ratio of the

weight of the prism AE to that of tihe prism AB, which is the
same as the ratio of the lengthAC toAB.

^

It follows, therefore, that, when the length and weight are

simultaneously increased in any given proportion, the moment,
which is the produdt of these two, is increased in a ratio which is

the square of the preceding proportion. The conclusion is then
that the bending moments due to the weight of prisms and
cylinders which have the same thickness but different lengths,

bear
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bear to each other a ratio which is the square of the ratio of

their lengths, or, what is the same thing, the ratio of the squares

of their lengths.

We shall next show in what ratio the resistance to fradture

Fig. 19

[bending strength], in prisms and cylinders, increases with in-

[160]

crease of thickness while the length remains unchanged. Here

I say that

PROPOSITION IV

In prisms and cylinders of equal length, but of unequal

thicknesses, the resistance to future increases in the same

ratio as the cube of the diameter of the thickness, i. e., of

the base.

LetA and B be two cylinders of equal lengths DG, FH; let their

bases be circular but unequal, having the diameters CD and EF.

Then I say that the resistance to fradhire offeredby the cylinder
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B is to that offered byA as the cube of the diameter FE is to the

cube of the diameter DC. For, if we consider the resistance to

fradture by longitudinal pull as dependent upon the bases, i. e.,

upon the circles EF and DC, no one can doubt that the strength

[resistenza] of die cylinder B is greater than that of A in the

same proportion in which the area of the circle EF exceeds that

of CD; because it is precisely in this ratio that the number of

fibres binding the parts of the solid together in the one cylinder

exceeds that in the other cylinder.

But in the case of a force adling transversely it must be re-

memberfcd that we are employing two levers in which the forces

are applied at distances DG,
FH, and the fulcrums are

located at the points D and

F; but the resistances are

applied at distances which

are equal to the radii of the

circles DC 'and EF, since

the fibres distributed over
r

F these entire cross-sedlions

Fig. 20 adt as if concentrated at the

centers. Remembering this and remembering also that the

arms, DG and FH, through which the forces G and H adl are

equal, we can understand that the resistance, located at the

center of the base EF, adling against the force at H, is more

effective [maggiore] than the resistance at the center of the

base CD opposing the force G, in the ratio of the radius FE
to the radius DC. Accordingly the resistance to fradbire of-

fered by the cylinder B is greater than that of the cylinder A
in a ratio which is compounded of that of the area of the circles

EF and DC and that of their radii, i. e., of their diameters; but

the areas of circles are as the squares of their diameters. There-

fore the ratio of the resistances, being the produdl of the two

preceding ratios, is the same as that of the cubes of die diameters.

This is what I set out to prove. Also since the volume of a cube

[161]

varies as the third power of its edge we may say that the re-

sistance
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sistance [strength] of a cylinder whose length remains constant

varies as the third power of its diameter.

From the precedingwe are able to conclude that

COROLLARY

The resistance [strength] of a prism or cylinder of constant

length varies in the sesquialteral ratio of its volume.

This is evident because the volume of a prism or cylinder of

constant altitude varies diredly as the area of its base, i. e., as

the square of a side or diameter of this base; but, as just demon-

strated, the resistance [strength] varies as the cube of this same

side or diameter. Hence the resistance varies in the sesquialteral

ratio of the volume consequently also of the weight of the

solid itself.

SIMP. Before proceeding further I should like to have one of

my difficulties removed. Up to this point you have not taken

into consideration a certain other kind of resistance which, it

appears to me, diminishes as the solid grows longer, and this is

quite as true in the case of bending as in pulling; it is precisely

thus that in the case of a rope we observe that a very long one is

less able to support a large weight than a short one. Whence, I

believe, a short rod ofwood or iron will support a greater weight
than if it were long, provided the force be always applied longi-

tudinally and not transversely, and provided also that we take

into account the weight of the rope itselfwhich increases with its

length.

SALV. I fear, Simplicio, if I corredtiy catch your meaning,
that in this particular you aremaking the same mistake as many
others; that is ifyou mean to say that a long rope, one of perhaps

40 cubits, cannot hold up so great a weight as a shorter length,

say one or two cubits, of the same rope.

SIMP. That is what I meant, and as far as I see the proposition

is highlyprobable.
SALV. On the contrary, I consider it not merely improbable

but false; and I tfrmfc I can easily convince you of your error.

Let AB represent tie rope, fastened at the upper end A: at the

fewer end attach a weight C whose force is just sufficient to

break
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consider the case of prisms and cylinders which are similar.

Concerning these we shall show that,

PROPOSITION VI

In the case of similar cylinders and prisms, the moments

[stretching forces] which result from multiplying together

their weight and length [i. e,, from the moments produced

by their own weight and length], which^
latter adls as a

lever-arm, bear to each other a ratio which is the sesqui-

alteral of the ratio between the resistances of their bases.

In order to prove this let us indicate the two similar cylinders

byAB and CD : then the magnitude of the force [momenta] in the

cylinder AB, opposing the resistance of its base B, bears to the

magnitude [momenta] of the force at CD, opposing the resistance

of its base D, a ratio which is the sesquialteral of the ratio

[164]

between the resistance of the base B and the resistance of the

baseD. And since the

osolids AB and CD, are

effedlive in opposing
the resistances of their

bases B and D, in pno-

D portion to their weights
and to the mechanical

FiS- 23
advantages [forze] of

their lever arms respectively, and since the advantage [forza] of

the lever arm AB is equal to the advantage [forza] of the lever

arm CD (this is true because in virtue of the similarity of the

cylinders the length AB is to the radius of the base B as the

lengthCD is to the radius of the base D), it follows that the total

force [momenta] of the cylinderAB is to the total force [momenta]
of the cylinder CD as the weight alone of the cylinderAB is to

the weight alone of the cylinder CD, that is, as the volume of

the cylinder AB [I'istesso cilindro AB] is to the volume CD
[all'isttsso CD]: but these are as the cubes of the diameters
of their bases B and D; and the resistances of the bases, being

to
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to each other as their areas, are to each other consequently
as the squares of their diameters. Therefore the forces \mammti\
of the cylinders are to each other in the sesquialteral ratio of the

resistance of their bases.*

SIMP. This proposition strikes me as both new and surprising:
at first glance it is very different from anything which I my-
self should have guessed: for since these figures are similar

in all other respedls, I should have certainly thought that

the forces \mmenti\ and the resistances of these cylinders would
have borne to each other the same ratio.

SAGR. This is the proof of the proposition to which I referred,

at the very beginning of our discussion, as one imperfedUy un-

derstood by me.

SALV. For a while, SSmplicio, I used to think, as you do, that

the resistances of similar solids were similar; but a certain casual

observation showed me that similar solids do not exhibit a

strength which is proportional to their size, the larger ones being
less fitted to undergo rough usage just as tall men are more apt
than small children to be injured by a fall. And, as we re-

marked at the outset, a large beam or column falling from a

given height will go to pieceswhen under the same circumstances

a small scantling or small marble cylinder will not break. Itwas
this observation which led me to the investigation of the fad
which I am about to demonstrate to you : it is a very remarkable

thing that, among the infinite variety of solids which are similar

one to another, there are no two of which the forces [momenti\,
and the resistances of these solids are related in the same ratio.

SIMP. You remindme nowof a passage in Aristotle's Questions

* The preceding paragraph beginning with Prop. VI is of more than
usual interest as ulustrating the confusion of terminology current in the

time of Galileo. The translation
given

is literal except in die case of

those words for. which the Italian is supplied. The facts which Galileo

has in mind are so evident that it is difficult to see how one can here

interpret "moment" to mean the force "opposing the resistance of its

base, unless "the force of the lever arm 4B" be taken to mean "the

mechanical advantage of the lever made up of AB and the radius of the

base B"; and similarly for "the force of the lever arm CD."

[Trans.]
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in Mechanics in which he tries to explain why it is that a wooden

beam becomes weaker and can be more easily bent as it grows

longer, notwithstanding the fad that the shorter beam is thin-

ner and the longer one thicker: and, if I remember corredly,

he explains it in terms of the simple lever.
^

SALV. Very true: but, since this solution seemed to leave

room for doubt, Bishop di Guevara,* whose truly learned com-

mentaries have greatly enriched and illuminated this work,

indulges in additional clever speculations with the hope of thus

overcoming all difficulties; nevertheless even he is confused as

regards this particular point, namely, whether, when the length

and thickness of these solid figures increase in the same ratio,

their strength and resistance to fradture, as well as to bending,

remain constant After much thought upon this subjedt, I have

reached the following result. First I shall show that,

PROPOSITION VII

Among heavy prisms and cylinders of similar figure, there

is one and only one which under the stress of its own

weight lies just on the limit between breaking and not

breaking: so that every larger one is unable to cany the

load of its own weight and breaks; while every smaller one

is able towithstand some additional forcetending tobreak it.

Let AB be a heavy prism, the longest possible that will just

sustain its own weight, so that if it be lengthened the least bit it

will break. Then, I say, this prism is unique among all similar

prisms infinite in number in occupying that boundary line

between breaking and not breaking; so that every larger one

[166]

will break under its own weight, and every smaller one will not

break, but will be able to withstand some force in addition to its

own weight
Let the prism CE be similar to, but larger than, AB: then,

I say, it will not remain intadl but will break under its own

weight Lay off the portion CD, equal in length to AB. And,

since, the resistance [bending strength] of CD is to that ofAB as

*
Bishop of Teano; b. 1561 ;

d. 1641. [Trans.]
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the cube of the thickness ofCD is to the cube of the thickness of

AB, that is, as the prismCE is to the similar prismAB, it follows

that the weight of CE is the utmost load which a prism of the

length CD can sustain; but the length of CE is greater; there-

fore the prism CE will break.

Now take another prism FG
which is smaller than AB.

Let FH equal AB, then it can

be shown in a similar manner c
that the resistance [bending

strength] of FG is to that of Kg- H.
AB as the prism FG is to the prism AB provided the dis-

tance AB that is FH, is equal to the distance FG; but AB
is greater than FG, and therefore the moment of the prism

FG applied at G is not sufficient to break the prism FG.

SAGR. The demonstration is short and clear; while the proposi-

tion which, at first glance, appeared improbable is now seen

to be both true and inevitable. In order therefore to bring this

prism into that limiting condition which separates breaking

from not breaking, it would be necessary to change the ratio

between thidkness and length either by increasing the thickness

or by diminishing the length. An investigation of this limiting

state will, I believe, demand equal ingenuity
SALV. Nay, even more; for the question is more difficult; this

I know because I spent no small amount of time in its discovery

which I now wish to share with you.

PROPOSITION Vffl

Given a cylinder or prism of the greatest length .consist-

ent with its not breaking under its own weight; and having

given a greater length, to find the diameter of another

cylinder or prism of this greater length which shall be the

only and largestone capable ofwithstanding its own
weight.

Let BC be die largest cylinder capable of sustaining its own

weight; and letDE be a length greater thanAC: the problem is

to find the diameter of the cylinder which, having the length

[167]

DE,
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DE, shall be the largest one just able to withstand its own
weight. Let I be a third proportional to the lengths DE and

AC; let the diameter FD be to the diameter BA as DE is to I;
draw the cylinder FE; then, among all cylinders having the

same proportions, this is the largest and only one just capable
of sustaining its own weight.
LetM be a third proportional to DE and I: also let be a

fourth proportional to DE, I, and M; lay off FG equal to AC.
Now

r
since the diameter FD is to the diameterAB as the length

DE is to I, andjjjnceCMs a fourth proportional to DE, I and M,
it follows that FD8:BA*=DE:0. But the resistance [bending

strength] of the cylinder DG is

to the resistance of the cylinder
BC as the cube of FD is to the

cube of BA: hence the resistance

of the cylinder DG is to that of

cylinderBC as the length DE is

to 0. And since the moment
Fig. 25 of the cylinder BC is held in

equilibrium by [e equde alia] its resistance, we shall accomplish

pur
end (which is to prove that the moment of the cylinder FE

is equal to the resistance located at FD), if we show that the

moment of the cylinder FE is to the moment of the cylinder BC
as the resistance DF is to the resistance BA, that is, as the cube
of FD is to the cube of BA, or as the lengthDE is to 0. The
moment of the cylinder FE is to the moment of the cylinder
DG as the square ofDE is to the square of AC, that is, as the

length DE is to I; but the moment of the cylinderDG is to the
moment of the cylinder BC, as the square ofDF is to the square
of BA, that is, as the square ofDE is to the square of I, or as the

square of I is to the square of M, or, as I is to 0. Therefore by
equating ratios, it results that the moment of the cylinder FE is

to the moment of the cylinderBC as the lengthDE is to 0, that

is, as the cube ofDF is to the cube of BA, or as the resistance of
the baseDF is to the resistance of the base BA; which was to be

proven.
SAGR. This demonstration, Salviati, is rather long and diffi-

cult
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cult to keep in mind from a single hearing. Will you not,

therefore, be good enough to repeat it?

SALV. As you like; but I would suggest instead a more dire<5t

and a shorter proof: this will, however, necessitate a different

figure.

u L
I68]

be thatSAGR. The favor will be that much greater: nevertheless I

hope you will oblige me by putting into written form the argu-
ment just given so that I may study it atmy leisure.

SALV. I shall gladly do so. LetA denote a cylinder of diam-

eter DC and the largest capable of sustaining its own weight:
the problem is to determine a larger cylinder which shall be
at once the maximum and the unique one capable of sustaining
its own weight.

Let E be such a cylinder, similar to A, having the assigned

length, and having a diameter KL. LetMN be a third propor-
tional to the two lengths DC and KL:
let MN also be the diameter of an-

other cylinder, X, having the same

length as E: then, I say, X is the cyl-

inder sought. Now since the resist-

ance of the base DC is to the resist- ,

ance of the base KL as the square of
*

^

DC is to the square of KL, that is, as **

the square of KL is to. the square of Fi8- ^
MN, or, as the cylinder E is to the cylinder X, that is, as the

moment E is to the moment X; and since also the resistance

[bending strength] of the base KL is to the resistance of the

base MN as the cube of KL is to the cube of MN, that is,

as the cube of DC is to the cube of KL, or, as the cylinderA is

to the cylinder E, that is, as the moment ofA is to the moment
of E; hence it follows, ex aquali in proportion* pertoirbata*

that the moment ofA is to Ae moment ofX as the resistance of

the base DC is to the resistance of the base MN; therefore

moment and resistance are related to each other in prism X
precisely as they are in prismA.

* For definition of perturbata see Todlmnter's Euclid, Book V, Def. 20.

[Trans.]
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Let us now generalize the problem; then it will read as

follows:

Given a cylinder AC in which moment and resistance

[bending strength] are related in any manner whatsoever;
let DE be the length of another cylinder; then determine

what its thickness must be in order that the relation be-

tween its moment and resistance shall be identical with

that of the cylinderAC.

Using Fig. 25 in the same manner as above, we may say that,

since the moment of the cylinder FE is to the moment of the

portion DG as the square of ED is to the square of FG, that is,

as the length DE is to I; and since the moment of the cylinder

FG is to lie moment of the cylinderAC as the square of FD is

to the square of AB, or, as the square ofED is to the square of

I, or, as the square of I is to the square of M, that is, as the

length I is to 0; it follows, ex <equdiy that the moment of the

[169]

cylinder FE is to the moment of the cylinderAC as the length
DE is to 0, that is, as the cube of DE is to the cube of I, or,

as the cube of FD 'is to the cube of AB, that is, as the resistance

of the base FD is to the resistance of the base AB; which was to

beproven.
From what has already been demonstrated, you can plainly

see the impossibility of increasing the size of structures to vast

dimensions either in art or in nature; likewise the impossibility
of building ships, palaces, or temples of enormous size in such a

way that their oars, yards, beams, iron-bolts, and, in short, all

their other parts will hold together; nor can nature produce
trees of extraordinary size because the brandies would break
down under their own weight; so also it would be impossible to
build up the bony struftures of men, horses, or other animals so
as to hold together and perform their normal functions if these

animals were to be increased enormously in height; for this

increase in height can be accomplished only by employing a

the size of the bones, thus changing their shape until the form
and appearance of the animals suggest a monstrosity. This is

perhaps
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perhaps what our wise Poet had in mind, when he says, in

describing a huge giant:

"Impossible it is to reckon his height
"So beyond measure is his size."

*

To illustrate briefly, I have sketched a bone whose natural

length has been increased three times and whose thickness

has been multiplied until, for a correspondingly large animal,

it would perform the same funcfHon which the small bone per-

forms for its small animal. From the figures here shown you
can see how out of proportion the enlarged bone appears.

Clearly then if one wishes to maintain in a great giant the same

proportion of limb as that

found in an ordinaryman
he must either find a

harder and stronger ma-

terial for making the

[170]

bones, or he must admit I

a diminution of strength

in comparison with men
of medium stature; for if

his height be increased
Fl * 27

inordinately he will fall and be crushed under his own weight.

Whereas, if the size of a body be diminished, the strength of

that body is not diminished in the same proportion; indeed the

smaller the body the greater its relative strength. Thus a

small dog could probably cany on his back two or three dogs

of his own size; but I believe that a horse could not carry even

one of his own size.

SIMP. This may be so; but I am led to doubt it on account of

the enormous size reached by certain fish, such as the whale

which, I understand, is ten times as large as an elephant; yet

they all support themselves.

SALV. Your question, Simplicio, suggests another principle,

* Non si pub compartir quanto sia lungo,

Si smisuratamenU e tutto grosso.

Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, XVII, 30 [Trans.]
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me which had hitherto escaped my attention and which enables

;Iants and other animals of vast size to support themselves

nd to move about as well as smaller animals do. This result

aay be secured either by increasing the strength of the bones

nd other parts intended to carry not only their weight but also

he superincumbent load; or, keeping the proportions of the

K>ny structure constant, the skeleton will hold together in the

ame manner or even more easily, provided one diminishes,

a the proper proportion, the weight of the bony material,

>f the flesh, and of anything else which the skeleton has to

any. It is this second principle which is employed by nature

a the strudture of fish, making their bones and muscles not

nerely light but entirely devoid of weight.

SIMP. The trend of your argument, ^Salviati,
is evident.

iince fish live in waterwhichon accountof its density [corpulenza]

>r, as others would say, heaviness \graviia\ diminishes .the

weight [peso] of bodies immersed in it, you mean to say that,

or this reason, the bodies of fish will be devoid of weight and
vill be supported without injury to their bones. But this is not

ill; for although the remainder of the body of the fish may be
without weight, there can be no question but that their bones

lave weight. Take the case of a whale's rib, having the dimen-

ions of a beam; who can deny its great weight or its tendency to

;o to the bottom when placed in water? One would, therefore,

lardly expeft these great masses to sustain themselves.

SALV. A very shrewd objection! And now, in reply, tell me
whether you have ever seen fish stand motionless at will under

rater, neither descending to the bottom nor rising to the top,
rithout the exertion of force by swimming?
SIMP. This is a well-known phenomenon.
SALV. The fadl then that fish are able to remain motionless

inder water is a conclusive reason for thinking that the material
>f their bodies has the same specific gravity as that of water;

.ccordingly, if in their make-up there are certain parts which
re heavier than water there must be others which are lighter,
or otherwise they would not produce equilibrium.

Hence
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Hence, if the bones are heavier, it is necessary that the mus-

cles or other constituents of the body should be lighter in order

that their buoyancy may counterbalance the weight of the

bones. In aquatic animals therefore circumstances are just

reversed from what they are with land animals inasmuch as, in

the latter, the bones sustain not only their own weight but also

that of the flesh, while in the former it is the flesh which sup-

ports not only its own weight but also that of the bones. We
must therefore cease to wonder why these enormously large

animals inhabit the water rather than the land, that is to say,

the air.

SIMP. I am convinced and I only wish to add that what we
call land animals ought really to be called air animals, seeing

that they live in the air, are surrounded by air, and breathe air.

SAGR. I have enjoyed Simplicio's discussion including both

the question raised and its answer. Moreover I can easily

understand that one of these giant fish, if pulled ashore, would

not perhaps sustain itself for any great length of time, but would

be crushed under its own mass as soon as the connexions

between the bones gave way.
SALV. I am inclined to your opinion; and, indeed, I almost

think that the same thing would happen in the case of a very

big ship which floats on the sea without going to pieces under

[172]

its load of merchandise and armament, but which on dry land

and in air would probably fall apart But let us proceed and

show how:

Given a prism or cylinder, also its own weight and the

maximum load which it can carry, it is then possible to

find a maximum length beyond which the cylinder cannot

be prolonged without breaking under its own weight.

Let AC indicate both the prism and its own weight; also

let D represent the maximum load which the prism can carry

at the end C without fradture; it is required to find the max-

imum to which the length of the said prism can be increased

without breaking. Draw AH of such a length that the weight

of the prism AC is to the sum of AC and twice the weight D
as
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SALV. His inquiry however is not quite the same; for he seeks

merely to discover why it is that a stick may be more easily

bioken by taking hold, one hand at each end of the stick, that

is, far removed from the knee, than if the hands were closer

together. He gives a general explanation, referring it to the

lengthened lever arms which are secured by placing the hands at

the ends of the stick. Our inquiry calls for something more:

what we want to know is whether, when the hands are retained

at the ends of the stick, the same force is required to break it

wherever the knee be placed.

SAGR. At first glance this would appear to be so, because the

two lever arms exert, in a certain way, the same moment, seeing

that as one grows shorter the other grows correspondingly longer.

SALV. Now you see how readily one falls into error and what

caution and circumspedlion are required to avoid it What you
have just said appears at first glance highly probable, but on
closer examination it proves to be quite far from true; as will

be seen from the faft that whether the knee the fulcrum of the

two levers be placed in the middle or not makes such a differ-

ence that, if frafture is to be produced at any other point than

the middle, the breaking force at the middle, even when multi-

plied four, ten, a hundred, or a thousand times would not

suffice. To begin with we shall offer some general considerations

and then pass to the determination of the ratio in which the

breaking force must change in order to produce fradture at one

point rather than another.

Let AB denote a wooden cylinder which is to be broken in

the^middle,
over the supporting point C, and let DE represent

an identical cylinder which is to be broken just over the sup-

porting point F which is not in the middle. First of all it is

dear that, since the distances AC and CB are equal, the forces

applied at tie extremities B andA must also be equal. Secondly
since the distance DF is less than the distance AC the moment
of any force adling at D is less than the moment of the same
force at A, that is, applied at the distance CA; and the moments
are less in the ratio of the length DF to AC; consequently it is
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necessary to increase the force [momenio] at D in order to over-

come, or even to balance, the resistance at F; but in comparison
with the length AC the distance DF can be diminished in-

definitely: in order therefore to counterbalance the resistance at

F it will be necessary to increase indefinitely the force [forza]

applied at D. On the other

hand, in proportion as we in-

[i7S]
crease the distance FE over

that of CB,we must diminish I

the force at E in order to

counterbalance the resistance

at F; but the distance FE,
measured in terms of CB,
cannot be increased indefi-

nitely by sliding the fulcrum F toward theend D; indeed, it can-

not even be made double the length CB. Therefore the force re-

quired at E to balance the resistance at F will always be more
than half that required at B. It is dear then that, as the fulcrum

F approaches the end D, we must of necessity indefinitely in-

crease the sum of the forces applied at E and D in order to

balance, or overcome, the resistance at F.

SAGR. What shall we say, Simplicio? Must we not confess

that geometry is the most powerful of all instruments for

sharpening the wit and training the mind to think corredtly?

Was not Plato perfedtly right when he wished that his pupils
should be first of all well grounded in mathematics? As for

myself, I quite understood the property of the lever and how,

by increasing or diminishing its length, one can increase or

diminish the moment of force and of resistance; and yet, in

the solution of the present problem I was notslightly,butgreatly,
deceived.

SIMP. Indeed I begin to understand that while logic is an ex-

cellent guide in discourse, it does not, as regards stimulation^
to

discovery, compare with the power of sharp distinction which

belongs to geometry.
SAGR. Logic, it appears to me, teaches us how to test the

condusiveness
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conclusiveness of any argument or demonstration already dis-

covered and completed; but I do not believe that it teaches

us to discover corredl arguments and demonstrations. But it

would be better if Salviati were to show us in just what pro-

portion the forces must be increased in order to produce fradbire

as the fulcrum is moved from one point to another along one

and the same wooden rod.

.

SALV. The ratio which you desire is determined as follows:

If upon a cylinder one marks two points at which frac-

ture is to be produced, then the resistances at these two

points will bear to each other the inverse ratio of the

reftangles formed by the distances from the respective

points to the ends of the cylinder.

Let A and B denote the least forces which will bring about

fradlure of the cylinder at C; likewise E and F the smallest

forces which will break it atD. Then, I say, that the sum of the

forces A and B is to the sum of the forces E and F as the area

of the redangle ADJOB is to the area of the redlangle AC.CB.
Because the sum of the forces A and B bears to the sum of the

forces E and F a ratio which is the produdl of the three following

ratios, namely, (A+B)/B, B/F, and F/(F+E); but the length
BA is to the length CA as the sum of the forcesA and B is to the

force B; and, as the length DB
is to the length CB, so is the

force B to the force F; also as

the length AD is to AB, so is the

force F to the sum of the forces F
andE.

Hence it follows that the sum of the forces A and B bears

to the sum of the forces E and F a ratio which is the produdl
of the three Mowing ratios, namely, BA/CA, BD/BC, and

AD/AB. But DA/CA is the piodudt of DA/BA and BA/CA.
Therefore the sum of the forcesA and B bears to the sum of the

forces E and F a ratio which is the produdl of DA:CA and
DB:CB. But the redtangle ADDB bears to the recflangle
ACCB a ratio which is the produd of DA/CA and DB/CB.

Accordingly
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Accordingly the sum of the forcesA and B is to the sum of the

forces E and F as the redlangle ADDB is to the redangle
ACCB, that is, the resistance to fia<fture atC is to the resistance

to fra<fbire at D as the redangle ADDB is to the re<flangle

ACCB. Q. E. D.

[1773

Another ratter interesting problem may be solved as a con-

sequence of this theorem, namely,
Given the maximum weight which a cylinder or prism can

support at its middle-point where the resistance is a mini-

mum, and given also a larger weight, find that point in

the cylinder for which this larger weight is the maximum
load that can be supported.

Let that one of the given weights which is larger than the

maximum weight supported at the middle of the cylinder AB
bear to this maximum weight the same ratio which the length
E bears to the length F. The problem is to find that point
in the cylinder at which this larger weight becomes the max-
imum that can be supported. Let G be a mean proportional
between the lengths E and F. Draw AD and S so that they
bear to each other the same ratio as E to G; accordingly S will

be less thanAD.
Let AD be the diameter of a semicircle AHD, in which take

AH equal to S; join the pointsH andD and lay offDR equal to

HD. Then, I say, R is the point sought, namely, the point at

which the given weight, greater than the maximum supported
at the middle of the cylinder D, would become the maximum
load.

On AB as diameter draw the semicircle ANB: eredl the per-

pendicular RN and job the points N and D. Now since the

sum of tie squares on NR and RD is equal to the square of

ND, that is, to the square ofAD, or to the sum of the squares of

AH and HD; and, since the square ofHD" is equal to the square
of DR, it follows that the square of NR, that is, the redlangle

AR.RB, is equal to the square of AH, also therefore to the

square of S; but the square of S is to the square of AD as the

length F is to die length E, that is, as the maximum weight

supported
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supported atD is to the larger of the two given weights. Hence

the latter will be the maximum load which can be carried at the

point R; which is the solution sought.

SAGR. Now I understand thoroughly; and I am thinking that,

since the prismAB grows constantly stronger and more resistant

to the pressure of its load at

points which are more and more
removed from the middle, we
could in the case of large heavy
beams cut away a considerable

portion near the ends which
would notably lessen the weight,
'and which, in the beam work of

iarge roomSj W0uld prove to be
of great utility and convenience.

Fi&- 3*
[178]

It would be a fine thing if one could discover the proper shape
to give a solid in order to make it equally resistant at every

point, in which case a load placed at the middle would not

produce fracfture more easily than if placed at any other

point.*

SALV. I was just on the point of mentioning an interesting
and remarkable fadl connedled with this very question. My
meaning will be dearer if I draw a figure. Let DB represent
a prism; then, as we have already shown, its resistance to frac-

ture [bending strength] at the end AD, owing to a load placed at

the end B, will be less than the resistance at CI in the ratio of the

length CB to AB. Now imagine this same prism to be cut

through diagonally along the line FB so that the opposite faces

prill be triangular; the side facing us will be FAB. Such a soKd

* The reader will notice that two different problems are here involved.
Fhat which is suggested in the last remark of Sagredo is the fol-

owing:
To find a beam whose maximum stress has the same value when
a constant load moves from one end of the beam to the other.

The^
second problem the one which Salviati proceeds to solve is the

ollowing:
To find a beam in all cross-sections of which the maximum stress

is the same for a constant load in a fixed position. [Trans.]
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will have properties different from those of the prism; for, if

the load remain at B, the resistance against fradure [bending

strength] at C will be less than that at A in the ratio of the

length CB to the length AB. This is easily proved: for if CNO
represents a cross-sedion parallel to AFD, then the length FA
bears to the length CN, in the triangle FAB, the same ratio

which the length AB bears to

the length CB. Therefore,

we imagine A and C to be the

points at which the fulcrum is

placed, the lever arms in the

two cases BA, AF and BC, CN jf c
will be proportional [simify. Fig. 33

Hence the moment of any force applied atB and ading through
the arm BA, against a resistance placed at a distance AF mil

be equal to that of the same force at B ading through the arm
BC against the same resistance located at a distance CN. But

now, if the force still be applied at B, the resistance to be over-

come when the fulcrum is at C, ading through the arm CN, is

less than the resistance with the fulcrum at A in the same pro-

portion as the redangular cross-sedion CO is less than the

redangular cross-sedion AD, that is, as the length CN is less

thanAF, or CB than BA.

Consequently the resistance to fradure at C, offered by the

portion OBC, is less than the resistance to fradture at A, offered

by the entire block DAB, in the same proportion as the length

CB is smaller than the length AB.

By this diagonal saw-cut we have now removed from the

beam, or prism DB, a portion, i. e., a half, and have left the

wedge, or triangular prism, FBA. We thus have two solids

- t ,
possessing opposite properties; one body grows stronger as

it is shortened while the other grows weaker. This being so

it would seem not merely reasonable, but inevitable, that there

exists a line of sedion such that, when the superfluous material

has been removed, there will remain a solid of such figure that

it will offer the same resistance [strength] at all points.

Simp.
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SIMP. Evidently one must, in passing from greater to less,

encounter equality.

SAGR. But now the question is what path the saw should

follow in making the cut.

SIMP. It seems to me that this ought not to be a difficult task:

for if by sawing the prism along the diagonal line and removing
half of the material, the remainder acquires a property just the

opposite to that of the entire prism, so that at every point where
the latter gains strength the former becomes weaker, then it

seems to me that by taking a middle path, i. e., by removing half

the former half, or one-quarter of the whole, die strength of the

remaining figure will be constant at all those points where, in the

two previous figures, the gain in one was equal to the loss in the

other.

SALV. You have missed the mark, Simplicio. For, as I shall

presently show you, the amount which you can remove from the

prism without weakening it is not a quarter but a third. It

now remains, as suggested by Sagredo, to discover the path

along which the saw must travel: this, as I shall prove, must be a

parabola. But it is first necessary to demonstrate the following
lemma:

If the fulcnuns are so placed under two levers or balances

that the arms throughwhich the forces aft are to each other

in the same ratio as the squares of the arms through which
the resistances aft, and if these resistances are to each other

in the same ratio as the arms through which they aft, then

the forces will be'equal.
Let AB and CD represent two levers whose lengths are

A i i
i 4 divided by their fulcrums in

B G such a way as to make the dis-

T
, ,

tance EB bear to the distance
C F D FD a ratio which is equal to the

Fte- 34 square of the ratio between the
distances EA and FC. Let the resistances located atA and C

[180]
be to each other asEA is to FC. Then, I say, the forces which
must be applied at B and D in order to hold in equilibrium the

resistances
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resistances at A and C are equal. Let EG be a mean propor-
tional between EB and FD. Then we shall have BEG=
EG:FD=AE:CF. But this last ratio is precisely that which
we have assumed to exist between the resistances atA and C.
And since EG:FD-AE:CF, it follows, permutando, that EG:
AE=FD:CF. Seeing that the distancesDC andGA are divided

in the same ratio by the points F and E, it follows that the same
force which, when applied at D, will equilibrate the resistance

at C, would if applied atG equilibrate atA a resistance equal to

that found atC
But one datum of the problem is that the resistance atA is to

the resistance atC as the distanceAE is to die distance CF, or as

BE is to EG. Therefore the force applied at G, or rather at D,
will, when applied at B, just balance tike resistance located at A.

Q. E. D.

This being clear draw the parabola FNB in the face FB of the

prism DB. Let the prism be sawed along this parabola whose
vertex is at B. The portion of the solid which remains will be
included between the base AD, the redlangular plane AG, the

straight line BG and the surface DGBF, whose curvature is

identical with that of the parabola FNB. This solid will have,
I say, the same strength at every point. Let the solid be cut

by a plane CO parallel to

the plane AD. Imagine
the points A and C to be

the fulcrums of two levers

of which one will have the

armsBA andAF; theother

BCandCN. Then since in
Fjg-_35

the parabola FBA, we have BA*3C=AF2
: CN2

, it is dear that

the armBA of one lever is to the armBC of the other lever as the

square of the arm AF is to the square of the other arm CN.
Since the resistance to be balanced by the lever BA is to the

resistance to be balanced by the lever BC in the same ratio as

the redtangle DA is to the redangle OC, that is as the length
AF is to the length CN, which two lengths are the other arms of

the levers, it follows, by the lemma just demonstrated, that

the
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the same force which, when applied at BG will equilibrate the

resistance at DA, will also balance the resistance at CO. The
[181]

same is true for any other se&ion. Therefore this parabolic
solid is equally strong throughout

It can now be shown that, if the prism be sawed along the

line of the parabola FNB, one-third part of it will be removed;
because the re&angle FB and the surface FNBA bounded by
the parabola are the bases of two solids included between two

parallel planes, i. e., between the redlangles FB and DG; con-

sequently the volumes of these two solids bear to each other

the same ratio as their bas^s. But the area of the redtangle
is one and a half times as large as the area FNBA under the

parabola; hence by cutting the prism along the parabola we re-

move one-third of the volume. It is thus seen how one can

diminish the weight of a beam by as much as thirty-three per
cent without diminishing its strength; a fadl of no small utility

in the construction of large vessels, and especially in supporting
the decks, since in such structures lightness is of prime im-

portance.
SAGR. The advantages derived from this fadt are so numerous

that it would be both wearisome and impossible to mention
them all; but leaving this matter to one side, I should like to

learn just how it happens that diminution of weight is possible
in the ratio above stated. I can readily understand that^

when
a sedtion is made along the diagonal, one-half the weight is

removed; but, as for the parabolic sedlion removing one-third

of the prism, this I can ordy accept on the word of Salviati who
is always reliable; however I prefer first-hand knowledge to the

word of another.

SALV. You would like then a demonstration of the fadl that

the excess of the volume of a prism over the volume of what
we have called the parabolic solid is one-third of the entire

prism. This I have already given you on a previous occasion;
however I shaU now try to recall the demonstration in which
I remember havingused a certain lemma from Archimedes

'
book

On Spirals* namely, Given any number of lines, differing in
* For demonstration of the theorem here cited, see "Works of Arch-
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length one from another by a common difference which is equal
to the shortest of these lines; and given also an equal number
of lines each of

which^has
the same length as the longest of

the first-mentioned series; then the sum of the squares of the

lines of this second group will be less than three times the sum
of the squares of the lines in the first group. But the sum of the

squares of the second group will be greater than three times the

sum of the squares of all excepting tie bngest of the first group.

[182] .

Assuming this, inscribe in the redangle ACBP the parabola
AB. We have now to prove that the mixed triangleBAP whose

sides are BP and PA, and whose base is the parabola BA, is a

third part of the entire redlangle CP. If this is not true it will

be either greater or less than a third. Suppose it to be less by an
area which is represented byX. By drawing lines parallel to the

sides BP and CA, we can divide the reftaiigle CP into equal

parts; and if the process be continued we shall finally reach a

division into parts so small that each of them will be smaller

than the area X; let the rec-a

tangle OB represent one of these

parts and, through the points

where the other parallels cut the

parabola, draw lines parallel to

AP. Let us.now describe about

our "mixed triangle" a figure

made up of redlangles such as

BO, IN,HM, FL,EK, andGA;
this figure will also be less than Fig- 3*>

a third part of the redangle CP because the excess of this figure

above tie area of the "naked triangle" is much smaller than the

redlangleBO which we have alreadymade smaller thanX.

SAGR. More slowly, please; for I,do not see how the excess of

this figure described about the "mixed triangle" is much smaller

than the re&angle BO.
SALV. Does not the redhngle BO have an area which is equal

to the sum of the areas of all the little redangles through which

imedes" translated by T. L. Heath (Camb. Univ. Press 1897) p. 107 and

p. 162. [Trans.]
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the parabola passes? I mean the redlangles BI, IH, HF, FE
EG, and GA of which only a part lies outside the "mixed tri-

angle." Have we not taken the redlangle BO smaller than the

area X? Therefore if, as our opponent might say, the triangle

plus X is equal to a third part of this redlangle CP, the cir-

cumscribed figure, which adds to the triangle an area less than

X, will still remain smaller than a third part of lie redlangle,

CP. But this cannot be, because this circumscribed figure is

larger than a third of the area. Hence it is not true that our

"mixed triangle" is less than a third of the redlangle.

[183]

SAGR. You have cleared up my difficulty; but it still remains

to be shown that the circumscribed figure is larger than a third

part of the redlangle CP, a task which will not, I believe, prove
so easy.

SALV. There is nothing veiy difficult about it. Since in the

parabola DE2
:ZG

2=DA:AZ= redlangle KE: redlangle AG,
seeing that the altitudes of these two redlangles,AK and KL, are

equal, it follows that ED2
:2G

2=LA2

:AKWedlangle KE:
redlangle KZ. In precisely the same manner it may be shown
that the other redlangles LF,MH, NI, OB, stand to one another

in the same ratio as the squares of the lines MA, NA, OA, PA.
Let us now consider the circumscribed figure, composed of

areas which bear to each other the same ratio as the squares of a

series of lines whose common difference m length is equal to the

shortest one in the series; note also that the redlangle CP is

made up of an equal number of areas each equal to the largest
and each equal to the redlangle OB. Consequently, according to

the lemma ofArchimedes, the circumscribed figure is larger than
a third part of the redlangle CP; but it was also smaller, which is

impossible. Hence the "mixed triangle" is not less than a

third part of the redlangle CP.

Likewise, I say, it cannot be greater. For, let us suppose that'

it is greater than a third part of the redlangle CP and let the area

X represent the excess of the triangle over the third part of the

redlangle CP; subdivide the redlangle into equal redlangles and
continue the process until one of these subdivisions is smaller

than
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inscribed figure, made up of the redlangles VO, IN, SM, RL,
and QK, which will not be less than a third part of the lame

redlangle CP.
For the "mixed triangle" exceeds the inscribed figure by a

quantity less than that by which it exceeds the third part oi

the redlangle CP; to see that this is true we have only to re-

member that the excess of the triangle over the third part of the

redlangle CP is equal to the area X, which is less than the

redlangle BO, which in turn is much less than the excess of the

triangle over the inscribed figure. For die redlangle BO is

[184]

made up of the small redlangles AG, GE, EF, FH, HI, and IB;
and the excess of the triangle over the inscribed figure is less

than half the sum of these little recftangles. Thus since the

triangle exceeds the third part of the redlangleCP by an amount

X, which is more than that by which it exceeds the inscribed

figure, the latter will also exceed the third part of the redlangle,

CP. But, by the lemma which we have assumed, it is smaller.

For the redlangle CP, being the sum of the largest redlangles,

bears to the component redlangles of the inscribed figure the

same ratio which the sum of all the squares of the lines equal
to the longest bears to the squares of the lines which have a

common difference, after the square of the longest has been

subtradled.

Therefore, as in the case of squares, the sum total of the

largest redlangles, i. e., the redlangle CP, is greater than three

times the sum total of those having a common difference minus

the largest; but these last make up the inscribed figure. Hence

the "mixed triangle" is neither greater nor less than the third

part of redlangle CP; it is therefore equal to it.

SAGR. A fine, clever demonstration; and all the more so be-

cause it gives us the quadrature of the parabola, proving it to be

four-thirds of the inscribed
*

triangle, a fadl which Archimedes

demonstrates by means of two different, but admirable, series oi

*
Distinguish carefully between this triangle and the "mixed tri-

angle" above mentioned. [Trans.]
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many propositions. This same theorem has also been recently

established by Luca Valerio,* the Archimedes of our age; his

demonstration is to be found in his book dealing with the centers

of gravity of solids.

SALV. A book which, indeed, is not to be placed second to any
produced by the most eminent geometers either of the present
or of the past; a. book which, as soon as it fell into the hands of

our Academician, led him to abandon his own researches along
these lines; for he saw how happily everything had been treated

and demonstrated by Valerio.

[185]
.

SAGR. When I was informed of this event by the Academician

himself, I begged of him to show the demonstrations which he

had discovered before seeing Valerio's book; but in this I did

not succeed.

SALV. I have a copy of them and will show them to you; for

you will enjoy the diversity of method employed by these two
authors in reaching and proving the same conclusions; you will

also find that some of these conclusions are explained in different

ways, although both are in fadl equally corredL

SAGR. I shall be much pleased to see them and will consider

it a great favor if you will bring them to our regular meeting.
But in the meantime, considering the strength of a solid formed
from a prism by means of a parabolic sedion, would it not, in

view of the fadl that this result promises to be both interesting
and useful in many mechanical operations, be a fine thing if you
were to give some quick and easy rule by which a mechanician

might draw a parabola upon a plane surface?

SALV. There are many ways of tracing these curves; I will

mention merely the two which are the quickest of all. One of

these is really remarkable; because by it I can trace thirty
or forty parabolic curves with no less neatness and precision,
and in a shorter time than another man can, by the aid of a

compass, neatly draw four or six circles of different sizes upon
paper. I take a perfeftly round brass ball about the size of a

walnut and pn>je<fl it along the surface of a metallic minor held

*An emineat Italian mathematician, contemporary with Galileo.

[Trans.]
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in a nearly upright position, so that the ball in its motion will

press slightly upon the minor and trace out a fine sharp para-
bolic line; this parabola will grow longer and narrower as die

angle of elevation increases. The above experiment furnishes

clear and tangible evidence that the path of a projectile is a

parabola; a fadl first observed by our friend and demonstrated

by him in his book on motion which we shall take up at our next

meeting. In the execution of this method, it is advisable to

slightly heat and moisten the ball by rolling in the hand in order

that its trace upon the mirrormay be more distindt

The other method of drawing tike desired curve upon the face

of the prism is the following: Drive two nails into a wall at

a convenient height and at the same level; make the distance

between these nails twice the width of the redlangle upon which

it is desired to trace the semiparabola. Over these two nails

hang a light chain of such a length that the depth of its sag
is equal to the length of the prism. This chain will assume the

form of a parabola,* so that if this form be marked by points

on the wall we shall have described a complete parabola which

can be divided into two equal parts by drawing a vertical line

through a point midway between the two nails. The 'transfer

of this curve to the two opposing faces of the prism is a matter

of no difficulty; any ordinary mechanic will know how to do it.

By use of the geometrical lines drawn upon our friend's

compass,t one may easily lay off those points which will locate

this same curve upon the same face of the prism.

Hitherto we have demonstrated numerous conclusions per-

taining to the resistance which solids offer to fradture. As
a starting point for this science, we assumed that the resistance

offered by die solid to a straight-away pull was known; from

this base one might proceed to the discovery of many other

results and their demonstrations; of these results the number to

* It is now well known that this curve is not a parabola but a catenary

the equation of which was first given, 49 years after Galileo's death, by

James Bernoulli. [Trans]

t The geometrical and military compass of Galileo, described in Nat.

Ed. Vol. 2. [Trans]
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be found in nature is infinite. But, in order to bring our daily

conference to an end, I wish to discuss tie strength of hollow

solids, which are employed in art and still oftener in nature

in a thousand operations for the purpose of greatly increasing

strength without adding to weight; examples of these are seen

in the bones of birds and in many lands of reeds which are light

and highly resistant both to bending and breaking. For if a

stem of straw which carries a head of wheat heavier than the

entire stalk were made up of the same amount of material in

solid form it would offer less resistance to bending and breaking.

This is an experience which has been verified and confirmed in

pradlice where it is found that a hollow knee or a tube of wood

or metal is much stronger than would be a solid one of the same

length and weight, one which would necessarily be thinner; men
have discovered, therefore, that in order to make lances strong

as well as light they must make them hollow. We shall now
show that:

In the case of two cylinders, one hollow the other solid

but having equal volumes and equal lengths, their resist-

ances [bending strengths] are to each other in the ratio of

their diameters.

Let AE denote a hollow cylinder and IN a solid one of the

same weight and length;

then, I say, that the resist-

ance against fradture ex-
r

thibitedby thetubeAE bears

to that of the solid cylinder

IN the same ratio as the di-

ameter AB to the diameter

"MIL. This is very evident; for

- 37 since the tube and the solid

cylinderIN have the samevolume and length, the area of the cir-

cular base ILwill be equal to that of the annulu?AB which is the

base of the tube AE. (By annulus is heremeant the area which

lies between two concentric circles of different radii.) Hence
their resistances to a straight-away pull are equal; but in produc-

ing
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ing fradture by a transverse pull we employ, in the case of the

cylinder IN, the length LN as one lever arm, the point L as a

fulcrum, and the diameter II, or its half, as the opposing lever

arm: while in the case of the tube, the length BE which plays
the part of the first lever arm is equal to LN, the opposing lever

arm beyond the fulcrum, B, is the diameter AB, or its half.

Manifestly then the resistance [bending strength] of lie tube

exceeds that of the solid cylinder in the proportion in which the

diameterAB exceeds the diameter IL- which is the desired result.

[188]

Thus the strength of a hollow tube exceeds that of a solid

cylinder in the ratio of their diameters whenever the two are

made of the same material and have the same weight and length-
It may be well next to investigate the general case of tubes

and solid cylinders of constant length, but with the weight and
the hollow portion variable. Firstwe shall show that:

Given a hollow tube, a solid cylinder may be determined

which will be equal [eguale] to it

The method is very simple. Let AB denote the external and
CD the internal diameter of the tube. In the larger circle lay
off the line AE equal in length to the di-

ameter CD; join the points E and B.

Now since the angle at E inscribed in a

semicircle, AEB, is a right-angle, the area

ofthe circle whose diameter is AB is equal

to the sum of the areas of the two circles

whose respective distmeters are AE and

EB. ButAE is the diameter of the hollow

portion of the tube. Therefore the area

of the cirde whose diameter is EB is the

same as the area of the annulus ACBD.
^

Hence a solid cylinder of circular base having a diameter EB
will have the same volume as the walls of tie tube of equal

length.

By use of this theorem, it is easy :

To find the ratio between the resistance (bending strength]

of any tube and that of any cylinder of equal length.
Let
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Let ABE denote a tube and RSM a cylinder of equal length: it

is required to find the ratio between their
resistances^ Using

the preceding proposition, determine a cylinder ILN which shall

have the same volume and

length as the tube. Draw a

line V of such a length that

it will be related to IL and
RS (diameters of the bases

of the cylinders IN and RM),
as follows: VrRS=RS:IL.

Then, I say, the resistance of

the tube AE is to that of the

cylinder RM as the length

\jg of the lineAB is to the length

V. For, since the tube AE is

Fl - 39 equal both in volume and

length, to the cylinder IN, the resistance of the tube will bear to

the resistance of the cylinder the same ratio as the lineAB to IL;
but the resistance of the cylinder IN is to that of the cylinder
RM as the cube of IL is to the cube of RS, that is, as the length
IL is to length V: therefore, ex aqudi, the resistance [bending

strength] of the tube AE bears to the resistance of the cylinder
RM the same ratio as the length AB to V. Q. E. D.

END OF SECOND DAY.



THIRD DAY
[190]

CHANGE OF POSITION. [De Moiu Locali\

Y purpose is to set forth a very new science

dealing with a very ancient subjecfL There

is, in nature, perhaps nothing older than

motion, concerning which the books written

by philosophers are neither few nor small;

nevertheless I have discovered by experi-

ment some properties of it which are worth

knowing and which have not hitherto been

either observed or demonstrated. Some superficial observations

have been made, as, for instance, that the free motion [naturalem

motwn] of a heavy falling body is continuously accelerated;
*

but to just what extent this acceleration occurs has not yet been

announced; for so far as I know, no one has yet pointed out that

the distances traversed, during equal intervals of time, by a

body falling from rest, stand to one another in the same ratio as

the odd numbers beginning with unity.!

It has been observed that missiles and projeAiles describe

a curved path of some sort; however no one has pointed out the

fadl that this path is a parabola. But this and other fadls, not

few in number or less worth knowing, I have succeeded in

proving; and what I consider more important, there have been

opened up to this vast and most excellent science, of which my
* "Natural motion" of the author has here been translated into "free

motion" since this is the term used to-day to distinguish the "natural"

from the
"
violent" motions of the Renaissance. [Tranj.]

t A theorem demonstrated on p, 175 below. [Trans,]
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work is merely the beginning, ways and means by which other

minds more acute than mine will explore its remote corners.

This discussion is divided into three parts; the first part
deals with motion which is steady or uniform; the second treats

of motion as we find it accelerated in nature; the third deals with

the so-called violent motions and with projedtiles.

[191]

UNIFORM MOTION

In dealing with steady or uniform motion, we need a single

definition which I give as follows :

DEFINITION

By steady or uniform motion, I mean one in which the dis-

tances traversed by the moving particle during any equal
intervals of time, are themselves equal.

CAUTION

We must add to the old definition (which defined steady mo-
tion simply as one in which equal distances are traversed in

equal times) the word "any," meaning by this, all equal inter-

vals of time; for it may happen that the moving body will

traverse equal distances during some equal intervals of time

and yet the distances traversed during some small portion of

these time-intervals may not be equal, even though the time-

intervals be equal.

From the above definition, four axioms follow, namely:

AXIOM I

In the case of one and the same uniform motion, the distance

traversed during a longer interval of time is greater than the

distance traversed during a shorter interval of time.

AXIOM II

In the case of one and the same uniform motion, the time

required to traverse a greater distance is longer than the time

required for a less distance.
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AXIOM III

In one and.the same interval of time, the distance traversed

at a greater speed is larger than the distance traversed at a

less speed.

[192]

AXIOM IV

The speed required to traverse a longer distance is greater

than that required to traverse a shorter distance during the

same time-interval.

THEOREM I, PROPOSITION I

If a moving particle, carried uniformly at a constant speed,

traverses two distances the time-intervals required are to

each other in the ratio of these distances.

Let a particle move uniformly with constant speed through

two distances AB, BC, and let the time required to traverse AB
be represented by DE; the time required to traverse BC, by EF;

H *-

-W8-

Fig. 40

then I say that the distance AB is to the distance BC as the

timeDE is to the time EF.

Let the distances and times be extended on both sides towards

G, H and I, K; letAG be divided into any number whatever of

spaces each equal to AB, and in like manner lay off in DI

exactly the same number of time-intervals each equal to DE.

Again lay off in CH any number whatever of distances each

equal to BC; and in FK exadlly the same number of time-

intervds each equal to EF; then will the distance BG and the

time El be equal and arbitrary multiples of the distance BA
and the time ED; and likewise the distance HB and the time

KE are equal and arbitrary multiples of the distance CB and

thetimeFE.

And since DE is the time required to traverse AB, the whole

time
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time El will be required for the whole distance BG, and when
the motion is uniform there will be in El as many time-intervals

each equal toDE as there are distances inBG each equal to BA;
and likewise it follows that KE represents the time required to

traverse HB.

Since, however, the motion is uniform, it follows that if the

distance GB is equal to the distance BH, then must also the

time IE be equal to the time EK; and ifGB is greater than BH,
then also IE will be greater than EK; and if less, less.* There

[193]

are then four quantities, the first AB, the second BC, the third

DE, and the fourth EF; the time IE and the distance GB are

arbitrary multiples of the first and the third, namely of the

distanceAB and the time DE.
But it has been proved that both of these latter quantities

are either equal to, greater than, or less than the time EK and
the space BH, which are arbitrary multiples of the second and
the fourth. Therefore the first is to the second, namely tie

distance AB is to the distance BC, as the third is to the fourth,

namely the time DE is to the time EF. Q. E. D.

THEOREM II, PROPOSITION II

If a moving particle traverses two distances in equal in-

tervals of time, these distances will bear to each other the

same ratio as tie speeds. And conversely if the distances

are as the speeds then the times are equal.

ReferringtoFig. 40, letAB andBC represent the two distances

traversed in equal time-intervals, the distance AB for instance

with the velocity DE, and the distance BC with the velocity
EF. Then, I say, the distance AB is to th^ distance BC as die

velocity DE is to the velocity EF. For if equal multiples of

both distances and speeds be taken, as above, namely, GB and
IE ofAB andDE respectively, and in like mannerHB and KE
of BC and EF, then one may infer, in the same manner as

above, that the multiples GB and IE are either less than, equal
* The method here employed by Galileo is that of Euclid as set forth

in the famous 5th Definition of the Fifth Book of his Elements, for which
see art. Geometry Ency. Brit, nth Ed, p. 683. [Trans]
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<,
or greater than equal multiples of BH and EK. Hence the

.eorem is established.

THEOREM III, PROPOSITION III

In the case of unequal speeds, the tine-intervals required
to traverse a given space are to each other inversely as

the speeds.

Let the larger of the two unequal speeds be indicated by A;
.e smaller, by B; and let the motion corresponding to both

averse the given space CD. Then I say the time required to

averse the distance CD at speed A i i
-

_. \

is to the time required to trav-

se the same distance at speed ^ f
_
T

,
as the speed B is to the speed

c
B 1>

. For let CD be to CE as A
to B; then, from the preced-

3J > i

g, it follows that the time re- Fig. 41

lired to complete the distance CD at speedA is the same as

te time necessary to complete CE at speed B; but the time

seded to traverse the distance CE at speed B is to the time re-

aired to traverse the distance CD at the same speed as CE
to CD; therefore the time in which CD is covered at speed
is to the time in which CD is covered at speed B as CE is to

D, that is, as speed B is to speed A. Q. E. D.

THEOREM IV, PROPOSITION IV

If two particles are carried with uniform motion, but each

with a different speed, the distances covered by them dur-

ing unequal intervals of time bear to each other the com-

pound ratio of the speeds and time intervals.

Let the two particles which are carried with uniform motion
*E and F and let the ratio of the speed of thebodyE be to that

: the body F asA is toB
;
but let the ratio of the time consumed

JT
the motion of E be to the time consumed by the motion of

as C is to D. Then, I say, that the distance covered by E, with

)eedA in time C, bears to the space traversed by F with speed
B
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B in timeD a ratio which is the produA of the ratio of the speed

A to the speedB by the ratio of the time C to the time D. For

if G is the distance traversed by E at speed A during the time-

..,
interval C, and if G is to I as

the speed A is to the
speed B;

1\ \ and if also the time-interval

C is to the time-interval D
as I is to L, then it follows

Fig. 42 that I is the distance trav-

ersed by F in the same time that G is traversed by E since G
is to I in the same ratio as the speed A to the speed B. And
since I is to L in the same ratio as the time-intervals C and D,
if I is the distance traversed by F during the interval C, then

L will be the distance traversed byF during the intervalD at the

speed B.

But the ratio of G to L is the produ<5l of the ratios G to I

and I to L, that is, of the ratios of the speed A to the speed B
and of the time-interval C to the time-intervalD. Q. E. D.

[i9Sl

THEOREM V, PROPOSITION V
If two particles are moved at a uniform rate, but with un-

equal speeds, through unequal distances, then the ratio of

the time-intervals occupied will be the produdl of the ratio

of the distances by the inverse ratio of the speeds.

Let the two moving particles be denoted byA and B, and let

the speed of A be y . <-

'

to the speed nf R in JL^ L

the ratio of V to T;
p *

in like manner let *\ T1 '

G
the distances trav- KJ *

ersed be in the ratio Fig. 43

of S to R; then I say that the ratio of the time-interval during
which the motion of A occurs to the time-interval occupied by
the motion ofB is the produdof the ratio of the speedT to the

speed V by the ratio of the distance S to the distanceR.
Let C be the time-interval occupied by the motion of A, and

let
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let the time-interval C bear to a time-interval E the same ratio

as the speedT to the speed V.

And since C is the time-interval during which A, with speed

V, traverses the distance S and since T, the speed of B, is to the

speed V, as the time-interval C is to lie time-interval E, then

E will be the time required by the particle B to traverse the

distance S. If now we let the time-interval E be to the time-

interval G as the distance S is to the distance R, then it follows

thatG is the time required by B to traverse the space R. Since

the ratio of C toG is the produdl of the ratios C to E and E to

G (while also the ratio of C to E is the inverse ratio of the speeds
ofA and B respedlively, L e.> the ratio ofT to V) ;

and since the

ratio of E to G is the same as that of the distances S and R
respedlively, the proposition is proved.

[196]

THEOREM VI, PROPOSITION VI

If two particles are carried at a uniform rate, the ratio of

their speeds will be the produdl of the ratio of the distances

traversed by the inverse ratio of the time-intervals occupied.

Let A and B be the two particles which move at a uniform

rate; and let the respective distances traversed by them have

the ratio of V y c *

to T, but let the # *

time-intervalsbe * I
asStoR. Then I
I say the speed fi _____,;

G
of A will bear R *

to the speed of
Fl*-44

B a ratio which is the produdl of the ratio of the distance V to

the distanceT and the time-intervalR to the time-interval S.

Let C be the speed at whichA traverses the distanceV during

the time-interval S; and let the speed C bear the same ratio to

another speed E as V bears to T; then E will be the speed at

which B traverses the distance T during the time-interval S.

If now the speed E is to another speedG as the time-intervalR
is to the time-interval S, then G will be the speed at which the

particle
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hence the definition of motion whichwe are about to discuss may
be stated as follows:A motion is said to be uniformly accelerated,

when starting from rest, it acquires, during equal time-intervals,

equal increments of speed. t m

SAGR. Although I can offer no rational objedlion to this or

indeed to any other definition, devised by any author whomso-

ever, since all definitions are arbitrary, I may nevertheless

without offense be allowed to doubt whether such a definition as

the above, established in an abstrad manner, corresponds to and

describes that kind of accelerated motion which we meet in

nature in the case of freely falling bodies. And since the Author

apparently maintains that the motion described in his defini-

tion is that of freely falling bodies, I would like to clear my
mind of certain difficulties in order that I may later apply

myself more earnestly to the propositions and their demon-

strations.

SALV. It is well that you and Simplicio raise these difficulties.

They are, I imagine, the same which occurred to me when I

first saw this treatise, and which were removed either by discus-

sion with the Author himself, or by turning the matter over in

my own mind.

SAGR. When I think of a heavy body falling from rest, that is,

starting with zero speed and gaining speed in proportion to the

[199]

time from the beginning of the motion; such a motion as would,
for instance, in eight beats of the pulse acquire eight degrees of

speed; having at die end of the fourth beat acquired four de-

grees; at the end of the second, two; at the end of the first, one:

and since time is divisible without limit, it follows from all these

considerations that if the earlier speed of a body is less than its

present speed in a constant ratio, then there is no degree of

speed however small (or, one may say, no degree of slowness

however great) with which we may not find this body travelling
after starting from infinite slowness, i. e., from rest. So that if

that speed which it had at the end of the fourth beat was such

that, if kept uniform, the body would traverse two miles in an

hour, and if keeping the speed which it had at the end of the

second



second beat, it would traverse one mile an hour, we must infer

that, as the instant of starting is more and more nearly ap-

proached^the body moves so slowly that, if it kept on moving at

this rate, it would not traverse a mile in an hour, or in a day, or

in a year or in a thousand years; indeed, it would not traverse a

span in an even greater time; a phenomenon which baffles the

imagination, while our senses show us that a heavy falling body

SALV. This is one of the difficulties which I also at the begin-

ning, experienced, but which I shortly afterwards removed; and

the removal was effected by the very experiment which creates

the difficulty for you. You say the experiment appears to show

that immediately after a heavy body starts from rest it acquires

a very considerable speed: and I say that the same experiment
makes clear the fadl that the initial motions of a falling body, no

matter how heavy, are very slow and gentle. Place a heavy

body upon a yielding material, and leave it there without any

pressure except that owing to its own weight; it is clear that if

one lifts this body a cubit or two and allows it to fall upon the

same material, it will, with this impulse, exert a new and greater

pressure than that caused by its mere weight; and this effedl is

brought about by the [weight of the] falling body together with

the velocity acquired during the fall, an effedt which will be

greater and greater according to the height of the fall, that is

according as the velocity of the falling body becomes greater.

From the quality and intensity of the blow we are thus enabled

to accurately estimate the speed of a falling body. But tell me,

gentlemen, is it not true that if a block be allowed to fall upon a

stake from a height of four cubits and drives it into the earth,

[200]

say, four finger-breadths, that coming from a height of two

cubits it will drive the stake a much less distance, and from the

height of one cubit a still less distance; and finally if the blockbe

lifted only one finger-breadth how much more will it accomplish

than if merely kid on top of the stake without percussion?

Certainly very little. If it be lifted only the thickness of a

leaf, the effedl will be altogether imperceptible. And since the

effeA
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effedl of the blow depends upon the velocity of this
striking

body, can any one doubt the motion is very slow and the -speed

more than small whenever the effedl [of the blow] is impercepti-

ble ? See now the power of truth; the same experiment which at

first glance seemed to show one thing, when more carefully

examined, assures us of the contrary.

But without depending upon the above experiment, which is

doubtless very conclusive, it seems to me that it ought not to

be difficult to establish such a fadl by reasoning done. Imagine
a heavy stone held in the air at rest; the support is removed and

the stone set free; then since it is heavier than the air it begins to

fall, and not with uniform motion but slowly at the beginning
and with a continuously accelerated motion. Now since velocity

can be increased and diminished without limit, what reason is

there to believe that such a moving body starting with infinite

slowness, that is, from rest, immediately acquires a speed of ten

degrees rather than one of four, or of two, or of one, or of a

half, or of a hundredth; or, indeed, of any of the infinite number
of small values [of speed] ? Pray listen. I hardly think you will

refuse to grant that the gain of speed of the stone falling from
rest follows the same sequence as the diminution and loss of this

same speed when, by some impelling force, the stone is thrown to

its former elevation: but even if you do not grant this, I do not

see how you can doubt that the ascending stone, diminishing in

speed, must before coming to rest pass through every possible

degree of slowness,

SIMP. But if the number of degrees of greater and greater
slowness is limitless, they will never be all exhausted, therefore

such an ascending heavy body will never reach rest, but will

continue to move without limit always at a slower rate; but this

is not the observed faft.

SALV. This would happen, Simplicio, if the moving body
were to maintain its speed for any length of time at each degree
of velocity; but it merely passes each point without delaying
more than an instant: and since each time-interval however

[201]
small may be divided into an infinite number of instants, these

will
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will always be sufficient [in number] to correspond to the infinite

degrees of diminished velocity.

That such a heavy rising body does not remain for any length

of time at any given degree of velocity is evident from the fol-

lowing: because if, some time-interval having been assigned, die

body moves with the same speed in the kst as in the first in-

stant of that time-interval, it could from this second degree of

elevation be in like manner raised through an equal height,

just as it was transferred from the first elevation to the second,

and by the same reasoning would pass from the second to the

third and would finally continue in uniform motion forever.

SAGR. From these considerations it appears to me that we

may obtain a proper solution of the problem discussed by

philosophers, namely, what causes the acceleration in the

natural motion of heavy bodies? Since, as it seems to me, the

force [virtu] impressed by the agent proje<5ling the body upwards
diminishes continuously, this force, so long as itwas greater than

the contrary force of gravitation, impelled the body upwards;

when the two are in equilibrium the body ceases to rise and

passes through the state of rest in which the impressed impetus

[impeto] is not destroyed, but only its excess over the weight of

the body has been consumed the excess which caused the body

to rise. Then as the diminution of the outside impetus [impeto]

continues, and gravitation gains the upper hand, tiie fall begins,

but slowly at first on account of the opposing impetus [virtu

impressa], a large portion of which still remains in the body; but

as this continues to diminish it also continues to be more and

more overcome by gravity, hence the continuous acceleration of

motion.

SIMP. The idea is clever, yet more subtle than
jsound;

for even

if the argument were conclusive, it would explain only the case

in which a natural motion is preceded by a violent motion, in

which there still remains aftive a portion of tfie external force

[virtu esterna]\ but where there is no such remaining portion and

the body starts from an antecedent state of rest, the cogency of

the whole argument fails.
. .

SAGR. I believe that you are mistaken and that this distinc-

tion
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tion between cases which you make is superfluous or rather non-

existent. But, tell me, cannot a projedlile receive from the

projedlor either a large or a small force [virtu] such as will throw

it to a height of a hundred cubits, and even twenty or four or

one?

[202]

SIMP. Undoubtedly, yes. . % %

SAGR. So therefore this impressed force [virtu impressa] may
exceed the resistance of gravity so slightly as to raise it only

a finger-breadth; and finally the force [virtu] of the
j>rojedtor

may be just large enough to exa&ly balance the resistance of

gravity so that the body is not lifted at all but merely sus-

tained. When one holds a stone in his hand does he do anything
but give it a force impelling [virtu imptllente] it upwards equal

to the power [facolta\ of gravity drawing it downwards? And do

you not continuously impress this force [virtu] upon the stone

as long as you hold it in the hand? Does it perhaps diminish

with the time during which one holds the stone ?

And what does it matter whether this support which prevents
the stone from falling is furnished by one's hand or by a table

or by a rope from which it hangs? Certainly nothing at all.

You must conclude, therefore, Simplicio, that it makes no
differencewhatever whether the fall of the stone is preceded by a

period of rest which is long, short, or instantaneous provided
only the fall does not take place so bng as the stone is adted

upon by a force [virtu\ opposed to its weight and sufficient to

hold it at rest.

SALV. The present does not seem to be the proper time to

investigate^ cause of the acceleration of natural motion con-

cerning which various opinions have been expressed by various

philosophers, some explaining it by attraction to the center,
others to repulsion between the very small parts of the body,
while still others attribute it to a certain stress in the surrounding
medium which doses in behind the falling body and drives it

from one of its positions to another. Now, all these fantasies,
and others too, ought to be examined; but it is not really worth
while. At present it is the purpose of our Author merely to

investigate
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investigate and to demonstrate some of the properties of ac-

celerated motion (whatever the cause of this acceleration may
be) meaning thereby a motion, such that the momentum of its

velocity [i momenti della sua velocita\ goes on increasing after

departure from rest, in simple proportionality to the time, which
is the same as saying that in equal time-intervals the body
receives equal increments of velocity; and if we find the proper-
ties

Jof
accelerated motion] which will be demonstrated later are

realized in freely falling and accelerated bodies, wemay conclude

that the assumed definition includes such a motion of falling

bodies and that their speed [acceleraziont] goes on increasing as

the time and the duration of the motion.

[203]

SAGR. So far as I see at present, the definition might have

been put a little more dearly perhaps without changing the

fundamental idea, namely, uniformly accelerated motion is such

that -its speed increases in proportion to the space traversed; so

that, for example, the speed acquired by a body in falling four

cubits would be double that acquired in falling two cubits and

this latter speed would be double that acquired in the first cubit

Because there is no doubt but that a heavy body falling from

the height of six cubits has, and strikes with, a momentum

[impeto] double that it had at the end of three cubits, triple that

which it had at the end of one.

SALV. It is very comforting to me to have had such a com-

panion in error; and moreover let me tell you that your proposi-

tion seems so highly probable that ourAuthor himself admitted,

when I advanced this opinion to him, that he had for some time

shared the same fallacy. But what most surprised me was to

see two propositions so inherently probable that they com-

manded the assent of everyone to whom they were presented,

proven in a few simple words to be not only false, but im-

possible.

SIMP. I am one of those who accept the proposition, and

believe that a falling body acquires force [vires] in its descent, its

velocity increasing in proportion to the space, and that the

momentum [momento] of the falling body is doubled when it falls

from
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from a doubled height; these propositions, it appears to me,

ought to be conceded without hesitation or controversy.

SALV. And yet they are as false and impossible as that motion

should be completed instantaneously; and here is a very clear

demonstration of it If the vel dties are in proportion to the

spaces traversed, or to be traversed, then these spaces are

traversed in equal intervals of time; if, therefore, the velocity

with which the falling body traverses a space of eight feet were

double that with which it covered the first four feet (just as the

one distance is double the other) then the time-intervals re-

quired for these passages would be equal. But for one and the

same body to fall eight feet and four feet in the same time is

possible only in the case of instantaneous [discontinuous] motion;

[204]

but observation shows
us^that

the motion of a falling body oc-

cupies time, and less of it in covering a distance of four feet than

of eight feet; therefore it is not true that its velocity increases in

proportion to the space.

The falsity of the other proposition may be shown with equal
clearness. For ifwe consider -a single striking body the difference

of momentum in its blows can depend only upon difference of

velocity; for if the striking body falling from a double height
were to deliver a blow of double momentum, it would be neces-

sary for this body to strike with a doubled velocity; but with
this doubled speed it would traverse a doubled space in the

same time-interval; observation however shows that the time

required for fall from the greater height is longer.
SAGR. You present these recondite matters with too much

evidence and ease; this great facility makes them less appre-
ciated than they would be had they been presented in a more
abstruse manner. For, in my opinion, people esteem more

lightly that knowledge which they acquire with so little labor
than that acquired through long and obscure discussion.

SALV. If those who demonstrate with brevity and clearness
the fallacy of many popular beliefs were treated with contempt
instead of gratitude the injury would be quite bearable; but on
the other hand it is very unpleasant and annoying to see men,

who
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who claim to be peers of anyone in a certain field of study, take
for granted certain conclusions which later are quickly and

easily shown by another to be false. I do not describe such a

feeling as one of envy, which usually degenerates into hatred

and anger against those who discover such fallacies; I would call

it a strong desire to maintain old errors, rather than accept

newly discovered truths. This desire at times induces them to

unite against these truths, although at heart believing in them,

merely for the purpose of lowering the esteem in which certain

others are held by the unthinking crowd. Indeed, I have heard

from our Academician many such fallacies held as true but

easily refutable; some of these I have in mind.

SAGR. You must not withhold them from us, but, at the

proper time, tell us about them even though an extra session be

necessary. But now, continuing the thread of our talk, it would

[205]

seem that up to the present we have established the definition of

uniformly accelerated motion which is expressed as follows:

A motion is said to be equally or uniformly accelerated

when, startingfrom rest, its momentum (celmtatismomenta)
receives equal increments in equal times.

SALV. This definition established, the Author makes a single

assumption, namely,
The speeds acquired by one and the same body moving
down planes of different inclinations are equal when the

heights of these planes are equal.

By the height of an inclined plane we mean the perpendicular

let fall from the upper end of the plane upon the horizontal line

. drawn through the lower end of the same plane. Thus, to

illustrate, let the line AB be horizontal, and let the planes CA
and CD be inclined to it; then theAuthor calls the perpendicular

CB the "height" of the planes CA and CD; he supposes that

the speeds acquired by one and the same body, descending

along the planes CA and CD to the terminal points A andD are

equal since the heights of these planes are the same, CB; and

also it must be understood that this speed is that which would

be acquired by the same body falling from C to B.

Sagr.
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SAGR. Your assumption appears to me so reasonable that it

ught to be conceded without question, provided of course there

re no chance or outside resistances, and that the planes are

c hard and smooth, and that the

figure of the moving body is per-

fedtly round, so that neither plane
nor moving body is rough. All re-

sistance and opposition having
w been removed, my reason tellsB -

me at once that a heavy and per-
- 45 fedtly round ball descending along

ie lines CA, CD, CB would reach the terminal points A, D,
3, with equal momenta [impeti eguali\.

SALV. Your words are very plausible; but I hope by experi-

ment to increase the probability to an extent which shall be little

short of a rigid demonstration.

[206]

Imagine this page to represent a vertical wall, with a nail

driven into it; and from the nail let there be suspended a lead

bullet of one or two ounces by means of a fine vertical thread,

AB, say from four to six feet long, on this wall draw a horizontal

line DC, at right angles to the vertical thread AB, which hangs
about two finger-breadths in front of the wall. Now bring the

thread AB with the attached ball into the positionAC and set it

free; first it will be observed to descend along the arc CBD, to

pass the point B, and to travel along the arc BD, till it almost
reaches the horizontal CD, a slight shortage being caused by the

resistance of the air and the string; from this we may rightly
infer that the ball in its descent through the arc CB acquired a

momentum [impeto] on reaching B, which was just sufficient to

carry it through a similar arc-BD to the same height.- Having
repeated this experiment many times, let us now drive a nail into

the wall close to the perpendicular AB, say at E or F, so that
it projects out some five or six finger-breadths in order that the

thread, again carrying the bullet through the arc CB, may strike

upon the nail E when the bullet reaches B, and thus compel it to

traverse the arc BG, described about E as center. From this

we
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we can see what can be done by the same momentum [impeto]

which previously starting at the same point B carried the same

body through the arc BD to the horizontal CD. Now, gentle-

men, you will observe with pleasure that the ball swings to the

point G in the horizontal, and you would see the same thing

happen if the obstacle were placed at some lower point, say at

F, about which the ball would describe the arc BI, tie rise of the

Alx

ball always terminating exaftly on the line CD. But when the

nail is placed so low that the remainder of the thread below it

will not reach to the height CD (which would happen if the nail

were placed nearer B than to the intersection of AB with the

[207]

horizontal CD) then the thread leaps over the nail and twists

itself about it.

This experiment leaves no room for doubt as to the truth of

our supposition; for since the two arcs CB andDB are equal and

similarly placed, the momentum [momenta] acquired by the fall

through the arc CB is the same as that gained by fall through the

arc DB; but the momentum [mmento\ acquired at B, owing to

fall through CB, is able to lift the samebody \mobUe] through the

arc BD; therefore, the momentum acquired in the fall BD is

equal to that which lifts die same body through the same arc

from B to D; so, in general, every momentum acquired by fall

through
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through an arc is equal to that which can lift the same body
thitugh the same arc. But all these momenta [momenti\ which
cause a rise through the arcs BD, BG, and BI are equal, since

they are produced by the same momentum, gained by fall

through CB, as experiment shows. Therefore all the momenta
gained by fall through the arcs DB, GB, IB are equal.

SAGR. The argument seems to me so condusive and the ex-

periment so well adapted to establish the hypothesis that we
may, indeed, consider it as demonstrated.

SALV. I do not wish, Sagrede, that we trouble ourselves too
much about this matter, sincewe are going to apply this principle

mainly in motions which occur on plane surfaces, and not upon
curved, along which acceleration varies in a manner greatly
different from that which we have assumed for planes.
So that, although the above experiment shows us that the

descent of the moving body through the arc CB confers upon it

momentum [momento] just sufficient to cany it to die same
height through any of the arcs BD, BG, BI, we are not able, by
similar means, to show that the event would be identical in
the case of a perfedlly round ball descending along planes whose
inclinations are respectively the same as the chords of these
arcs. It seems likely, on the other hand, that, since these planes
form angles at the point B, they will present an obstacle to the
ball which has descended along the chord CB. and starts to rise

along the chord BD,BG,BI.
In striking these planes some of its momentum [impeto] will

be lost and it will not be able to rise to the height of the line CD
but this obstacle, which interferes with the experiment, once
removed, it is dear that the momentum [impeto] (which gains

[208]
in strength with descent) will be able to cany the body to the
same height Let us then, for the present, take this as a pos-
tulate, the absolute truth of which will be established when we
nnd that the inferences from it correspond to and agree per-
teftly with experiment The author having assumed this single
principle passes next to the propositions which he dearly dem-
onstrates; the first of these is as follows :
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The time in which any space is traversed by a body start-

ing from rest and uniformly accelerated is equal to the time
in which that same space would be traversed by the same

body moving at a uniform speed whose value is the mean
of the highest speed and the speed just before acceleration

began.
Let us represent by the line AB the time in which the space

CD is traversed by a body which starts from rest at C and is

uniformly accelerated; let the final and highest value of the

speed gained during the interval AB be represented by the line

EB drawn at right angles to AB; draw tie line AE, then all

lines drawn from equidistant points on AB and parallel to BE
will represent the increasing values of the speed,

beginning with the instant A. Let the point F
bisedl the line EB; draw FG parallel to BA,
and GA parallel to FB, thus forming a parallel-

ogramAGFB which will be equal in area to the

triangleAEB, since the side GF bisedls the side

AE at the point I; for if the parallel lines in the

triangleAEB are extended to GI, then the sum
of all the parallels contained in the quadrilateral

is equal to the sum of those contained in the tri-

angle AEB; for those in the triangle IEF are

equal to those contained in the triangle GIA,
while those included in the trapeziumAIFB are

common. Since each and every instant of time

in the time-interval AB has its corresponding

point on the line AB, from which points par-

allels drawn in and limited by the triangleAEB
represent the increasing values of the growing Fig. 47

velocity, and since parallels contained within tie redlangle rep;

resent the values of a speed which is not increasing, but constant",

it appears, in like manner, that the momenta [momenta] assumed

by the moving body may also be represented, in the case of the

accelerated motion, by the increasing parallels of the triangle

AEB,
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[209]

AEB, and, in the case of the uniform motion, by the parallels of

the re&angle GB. For, what the momenta may lack in the first

part of the accelerated motion (the deficiency of the momenta

being represented by the parallels of the triangle AGI) is made

up by the momenta represented by the parallels of the triangle

IEF.

Hence it is dear that equal spaces will be traversed in equal

times by two bodies, one ofwhich, starting from rest, moves with

H a uniform acceleration, while the momentum of
' '

L the other, moving with uniform speed, is one-half

its maximum momentum under accelerated mo-
tion. Q. E. D.

THEOREM II, PROPOSITION II

The spaces described by a body falling from rest

with a uniformly accelerated motion are to each

other as the squares of the time-intervals em-

ployed in traversing these distances.

,. ? Let the time beginning with any instantA be rep-
resented by the straight line AB in which are taken

any two time-intervals AD and AE. Let HI repre-
sent the distance through which the body, starting
from rest at H, falls with uniform acceleration. If

HL represents the space traversed during the time-

interval AD, and HM that covered during the in-

terval AE, then the space MH stands to the space" " LH in a ratio which is the square of the ratio of the
timeAE to the time AD; or we may say simply that
the distances HM and HL are related as the squares

Fig. 48 of AE and AD.
Draw the line AC making any angle whatever with the line

AB; and from the points D and E, draw the parallel lines DO
and EP; of these two lines, DO represents the greatest velocity
attained during the interval AD, while EP represents the max-
imum velocity acquired during the interval AE. But it has

jusi been provd that so far as distances traversed are con-

cerned
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cerned it is precisely the same whether a body falls from rest

with a uniform acceleration or whether it falls during an equal

time-interval with a constant speed which is one-half
,
the max-

imum speed attained during the accelerated motion. It follows

therefore that the distancesHM and HL are the same as would

be traversed, during the time-intervals AE and AD, by uniform

velocities equal to one-half those represented by DO and EP

respectively. If, therefore, one can show that the distances

HM arid HL are in the same ratio as the squares of the time-

intervalsAE and AD, our proposition will be proven.

[210]

But in the fourth proposition of the first book [p. 157 above]

it has been shown that the spaces traversed by two particles in

uniform motion bear to one another a ratio which is equal to the

produft of the ratio of the velocities by the ratio of the times.

But in this case the ratio of the velocities is the same as the ratio

of the time-intervals (for the ratio of AE to AD is the same as

thatof^EPtoKDOorofEPtoDO). Hence the ratio of the

spaces traversed is the same as the squared ratio of the time-

intervals.
^

Q- E- D -

Evidently then the ratio of the distances is the square of the

ratio of the final velocities, that is, of the lines EP andDO, since

these are to each other asAE to AD.

COROLLARY I

Hence it is clear that if we take any equal intervals of time

whatever, counting from the beginning of the motion, such as

AD, DE, EF, FG, in which the spaces HL, IM, MN, NI are

traversed, these spaces will bear to one another the same ratio

as the series of odd numbers, I, 3, 5, 7; for this is the ratio of the

differences of the squares of the lines [which represent time],

differences which exceed one another by equal amounts^
this

excess being equal to the smallest line [viz. the one representing a

single time-interval] : or we may say [that this is the ratio] of the

differences of the squares of the natural numbers beginning with

unity. _..
While,
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While, therefore, during equal intervals of time the velocities

increase as the natural numbers, the increments in the distances

traversed during these equal time-intervals are to one another as

the odd numbers beginning with unity.

SAGR. Please suspend the discussion for a moment since there

just occurs to me an idea which I want to illustrate by means

of adiagram in order that it may be dearer both to you and

tome.

Let the line AI represent the lapse of time measured from the

initial instant A; through A draw the straight line AF making

L any angle whatever; join the terminal

points I and F; divide the timeAI in half

at C; draw CB parallel to IF. Let us

consider CB as the maximum value of

the velocity which increases from zero

B / |B c at the beginning, in simple proportion-

~~7|

f

ality to the intercepts on the triangle

/ ABC of lines drawn parallel to BC; or
' what is the same thing, let us suppose the

velocity to increase in proportion to the

c time; then I admit without question, in

view of the preceding argument, that the

space described by a body falling in the

aforesaid manner will be equal to the

LJ
"7

/

the same length of time travelling with a

uniform speed equal to EC, the half of
* . ft u BC. Further let us imagine that the% 49 [2Il]

body has fallen with accelerated motion so that, at the in-

stant C, it Has the velocity BC. It is clear that if the body
continued to descend with the same speed BC, without ac-

celeration, it would in the next time-interval CI traverse

double the distance covered during the interval AC, with die

uniform speedECwhich is half of BC; but since the falling body
acquires equal increments of speed during equal increments of

time, it follows that the velocity BC, during the next time-

interval
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interval CI will be increased by an amount represented by the

parallels of the triangle BFG which is equal to the triangleABC.
If, then, one adds to the velocity GI half of the velocity FG, the

highest speed acquired by the accelerated motion and deter-

mined by the^ parallels of the triangle BFG, he will have the

uniform velocity with which the same space would have been

described in the time CI; and since this speed IN is three times

as great as EC it follows that the space described during the in-

terval CI is three times as great as that described duringthe inter-

val AC. Let us imagine the motion extended over another equal
time-interval 10, and the triangle extended to APO; it is then

evident that if the motion continues during the interval IO, at

the constant rate IF acquired by acceleration during the time AI,
the space traversed during the interval 10 will be four times that

traversed during the first interval AC, because the speed IF is

four times the speed EC. But ifwe enlarge our triangle so as to

include FPQ which is equal to ABC, still assuming the accelera-

tion to be constant, we shall add to the uniform speed an incre-

ment RQ, equal to EC ;
then the value of the equivalent uniform

speed during the time-interval 10 will be five times that during
the first time-interval AC; therefore the space traversed will be

quintuple that during the first interval AC. It is thus evident

by simple computation that a moving body starting from rest

and acquiring velocity at a rate proportional to the time, will,

during equal intervals of time, traverse distances which are

related to each other as the odd numbers beginning with unity,

I, 3, 5;
* or considering the total space traversed, that covered

[2I2[

in double time will be quadruple that covered during unit time;

in triple time, the space is nine times as great as in unit time.

* As illustrating the greater elegance an4 brevity of modem analytical

methods, one may obtain the result of Prop. II directly from the fun-

damental equation

S = Vl g ('V*
2
l) -/! fe + *l) fe~*l)

where g is the acceleration of gravity and s, the space traversed between

the instants t\ and fy. If now %-ti = I, say one secon^ then/ /2 fe + *i)

where fe+*i, must always be an odd number, seeing that it is the sum of

two consecutive terms in the series of natural numbers. [Trans,]
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And in general the spaces traversed are in the duplicate ratio of

the times, i. e., in the ratio of the squares of the times.

SIMP. In truth, I find more pleasure in this simple and clear

argument of Sagredo than in the Author's demonstration which

to me appears rather obscure; so that I am convinced that

matters are as described, once having accepted the definition of

uniformly accelerated motion. But as to whether this accelera-

tion is that which one meets in nature in the case of
falling

bodies, I am still doubtful; and it seems to me, not only for my
own sake but also for all those who think as I do, that this

would be the proper moment to introduce one of those experi-

ments and there are many of them, I understand which

illustrate in several ways the conclusions reached.

SALV. The request which you, as a man of science, make, is a

very reasonable one; for this is the custom and properly so-
in those sciences where mathematical demonstrations are applied

to natural phenomena, as is seen in the case of
perspective,

astronomy, mechanics, music, and others where the principles,

once established by well-chosen experiments, become the founda-

tions of the entire superstructure. I hope therefore it will not

appear to be a waste of time if we discuss at considerable length
this first and most fundamental question upon which hinge
numerous consequences of which we have in this book only a

small number, placed there by the Author, who has done so

much to open a pathway hitherto dosed to minds of speculative
turn. So far as experiments go they have not been negledled

by the Author; and often, in his company, I have attempted in

the following manner to assure myself that the acceleration

actually experienced by falling bodies is that above described.

A piece of wooden moulding or scantling, about 12 cubits

long, half a cubit wide, and three finger-breadths thick, was

taken; on its edge was cut a channel a little more than one

finger in breadth; havingmade this groove very straight, smooth,
and polished, and having lined it with parchment, also as

smooth and polished as possible, we rolled along it a hard,

smooth, and very round bronze ball. Having placed this

board
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board in a sloping position, by lifting one end some one or two
cubits above die other, we rolled the ball, as I was just saying,

along the channel, noting, in a manner presently to be described,
the time required to make the descent. We repeated this ex-

periment more than once in order to measure the time with an

accuracy such that the deviation between two observations

never exceeded one-tenth of a pulse-beat Having performed
this operation and having assured ourselves of its reliability, we
now rolled the ball only one-quarter the length of the channel;
and having measured the time of its descent, we found it pre-

ciselyone-halfof the former. Nextwe tried otherdistances, com-

paring the time for thewhole lengthwith that forthe half, orwith

that for two-thirds, or three-fourths, or indeed for any fraftion;

in such experiments, repeated a full hundred times, we always
found that the spaces traversed were to each otter as the squares
of the times, and this was true for all inclinations of the plane,

I e., of the channel, along which we rolled the ball. We also

observed that the times of descent, for various inclinations of the

plane, bore to one another precisely that ratio which, as we shall

see later, the Author had predicted and demonstrated for them.

For the measurement of time, we employed a large vessel of

water placed in an elevated position; to the bottom of this

vessel was soldered a pipe of small diameter giving a thin jet of

water, which we collected in a small glass during the time of each

descent, whether for tie whole length of the channel or for a part

of its length; the water thus colleifled was weighed, after each

descent, on a very accurate balance; the differences and ratios of

these weights gave us the differences and ratios of the times, and

this with such accuracy that although the operation was re-

peated many, many times, there was no appreciable discrepancy

in the results.

SIMP. I would like to have been present at these experiments ;

but feeling confidence in the care with which you performed

them, and in the fidelity with which you relate them, I am

satisfied and accept them as true and valid

SALV. Then we can proceed without discussion.
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COROLLARY II

Secondly, it follows that, starting from any initial point, if we

take any two distances, traversed in any time-intervals whatso-

ever, these time-intervals bear to one another the same

ratio as one of the distances to the mean proportional of

the two distances.

For if we take two distances ST and SY measured from

the initial point S, the mean proportional of which is SX,
the time of fall through ST is to the time of fall through

SY as ST is to SX; or one may say the time of fall through

SY is to the time of fall through ST as SY is to SX. Now
since it has been shown that the spaces traversed are in

the same ratio as the squares of the times; and since, more-

Fig. 50 over, the ratio of the space SY to the space ST is the

square of the ratio SY to SX, it follows that the ratio of the

times of fall through SY and ST is the ratio of the respective

distances SY and SX.

SCHOLIUM

The above corollary has been proven for the case of vertical

fall; but it holds also for planes inclined at any angle^for it is to

be Assumed that along these planes the velocity increases in the

same ratio, that is, in proportion to the time, or, if you prefer, as

the series of natural numbers.*

SALV. Here, Sagredo, I should like, if it be not too tedious to

Simplicio, to interrupt for a moment the present discussion in

order to make some additions on the basis of what has already
been proved and of what mechanical principles we have already
learned from our Academician. This addition I make for the
better establishment on logical and experimental grounds, of the

principle which we have above considered; and what is more
important, for the purpose of deriving it geometrically, after first

demonstrating a single lemma which is fundamental in the science
of motion [impeti].

* The dialogue which intervenes between this Scholium and the follow-

ing theorem was elaborated by Viviani, at the suggestion of Galileo.
See National Edition, viii, 23. [Trans.]
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SAGR. If the advance which you propose- to make is such as

will confirm and fully establish these sciences of motion, I will

gladly
devote to it any length of time. Indeed, I shall not only

[215]

be glad^have you proceed, but I beg of you at once to satisfy
the curiosity which you have awakened in me concerning your
proposition;

and I think that Simplicio is of the same mind.
SIMP. Quite right.

SALV. Since then I have your permission, let us first of all con-

sider this notable fadl, that the momenta or speeds [i momenti o le

velocita] of one and the same moving body vary with the inclina-

tion of the plane.
The speed reaches a maximum along a vertical direction, and

for other directions diminishes as the plane diverges from the

vertical. Therefore the impetus, ability, energy, [I'impeto, U
tdento) I'energia] or, one might say, the momentum [il momento]
of descent of the moving body is diminished by the plane upon
which it is supported and along which it rolls.

For the sake of greater clearness eredt the line AB perpendicular
to the horizontal AC; next draw AD, AE, AF, etc., at different

inclinations to the horizontal. Then I say that all the momentum
of the falling body is along the vertical and is a maximum when it

falls in that direction; the momentum is less along DA and still

less along EA, and even less yet along the more inclined plane FA.

Finally on the horizontal plane the mo-

mentum vanishes altogether; the body
finds itself in a condition of indifference

as to motion or rest; has no inherent tend-

ency to move in any diredtion, and offers

no resistance to being set in motion. For

just as a heavy body or system of bodies

cannot of itself move upwards, or recede

from the common center [comun centre] HOJ
toward which all heavy things tend, so it j
is impossible for any body ctf its own ac-

cord to assume any motion other than Fig. 51

one which carries it nearer to the aforesaid common center.

Hence, along the horizontal, by which we understand a surface,

every point of which is equidistant from this same common center,

the body will have no rtiomentum whatever.
This
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This change of momentum being clear, it is here necessary for

me to explain something which our Academician wrote when in

Padua, embodying it in a treatise on mechanics prepared solely

for the use of his students, and proving it at length and conclu-

sively when considering, the origin and nature of that marvellous

machine, the screw. What he proved is the manner in which the

momentum [impeto] varies with the inclination of the pl^ne, as for

instance that of the plane FA, one end of which is elevated through
a vertical distance FC. This direction FC is that along which the

momentum of a heavy body becomes a maximum; let us discover

what ratio this momentum bears to that of the same body moving

along the inclined plane FA. This ratio, I say, is the inverse of

that of the aforesaid lengths. Such is the lemma preceding the

theorem which I hope to demonstrate a little later.

It is clear that the impelling force [impeto] afting on a body in

descent is equal to the resistance or least force [resistenza o forza

minima] sufficient to hold it at rest. In order to measure this force

and resistance [forza e resistenza] I propose to use the weight of

another body. Let us place upon the plane FA a body G con-

nedted to the weight H by means of a cord passing over the

point F; then the body H will ascend or descend, along the

perpendicular, the same distance which the body G ascends or

descends along the inclined plane FA; but this distance will not

be equal to the rise or fall ofG alone the vertical in which diredlion

alone G, as other bodies, exerts its force [resistenza]. This is clear.

For if we consider the motion of the body G, from A to F, in the

triangle AFC to be made up of a horizontal component AC and a
vertical component CF, and remember that this body experiences
no resistance to motion along the horizontal (because by such a

[217]
motion the body neither gains nor loses distance from the common
center of heavy things) it follows that resistance is met only in

consequence of the body rising through the vertical distance CF.
Since then the body G in moving fromA to F offers resistance only
in so far as it rises through the vertical distance CF, while the
other

^body H must fall vertically through the entire distance FA,
and since this

rations
maintained whether the motion be large or

small, the two bodies being inextensibly connected, we are able
to assert positively that, in case of equilibrium (bodies at rest) the

momenta,
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momenta, the velocities, or their tendency to motion [propensioni
at moto], L e., the spaces which would be traversed by them in

equal times, must be in the inverse ratio to their weights. This is

what has been demonstrated in every case of mechanical motion.*

So diat, in order to hold the weight G at rest, one must giveH a

FA. If we do this, FA:FC*=weight G:weight H; then equilibrium
will occur, that is, the weights H and G will have the same impell-

ing forces [momenti egudi\, and the two bodies will come to

rest

And since we are agreed that the impetus, energy, momentum
or tendency to motion of a moving body is as great as the force or

least resistance [forza o resistinza minima] sufficient to stop it, and
since we have found that the weight H is capable of preventing
motion in the weight G, it follows that the less weight H whose en-

tire force [momenta Male] is along the perpendicular, FC, will be an

exact measure of the component of force [momenta parzide] which
the larger weight G exerts along the plane FA. But the measure

of the total force [total momenta] on the body G is its own weight,
since to prevent its fall it

js only necessary to balance it with an

equal weight, provided this second weight be free to move verti-

cally; therefore the component of the force [momenta parziale] on

G along the inclined plane FA will bear to the maximum and total

force on this same body G along the perpendicular FC the same

ratio as the weight H to the weight G. This ratio is, by con-

struction, the same which the height, FC, of the- inclined plane
bears to the length FA. We have here the lemma which I pro-

posed to demonstrate and which, as you will see, has been as-

sumed by our Author in the second part of the surth proposition

of the present treatise.

SAGR. From what you have shown thus far, it appears to me
that one might infer, arguing ex aequali con la proportions per-

turbata, that the tendencies [momenti\ of one and the same body to

move along planes differently inclined, but having the same verti-

cal height, as FA and FI, are to each other inversely as the

lengths of the planes.

[218]

SALV. Perfectly right. This point established, I pass to the

demonstration of the following theorem:

* A near approach to the principle of virtual work enunciated by

John Bernoulli in 1717. [Trans.]
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If a body falls freely along smooth planes inclined at any angle

whatsoever, but of the same height, the speeds with which it

reaches the bottom are the same.

First we must recall the fact that on a plane of any inclination

whatever a body starting from rest gains speed or momentum

[la quantita dtll'impeto] in direct proportion to the time, in agree-

ment with the definition of naturally accelerated motion #ven by

the Author. Hence, as he has shown in the preceding proposition,

the distances traversed are proportional to the squares of the

times and therefore to the squares of the speeds. The speed

relations are here the same as in the motion first studied
[i. e.,

vertical motion], since in each case the gain of speed is proportional

to the time.

Let AB be an inclined plane whose height above the level BC is

AC. As we have seen above the force impelling [rimpeto] a body
to fall along the vertical AC is to the force

which drives the same body along the in-

clined plane AB as AB is to AC. On the

incline AB, lay off AD a third propor-
tional to AB and AC; then the force pro-

ducing motion along AC is to that along
= -, AB (i. e., alongAD) as the lengthAC is to

.*
u
the length AD. And therefore the body

l8- 52 will traverse the space AD, along the in-

clineAB, in the same time which it would occupy in falling the ver-

tical distance AC, (since the forces [moment^ are in the same ratio

as these distances) ; also the speed at C is to the speed at D as the

distance AC is to the distance AD. But, according to the defini-

tion of accelerated motion, the speed at B is to the speed of the

same body atD as the time required to traverse AB is to the time

required for AD; and, according to the last corollary of the second

proposition, the time of passing through the distance AB bears to

the time of passing through AD the same ratio as the distance

AC (a mean proportional between AB and AD) to AD. Accord-

ingly the two speeds at B and C each bear to the speed at D the

same ratio, namely, that of the distances AC and AD; hence they
are equal. This is the theorem which I set out to prove.
From the above we are better able to demonstrate the following

third proposition of the Author in which he employs the following

principle, namely, the time required to traverse an inclined plane
is
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is to that required to fall through the vertical height of the plane
in the same ratio as the length of the plane to its height

[219]

For, according to the second corollary of the second proposition,
if BA represents the time required to pass over the

k

distance BA,
the time required to pass the distance AD will be a mean propor-
tional between these two distances and will be represented by
the line AC; but if AC represents the time needed to traverse AD
it will also represent the time required to fall through the distance

AC, since the distances AC and AD are traversed in equal times;

consequently if AB represents* the time required for AB then AC
will represent the time required for AC. Hence the times required
to traverse AB and AC are to each other as the distances AB and

AC.
In like manner it can be shown that the time required to fall

through AC is to the time required for any other incline AE as

the length AC is to the length AE; therefore, ex aequali^ the time of

fall along the incline AB is to that alongAE as the distance AB is

to the distance AE, etc.*

One might by application of this same theorem, as Sagredo will

readily see, immediately demonstrate the sixth proposition of the

Author; but let us here end this digression Which Sagredo has

perhaps found rather tedious, though I consider it quite important
for the theory of motion.

SAGR. On the contrary it has given me great satisfaction, and

indeed I find it necessary for a complete grasp of this principle.

SALV. I will now resume the reading of the text.

[215]

THEOREM III, PROPOSITION III

If one and the same body, starting from rest, falls .along

an inclined plane and also along a vertical, each having the

same height, the times of descent will be to each other as

the lengths of the inclined plane and the vertical.

Let AC be the inclined plane and AB the
perpendicular,

each

having the same vertical height above the horizontal, namely,

BA; then I say, the time of descent of one and the same body

*
Putting this argument in a modern and_evident notation, one has

AC = V &l and AD =
1/2 55 ft* M now AC2 - AB. AD, itMows at

once that fd = fc. [Trans.] Q- *>!.
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[216]

along the plane AC bears a ratio to the time of fall along the

perpendicular AB, which is the same as the ratio of the length

AC to the length AB. Let DG, El and LF be any lines parallel

* to the horizontal CB; then it follows from

j[
what has preceded that a body starting from

'

A will acquire the same speed at the point G
" D as at D, since in each case the vertical fall is

the same; in like manner the speeds at I and
" B E will be the same; so also those at L and F.

k
And in general the speeds at the two extremi-

ties of any parallel drawn from any point on

AB to the corresponding point onAC will be

equal.
- 53 Thus the two distances AC and AB are

traversed at the same speed. But it has already been proved

[217]

that if two distances are traversed by a body moving with equal

speeds, then the ratio of the times of descent will be the ratio of

the distances themselves; therefore, the time of descent along
AC is to that along AB as the length of the planeAC is to the

vertical distance AB. Q. E. D.

[218]

SAGR. It seems to me that the above could have been ptoved

dearly and briefly on the basis of a proposition already demon-

strated, namely, that the distance traversed in the case of

accelerated motion along AC or AB is the same as that covered

[219]

by a uniform speed whose value is one-half the maximum speed,

CB; the two distances AC and AB having been traversed at the

same uniform speed it is evident, from Proposition I, that the

times of descent will be to each other as the distances.

COROLLARY

Hence^we may infer that the times of descent along planes

having different inclinations, but the same vertical height stand

to
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to one another in the same ratio as the lengths of the planes.

For consider any plane AM extending from A to the horizontal

CB; then it may be demonstrated in the same manner that the

time of descent along AM is to the time along AB as the dis-

tanceAM is to AB; but since the time alongAB is to that along
AC as thelengthAB is to the lengthAC, it follows, exaqudi, that

asAM is to AC so is the time alongAM to the time along AC
THEOREM IV, PROPOSITION IV

The times of descent along planes of the same length but
of different inclinations are to each other in the inverse

ratio of the square roots of their heights
From a single point B draw the planes BA and BC, having

the same length but different inclinations; let AE and CD be

horizontal lines drawn to meet the perpendicular BD; and

[220]

let BE represent the height of the plane AB, and BD the height

of BC; also let BI be a mean proportional to BD and BE; then

the ratio of BD to BI is equal to the B
square root of the ratio of BD to BE.

Now, I say, the ratio of the times of de-

scent along BA and BC is the ratio ofBD
to BI; so that the time of descent along

BA is related to the height of the other

plane BC, namely BD as the time along

BC is related to the height BI. Now it

must be proved that the time of descent A -

alongBA is to that alongBC as the length y
BD is to the length BL C/

Draw IS parallel to DC; and since it Fig. 54

has been shown that the time of fall along BA is to that along

tie vertical BE as BA is to BE; and also that the time along

BE is to that along BD as BE is to BI; and likewise that the

time along BD is to that along BC as BD is toBQ or as BI to

BS; it follows, ex aquali, that the time alongBA is to that along

BCasBAtoBS,orBCtoBS, However, BC is to BS as BD
is to BI; hence follows our proposition.
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THEOREM V, PROPOSITION V

The times of descent along planes of different length, slope

and height bear to one another a ratio which is equal to

the piodudt of the ratio of the lengths by the square root

of the inverse ratio of their heights,

Draw the planes AB and AC, having ^different inclinations,

lengths, and heights. My theorem then is that the ratio of the

^ time of descent along AC to that along AB is

equal to the product of the ratio ofAC to AB
by the square root of the inverse ratio of their

heights.

For letAD be a perpendicular to which are

- drawn the horizontal lines BG and CD; also

letAL be a mean proportional to the heights
AG and AD; from the point L draw a hori-

zontal line meeting AC in F; accordingly AF
will be a mean proportional between AC and
AE. Now since the time of descent alongAC

D is to that along AE as the length AF is to

Fig. 55 AE; and since the time along AE is to that

alongAB as AE is toAB, it is clear that the time alongAC is to

that alongAB asAF is toAB.

[221]

Thus it remains to be shown that the ratio ofAF toAB is equal
to the produdl of the ratio of AC to AB by the ratio of AG to

AL, which is the inverse ratio of the square roots of the heights
DA and GA. Now it is evident that, if we consider the line

AC in connection with AF and AB, the ratio ofAF to AC is the

same as that ofAL toAD, orAG toAL which is the square root
of the ratio of the heights AG and AD; but the ratio of AC to
AB is the ratio of the lengths themselves. Hence follows the
theorem.

THEOREM VI, PROPOSITION VI

If from the highest or lowest point in a vertical circle there
be drawn any inclined planes meeting the circumference the

times
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times of descent along these chords are each equal to the
other.

On the horizontal line GH construd a vertical circle. From its

lowest point--the point of tangency with the horizontal-draw

point, A, draw inclinedthe diameter FA and from the

planes to B and C, any points

whatever on the drcunrference;

then the times of descent along

these are equal. Draw BD and

CE perpendicular to the diame-

ter; make AI a mean propor-

tional between the heights of the

planes, AE and AD; and since

the rectangles FAAE and FA.

AD are respectively equal to the

squares ofAC and AB, while the

redtangle FA.AE is to the redl-

angle FA.AD as AE is to AD,
it follows that the square of AC Fig. 56

is to the square of AB as the length AE is to the length AD.

But since the length AE is to AD as the square of AI is to the

square of AD, it follows that the squares on the lines AC and

AB are to each other as the squares on the lines AI and AD, and

hence also the length AC is to the length AB as AI is to AD.

But it has previously been demonstrated that the ratio of the

time of descent along AC to that along AB is equal to the

produdl of the two ratios AC to AB and AD to AI; but this

last ratio is the same as that ofAB toAC Therefore the ratio of

the time of descent along AC to that along AB is the produft

of the two ratios, AC to AB and AB to AC. The ratio of these

times is therefore unity. Hence follows our proposition.

By use of die principles of mechanics [exmechanicis] onemay
obtain the same result, namely, that a falling body will require

equal times to traverse the distances CA and DA, indicated in

the following figure. Lay off BA equal to DA, and let fall the

[222]

perpendiculars BE and DF; it follows from the principles of

mechanics
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mechanics that the component of the momentum [momentum

ponderis] adling along the inclined plane ABC fc to the total

momentum [L e., the momentum of the body falling freely] as

BE is to BA; in like manner
the momentum along the

plane AD is to its total mo-

mentum [i. e., the momentum
of the body falling freely] as

DF is toDA, or to BA. There-

fore the momentum of this

same weight along the plane
DA is to that along the plane
ABC as the length DF is to

the length BE; for tJais reason,

,this same weight will in equal
times according to the secondIF

Fig. 57 proposition of the first book,
traverse spaces along the planes CA and DA which are to each

other as the lengths BE and DF. But it can be shown that CA
is to DA as BE is to DF. Hence the falling body will traverse

the two paths CA and DA in equal times.

Moreover the fadl that CA is to DA as BE is to DF may be

demonstrated as follows: Join C and D; through D, draw the

line DGL parallel to AF and cutting the line AC in I; through

B^draw the line BH, also parallel to AF. Then the angle ADI
will be equal to the angle DCA, since they subtend equal arcs

LA and DA, and since the angle DAC is common, the sides of

the triangles, CAD and DAI, about the common angle will be

proportional to each other; accordingly as CA is to DA so is

DA to IA, that is as BA is to IA, or as HA is to GA, that is

as BE is to DF. E. D.

The same proposition may be more easily demonstrated as

follows : On the horizontal lineAB draw a circle whose diameter
DC is vertical. From the upper end of this diameter draw any
inclined plane, DF, extending to meet the circumference; then, I

say, a body will occupy the same time in falling along the

plane DF as along the diameter DC. For draw FG parallel

to
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to AB and perpendicular to DC; join FC; and since the time of

fall along DC is to that along DG as the mean proportional

[223]

between CD and GD is to GD itself; and since also DF is a

mean proportional between DC and DG, the angle DFC in-

scribed in a semicircle being a right-

angle, and FG being perpendicular

it follows that the time of

fi

to

fall alongDC is to that alongDG as

the length FD is to GD. But it has

already been demonstrated that thep

time of descent along DF is to that

alongDG as the lengthDF is toDG;
hence the times of descent alongDF
and DC each bear to the time of fall

along DG the same ratio; conse-

quently they are equal.

In like manner it may be shownA
that if one draws the chord CE from Fig. 58

the lower end of the diameter, also the line EH parallel to the

horizon, and joins the points E and D, the time of descent along

EC,will be the same as that along the diameter, DC.

COROLLARY I

From this it follows that the times of descent along all chords

drawn through either C orD are equal one to another.

COROLLARY II

It also follows that, if from any one point there be drawn a

vertical line and an inclined one along which the time of descent

is the same, the inclined line will be a chord of a semicircle of

which the vertical line is the diameter.

COROLLARY HI

Moreover the times of descent along inclined planes will be

equal when the vertical heights of equal lengths of these planes
are
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are to each other as the lengths of the planes themselves; thus it

is clear that die times of descent along CA and DA, in the

figure just before the last, are equal, provided the vertical

height of AB (AB being equal to AD), namely, BE, is to the

vertical heightDF as CA is to DA.
SAGR. Please allow me to interrupt the ledture for a moment

in order that I may clear up an idea which just occurs to me; one

which, if it involve no fallacy, suggests at least a freakish and

[224]

interesting circumstance, such as often occurs in nature and in

die realm of necessary consequences.

If, from any point fixed in a horizontal plane, straight lines

be drawn extending indefinitely in all
directions,

and if we

imagine a point to move along each of these lines with constant

speed, all starting from the fixed point at the same instant and

moving with equal speeds, then it is clear that all of these mov-

ing points will lie upon the circumference of a circle which

grows larger and larger, always having the aforesaid fixed point
as its center; this circle spreads out in precisely the same manner
as the little waves do in the case of a pebble allowed to drop
into quiet water, where the impadl of the stone starts the motion
in all directions, while the point of impadl remains the center

of these ever-expanding circular waves. But imagine a vertical

plane from the highest point of which are drawn lines inclined

at every angle and extending indefinitely; imagine also that

heavy particles descend along these lines each with a naturally
accelerated motion and each with a speed appropriate to the

inclination of its line. If these moving particles are always
visible, what will be the locus of their positions at any instant?

Now the answer to this question surprises me, for I am ledby the

preceding theorems to believe that these particles will always
lie upon the circumference of a single circle, ever increasing in

size as the particles recede farther and farther from the point at

which their motion began. To be more definite, let A be the
fixed point from which are drawn the lines AF andAH inclined

at any angle whatsoever. On the perpendicular AB take any
two points C andD about which, as centers, circles are described
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passing through the point A, and cutting the inclined lines

at the points F, H, B, E, G, I. From the preceding theorems it

is clear that, if particles start, at the same instant, from A and
descend along these lines, when one is at E another will be at

G and another at I
;
at a kter instant

they will be found simultaneously at

F, H and B; these, and indeed an

infinite number of other particles

[225]

travelling along an infinite number
of different slopes will at successive

instants always lie upon a single

ever-expanding circle. Thetwokinds

of motion occurring in nature give
rise therefore to two infinite series

of circles, at once resembling and Fig. 59

differing from each other; the one takes its rise in the center of

an infinite number of concentric circles; the other has its origin
in the contadl, at their highest points, of an infinite number of

eccentric circles; the former are produced by motions which are

equal and uniform; the latter by motions which are neither

uniform nor equal among themselves, but which vary from one

to another according to the slope.

Further, if from the two points chosen as origins of motion,
we draw lines not only along horizontal and vertical planes
but in all directions then just as in the former cases, beginning
at a single point ever-expanding circles are produced, so in the

latter case an infinite number of spheres are produced about a

single point, or rather a single sphere which expands in size

without limit; and this in two ways, one with the origin at the

center, the other on the surface of the spheres.

SALV. The idea is really beautiful and worthy of the clever

mind of Sagredo.
SIMP. As for me, I understand in a general way how the two

kinds of natural motions give rise to the circles and spheres;

and yet as to the production of circles by acceleratedmotion and

its proof, I am not entirely clear; but the fadl that one can take

the
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the origin of motion either at the inmost center or at the very top

of the sphere leads one to think that there may be some great

mystery hidden in these true and wonderful results, a mystery
related to the creation of the universe (which is said to be

spherical in shape), and related also to the seat of the first

cause \prima causa].

SALV. I have no hesitation in agreeing with you. But pro-

found considerations of this kind belong to a higher science than

ours [a piu die dottrine che k nostre]. We must be satisfied to

belong to that dass of less worthy workmen who procure from

the quarry the marble out of which, later, the gifted sculptor

produces those masterpieces which lay hidden in this rough and

shapeless exterior. Now, if you please, let us proceed.

[226]

THEOREM VII, PROPOSITION VII

If the heights of two inclined planes are to each other in the

same ratio as the squares of their lengths, bodies starting
from rest will traverse these planes in equal times.

Take two planes of different lengths and different inclinations,
AE and AB, whose heights are AF and AD: letAF be toAD as

A the square of AE is to the square of

AB; then, I say, that a body, starting
from rest at A, will traverse the planes
AE andAB in equal times. From the

vertical line, draw the horizontal par-

,
allel lines EF and DB, the latter cut-

ting AE at G. Since FA:DA=EA2
:

BA2

, and since FA:DA=M:GA,jt
_______ follows that EA:GA = EA2 :BA2

.

'p Hence BA is a mean proportional be-
** fo

'tween EA and GA. Now since the
tune of descent alongAB bears to the time along AG the same
ratio which AB bears to AG and since also the time of descent
along AG is to the time along AE as AG is to a mean propor-
tional betweenAG andAE, that is, to AB, it Mows, ex agudi,

that
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that the time alongAB is to the time alongAE asAB is to itself.

Therefore the times are equal. Q. E. D.

THEOREM VIII, PROPOSITION VIII

The times of descent along all inclined planeswhich intersed
one and the same vertical circle, either at its highest or
lowest point, are equal to the time of fall along the vertical

diameter; for those planes which fall short of this diameter
the times are shorter; forplanes which cut this diameter, die
times are longer.

Let AB be the vertical diameter of a circle which touches the

horizontal plane. It has already
been proven that the times of de-

scent along planes drawn from

either end, A or B, to the cir-

cumference are equal. In order

to show that the time of descent j>

[227]

along the plane DF which falls

short of the diameter is shorter

wemay draw the planeDB which

is both longer and less steeply in-

clined than DF; whence it follows
,

that the time alongDF is less than

that along DB and consequently

along AB. In like manner, it is shown that the time of de-

scent along CO which cuts the diameter is greater: for it is both

longer and less steeply inclined than CB. Hence follows the

theorem.

THEOREM IX, PROPOSITION IX

If from any point on a horizontal line two planes, inclined

at any angle, are drawn, and if they are cut by a line which

makes with them angles alternately equal to the angles be-

tween these planes and the horizontal, then the times re-

quired to traverse those portions of the plane cut off by
die aforesaid line are equal.

Through
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Through the point C on the horizontal' line X, draw two

planes CD and CE inclined at any angle whatever: at any

point in the line CD lay off the angle CDF equal to the
angle

XCE; let the line DF cut CE at F so that the angles CDF and

CFD are alternately equal to XCE and LCD; then, I say, the

times of descent over CD
and CF are equal. Now
since the angle CDF is

equal to die angleXCE by
construction, it is evident

that the angle CFD must
be equal to the angle DCL.
For if the common angle
DCF be subtracted from
the three angles of the tri-

angle CDF, together equal
to two right angles, (to which are also equal all the angles which
can be described about the point C on the lower side of the line

LX) there remain in the triangle two angles, CDF and CFD,
equal to the two angles XCE and LCD; but, by hypothesis, the

angles CDFandXCE are equal; hence lie remaining angle CFD
is equal to the remainderDCL. TakeCE equal to CD ; from the

pointsD and E drawDA andEB perpendicular to the horizontal
line XL; and from the point C draw CG perpendicular to DF.
Now since the angle CDG is equal to the angle ECB and since

DGC andCBE are right angles, it follows that the triangles CDG
and CBE are equiangular; consequentlyDC:CG=CEB. But
DC is equal to CE, and therefore CG is equal to EB. Since also
the angles at C and at A, in the triangle DAC, are equal to the

angles at F and G in the triangle CGF, we have CDDA=
FCrCG and, jemutcmdo, DC:CF=DA:CG=DAJBE. Thus
the ratio of the heights of the equal planes CD and CE is

the same as the ratio of the lengths DC and CF. Therefore, by
[228]

-

Corollary I of Prop. VI, the times of descent along these planes
will be equal Q . E . D.
An alternative proof is the following: Draw FS perpendicular

to
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to the horizontal line AS. Then, since the triangle CSF is

similar to the triangle DGC, we have SFrFC-GCCD; and
since the triangle CFG is similar to the triangle DCA, we
have FC:CG=CD:DA.LA c .<

'

Hence, ex czqudi, SF:
~~

CG=CG:DA. There-

fore CG is a mean pro-

portional between SF

andDA,whileDA:SF=
DA2

:CG
2
. Again since

the triangle ACD is sim-

ilar to the triangle CGF,
we have DADC=GC:
CF and, permutando,
DA:CG = DC:CF:also Fig. 63

DA2
:CG

2=DC2
:CF

2

.J3utjt has been shown that DA2

DAF. Therefore DC2
iCF

2

=DA:FS. Hence from the above

Prop. VII, since the heights DA and FS of the planes CD and

CF are to each other as the squares of the lengths of the planes,

it follows that the times of descent along these planes will be

equal.

THEOREM X, PROPOSITION X
The times of descent along inclined planes of the same

height, but of different slope, are to each other as the lengths

of these planes; and this is true whether the motion starts

from rest or whether it is preceded by a fall from a

constant height.

Let the paths of descent be alongABC andABD to the horizon-

tal planeDC so that the falls alongBD and BC are preceded by
the fall alongAB; then, I say, that the time of descent alongBD
is to the time of descent along BC as the length BD is to BC.

Draw the horizontal line AF and extend DB until it cuts this

[229]

line at F; let FE be a mean proportional between DF and FB;
draw EO parallel to DC; then AO will be a mean proportional

between CA and AB. If now we represent the time of fall along
AB
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AB by the length AB, then the time of descent along FB will be

represented by the distance FB; so also the time of fall through

the entire distance AC will be represented by the mean pro-

portional AO: and for the entire distance FD by FE. Hence

the time of fall along the remainder, BC, will be represented by
1 E BO, and that along the remainder, BD,w

by BE; but since BEiBO=BDJBC, it

follows, if we allow the bodies to fall

first along AB and FB, or, what is the

same thing, along the common stretch

AB, that the times of descent alongBD
and BC will be to each other as the

f M4C

lengthsBD andBC
But we have previously proven that

the time of descent, from rest at B, along
Fig. 64 BD is to the time alongBC in the ratio

which the length BD bears to BC. Hence the times of descent

along different planes of constant height are to each' other as the

lengths of these planes, whether the motion starts from rest or is

preceded by a fall from a constant height. Q. E. D.

THEOREM XI, PROPOSITION XI

If a plane be divided into any two parts and if motion along
it starts from rest, then the time of descent along the first

part is to the time of descent along the remainder TA
as the length of this first part is to the excess of a

mean proportional between this first part and the en-

tire length over this first part.
Let the fall take place, from rest at A, through the

entire distanceAB which is divided at any point C; also

letAF be a mean proportional between the entire length
BA and the first part AC; then CF will denote the excess

of themean proportionalFA over the first partAC. Now,
I say, the time of descent alongAC will be to the time of

subsequent fall through CB as the length AC is to CF. Fig. 65

This is evident, because the time along AC is to the time along
the entire distance AB as AC is to the mean proportional AF.

Therefore,
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Therefore, dividendo, the time along AC will be to the time

along the remainder CB as AC is to CF. If we agree to repre-
sent the time along AC by the length AC then the time along
CB will be represented by CF. q. E.'D.

. .

In case the motion is not along the straight lineACB but along
the broken lineACD to thehorizon-

tal line BDj and if from F we draw
the horizontal line FE, it mayb like

manner be proved that the time

alongAC is to the time along, the in-

clined line CD asAC is to CE. For

the time along AC is to the time

along CB as AC is to CF; but it

has already been shown that the

time along CB, after the fall through
Fi*- 66

the distance AC, is to the time along CD, after descent through
the same distance AC, as CB is to CD, or, as CF is to CE; there-

fore, ex agnail, the time along AC will be to the time along CD
as the lengthAC is to the length CE.

THEOREM XII, PROPOSITION XU
If a vertical plane and any inclined plane are limited by
two horizontals, and ifwe take mean proportionals between

the lengths of these planes and those portions of them
which lie between their point of intersection and the upper

horizontal, then the time of fall along the perpendicular
bears to the time required to traverse the upper part of the

perpendicular plus the time required to traverse the lower

part of the intersecting plane the same ratio which the

entire length of the vertical bears to a length which is the

sum of the mean proportional on .the vertical plus the

excess of the entire length of the inclined plane over its

mean proportional.

Let AF and CD be two horizontal planes limiting the vertical

plane AC and the inclined plane DF; let the two last-mentioned

planes intersect at B. LetAR be a mean proportional between

the
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the entire vertical AC and its upper part AB; and let FS be a

mean proportional between FD and its upper part FB. Then,

I say, the time of fall along the entire vertical path AC bears to

tKe time of fall along its upper portion AB plus the time of fall

r^ along the lower part of the inclined

plane, namely, BD, the same ratio

which the length AC bears to the

mean proportional on the vertical,

namely,AR, plus thelength SDwhich

is the excess of the entire plane DF
over its mean proportional FS.

Join the points R and S giving a

horizontal line RS. Now since the

time of fall through the entire dis-
Fi > 67 tance AC is to the time along the

portion AB as CA is to the mean proportional AR it follows

that, if we agree to represent the time of fall through AC by
the distance AC, the time of fall through the distance AB will

be represented byAR; and the time of descent through the re-

mainder, BC, wifl be represented byRC. But, if the time along
AC is taken to be equal to the length AC, then the time along
FD will be equal to the distance FD; and we may likewise infer

that the time of descent along BD, when preceded by a fall along
FB or AB, is numerically equal to the distance DS. Therefore

[231]

the time required to fall along the pathAC is equal toAR plus

RC; whilethe time of descent along thebroken lineABD will be

equal toAR plus SD. Q. E. D.

The same thing is true if, in place of a vertical plane, one
takes any other plane, as for instance NO; the method of proof
is also the same.

PROBLEM I, PROPOSITION XIII

Given a perpendicular line of limited length, it is required
to find a plane having a vertical height equal to the given
perpendicular and so inclined that a body, having fallen

from rest along the perpendicular, will make its descent

along
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along the inclined plane in the same time which it occu-

pied in falling through the given perpendicular.
Let AB denote the given perpendicular: prolong this line to

C making BC equal to AB, and draw the horizontal lines CE
andAG. It is required to draw a plane fromB to the horizontal

line CE such that after a body starting from rest at A has

fallen through the distance AB, it will complete its path along
this plane in an equal time. Lay offCD equal to BC, and draw
the line BD. Construct the lineBE equal to the sum ofBD and

DC; then, I say, BE is the required plane. Prolong EB till it

intersects the horizontal AG at G. Let GF be a mean pro-

portional between GE and GB; A ^
then EFJB=EGCF, and EP:

**

FB
2=EG2

:GF
2=EG:GB. But

EG is twiceGB ; hence the square
of EF is twice the square of FB;
so also is the square of DB twice

the square of BC. Consequently,

et pemvtando, EB>B+BC= D c

BF:BC. But EB=DB+BC; Fis- 68

hence BF=BC=BA. Ifwe agree that the length AB shall rep-
resent the time of fall along the line AB, then GB will represent
the time of descent along GB, and GF the time along the entire

distance GE; therefore BF will represent the time of descent

along the difference of these paths, namely, BE, after fall from

GorfromA. Q, E. F.

[232]

PROBLEM II, PROPOSITION XIV

Given an inclined plane and a perpendicular passing

through it, to find a length on the upper part of die per-

pendicular through which a body will fall from rest in the

same time which is required to traverse the inclined plane

after fall through the vertical distance just determined.

Let AC be the inclined plane and DB the perpendicular. ^

It is

required to find on the vertical AD a length which will be

traversed
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traversed by a body, falling from rest, in the same time which is

needed by the same body to traverse the plane AC after the

aforesaid fall. Draw the horizontal CB; lay off AE such that

BA + 2ACAC=ACAE, and lay off AR such that BA-AC=
EAAR, From R draw RX perpendicular to DB; then, I say,

X is the point sought. For since BA + 2ACAC=AC:AE, it

follows, dividendo, that BA+ACAC-CE'AE. And since

BAAC=EAAR, we have, comporumdo, BA+ACiAC-ER:
RA. But BA + AC:AC=CE:AE, hence CEA=ERRA=
sum of. the antecedents: sum of the consequents=CR:RE.

Thus RE is seen to be a mean propor-
tional between CR and RA. Moreover
since it has been assumed that BA:

j&AC=EAAR, and since by similar tri-

angles we have BA:AC=XAAR, it

follows that EAAR=XAAR. Hence
EA and XA are equal. But if we agree
that the time of fall through "RA shall

be represented by the length RA, then

the time of fall along RC will be repre-
sented by the length RE which is a

mean proportional betweenRA and RC;
Fig. 69 likewise AE will represent the time of

descent along AC after descent along RA or along AX. But
the time of fall through XA is represented by the length XA,
while RA represents the time through RA. But it has been
shown that XA and AE are equal. Q. E. F.

PROBLEM III, PROPOSITION XV
Given a vertical line and a plane inclined to it, it is re-

quired to find a length on the vertical line below its point
of intersection which will be traversed in the same time as

the inclined plane, each of these motions having been pre-
ceded by a fall thipugh the given vertical line.

LetAB represent the vertical line andBC the inclined plane; it

is required to find a length on the perpendicular below its point
of intersection, which after a all fromA will be traversed in the

same
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same time which is needed for BC after an identical fall from A.
Draw the horizontal AD, intersecting the prolongation of CB at

D; let DE be a mean proportional between CD and DB; lay
[
233]

off BF equal to BE; also let AG be a third proportional to BA
and AF. Then, I say, BG is the distance which a body, after

failing through AB, will traverse in the A i>

same time which is needed for the plane
BC after the same preliminary faH.

For if we assume that the time of fall

along AB is represented by AB, then

the time for DB will be represented by
DB. And since DE is a mean propor-
tional between BD and DC, this same

DE will represent the time of descent

along the entire distance DC while BE I

will represent the time required for the

difference of these paths, namely, BC,

provided in each case the fall is from

rest at D or at A. In like manner we

may infer that BF represents the time

of descent through the distance BG after the same preliminary

fall; but BF is equal to BE. Hence the problem is solved.

THEOREM XIII, PROPOSITION XVI

If a limited inclined plane and a limited vertical line are

drawn from the same point, and if the time required for a

body, starting from rest, to traverse each of these is the

same, then a body falling from any higher altitude will trav-

erse the inclined plane in less time than is required for the

vertical line.

Let EB be the vertical line and CE the inclined plane, both

starting froni the common point E, and both traversed in equal

times by a body starting from rest at E; extend the vertical

line upwards to any point A, from which falling bodies are

allowed to start. Then, I say that, after the fall throughAE, the

inclined plane EC will be traversed in less time than the per-

pendicular

ft

Fig. 70
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pendicular EB. Join CB, draw the horizontal AD, and
prolong

CE backwards until it meets the latter in D; let DF be a mean

proportional between CD and DE while AG is made a mean

proportional between BA and AE. Draw FG and DG; then

[234]

since the times of descent along EC and EB, starting from rest

at E, are equal, it follows, according to Corollary II of Proposi-

D tion VI that the angle at C isa

right angle; but the angle atA>7

yy is also a right angle and the/ / angles at the vertex E are/ / equal; hence the trianglesAED
/ and CEB are equiangular and
/ the sides about the equal angles
/ are proportional; hence BE:

' EC = DE : EA. Consequently
the redlangle BE.EA is equal
to the redlangle CE.ED; and
since the redlangle CDX)E ex-

ceeds the redlangle CE.ED by
the square of ED, and since the

redlangle BAAE exceeds the

redlangle BE.EA by the square
of EA, it follows that the excess

of the redlangle CD.DE over
the redlangle BAj\E, or what
is the same thing, the excess of

the square of FD over the

, rTx square of AG, will be equal to
the excess of the square ofDE over the square of AE, which ex-
cess

is_egual to the square of AD. Therefore ED2
="GA

2 +
AD2=GD2

. HenceDF is equal to DG, and the angle DGF
is equal to the angleDFG while the angleEGF is less than the
aagle EFG, and the opposite side EF is less than the opposite
side EG. If now we agree to represent the time of fall through

i~ l^^8^AE^611 the time alongDE will be represented
byDJi. And sinceAG is a mean proportional between BA and

AE,

Fig. 71
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AE, it follows thatAG will represent the time of fall through the

total distance AB, and the differenceEG will represent the time

of fall, from rest at A, through the difference of path EB.
In like manner EF represents the time of descent along EC,

starting from rest atD or ailing fromrest-atA. But it has been
shown thatEF is less than EG; hence follows the theorem.

COROLLARY

From this and the preceding proposition, it is dear that the

vertical distance covered by a freely falling body, after a pre-

liminary fall, and during the time-interval required to traverse

an inclined plane, is greater than the length of the inclined

plane, but less than the distance traversed on the inclined

plane during an equal time, without any preliminary fall. For

since we have just shown that bodies falling from an elevated

point A will traverse the plane EC in Fig. 71 in a shorter time

than the vertical EB, it is evident that the distance along EB
which will be traversed during a time equal to that of descent

along EC will be less than the whole of EB. But now in order

to show that this vertical distance is greater than the length of

the inclined plane EC, we reproduce

Fig. 70 of the preceding theorem in

which the vertical length BG is trav-

ersed in the same time as BC after a

preliminary fall through AB. That

BG is greater than BC is shown as

follows: since BE and FB are equal

[235] x^
while BA is less than BD, it Mows c

that FB will bear toBA a greater ratio

than EB bears to BD; and, compon-

endo, FA will bear to BA a greater

ratio than ED to DB; but FAAB = <*

GFJFB (since AF is a mean propor- Fig- 7*

tional between BA and AG) and in like manner ED:BD = CE :

EB. Hence GB bears to BF a greater ratio than CB bears to

BE; therefore GB is greater than BC.
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PROBLEM IV, PROPOSITION XVII

Given a vertical line and an inclined plane, it is required

to lay off a distance along the given planewhich willbe trav-

ersed by a body, after fall along the perpendicular, in the

same time-interval which is needed for this body to fall

from rest through the given perpendicular.

Let AB be the vertical line and BE the inclined plane. The

problem is to determine on BE a distance such that a body,

X p after falling through AB, will traverse it

in a time equal to that required to traverse

the perpendicular AB itself, starting from

rest.

Draw the horizontalAD and extend the

plane until it meets this line in D. Lay
off FB equal to BA; and choose the point
E such that BD:FD=DF:DE. Then, I

say, the time of descent along BE, after

fall throughAB, is equal to the time of fall,

Fig. 73 from rest at A, through AB. For, if we
assume that the length'AB represents the time of fall through
AB, then the time of fall throughDB will be represented by the

time DB; and since BD:FD =DF>E, it follows that DF will

represent the time of descent along the entire plane DE while

BF represents the time through the portion BE starting from
rest at D; but the time of descent along BE after the prelimi-

nary descent along DB is the same as that after a preliminary
fall through AB. Hence the time of descent along BE after AB
will be BF which of course is equal to the time of fall through
AB from rest at A/ Q. E. F.

[236]

PROBLEM V, PROPOSITION XVIII

Given the distance through which a body will fall vertically
from rest during a given time-interval, and given also a
smaller time-interval, it is required to locate another [equal]

vertical
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vertical distance which the body will traverse during this

given smaller time-interval

Let the vertical line be drawn through A, and on this line lay
off the distance AB which is traversed by a body falling from
rest at A, during a time which may also be

represented by AB. Draw the horizontal

line CBE, and on it lay off BC to represent
lie given interval of time which is shorter^^ B

[

than AB. It is required to locate, in the

perpendicular above mentioned, a distance

which is equal to AB and which will be de-

scribed in a time equal to BC. Join the points
A and C; then, since BCXBA, it follows that

the angle BAC<angle BCA. Construct the

angle CAE equal to BCA and let E be the

pointwhereAE intersedls the horizontal line;

draw ED at right angles to AE, cutting the

vertical atD; layoffDF equal toBA; Tien,
I say, that FD is that portion of the vertical F& 74

which a body starting from rest atA will traverse during the as-

signed time-interval BC. For, if in the right-angled triangle
AED a perpendicular be drawn from the right-angle atE to the

opposite side AD, then AE will be a mean proportional between

DA and AB while BE will be a mean proportional betweenBD
and BA, or between FA and AB (seeing that FA is equal to

DB) ;
and since it has been agreed to represent the time of fall

throughAB by the distanceAB, it follows that AE, or EC, will

represent the time of fall through the entire distance AD, while

EB will represent the time through AF. Consequently the re-

mainder BC will represent the time of fall through the remain-

ing distance FD. Q. E. F.

[237]

PROBLEM VI, PROPOSITIONXK
Given the distance through which a body falls in a vertical

line from rest and given also the time of fall, it is required

to find the time in which the same body will, later, traverse

an
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an equal distance chosen anywhere in the same vertical

line.

On tie vertical lineAB, lay offAC equal to the distance fallen

from rest at A, also locate at random an equal distance DB.

A Let the time of fall through AC be

represented by the length AC. It is

required to find the time necessary

( to traverse DB after fall from rest

at A. About the entire length AB
describe the semicircle AEB; from

C draw CE perpendicular to AB;
join the points A and E; the line

AE will be longer than EC; lay off

,

EF equal to EC. Then, I say, the

differenceFA will represent the time

required for fall through DB. For
1

sinceAE is a mean proportional be-

tween BA andAC and sinceAC rep-
resents the time of fall through AC,
it follows that AE will represent
the time through the entire distance

AB. And since CE is a mean pro-

portional between DA and AC (see-

ing that DA=BC) it follows that
Fi&* 75 CE, that is, EF, will represent the

time of fall throughAD. Hence the differenceAFwfll represent
the time of fall through the difference DB. Q. E. D.

COROLLARY

Hence it is inferred that if the time of fall from rest through
any given distance is represented by that distance itself, then
the time of fall, after the given distance has been increased by a
certain amount, will be represented by the excess of the mean
proportional between the increased distance and the original
distance over the mean proportional between the original dis-

tance and the increment. Thus, for instance, if we agree that

AB
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AB represents the time of fall, from rest at A, though the dis-

tance AB, and that AS is the increment, the time required to

traverseAB, after fall through SA, will be the excess of the
mean proportional between SB and BA over the mean

proportional betweenBA and AS.

PROBLEM VII, PROPOSITIONXX
Given any distance whatever and a portion of it laid

off from the point at which motion begins, it is re-

quired to find another portion which lies at the other

end of the distance andwhich is traversed in the same
B

time as the first given portion.

Let the given distance be CB and let CD be that part of it
- 'C which is laid off from the beginning of motion. It is

required to find another part, at the end B, which is

traversed in the same time as the assigned portion
CD. Let BA be a mean proportional between BC
and CD; also let CE be a third proportional to BC
and CA. Then, I say, EB will be the distance which,

r]&
after faU from C, will be traversed in the same time

as CD itself. For if we agree that CB shall repre-
sent the time through the entire distance CB, then BA
(which, of course, is a mean proportional between BC
and CD) will represent the time along CD; and since

CA is a mean proportional between BC and CE, it fol-

lows that CA will be the time through CE; but the

total length CB represents the time through the total

distance CB. Therefore the difference BA will be the

Fig- 77 time along the difference of distances, EB, after falling

from C; but this same BA was the time of fall through CD.

Consequently the distances CD andEB are traversed, from rest

at A, in equal times. Q. E. F.

THEOREM XIV, PROPOSITION XXI

If, on the path of a body falling vertically from rest, oiie

lays off a portion which is traversed in any time you please

and
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and whose upper terminus coincides with the point where

the motion begins, and if this fall is Mowed by a motion

defledted along any inclined plane, then the space traversed

along the inclined plane, during
a time-interval equal to that

occupied in the previous vertical fall, will be greater than

twice, and less than three times, the length of the vertical

fall.

LetAB be a vertical line drawn downwards from the horizon-

tal line AE, and let it represent the path of a body falling from

rest at A; choose any portion AC of this path. Through C
draw any inclined plane, CG, along which the motion is con-

tinued after fall through AC Then, I say, that the distance

[239]

traversed along this plane CG, during the time-interval equal

to that of the fall through AC, is more than twice, but less

than three times, this same

distanceAC. Let us lay off

CF equal to AC, and ex-

tend the pkne GC until it

meets the horizontal in E;
choose G such that CE:
EF=EFG. If now we
assume that the time of

fall alongAC is represented

by the length AC, then CE
will represent the time of

descent along CE, while

CF, or CA, will represent
the time of descent along

CG. It now remains to be shown that the distance CG is more
than twice, and less than three times, the distance CA itself.

Since CEEF-EFrEG, it follows that CEF=CFJG; but

EC<EF; therefore CF will be less than FG and GC will be
more than twice FC, orAC Again since FE<2EC (for EC is

greater than CA, or CF), we have GF less than twice FC, and
also GC less than three times CF, or CA. Q. E. D.

This propositionmay be stated in a more general form; since

what
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what has been proven for the case of a vertical and inclined

plane holds equally well in the case of motion along a plane of

any inclination followed by motion along any plane of less

steepness, as can be seen from the adjoining figure. The method
of proof is the same.

[240]

PROBLEM VIII, PROPOSITION XXII

Given two unequal time-intervals, also the distance through
which a body will fall along a vertical line, fix>m rest, during
the shorter of these intervals, it is required to pass through
the highest point of this vertical line a plane so inclined

that the time of descent along it will be equal to the longer
of the given intervals.

Let A represent the longer and B the shorter of the two un-

equal time-intervals, also let CD represent the length ot the

Fig. 79

vertical fall, from rest, during the time B. It is required to pass

through the point C aplane of such aslope that it will be trav-

ersed in the time A.

Draw .from the point C to the horizontal a line CX of such a

length that B^=CDX. It is clear that CX is the plane

along which a body will descend in the given time A. For it

has been shown that the time of descent along an inclined plane

bears to the time of fall through its vertical height the same

ratio which the length of the plane bears to its vertical height.

Therefore the time along CX is to the time along CD as the

length CX is to the length CD, that is, as the time-intervalA is
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to the time-interval B : but B is the time required to traverse the

vertical distance, CD, starting from rest; thereforeA is the time

required for descent along the plane CX.

PROBLEM IX, PROPOSITION XXIII

Given the time employed by a body in falling through a cer-

tain distance along a vertical line, it is required to pass

through the lower terminus of this vertical fall, a plane so

inclined that this body will, after its vertical fall, traverse

on this plane, during a time-interval equal to that of the

vertical fall, a distance equal to any assigned distance, pro-

[241]

vided this assigned distance is more than twice and less than
three times, the vertical fall.

Let AS be any vertical line, and let AC denote both the

length of the vertical fall, from rest at A, and also the time

required for this fall. Let
IR be a distance more than
twice and less than three

times, AC. It is required
to pass a plane through the

point C so inclined that a

body, after fall throughAC,
will, during the time AC,
traverse a distance equal to

IR. LayoffRNandNM
each equal to AC. Through

the point C, draw a planeCE meeting the horizontal, AE, at such
a point that IM:MN=AC:CE. Extend the plane to 0, and
lay off CF, FG and GO equal to RN, NM, andMI respectively.

Then, I say, the time along the inclined plane CO, after fall

through AC, is equal to the time of fall, from rest at A, through
AC. For since OGCF=FCE, it follows, componendo,
that OF:FG=OF-JC=FEEC, and since an antecedent is

to its consequent as the sum of the antecedents is to the sum of
the consequents, we have OEF=EFC. Thus EF is a
mean proportional between OE and EC. Having agreed to

represent

S
- 80
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represent the time of fall throughAC by the lengthAC it follows

thatEC will represent the time along EC, and EF the time along
the entire distance EO, while the difference CF will represent the

time along the difference CO; but CF=CA; therefore the

problem is solved. For the time CA is the time of fall, from rest

at A, through CA while CF (which is equal to CA) is the time

required to traverse CO after descent along EC or after fall

through AC. Q. E. F.

It is to be remarked also that the same solution holds if the

antecedent motion takes place, not along a vertical, but along an
inclined plane. This case is illustrated in the following figure
where the antecedent motion is along the inclined plane AS

[242]

underneath the horizontal AE. The proof is identical with the

preceding.

SCHOLIUM

On careful attention, it will be dear that, the nearer the given
line IR approaches to three times the length AC, the nearer the

I M N R

inclined plane, CO, along which the second motion takes

place, approaches the perpendicular along which the space

traversed, during the time AC, will be three times the distance

AC. For if IR be taken nearly equal to three times AC, then

IM will be almost equal to MN; and since, by construction,

IM:
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IMtMN =AC:CE, it follows that CE is but little greater than

CA: consequently the point E will lie near the point A, and the

lines CO and CS, forming a very acute angle, will almost coin-

cide. But, on the other hand, if the given line, IR, be only the

least bit longer than twice AC, the line IM will be veiy short;

horn which it follows that AC will be very small in comparison
with CE which is now so long that it almost coincides with the

horizontal line drawn through C. Hence we can infer that, if,

after descent along the inclined planeAC of the adjoining figure,

the motion is continued along a horizontal line, such as CT, the

distance traversed by a body, during a time equal to the time

of fall through AC, will be exactly twice the distance AC. The

argument here employed is the same as the preceding. For it is

clear, since OEF=EFC, that FC measures the time of

descent along CO. But, if the horizontal line TC which is twice

as long as CA, be divided into two equal parts at V then this

line must be extended indefinitely in the direction of X before

it will intersedl the line AE produced; and accordingly the

ratio of the infinite length TX to the infinite length VX is the

same as the ratio of the infinite distance VX to the infinite

distance CX.
The same result may be obtained by another method of ap-

proach, namely, by returning to the same line of argument which
was employed in the proof of the first proposition. Let us

[243]

consider the triangle ABC, which, by lines drawn parallel to its

base, represents for us a velocity increasing in proportion to the

time; if these lines are infinite in number, just as the points in

the line AC are infinite or as the number of instants in any
interval of time is infinite, they will form the area of the triangle.
Let us now suppose that the maximum velocity attained that,

represented by the line BC to be continued, without accelera-

tion and at constant value through another interval of time equal
to the first. From these velocities will be built up, in a similar

manner, the area of the parallelogram ADBC, which is twice
that of the triangle ABC; accordingly the distance traversed
with these velocities during any given interval of time will be

twice
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twice that traversed with the velocities represented by the

triangle during an equal interval of time. But along a horizontal

plane the motion is uniform since here it experiences neither

acceleration nor retardation; therefore we con-j> (

dude that the distanceCD traversed duringatime-

interval equal to AC is twice the distance AC;
for the latter is covered by a motion, starting
from rest and increasing in speed in proportion
to the parallel lines in the triangle, while the

former is traversed by a motion represented by
the parallel lines of the parallelogram which,

being also infinite in number, yield an area twice

that of the triangle. Fig. 82

Furthermore we may remark that any velocity once imparted
to a moving body will be rigidly maintained as long as the

external causes of acceleration or retardation are removed, a

condition which is found only on horizontal planes; for in the

case of planes which slope downwards there is already present a

cause of acceleration, while on planes sloping upward there is

retardation; from this it follows that motion along a horizontal

plane is perpetual; for, if the velocity be uniform, it cannot be

diminished or slackened, much less destroyed. Further, al-

though any velocity which a body may have acquired through
natural fall is permanently maintained so far as its own nature

[suapte natura] is concerned, yet it must be remembered that if,

after descent along a plane inclined downwards, the body is

deflected to a plane inclined upward, there is already existing in

this latter plane a cause of retardation; for in any such plane

this same body is subjeft to a natural acceleration downwards.

Accordingly we have here the superposition of two different

states, namely, the velocity acquired during the preceding fall

which if acting alone would carry the body at a uniform rate to

infinity, and die velocity which results from a natural accelera-

tion downwards common to all bodies. It seems altogether

reasonable, therefore, if we wish to trace the future history of a

body which has descended along some inclined plane and has

been defiedled along some plane inclined upwards, for us to

assume
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assume that the maximum speed acquired during descent is

permanently maintained during the ascent. In the ascent,

however, there supervenes a natural inclination downwards,

namely, a motion which, starting from rest, is accelerated at the

[244]

usual rate. If perhaps this discussion is a little obseure, the

following figure will help to make it dearer.

Let us suppose that the descent has been made along the

downward sloping plane AB, from which the body is deflected

so as to rcontinue its motion along the upward sloping plane

BC; and first let these planes be of equal length and placed so as

to make equal angles with the horizontal line GH. Now it is

well known that a body, starting from rest at A, and descending

along AB, acquires a speed which is proportional to the time,

j^
which is a maximum

c F
at B, and which is

maintained by the

body so long as all

causes of fresh ac-

celerationor retarda-

tion are removed;
the acceleration to

which I refer is that to which the body would be subjeft
if its motion were continued along the plane AB extended,
while the retardation is that which the body would encounter
if its motion were defledled along the plane BC inclined up-
wards; but, upon the horizontal plane GH, the body would
maintain a uniform velocity equal to that which it had ac-

quired at B after fall from A; moreover this velocity is such

that, during an interval of time equal to the time of descent

through AB, the body will traverse a horizontal distance equal
to twice AB. Now let us imagine this same body to move with

the^same uniform speed along the plane BC so that here also

during a time-interval equal to that of descent along AB, it will

traverse along BC extended a distance twice AB; but let us

suppose that, at the very instant the body begins its ascent it is

subjected, by its very nature, to the same influences which

surrounded
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surrounded it during its descent from A along AB, namely, it

descends from rest under the same acceleration as that which was
effective in AB, and it traverses, during an equal interval of

time, the same distance along this second plane as it did along
AB

;^it
is clear that, by thus superposingupon the body a uniform

motion of ascent and an accelerated motion of descent, it will be
carried along the planeBC as far as the point C where these two
velocities become equal.

If now we assume any two points D and E, equally distant

from the vertex B, we may then infer that the descent along
BD takes place in the same time as the ascent along BE. Draw
DF parallel to BC; we know that, after descent along AD, the

body will ascend along DF; or, if, on reaching D, the body is

carried along the horizontal DE, it will reach E with the same
momentum [impetus] with which it left D; hence from E the

body will ascend as far as C, proving that the velocity at E is

the same as that at D.

From this we may logically infer that a body which descends

along any inclined plane and continues its motion along a plane
inclined upwards will, on account of the momentum acquired,
ascend to an equal height above the horizontal; so that if the

descent is along
AB the body will-
be carried up the

plane BC as far as

the horizontal line

ACD: and this is

true whether the
.

B

inclinations of the ** 8*

planes are the same or different, as in the case of the planes

AB and BD. But by a previous postulate [p. 184] the speeds

acquired by fall along variously inclined planes having the

same vertical height are the same. If therefore the planes

EB and BD have the same slope, the descent along EB will

be able to drive the body along BD as far as D; and since

this propulsion comes from the speed acquired on reaching
the
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the point B, it follows that this speed at B is the same whether

the body has made its descent alongAB or EB. Evidently then

the body will be carried up BD whether the descent has been

made along AB or along EB. The time of ascent along BD is

however greater than that along BC, just as the descent along
EB occupies more time than that along AB; moreover it has

been demonstrated that the ratio between the lengths of these

times is the same as that between the lengths of the planes. We
must next discover what ratio exists between the distances

traversed in equal times along planes of different slope, but of

the same elevation, that is, along planes which are included

between the same parallel horizontal lines. This is done as

follows:

THEOREM XV, PROPOSITION XXIV
Given two parallel horizontal planes and a vertical line con-

necting them; given also an inclined plane passing through
the lower extremity of this vertical line; then, if a body fall

freely along the vertical line and have its motion reflected

along the inclined plane, the distance which it will traverse

along this plane, during a time equal to that of the verti-

cal fall, is greater than once but less than twice the vertical

line.

Let BC and HG be the two horizontal planes, connected by
the perpendicular AE; also let EB represent the inclined plane

B AC

H EG
Fig. 85

along; which the motion takes place after the body has fallen

along AE and has been reflected from E towards B. Then, I

say, that, during a time equal to that of fall along AE, the body
prill ascend the inclined plane through a distance which is

greater
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greater than AE but less than twice AE. Lay off ED equal to

AE and choose F so that EBJ3D=BD:BF. First we shall

[246]

show that F is the point to which the moving body will be
carried after reflection from E towards B during a time equal to

that of fall along AE; and next we shall show that the distance

EF is greater thanEA but less than twice that quantity.
Let us agree to represent the time of fall along AE by the

length AE, then the time of descent along BE, or what is the

same thing, ascent alongEB will be represented by the distance

EB.

Now, since DB is a mean proportional between EB and BF,
and since BE is the time of descent for the entire distance BE,
it follows thatBD will be the time of descent through BF, while

the remainderDE will be the time of descent along the remainder

FE. But the time of descent along the fall from rest at B is the

same as the time of ascent from E to F after reflection front E
with the speed acquired during fall either through AE or BE.
Therefore DE represents the time occupied by the body in

passing from E to F, after fall from A to E and after nefledion

along EB. But by construction ED is equal to AE. This

concludes the first part of our demonstration.

Now since the whole of EB is to the whole of BD as the

portion DB is to the portion BF, we have the whole of EB is

to the whole of BD as the remainder ED is to the remainder

DF; but EB>BD and hence ED>DF, and EF is less than

twice DE or AE. Q. E. D.

The same is true when the initial motion occurs, not along a

perpendicular, but upon an inclined plane: the proof is also the

same provided the upward sloping plane is less steep, i. e., longer,

than the downward sloping plane.

THEOREM XVI, PROPOSITION XXV
If descent along any inclined plane is followed by motion

along a horizontal plane, the time of descent along the in-

clined plane bears to the time required to traverse any as-

signed length of the horizontal plane the same ratio which

twice
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twice the length of the inclined plane bears to the given

horizontal length.

Let CB be any horizontal line and AB an inclined
plane;^after

descent along AB let the motion continue through the assigned

A horizontal distance BD. Then,
I say, the time of descent along
AB bears to the time spent in

, traversing BD the same ratio

2 < SZ which twice AB bears to BD.
Fig- 86 For? lay off BC equal to twice

AB then it follows, from a previous proposition, that the time of

descent along AB is equal to the time required to traverse BC;
but the time along BC is- to the time along DB as the length
CB is to the length BD. Hence the time of descent along AB

is to the time along BD as twice the distance AB is to the dis-

tance BD. Q. E. b.

PROBLEM X, PROPOSITION XXVI
Given a vertical height jbining two horizontal parallel lines;

given also a distance greater than once and less than twice

this vertical height, it is required to pass through the foot

of the given perpendicular an inclined plane such that, after

fall through the given vertical height, a body whose mo-
tion is defledled along the plane will traverse the assigned
distance in a time equal to the time of vertical fall.

Let AB be the vertical distance separating two parallel
horizontal linesAO and BC; also let FE be greater than once and
less than twice BA. The problem is to pass a plane through B,

extending to the upper horizontal liney and such that a body,
after having fallen from A to B, will, if its motion be deflected

along the inclined plane, traverse a distance equal to EF in a
time equal to that of fall along AB. Lay off ED equal to AB;
then the remainder DF will be less than AB since the entire

length EF is less than twice this quantity; also lay off DI equal
to DF, and choose the point X such that EI:ID=DF:FX;
from B, draw the plane BO equal in length to EX. Then, I say,

that
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that the plane BO is the one along which, after fall through AB,
a body will traverse the assigned distance FE in a time equal tc

the time of fall through AB. Lay off BR and RS equal to ED
and DF respectively; then since EI:ED=DF:FX, we have,

componendo, EDDI=DXXF=ED)F=EXXD=BOOR =

A

x F D IE

Fig. 87

RO:OS. If we represent the time of fall along AB by the

length AB, then OB will represent die time of descent along

[248]

OB, and RO will stand for the time along OS, while the re-

mainderBR will represent the time required for a body starting

from rest at to traverse the remaining distance SB. But the

time of descent along SB starting from rest at is equal to the

time of ascent from B to S after fall through AB. Hence BO is

that plane, passing through B, along which a body, after fall

through AB, will traverse the distance BS, equal to the assigned
distance EF, in the time-interval BR or BA. Q. E. F.

THEOREM XVII, PROPOSITION XXVII

If a body descends along two inclined planes of different

lengths but of the same vertical height, the distance which

it will traverse, in the lower part of the longer plane, during

a time-interval equal to that of descent over the shorter

plane, is equal to the length of the shorter plane plus a

portion of it to which the shorter plane bears the same

ratio which the longer plane bears to the excess of the

longer over the shorter plane.

Let AC be the longer plane, AB, the shorter, and AD the

common elevation; on the lower part of AC lay off CE equal
to
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than AB, as in the second. It must be
shown^that

the time

required to traverse the distance EB plus BC is greater than

that required for AB plus BC. Let us agree that the length

AB shall represent the time along AB, then the time occupied in

traversing the horizontal portion BC will also be AB, seeing

that BC=2AB; consequently the time required for both AB
and BC will be twice AB, Choose the point such that EB:

BO =BOdBA, then BO will represent the time of fall through
EB. Again lay off the horizontal distance BD equal to twice

BE; whence it is clear that BO represents the time along BD
after fall through EB. Seledl a point N such that DB :BC -

EB:BA=OB:BN. Now since the horizontal motion is uni-

form and since OB is the time occupied in traversing BD, after

fall from E, it follows that NB will be the time along BC after

fall through the same height EB. Hence it is clear thatOB plus

BN represents the time of traversing EB plus BC; and, since

twice BA is the time alongAB plus BC, it remains to be shown

thatOB+BN>zBA.

_But since EBJBO=BO:BA, it Mows that EBJBA^OF2

:

BA 2

. Moreover sinceEB :BA =OB :BN itMows thatOB :BN -

OB
2M2

. But OBN=(OBBA)(BAN), and therefore

ABJBN=OB JBA, that is, BA is a mean proportional between

BO and BN. Consequently OB+BN>2BA. Q. E. D.

THEOREM XIX, PROPOSITIONXXX
A perpendicular is let fall from any point in a horizontal

line; it is required to pass through any other point in this

same horizontal line a plane which shall cut the perpendicu-
lar and alongwhich a body will descend to the perpendicular
in the shortest possible time. Such a plane will cut from the

perpendicular a portion equal to the distance of die as-

sumed point in the horizontal from the upper end of the

perpendicular.
LetAC be any horizontal line andB any point in it fromwhich

is dropped the vertical line BD. Choose any point C in the

horizontal line and lay off, on the vertical, the distance BE
equal
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equal to BC; join C and E. Then, I say, that of all inclined

planes that can be passed through C, cutting the perpendicular,
CE is that one along which the descent to the perpendicular is

accomplished in the shortest time. For, draw the plane CF
cutting the vertical above E, and

the plane CG cutting the vertical

below E; and draw IK, a parallel,

vertical line, touching at C a cir-

cle described with BC as radius.

LetEK be drawn parallel to CF,
and extended to meet the tan-

gent, after cutting the circle at L.

Now it is clear that the time of

fall alongLE is equal to the time

along CE; but the time along
KE is greater than along LE;
therefore the time along KE is

greater than along CE. But the

time along KE is equal to the

time along CF, since they have

the same length and the same

slope; and, in like manner, it fol-

lows that the planes CG and IE,

having the same length and the Fig. 91

same slope, will be traversed in equal times. Also, since HE<
IE, the time along HE will be less than the time along IE.

Therefore also the time along CE (equal to the time along HE),
will be shorter than the time along IE.

'

Q. E. D.

THEOREM XX, PROPOSITION XXXE

If a straight line is inclined at any angle to the horizontal

and if, from any assigned point in the horizontal, a plane of

quickest descent is to be drawn to the inclined line, that

plane will be the one which bise<fls the angle contained

between two lines drawn from the given point, one per-

pendicular
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pendicular to the horizontal line, the other perpendicular

to the inclined line.
, , .

Let CD be a line inclined at any angle to the horizontal AB;

and from any assigned point A in the horizontal draw AC per-

pendicular to AB, and AE perpendicular to CD; draw FA so

as to bisedt the angle CAE. Then, I say, that of all the planes

which can be drawn through the point A, cutting the line CD
at any points whatsoever

AF is the one of quickest

descent [in quo tempore

omnium brevissimo fiat de-

scensus]. Draw FG par-

allel to AE; the alternate

0&' angles GFA and FAE will

be equal; also the angle
EAF is equal to the angle
FAG. Therefore the sides

GF and GA of the triangle

FGA are equal. Accord-

ingly ifwe describe a circle

aboutG as center, withGA

Fig. 92
as radius, this circle will

pass through the point F,

and will touch the horizontal at the point A and the inclined

line at F; forGFC is a right angle, since GF and AE are parallel.

It is clear therefore that all lines drawn from A to the inclined

line, with the single exception of FA, will extend beyond the

circumference of the circle, thus requiring more time to traverse

any of them than is needed for FA. Q. E. D.

LEMMA
If two circles one lying within the other are in contadl,
and if any straight line be drawn tangent to the inner

circle, cutting the outer circle, and if three lines be drawn
from the point at which the circles are in contaft to three

points on the tangential straight line, namely, the point of

tangency on the inner circle and the two points where the

straight
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straight line extended cuts the outer circle, then these three

lines will contain equal angles at the point of contadL

Let the two circles touch each other at die point A, the center

of the smaller being at B, the center of the larger at C. Draw

Fig. 93

the straight line FG touching the inner circle at H, and cutting
the outer at the points F and G; also draw the three lines AF,
AH, and AG. Then, I say, the angles contained by these lines,

FAH and GAH, are equal. Pro-

long AH to the circumference at

I; from the centers of the circles,

draw BH and Q; join the centers

B and C and extend the line until

it reaches the point of contact at

A and cuts the circles at the

points and N. But now the

lines BH an4 CI are parallel, be-

cause the angles ICN and HBO
are equal, each being twice the

angle IAN. And sinceBH, drawn
from the center to the point of

contaA is perpendicular to FG, it follows that CI will also be

perpendicular to FG and that the arc FI is equal to the arc IG;

consequently the angle FAI is equal to the angle IAG. Q* E. D.

THEOREM XXI, PROPOSITION XXXII

If in a horizontal line any two points are chosen and if

through one of these points a line be drawn inclined towards

the other, and if from this other point a straight line is

drawn to the inclined line in such a direction that it cuts

off from the inclined line a portion equal to the distance

between lite two chosen points on the horizontal line, then

the time of descent along the line so drawn is less than along

any other straight line drawn from the same point to the

same inclined fine. Along other lines which make equal

angles on opposite sides of this line, the times of descent are

the same.
Let
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Let A and B be any two points on a horizontal line: through

B draw an inclined straight line BC, and from B lay off a dis-

tance BD equal to BA; join the points A and D. Then, I say,

the time of descent along AD is less than along any other line

drawn fromA to the inclined line BC. From the point A draw

AE perpendicular to BA; and from the point D draw DE per-

pendicular to BD, intersecting AE at E. Since in the isosceles

triangle ABD, we have the

-angles BAD and BDA equal,

[254]

their complements DAE and

EDA are equal. Hence
if,

with E as center and EA as

radius, we describe a circle it

will pass through D and will

touch the lines BA and BD
at the points A and D. Now
sinceA is the end of the verti-

cal line AE, the descent along
AD will occupy less time than

along any other line drawn

from the extremity A to the line BC and extending beyond the

circumference of the circle; which concludes the first part of the

proposition.

If however, we prolong the perpendicular line AE, and choose

any point F upon it, about which as center, we describe a circle

of radius FA, this circle, AGC, will cut the tangent line in the

points G and C. Draw the lines AG and AC which will accord-

ing to the preceding lemma, deviate by equal angles from the

median line AD. The time of descent along either of these

lines is the same, since they start from the highest point A, and

terminate on the circumference of the circle AGC.

PROBLEM XII, PROPOSITION XXXIII
Given a limited vertical line and an inclined plane of equal

height, having a common upper terminal; it is required
to find a point on the vertical line, extended upwards, from

which
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which a body will fall and, when defleded along the inclined

plane, will traverse it in the same time-interval which is

required for fall, from rest, through the given vertical height,
Let AB be the given limited vertical line and AC an in-

clined plane having the same altitude. It'is required to find on
the vertical BA, extended above A, a point froin which a falling

body will traverse the distance AC in the same time which is

spent in falling, from rest at A, through the given vertical line

AB. Draw the line DCE at right angles toAC, and lay off CD
equal to AB; also join the points A and D; then the angleADC
will be greater than the angle CAD, since the side CA is greater
than eitherAB or CD. Make the angleDAE equal to the angle

f<v ml ll

ADE, and draw EF perpendicular to AE; then EF will cut the

inclined plane, ex-

tended both ways, at

F. Lay off AI and

AG each equal toCF;
through G draw the

horizontal line GH.

Then, I say, His the

point sought.

For, if we agree to

let the length AB
represent the time of

fall along the verti-

cal AB, thenAC will

likewise representthe

time of descent from

rest at A, along AC; Fig. 95

and since, in the right-angled triangleAEF, the lineEChas been

drawn from the right angle atE perpendicular to the base AF, it

follows thatAE willbe amean proportional betweenFA andAC,
while CE will be a mean proportional betweenAC and CF, that

is between CA and AI. Now, since AC represents the time of

descent from A along AC, it follows that AE will be the time

along the entire distance AF, and EC the time along AI. But
since
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since in the isosceles triangle AED the side EA is equal to the

side ED it follows that ED will represent the time of fall along

AF, while EC is the time of fall along AI. Therefore CD, that

is AB, will represent the time of fall, fromjest
at A, along IF;

which is the same as saying thatAB is the time of fall, fromG or

from H, along AC. E. F.

PROBLEM XIII, PROPOSITION XXXIV

Given a limited inclined plane and a vertical line having
their highest point in common, it is required to find a

point in the vertical line extended such that a body will

fall from it and then traverse the inclined plane in the same

time which is required to traverse the inclined plane alone

starting from rest at the top of said plane.

Let AC and AB be an inclined plane and a vertical line

respectively, having a common highest point at A. It is re-

quired to find a point in the vertical line, above A, such that a

body, falling from it and afterwards having its motion directed

along AB, will traverse both the assigned part of the vertical

[256]

line and the plane AB in the same time which is required for

the plane AB alone, starting from rest at A. Draw BC a hori-

zontal line and lay off AN equal to AC; choose the point L so

that AB:BN =AL:LC, and lay off AI equal to AL; choose the

point E such that CE, laid off on the vertical AC produced, will

be a third proportional to AC and BI. Then, I say, CE is the

distance sought; so that, if the vertical line is extended above
A and if a portionAX is laid off equal to CE, then a body falling

from X will traverse both the distances, XA and AB, in the

same time as that required, when starting from A, to traverse

AB alone.

Draw XR parallel to BC and intersecting BA produced in

R; next draw ED parallel to BC and meeting BA produced in

D; on AD as diameter describe a semicircle; from B draw BF
perpendicular to AD, and prolong it till it meets the circum-

ference of the circle; evidently FB is a mean proportional
between AB and BD, while FA is a mean proportional between

DA
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DAandAB. Take BS equal to BI and FH equal to FB. Now
since ABD=ACE and since BF is a mean proportional

[2S71

:BIisbetween AB and BD, while BI is a mean proportional between

AC and CE, it follows that BA:AOFB:BS, and since BA:
AC=BA:BN=FB:BS we shall have, cowertendo, BF:FS =
AB :BN =AL-1C. Consequently the redangle formed by FB

Fig. 96

and CL is equal to the redangle whose sides are AL and SF;

moreover, this reftangle AL.SF is the excess of the re<5langle

AL.FB,orAI.BF,overthereaangleAIJS,orAI.IB.
Butthe

redangle FB.LC is the excess of the redtangle ACJ8F over the

redlangle AL.BF; and moreover the redangleAC.BF is equal to

the reftangle AB.BI since BA'AC=FBI; hence the excess

of the redlangle AB 1 over the reAangle AI.BF, or AI.FH, is

equal to the excess of the redangle AI.FH over the re<ftangle

AI.IB; therefore twice the redlangleALFH is equal to the sum
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of the reftangles AB.BI and AI.IB, or 2ALFH=2ALIB+
BP. AddAI 2

to each side,_then 2AI.IB+BI
2

+AI
2

S=AB 2 =

2AI.FH+AI
2
. Again add BF 2

to each side, then AB 2+BF2 =
AF2 = 2AI.FH + AI

2 + BF
2 - 2AI.FH + AT + FH2

. But
AF2

=2AHJHF+AH
2 +HF2

;
and hence 2ALFH+AF +

FH2 = 2AHHF +AH2

+|ff
2
. Subtracting HF

2
from each

side we have 2AI.FH+AI 2 =2AHJHF+AH2
. Since now FH

is a fadtor common to both redangles, it follows that AH is

equal to AI; for if AH were either greater or smaller than AI,
then the two redtanglesAHUF plus the square ofHA would be
either larger or smaller than the two reftangles AI.FH plus the

square of IA, a result which is contrary to what we have just
demonstrated.

If now we agree to represent the time of descent along AB
by the length AB, then the time through AC will likewise be
measured byAC; and IB, which is a mean proportional between
AC and CE, will represent the time through CE, or XA, from
rest at X. Now, since AF is a mean proportional between DA
and AB, or between RB and AB, and since BF, which is equal
to FH, is a mean proportional between AB and BD, that is

between AB and AR, it follows, from a preceding proposition

[Proposition XIX, corollary], that the difference AH represents
the time of descent along AB either from rest at R or after fall

from X, while the time of descent along AB, from rest at A, is

measured by the length AB. But as has just been shown, the
time of fall through XA is measured by IB, while die time of
descent along AB, after fall, through RA or through XA, is IA.

Therefore the time of descent through XA plus AB is measured
by the length AB, which, of course, also measures the time of

descent, from rest at A, along AB alone. Q. 3. F.

[258]

PROBLEM XIV, PROPOSITION XXXV
Given an inclined plane and a limited vertical line, it is re-

quired to find a distance on the inclined plane which a body,
starting from rest, will traverse in the same time as that
needed to traverse both the vertical and the inclined plane.

Let
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Let AB be the vertical line and BC the inclined plane. It

required to lay off on BC a distance which a body, starting froi

rest, will traverse in a time equal to that which is occupied b
fall through the verticalAB and by descent of the plane. Dra
the horizontal lineAD, which intersedls atE the prolongation c

the inclined plane CB; lay off BF equal to BA, and about E $

center, with EF as radius describe the circle FIG. Prolong F
until it intersedls the circumference at G. Choose a point ]

such that GBJBF =BHHF. Draw the line HI tangent to tt

Kg- 97

circle at L At B draw the lineBK perpendicular to FC, cuttin

the lineEIL at L; also drawLM perpendicular toEL and cuttii]

BC atM. Then, I say, BM is the distance which a body, star

ing from rest at B, will traverse in the same time which is n

quired to descend from rest at A through both distances, A
and BM. Lay off EN equal to EL; then since GBiBF

BHrHF, we shall have, pemutando, GB:BH=BF:HF, an<

dividendo, GH:BH=BH:HF. Consequently the redlang

GH.HF is equal to the square on BH; but this same redlang

is also equal to the square on HI; therefore BH is equal to H
Since, in the quadrilateral ILBH, the sides HB and HI a

equ
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equal and since the angles at B and I are right angles, it follows

that the sides BL and LI are also equal: but El =EF; therefore

the total length 'LE, or ME, is equal to the sum of LB and EF.

If we subtrad the common part EF, the remainder FN will be

equal to LB: but, by construction, FB=BA and, therefore,

LB =AB+BN. If again we agree to represent the time of fall

through AB by the length AB, then the time of descent along

EB will be measured by EB; moreover since EN is a mean pro-

portional between ME and EB it will represent the time of

descent along the whole distance EM; therefore the difference

of these distances, BM,.will be traversed, after fall from EB, or

AB, in a time which is represented by BN. But having already

assumed the distanceAB as a measure of the time of fall through

AB, the time of descent alongAB andBM is measured byAB+
BN. Since EB measures the time of fall, from rest at E, along

EB, the time from rest at B along BM will be the mean pro-

portional between BE and BM, namely, BL. The time there-

- fore for the path AB+
BM, starting from rest

at A is AB+BN;but
the time for BM alone,

starting from rest at B,
is BL; and since it has

already been shown
that BL = AB+BN,
the proposition follows.

Another and shorter

proof is the following:
Let BC be the inclined

plane and BA the vertical; at B draw a perpendicular to EC,
extending it both ways; lay off BH equal to the excess of

BE over BA; make the angle HEL equal to the angle BHE;
prolongEL until it cuts BK in L; atL drawLM perpendicular to
EL and extend it till it meets BC in M; then, I say, BM is the

portion of BC sought. For, since the angle MLJE is a right

angle, BL will be a mean proportional between MB and BE,
while
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while LE is a mean proportional between ME and BE: lay off

EN equal to LE; then NE =EL ~LH, and HB -NE-BL But
also HB=NE-(NB+BA); therefore BN+BA=BL If now
we assume the length EB as a measure of the time of descent

along EB, the time of descent, from rest at B, alongBM will be

represented by BL; but, if the descent along BM is from rest at

E or at A, then the time of descent will be measured by BN; and
AB will measure the time along AB. Therefore the time re-

quired to traverseAB and BM, namely, the sum of the distances

AB and BN, is equal to the time of descent, from rest at B,
along BM alone. Q. E. F.

[260]

LEMMA
Let DC be drawn perpendicular to the diameter BA; from the

extremity B draw the line BED at

random; draw the line FB. Then, I

say, FB is a mean
proportional

be-

tween DB and BE. Join the points
E and F. Through B, draw the

tangent BG which will be parallel to

CD. Now, since the angle DBG is

equal to the angle FDB, and since the

alternate angle of GBD is equal to

EFB, it follows that the triangles

FDB and FEE are similar and hence:
BD:BF=FBE.

LEMMA
Let AC be a line which is longer than DF, and let the ratio

of AB to BC be greater than that of DE to EF. Then, I say,

AB is greater than DK For, if AB
.? .^ bears to BC a ratio greater than that of

D EG F DEtoEF, then DE will bear to some
* ' '

length shorter than EF, the same ratio

Fig. 100 whichAB bears to BC. Call this length

EG; then since ABiBC=DEEG, it follows, componendo et con-

vertendo,
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vertendo, that CA:AB =GDDE. But sbce CA is greater than

GD, it follows that BA is greater than DE.

LEMMA

Let ACIB be the quadrant of a

circle; from B draw BE parallel to

AC; about any point in the line

BE describe a circle BOES, touch-

ing AB at B and intersecting the

circumference of the quadrant at

I. Join the points C and B; draw

the line CI, prolonging it to S.

Then, I say, the line CI is always
less than CO. Draw the line AI

touching the circle BOE. Then,

[261]

if the line DI be drawn, it will be

equal to DB; but, since DB
touches the quadrant, DI will also

be tangent to it and will be at right

angles to AI; thus AI touches the

circle BOE at I. And since the

leAIC is greater than the angle

subtending as it does a

larger arc, it follows that the angle
SIN is also greater than the angle
ABC. Wherefore the arc IES is

greater than the arc BO, and the

line CS, being nearer the center,

is longer than CB. Consequently
CO is greater than CI, sbce SC:

CB=OC:CI.
This result would be all the

more marked if, as in the second

figure, the arc EIC were less than a quadrant. For the per-

pendicularDB would then cut the circle CIB; and so also would

DI

an;

Fig. 101
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DI which is equal to BD; the angle DIA would be obtuse and
therefore the lineAIN would cut the circle BIE. Since the angle
ABC is less than the angle AIC, which is equal to SIN, and still

less than the angle which the tangent at I would make with the
line SI, it follows that the arc SEI is far greater than the arc

BO; whence, etc. q t E D

THEOREM XXII, PROPOSITION XXXVI
If from the lowest point of a vertical circle, a chord is

drawri subtending an arc not greater than a quadrant,
and if from the two ends of this chord two other chords
be drawn to any point on the arc, the time of descent along
the two latter chords will be shorter than along the first,

and shorter also, by the dame amount, than along the lower
of these two latter chords.

[262]

Let CBD be an arc, not exceeding a quadrant, taken from a

vertical circle whose lowest point is C; let CD be the chord

fylanum elevatwn]

tending this arc, and let

there be two other

chords drawn from C
and D to any point B
on the arc. lien, I say,

the timeof descent along
the two chords \plana]

DB and BC is shorter

than along DC alone, or

alongBC alone, starting

from rest at B. Through
the point D, draw the

horizontal line MDA
cutting CB extended at

A:drawDNandMCat
angles to BD; about the rij

r c $ * P
Fig. 102

;ht angles to MD, and BN at right

_ it-angled triangleDBN describe the

semicircle DFBN, cutting~DC at F. Choose the point such

thatDO will be a mean proportional betweenCD andDF; in like

manner
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manner seledlV so that AV is a mean proportional between CA
and AB. Let the length PS represent the time of descent along
the whole distance DC or BC, both of which require the same

time. Lay off PR such that CDX)=timePS.timePR. Then
PR will represent the time in which a body, starting from D, will

traverse lie distanceDF, whileRS will measure thetime in which

the remaining distance, FC, will be traversed. But since PS is

also the time of descent, from rest at B, along BC, and if we
chooseT such that BC:CD =PS -PT then PT will measure the

time of descent from A to C, forwe have already shown [Lemma]
that DC is a mean proportional between AC and CB. Finally
choose the point G such that CAAV =PT:PG, then PG will be

the time of descent from A to B, while GT will be the residual

time ol descent along BC following descent from A to B. But,
since the diameter, DN, of the circle DFN is a vertical line, the

chords DF and DB will be traversed in equal times; wherefore

if one can prove that a body will traverse BC, after descent

along DB, in a shorter time than it will FC after descent along
DF he will have proved the theorem. But a body descending
from D alongDB will traverse BC in the same time as if it had
come fromA along AB, seeing that the body acquires the same

momentum in descending along DB as along AB. Hence it

remains only to show that descent along BC afterAB is quicker
than along FC after DF. But we have already shown that GT
represents the time along BC after AB; also that RS measures
the time along FC after DF. Accordingly it must be shown
that RS is greater than GT, which may be done as follows:

Since SP-PR=CD:DO, it follows, invertendo et convertendo,
that RS:SP=OC:CD; also we have SP:PT=DC:CA. And
since TPJ)

G=CAAV, it follows, invertendo, that PT:TG =
AC:CV, therefore, ex aquali, RSGT=OC:CV. But, as we
shall presently show, OC is greater than CV; hence die time
RS is greater than the time GT, which was to be shown. Now,
since [Lemma] CF is greater than CB and FD smaller than BA,
it follows that CDJDF>CA-J\B. But CD:DF=CO:OF,
seeing that CDK)-DO)F; and CA:AB =CV2

:VB
2
. There-

fore
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9?r̂ n>CV:VB> and according to the preceding lemma.
CO>CV. Besides this it is clear that the time of descent alone
DC is to the time along DEC as DOC is to the sum of DC
andCV.

SCHOLIUM

From the preceding it is possible to infer that the path ol

quickest descent [lationem omnium vekcisswiam] from one

point to another is not the shortest path, namely, a straight
line, but the arc of a circle.* In the quadrant BAEQ having
the side BC vertical, divide the arc AC into any number of

equal parts, AD, DE, EF, FG, GC, and from C draw straight
lines to the points A, D, E, F, G; 3 ^
draw also the straight lines AD,
DE, EF,FG,GC. Evidently de-

scent along thepathADC is quicker

[264]

than along AC alone or along DC
from rest at D. But a body, start-

ing from rest at A, will traverse

DC more quickly than the path

ADC; while, if it starts from rest

at A, it will traverse the pathDEC
in a shorter time than DC alone. {

Hence descent along the three Fig- 103

chords, ADEC, will take less time than along the two chords

ADC. Similarly, followingdescent alongADE, thetime required
to traverse EFC is less than that needed for EC alone. There-

fore descent is more rapid along the four chords ADEFC than

along the threeADEC. And finally a body, after descent along

ADEF, will traverse the two chords, FGC, more quickly than

FC alone. Therefore, along the five chords, ADEFGC, descent

will be more rapid than along the four, ADEFC. Consequently

* It is well known that the first correct solution for the problem oi

Juickest

descent, under the condition of a constant force was given by
ohn Bernoulli (1667-1748). [Trans.]
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the nearer the inscribed polygon approaches a circle the shorter

is the time required for descent fromA to C.

What has been proven for the quadrant holds true also for

smaller arcs; the reasoning is the same.

PROBLEM XV, PROPOSITION XXXVII

Given a limited vertical line and an inclined plane of equal

altitude; it is required to find a distance on the inclined

plane which is equal to the vertical line and which is

traversed in an interval equal to the time of fall along the
vertical line.

LetAB be the vertical line andAC the inclined plane. We must
locate, on the inclined plane, a distance equal to the vertical

A line AB and which will be
traversed by a body starting
from rest at A in the same
time needed for fall along the

vertical line. Lay off AD
equal to AB, and bisedl the

remainder DC at I. Choose
B the point E such thatACI

Kg- 104 =CI:AE and lay off DG
equal to AE. ClearlyEG is equal toAD, and also to AB. And
further, I say that EG is that distance which will be traversed

by a body, starting from rest at A, in the same time which is

required for that body to fall through the distance AB For
s
^ce ACI-CI:AE=ID:DG, we have, convertendo, CA:
AI =DI:I& And since the whole of CA is to the whole of AI
as the portion CI is to the portion IG, it Mows that the re-

[265]
mainder IA is to the remainderAG as the whole of CA is to the
whole of AI. Thus AI is seen to be a mean proportional be-
tW
5?w T??

G> while CI is a mean Proportional between CA
a^dAE

If therefore the time offaU alongAB is represented by
L -rSfSr^^ time alonS AC^ be represented by AC,

while CI, or ID, will measure the time along AE. Since AI is a
mean proportional between CA and AG, and since CA is a

measure
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measure of the time along the entire distance AC, it follows that
AI is the time along AG, and the difference 1C is the time along
the difference GC; but DI was the time along AE. Conse-

quently the lengths DI and 1C measure the times alongAE and
CG respedively. Therefore the remainder DA represents the
time along EG, which of course is equal to the time along AB.

Q. E. F.

COROLLARY

From this it is clear that the distance sought is bounded at

each end by portions of the inclined plane which are traversed

in equal times.

PROBLEM XVI, PROPOSITIONXXXVm
Given two horizontal planes cut by a vertical line, it is

required to find a point on the upper part of the vertical

line from which bodies may fall to the horizontal planes and

there, having their motion defledled into a horizontal

direction, will, during an interval equal to the time of fall,

traverse distances which bear to each other any assigned
ratio of a smaller quantity to a larger.

Let CD and BE be the horizontal planes cut by the vertical

ACB, and let the- ratio of the smaller quantity to the laiger

be that of N to FG. It is required to find in the upper part

of the vertical line, AB, a point from which a body falling to

the plane CD and there having its motion deflected along this

plane, will traverse, during an interval equal to its time of fall a

distance such that if another body, falling from this same point

to the plane BE, there have its motion defledled
^along

this

plane and continued during an interval equal to its time of fall,

will traverse a distance which bears to the former distance the

[266]

ratioofFGtoN. Lay off GH equal to N, and sdeA the point

LsothatFH:HG=BCL Then, I say, L is the point sought.

For, if we lay off CM equal to twice CL, and draw the line

LM cutting tie plane BE at 0, then BO will be equal to twice

BL
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BL And since FHHG=BCL, we have, componendo et

cowertendo, HG.-GF=NfiF-CLLB=CMJBO. It is clear

that, since CM is double the distance LC, the
^space

CM is

that which a body falling from L through LC will traverse in

the plane CD; and, for the same reason, since BO is twice the

distance BL, it is dear that BO is the distance which a body,

B

F H fi
"i

Fig. 105

after fall through LB, will traverse during an interval equal to

the time of its fall through LB. Q. E. F.

SAGR. Indeed, I think we may concede to our Academician,
without flattery, his claim that in the principle \principio, i. e.,

accelerated motion] laid down in this treatise he has established

a new science dealing with a very old subjedt Observing with
what ease and clearness he deduces from a single principle the

proofs of so many theorems, I wonder not a little how such
a question escaped the attention of Archimedes, Apollonius,
Euclid and so many other mathematicians and illustrious

philosophers, especially since so many ponderous tomes have
been devoted to the subjed of motion.

o ^ . <
[267]

OALV. There is a fragment of Eudid which treats of motion,
but
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but in it there is no indication that he ever began to investigate

the property of acceleration and the manner in which it varies

with slope. So thatwe may say the door is now opened, for lie

ful results which in future years will command the attention of

other minds.

SAGR. I really believe that just as, for instance, the few

properties
of the circle proven by Euclid in the Third Book of

his Elements lead to many others more recondite, so the prin-

ciples
which are set forth in this little treatise will, when taken

up by speculative minds, lead tomany another more remarkable

result; and it is to be believed that it will be so on account of the

nobility of the subjeft, which is superior to any other in nature.

During this long and laborious day, I have enjoyed these

simple theorems more than their proofs, many of which, for

their complete comprehension, would require more than an hour

each; this study, if you will be good enough to leave the book

in my hands, is one which I mean to take up atmy leisure after

we have read the remaining portion which deals with the motion

of projediles; and this if agreeable to you we shall take up to-

morrow.

SALV. I shall not fail to be with you.

END OF THE THIRD DAT.

m
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ALVIATL Once more, Simplicio is here on

time; so let us without delay take up the

question of motion. The text of our Author

is as follows:

THE MOTION OF PROJECTILES

In the preceding pages we have discussed the

properties of uniform motion and of motion naturally accel-

erated along planes of all inclinations. I now propose to set

forth those properties which belong to a body whose motion is

compounded of two other motions, namely, one uniform and one

naturally accelerated; these properties, well worti knowing, I

propose to demonstrate in a rigid manner. This is the kind of

motion seen in a moving projedtile; its origin I conceive to be as

follows:

Imagine any particle projected along a horizontal plane with-

out fridion;, then we know, from what has been more fully

explained in the preceding pages, that this particle will move

along this same plane with a motion which is uniform and

perpetual, provided the plane has no limits. But if the plane is

limited and elevated, then the moving particle, which we imag-
ine to be a heavy one, will on passing over the edge of the plane

acquire, in addition to its previous uniform and perpetual

motion, a downward propensity due to its own weight; so that

the resulting motion which I call projection \projectio], is com-

pounded of one which is uniform and horizontal and of another
which is vertical and naturally accelerated. We now proceed to

demonstrate
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demonstrate some of its properties, the first of which is as fol-

lows:

[269]

THEOREM I, PROPOSITION I

A projeAile which is carriedby a uniform horizontal motion
compounded with a naturally accelerated vertical motion
describes a path which is a semi-parabola.

SAGR. Here, Salviati, it will be necessary to stop a little

while for my sake and, I believe, also for the benefit of Sim-

plicio; for it so happens that I have not gone very far in my
study of Apollonius and am merely aware of the fact that he
treats of the parabola and other conic seftions, without an un-

derstanding of which I hardly think one will be able to follow

the proof of other propositions depending upon them. Since

even in this first beautiful theorem the author finds it necessary
to prove that the path of a proje&ile is a parabola, and since, as

I imagine, we shall have to deal with only this kind of curves,
it will be absolutely necessary to have a thorough acquaintance,
if not with all the properties which Apollonius has demonstrated

for these figures, at least with those which are needed for the

present treatment.

SALV. You are quite too modest, pretending ignorance of

faAs which not long ago you acknowledged as well known I

mean at the time when we were discussing the strength of

materials and needed to use a certain theorem of ApoUonius
which gave you no trouble.

SAGR. I may have chanced to know it or may possibly have

assumed it, so long as needed, for that discussion; butnowwhen
we have to follow all these demonstrations about such curves we

ought not, as they say, to swallow it whole, and thus waste time

and energy.
SIMP. Now even though Sagrecjo is, as I believe, well equipped

for all his needs, I do not understand even the elementary terms ;

for although our philosophers have treated the motion of pro-

jeftiles, I do not recall their having described die path of a

projectile except to state in a general way that it is always a

curved
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curved line, unless the projection be vertically upwards. But

[270]

if the little Euclid which I have learned since our previous dis-

cussion does not enable me to understand the demonstrations
which are to follow, then I shall be obliged to accept tie the-

orems on faith without fully comprehending them.

SALV. On the contrary, I desire that you should understand
them from the Author himself, who, when he allowed me to see
this work of his, was good enough to prove for me two of the

principal properties of the parabola because I did not happen to
have at hand the boob of Apollonius. These properties, which
are the only ones we shall need in the present discussion, he

proved in such a way that no prerequisite knowledge was re-

quired. These theorems are, indeed, given by Apollonius, but
after many preceding ones, to follow which would take a long
while. I wish to shorten x)ur task by deriving the first property

purely and simply from the mode of gen-
eration of the parabola and proving the
second immediately from the first.

Beginning now with the first, imagine
a right cone, eredted upon the circular

base ibkc with apex at /. The seftion of
this cone made by a plane drawn parallel
to the side Ik is the curve which is called
a parabola. The base of this parabola be

VL
^^ at rigllt an les^ diameter ik of the

^ ^ ^* cirde ibkc, and the axis ad is parallel to

I the side Ik; now having taken any point /
P.

in the curve bfa draw the straight line fe

^

Fig. 106
paraiiei to bd;^ j gay> ^ ^^

pt
bd is to the square of fe in the same ratio as the axis ad

is to the portion ae. Through the point e pass a plane parallel
to the circle ibkc, producing in the cone a circular seAion whose
diameter is the line geh. Since U is at right angles to it in the
circle\ibk, the square of bd is equal to the redlangle formed by id
and dk; so also in the upper circle which passes through the
points gfh the square of fe is equal to the redbmgle formed by

V
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ge and eh; hence the square of bd is to the square of ft as the
redlangle id.dk is to the redlangle ge.eh. And since the line ed is

parallel to hk, the line A, being parallel to dk, is equal to it;
therefore the redlangle id.dk is to the redlangle ge*h as id is to

[271]

ge, that is, as da is to at; whence also the redlangle id.dk is to the

redlangle ge.eh, that is, the square of bd is to the square offa as
the axis da is to the portion ae. Q. E . D-

The other proposition necessary for this discussion we demon-
strate as follows. Let us draw a parabola whose axis ca is pro-
longed upwards to a point d; from any point b draw the line be

parallel to the base of the parabola; if now the point d is chosen
so that da = ca, then, I say, the

straight line drawn through the

points b and d will be tangent to

the parabola at b. For imagine, if

possible, that this line cuts the par-

abola above or that its prolonga-
tion cuts it below, and through any

point g in it draw the straight line

fge. And since the square of fe is

greater than the square of ge, the

square offe will bear a greater ratio

to the square of be than the square

of ge to that of be; and since, by the

preceding proposition, the square

offe is to that of be as the line ea is

to ca, it follows that the line ea

will bear to -the line ca a greater f.

ratio than the square of ge to that n

of be, or, than the square of ed to //

that of cd (the sides of the triangles

deg and deb being proportional).
^

Fig. 107

But the line ea is to ca, or da, in the same ratio as four times the

redlangle ea.ad is to four times the square of ad, or, what is the

same, the square of cd, since this is four times the square of ad;

hence four times the redlangle eaM bears to the square of cd
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a greater ratio than the square of ed to the square of cd; but

that would make four times the reftangle ea.ad greater than

the square of ed; which is false, the fad being just the oppo-

site, because the two portions ca and ad of the line ed are not

equal. Therefore the line db touches the parabola without

cutting it. Q. E. D.

SIMP. Your demonstration proceeds too rapidly and, it seems

to me, you keep on assuming that all of Euclid's theorems are

[272]

as familiar and available to me as his first axioms, which is

far from true. And now this fadt which you spring upon us,

that four times the re&angle ta.ad is less than the square of

de because the two portions ea and ad of the line de are not

equal brings me little composure of mind, but rather leaves me
in suspense.

SALV. Indeed, all real mathematicians assume on the part of

the reader perfect familiarity with at least the elements of

Euclid; and here it is necessary in your case only to recall a

proposition of the Second Book in which he proves that when a

line is cut into equal and also into two unequal parts, the rec-

tangle formed on the unequal parts is less than that formed

on the equal (i. e., less than the square on half the line), by an

amount which is the square of the difference between the equal
and unequal segments. From this it is clear that the square of

the whole line which is equal to four times the square of the

half is greater than four times the redlangle of the unequal

parts. In order to understand the following portions of this

treatise it will be necessary to keep in mind the two elemental

theorems from conic sections which we have just demonstrated;
and these two theorems are indeed the only ones which the

Author uses. We can now resume the text and see how he

demonstrates his first proposition in which he shows that a

body falling with a motion compounded of a uniform horizontal

and a naturally accelerated \naturale dcscendente] one describes

a semi-parabola.
Let us imagine an elevated horizontal line or plane db along

which a body moves with uniform speed from a to b. Suppose
this
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i - Io8

this plane to end abruptly at b; then at this point the body will,

on account of its weight, acquire also a natural motion down-
wards along the perpendicular bn. Draw the line be along the

plane ba to represent the flow, or measure, of time; divide this

line into a number of segments, be, cd, dt, representing equal
intervals of time; from the points b, c, d, e, let fall lines which are

parallel to the per-

pendicular in. On the

first of these lay off

any distance ci, on the

second a distance four

times as long, df; on

.[273]
the third, one nine

times as long, eh; and

so on, in proportion to

the squares of cb, db,

eb, or, we may say, in

the squared ratio of these same lines. Accordingly we see that

while the body moves from b to c with uniform speed, it also falls

perpendicularly through the distance ci, and at the end of the

time-interval be finds itself at the point i. In like manner at the

end of the time-interval bd, which is the double of be, the vertical

fall will be four times the first distance d; for it has been shown

in a previous discussion that the distance traversed by a freely

falling body varies as the square of the time; in like manner the

space eh traversed during the time be will be nine times ci;

thus it is evident that the distances eh, df, ci will be to one

another as the squares of the lines be9 bd, be. Now from the

points i, f, h draw the straight lines io, fg, hi parallel to be; these

lines hi, fg, io are equal to eb, db and cb, respectively; so also are

the Ibes bo, bg, bl respectively equal to ci, df, and eh. The square

of A/ is to that offg as the line & is to bg; and the square offg is

to that of io as gb is to bo; therefore the points i,f, h, lie on one

and the same parabola. In like manner it may be shown that,

if we take equal time-intervals of any size whatever, and if we

imagine the paitide to be carried by a similar compound motion,
the
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the positions of this particle, at the ends of these time-intervals,

will lie on one and the same parabola. Q. E. D.

SALV. This conclusion follows from the converse of the first

of the two propositions given above. For, having drawn a

parabola through the points b and A, any other two points,/ and

i, not falling on the parabola must lie either within or without;

consequently lie line fg is either longer or shorter than the line

which terminates on the parabola. Therefore the square of hi

will not bear to the square offg the same ratio as the line Ib to

bg, but a greater or smaller; the fact is, however, that the square
of hi does bear this same ratio to the square of fg. Hence the

point/ does lie on the parabola, and so do all the others.

SAGR. One cannot deny that the argument is new, subtle and

conclusive, resting as it does upon this hypothesis, namely,
that the horizontal motion remains uniform, that the vertical

motion continues to be accelerated downwards in proportion to

the square of the time, and that such motions and velocities as

these combine without altering, disturbing, or hindering each

other,* so that as the motion proceeds the path of the projecflile

does not change into a different curve: but this, in my opinion,

.

is impossible. For the axis of the parabola along which we

imagine the natural motion of a falling body to take place stands

perpendicular to a horizontal surface and ends at the center of

the earth; and since the parabola deviates more and more from
its axis no projedlile can ever reach the center of the earth or, if

it does, as seems necessary, then the path of the projedlile must
transform itself into some other curve very different from the

parabola.

SIMP. To these difficulties, I may add others. One of these is

that we suppose the horizontal plane, which slopes neither up
nor down, to be represented by a straight line as if each point on
this line were equally distant from the center, which is not the

case; for as one starts from the middle [of the line] and goes
toward either end, he departs farther and farther from die

center [of the ,earth] and is therefore constantly going uphill.
Whence it follows that the motion cannot remain uniform

* A very near approach to Newton's Second Law of Motion. [Trans]
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through any distance whatever, but must continually diminish.

Besides, I do not see how it is possible to avoid the resistance of

the medium which must destroy the uniformity of the horizon-

tal motion and change the law of acceleration of falling bodies.

These various difficulties render it highly improbable that a

result derived from such unreliable hypotheses should hold true

in practice.

SALV. All these difficulties and objections which you urge
are so well founded that it is impossible to remove them; and,
as for me, I am ready to admit them all, which indeed I think

ourAuthorwould also do. I grant that these conclusions proved
in the abstrad will be different when applied in the concrete

and will be fallacious to this extent, that neither will the horizon-

tal motion be uniform nor the natural acceleration be in the

ratio assumed, nor the path of the projedile a parabola, etc.

But, on the other hand, I ask you not to begrudge our Author

that which other eminent men have assumed even if not stridly
true. The authority ofArchimedes alone will satisfy everybody.
In his Mechanics and in his first quadrature of the parabola he

takes for granted that the beam of a balance or steelyard is a

straight line, every point of which is equidistant from the

common center of all heavy bodies, and that the cords by which

heavy bodies are suspended are parallel to each other.

Some consider this assumption permissible because, in prac-

tice, our instruments and the distances involved are so small in

comparison with the enormous distance from the center of the

earth that we may consider a minute of arc on a great cirde as a

straight line, and may regard the perpendiculars let fall from its

two extremities as parallel. For if in adual pradice one had to

[275]

consider such small quantities, it would be necessary first of all

to criticise the architeds who presume, by use of a plumbline, to

ered high towers with parallel sides. I may add that, in all

their discussions, Archimedes and the others considered them-

selves as located at an infinite distance from the center of the

earth, in which case their assumptions were not false, and

therefore their conclusions were absolutely corredt When we
wish
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wish to apply our proven conclusions to distances which, though

finite, are very large, it is necessary for us to infer, on the basis of

demonstrated truth, what corredion is to be made for the fad

that our distance from the center of the earth is not really

infinite, but merely very great in comparison with the small

dimensions of our apparatus. The largest of these will be the

range of our projectiles and even here we need consider only

the artillery which, however great, will never exceed four of

those miles of which as many thousand separate us from the

center of tie earth; and since these paths terminate upon the

surface of the earth only very slight changes can take place in

their parabolic figure which, it is conceded, would be greatly

As to the perturbation arising from the resistance of the

medium this is more considerable and does not, on account of its

manifold forms, submit to fixed laws and exadl description.

Thus ifwe consider only the resistance which the air offers to the

motions studied by us, we shall see that it disturbs them all and

disturbs them in an infinite variety ofways corresponding to the

infinite variety in the form, weight, and velocity of the pro-

jedliles. For as to velocity, the greater this is, the greater will

be the resistance offered by the air; a resistance which will be

greater as the moving bodies become less dense [men graw[.
So that although the falling body ought to be displaced [andare

accekrandosi\ in proportion to the square of the duration of its

motion, yet no matter how heavy the body, if it falls from a

very considerable height, the resistance of the air will be such as

to prevent any increase in speed and will render the motion

[276]

uniform; and in proportion as the moving body is less dense

[men^ grave] this uniformity will be so much the more quickly
attained and after a shorter fall. Even horizontal motion which,
if no impediment were offered, would be uniform and constant is

altered by the resistance of the air and finally ceases; and here

again the less dense \piu leggiero] the body the quicker the

process. Of these properties [accidenti] of weight, of velocity,
and also of form [figura], infinite in number, it is not possible to

give
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give any exadl description; hence, in order to handle this matter
in a scientific way, it is necessary to cut loose from these difficul-

ties; and having discovered and demonstrated the theorems, in

the case of no resistance, to use them and apply them with such
limitations as experience will teach. And the advantage of this

method will not be small; for the material and shape of the

projedtile may be chosen, as dense and round as possible, so

that it will encounter the least resistance in the medium. Nor
will the spaces and velocities in general be so great but that we
shall be easily able to correft themwith precision,
In the case of those projediles which we use, made of dense

\gravt] material and round in shape, or of lighter material and

cylindrical in shape, such as arrows, thrown from a sling or

crossbow, the deviation from an exadl parabolic path is quite
insensible. Indeed, if you will allow me a little greater liberty,

I can show you, by two experiments, that the dimensions of our

apparatus are so small that these external and incidental re*

sistances, among which that of the medium is the most con-

siderable, are scarcely observable.

I now proceed to the consideration of motions through the

air, since it is with these that we are now especially concerned;
the resistance of the air exhibits itself in two ways: first by
offering greater impedance to less dense than to very dense

bodies, and secondly by offering greater resistance to a body in

rapid motion than to the same body in slow motion.

Regarding the first of these, consider the case of two balls

having the same dimensions, but one weighing ten or twelve

times as much as the other; one, say, of lead, the other of oak,

both allowed to fall from an elevation of 150 or 200 cubits.

Experiment shows that they will reach the earth with slight

difference in speed, showing us that in both cases the retardation

caused by the air is small; for if both balls start at the same

moment and at the same elevation, and if the leaden one be

slightly retarded and the wooden one greatly retarded, then the

former ought to reach the earth a considerable distance b
advance of die latter, since it is ten times as heavy. But this

b77]
does
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does not happen; indeed, the gain in distance of one over the

other does not amount to the hundredth part of the entire fall.

And in the case of a ball of stone weighing only a third or half as

much as one of lead, the difference in their times of reaching the

earth will be scarcely noticeable. Now since the speed [impeto]

acquired by a leaden ball in falling from a height of 200 cubits is

so great that if the motion remained uniform the ball would, in

an interval of time equal to that of the fall, traverse 400 cubits,

and since this speed is so considerable in comparison with those

which, by use of bows or other machines except fire arms, we are

able to give to our projedliles, it follows that we may, without

sensible error, regard as absolutely true those propositions which

we are about to prove without considering the resistance of the

medium.

Passing now to the second case, where we have to show that

the resistance of the air for a rapidly moving body is not veiy
much greater than for one moving slowly, ample proof is given

by the following experiment. Attach to two threads of equal

length say four or five yards two equal leaden balls and

suspend them from the ceiling; now pull them aside from the

perpendicular, the one through 80 or more degrees, the other

through not more than four or five degrees; so that, when set

free, the one falls, passes through the perpendicular, and de-

scribes large but slowly decreasing arcs of 160, 150, 140 degrees,

etc.; the other swinging through small and also slowly diminish-

ing arcs of 10, 8, 6, degrees, etc.

In the first place it must be remarked that one pendulum
passes through its arcs of 180, 160, etc., in the same time that

the other swings through its 10, 8, etc., from which it follows

that the speed of the first ball is 16 and 18 times greater than
that of the second. Accordingly, if the air offers more resistance

to the high speed than to the low, the frequency of vibration fa

the large arcs of 180 or 160, etc., ought to be less than in the
small arcs of 10, 8, 4, etc., and even less than in arcs of 2, or

i; but this prediction is not verified by experiment; because if

two persons start to count the vibrations, the one the large, the
other the small, they will discover that after counting tens

and
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and even hundreds they will not differ by a single vibration,
not even by a fradlion of one.

[278]

This observation justifies the two following propositions,

namely, that vibrations of very large and very small amplitude
all occupy the same time and that the resistance of the air

does not affedl motions of high speed more than those of low

speed, contrary to the opinion hitherto generally entertained.

SAGR. On the contrary, since we cannot deny that the air

hinders both of these motions, both becoming slower and finally

vanishing, we have to admit that the retardation occurs in the

same proportion in each case. But how? How, indeed, could

the resistance offered to the one body be greater than that

offered to the other except by the impartation of more momen-
tum and speed [impeto e vtlocita] to the fast body than to the

slow? And if this is so the speed with which a body moves is at

once the cause and measure [cagione e misura] of the resistance

which it meets. Therefore, all motions, fast or slow, are hin-

dered and diminished in the same proportion; a result, it seems

to me, of no small importance.

SALV. We are able, therefore, in this second case to say that

the errors, negledling those which are accidental, in the results

which we are about to demonstrate are small in the case of our

machines where the velocities employed are mostly very great

and the distances negligible in comparison with the semi-

diameter of the earth or one of its great circles.

SIMP. I would like to hear your reason for putting the pro-

jedliles of fire arms, i. e., those using powder, in a different class

from the projedliles employed in bows, slings, and crossbows, on

the ground of their not being equally subjedl to change and

resistance from the air.

SALV. I am led to this view by the excessive and, so to speak,

supernatural violence with which such projediles are launched;

for, indeed, it appears tome that without exaggeration onemight

say that the speed of a ball fired either from a musket or from

a piece of ordnance is supernatural. For if such a ball be allowed

to fall from some great elevation its speed will, owing _to
the

resistance
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resistance of the air, not go on increasing indefinitely; that which

happens to bodies of small density in falling through short

distances I mean the reduction of their motion to uniformity-
will also happen to a ball of iron or lead after it has fallen a few

thousand cubits; this terminal or final speed [terminate velocita]

is the maximum which such a heavy body can naturally acquire

[279]

in falling through the air. This speed I estimate to be much
smaller than that impressed upon the ball by the burning pow-
der.

An appropriate experiment will serve to demonstrate this

fad. From a height of one hundred or more cubits fire a gun

[archibuso] loaded with a lead bullet, vertically downwards

upon a stone pavement; with the same gun shoot against a

similar stone from a distance of one or two cubits, and observe

which of the two balls is the more flattened. Now if the ball

which has come from the greater elevation is found to be the

less flattened of the two, this will show that the air has hin-

dered and diminished the speed initially imparted to the bullet

by the powder, and that the air will not permit a bullet to ac-

quire so great a speed, no matter from what height it falls; for if

tie speed impressed upon the ball by the fire does not exceed

that acquired by it in falling freely [naturabnente] then its down-
ward blow ought to be greater rather than less.

This experiment I have not performed, but I am of the opinion
that a musket-ball or cannon-shot, falling from a height as

great as you please, will not deliver so strong a blow as it would
if fired into a wall only a few cubits distant, i. e., at such a short

range that the splitting or rending of the air will not be sufficient

to rob the shot of that excess of supernatural violence given it by
the powder.

TTie enormous momentum [impeto] of these violent shots may
cause some deformation of the trajectory, making the beginning
of the parabola flatter and less curved than the end; but, so far as

pur Author is concerned, this is a matter of small consequence
in pra<fHcal operations, the main one of which is the preparation
of a table of ranges for shots of high elevation, giving the dis-

tance
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tance attained by the ball as a fundion of the angle of eleva-

tion; and since shots of this kind are fired from mortars [mortari\

using small charges and imparting no supernatural momentum

[impeto sopranaturalt] they follow their prescribed paths very

exadlly.

But now let us proceed with the discussion in which the

Author invites us to the study and investigation of the motion

of a body [impeto del mobile] when that motion is compounded of

two others; and first the case in which the two are uniform, the

one horizontal, the other vertical.

[280]

THEOREM II, PROPOSITION II

When the motion of a body is the resultant of two uniform

motions, one horizontal, the other perpendicular, the square

of the resultant momentum is equal to the sum of the

squares of the two componentmomenta.*

Let us imagine any body urged by two uniform motions and

let ab represent the vertical displacement, while be represents

the displacement which, in the same interval

of time, takes place in a horizontal direc-

tion. If then the distances ab and be
are^

traversed, during the same time-interval,

with uniform motions the corresponding
rx&- I0?

momenta will be to each other as the distances ab and be are to

each other; but the body which is urged by these two motions

describes the diagonal ac\ its momentum is proportional to\ac.

Also the square of ac is equal to the sum of the squares of ab

e. Hence the square of the resultant momentum is equal

.Q. E. D.

SIMP At this point there is just one slight difficulty which

needs to be cleared up; for it seems to me that the conclusion

* In the original this theorem reads as follows :
t

"Si diquod mobile duplici motu aquabili moveatur, nmpe omonUUi

perpendiculari, impetus seu momentum lationis ex vtroque iMtu coi

ixisita rit tiotentia aqualis ambobus momentis pnorum motuum.

*K Sistification of this translation of the word>*"
^and

of the use of the adjective "resultant" see p. 266 below. [Tw.l
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just reached contradicts a previous proposition
*
in which it is

claimed that the speed [impeto] of a body coming from a to b is

equal to that in coming from a to c; while now you conclude

that the speed [impeto] at c is greater than that at b.

SALV. Both propositions, Simplicio, are true, yet there is a

at difference between them. Here we are speaking of a

urged by a single motion which is the resultant of two

irm motions, while there we were speaking of two bodies

each urged with naturally accelerated motions, one along the

vertical ab the other along the inclined plane ac. Besides the

time-intervals were there not supposed to be equal, that along
the incline ac being greater than that along the vertical db;

but the motions of which we now speak, those along ab, be,

ac, are uniform and simultaneous.

SIMP. Pardon me; I am satisfied; pray go on.

SALV. Our Author next undertakes to explain what happens
when a body is urged by a motion compounded of one which is

horizontal and uniform and of another which is vertical but

naturally accelerated; from these two components results the

path of a projedtile, which is a parabola. The problem is to

determine the speed [impeto] of the projedlile at each point.
With this purpose in view our Author sets forth as follows the

manner, or rather the method, of measuring such speed [impeto]

along the path which is taken by a heavy body starting from
rest and falling with a naturally accelerated motion.

THEOREM III, PROPOSITION III

Let the motion take place along the line ab, starting from
rest at a, and in this line choose any point c. Let ac represent
the time, or the measure of the time, required for the body to

fall through the space ac; let ac also represent the velocity

[impetus sen momentum] at c acquired by a fall through the

distance ac. In the line ab seledl any other point b. The prob-
lem now is to determine the velocity .at b acquired by a body
in falling through the distance ab and to express this in terms
of the velocity at c, the measure of which is die length ac. Take

* See p. 169 above. [Trans.]
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as a mean proportional between ac and ab. We shall prove
that the velocity at b is to that at c as the length as is to the

length ac. Draw the horizontal

line cd, having twice the length

of ac, and be$ having twice the J

length of ba. It then follows,

**"""

from the preceding theorems,

that a body falling through the

distance ac, and turned so as -

to move along the horizontal cd Fig. no
with a uniform speed equal to that acquired on reaching c

[282]

will traverse the distance cd in the same interval of time as

that required to fall with accelerated motion from a to c. Like-

wise be will be traversed in the same time as ba. But the time

of descent through ab is as; hence the horizontal distance be

is also traversed in the time as. Take a point / such that the

time as is to the time ac as be is to U; since the motion along
be is uniform, the distance bl, if traversed with the speed [mo-

mentum celeritatis] acquired at b, will occupy the time ac; but

in this same time-interval, ac, the distance cd is traversed with

the speed acquired in c. Now two speeds are to each other as

the distances traversed in equal intervals of time. Hence the

speed at c is to the speed at b as cd is to bl But since dc is to

be as their halves, namely, as ca is to ba, and since be is to bl

as ba is to sa; it follows that dc is to bl as ca is to sa. In other

words, the speed at c is to that at b as ca is to sa, that is, as the

time of fall through ab.

The method of measuring the speed of a body along the direc-

tion of its fall is thus clear; the speed is assumed to increase

diredly as the time.
^ ;

But before we proceed further, since this discussion is to

deal with the motion compounded of a uniform horizontal one

and one accelerated vertically downwards the path of a pro-

jedlile, namely, a parabola it is necessary that we define some

common standard by which we may estimate the velocity, or

momentum [vehcitatem, impetum seu momentum] of both mo-
tions
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tions; and since from the innumerable uniform velocities one

only, and that not selected at random, is to be compounded with

a velocity acquired by naturally accelerated motion, I can

think of no simpler way of selecting and measuring this than to

assume another of the same kind.* For the sake of clearness,

draw the vertical line ac to meet the horizontal line be. Ac is

the height and be the amplitude of the semi-parabola db, which

is the resultant of the two motions, one that of a body falling

,

.
.

from rest at 0, through the distance ac, with naturally ac-

celerated motion, the other a uniform motion along the horizon-

tal ad. The speed acquired at c by a fall

through the distance ac is determined by
the height ac; for the speed of a body fall-

ing from the same elevation is always one

and the same; but along the horizontal one

may give a body an infinite number of uni-

<& form speeds. However, in order that I may
selecfl one out of this multitude and sepa-
rate it from the rest in a perfectly definite

manner, I will extend the height ca upwards
to e just as far as is necessary and will call

this distance ae the "sublimity." Imagine
a body to fall from rest at e; it is clear that

we may make its terminal speed at a the

same as that with which the same body
Fig. in travels along the horizontal line ad; this

speed will be such that, in lie time of descent along ea, it will

describe a horizontal distance twice the length of ea. This

preliminary remark seems necessary.

^

The reader is reminded that above I have called the horizontal

line cb the "amplitude" of the semi-parabola ah; the axis ac
of this parabola, I have called its "altitude"; but the line ea the
fall along which determines the horizontal speed I have called

"sublimity." These matters having been explained, Ithe

proceed with the demonstration.
* Galileo here proposes to employ as a standard of velocity the terminal

speed of a body falling freely from a given height. [Tram.]
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SAGR. Allow me, please, to interrupt in order that I may
point out the beautiful agreement between this thought of the

Author and the views of Plato concerning the origin of the

various uniform speeds with which the heavenly bodies revolve.

The latter chanced upon the idea that a body could not pass
from rest to any given speed and maintain it uniformly except
by passing through all the degrees of speed intermediate between
the given speed and rest. Plato thought that God, after having
created the heavenly bodies, assigned them the proper and
uniform speeds with which they were forever to revolve; and
that He made them start from rest and move over definite dis-

tances under a natural and redtilinear acceleration such as

governs the motion of terrestrial bodies. He added that once

these bodies had gained their proper and permanent speed, their

redlilinear motion was converted into a circular one, the only

.
[284]

motion capable of maintaining uniformity, a motion in which

the body revolves without either receding from or approaching
its desired goal. This conception is truly worthy of Plato; and

it is to be all the more highly prized since its underlying princi-

ples remained hidden until discovered by our Author who re-

moved from them the mask and poetical dress and set forth the

idea in corredl historical perspective. In view of the fadl that

astronomical science furnishes us such complete information

concerning the size of the planetary orbits, the distances of

these bodies from their centers of revolution, and their velocities,

I cannot help thinking that our Author (to whom this idea of

Plato was not unknown) had some curiosity to discover whether

or not a definite "sublimity" might be assigned to each planet,

such that, if it were to start from rest at this particular height

and to fall with naturally accelerated motion along a straight line,

and were later to change the speed thus acquired into uniform

motion, the size of its orbit and its period of revolution would be

those adually observed.

SALV. I think I remember his having told me that he once

made the computation and found a satisfactory correspondence

with observation. But he did not wish to speak of it, lest in

view
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view of the odium which his many new discoveries had already

brought upon him, this might be adding fuel to the fire. But

if any one desires such information he can obtain it for himself

from the theory set forth in the present treatment.

We now proceed with the matter in hand, which is to prove:

PROBLEM I, PROPOSITION IV

To determine the momentum of a projedlile at each particular

point in its given parabolic path.

Let bee be the semi-parabola whose amplitude is cd and

whose height is db, which latter extended upwards cuts the tan-

gent of the parabola ca in a. Through the vertex draw the

horizontal line K parallel to cd. Now if the amplitude cd is

equal to the entire height da, then hi will be equal to ba and

also to bd; and if we take ab as the measure of the time re-

quired for fall through the distance ab and also of the momen-
tum acquired at b in consequence of its fall from rest at a, then

ilwe turn into a horizontal direction the momentum acquired

by fall through ab [impetim ab] the space traversed in the same
interval of time will be represented by dc which is twice bi. But
a body which falls from rest at b along the line bd will during
the same time-interval fall through the height of the parabola

[285]

bd. Hence a body falling from rest at a, turned into a horizontal

direction with the speed db will traverse a space equal to dc.

Now if one superposes upon this motion a fall along bd, travers-

ing the height bd while the parabola be is described, then lie

momentum of the body at the terminal point c is the resultant

of a uniform horizontal momentum, whose value is represented

by ab, and of another momentum acquired by fall from b to the

terminal point d or c; these two momenta are equal. If, there-

fore, we take db to be the measure of one of these momenta,
say, the uniform horizontal one, then bi, which is equal to bd,
will represent the momentum acquired at d or c; and ia will

represent the resultant of these two momenta, that is, the total

momentum with which the projeAile, travelling along the pa-
rabola, strikes at c.

With
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With this in mind let us take any point on the parabola, say
e, and determine the momentum with which die projectile

passes that point. Draw the horizontal ef and take bg a mean
proportional between bd and bf. Now since ab, or bd, is as-
sumed to be the measure of the

time and of
^the momentum [mo-

mentum velocitatis] acquired by fall-

ing from rest at b through the dis-

tance Id, it follows that bg will

measure the time and also the

momentum [impetus] acquired at/
by fall from b. If therefore we lay

off bo, equal to bg, the diagonal line

joining a and o will represent the
c

momentum at the point e; because
2

the length ab has been assumed to

represent the momentum at b Fig. 112

which, after diversion into a horizontal direction, remains con-

stant; and because bo measures the momentum at / or e, ac-

quired by fall, from rest at b, through the height bf. But the

square of ao equals the sum of the squares of ab and bo. Hence
the theorem sought.

SAGR. The manner in which you compound these different

momenta to obtain their resultant strikes me as so novel that

my mind is left in no small confusion. I do not refer to the

composition of two uniform motions, even when unequal, and

when one takes place along a horizontal, the other along a

vertical direction; because in this case I am thoroughly con-

vinced that the resultant is a motion whose square is equal to the

sum of the squares of the tw6 components. The confusion

arises when one undertakes to compound a uniform horizontal

motion with a vertical one which is naturally accelerated. I

trust, therefore, we may pursue this discussion more at length.

[286]

SIMP. And I need this even more than you since I am not yet

as clear in my mind as I ought to be concerning those funda-

mental propositions upon which the others rest. Even in the

case
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case of the two uniform motions, one horizontal, the other

perpendicular, I wish to understand better the manner in which

you obtain the resultant from the components^ Now, Salviati,

you understand what we need and what we desire.

SALV. Your request is altogether reasonable and I will see

whether my long consideration of these matters will enable me
to mike them clear to you. But you must excuse me if in the

explanation I repeat many things already said by the Author.

Concerning motions and their velocities or momenta [movi-

menti e lor veloriia o impeti] whether uniform or naturally ac-

celerated, one cannot speak definitely until he has established

a measure for such velocities and also for time. As for time we
have the already widely adopted hours, first minutes and second

minutes. So for velocities, just as for intervals of time, there is

need of a common standard which shall be understood and

accepted by everyone, and which shall be the same for all. As
has already been stated, the Author considers the velocity of a

freely falling body adapted to this purpose, since this velocity
increases according to the same law in all parts of the world;
thus for instance lie speed acquired by a leaden ball of a pound
weight starting from rest and falling vertically through the

height of, say, a spear's length is the same in all places; it is

therefore excellently adapted for representing the momentum
[imprto] acquired in the case of natural fall.

It still remains for us to discover a method of measuring
momentum in the case of uniform motion in such a way that all

who discuss the subjedl will form the same conception of its

size and velocity \grandezza e vtlocita]. This will prevent one

person from imagining it larger, another smaller, than it really

is; so that in the composition of a given uniform motion with
one which is accelerated different men may not obtain different

values for the resultant. In order to determine and represent
such a momentum apd particular speed [impeto e velocita partico-

lare] our Author has found no better method than to use the
momentum acquired by a body fo naturally accelerated motion.

[287]^
The speed of a body which has in this manner acquired any

momentum
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momentum whatever will, when converted into uniform motion,
retain precisely such a speed as, during a time-interval equal to
that of the fall, will carry the body through a distance equal to
twice that of the fall. But since this matter is one which is

fundamental in our discussion it is well that we make it per-
fedly-clearby means of some particular example.
Let us consider the speed and momentum acquired by a body

falling through the height, say, of a spear \picca] as a standard
which we may use in the measurement of other speeds and
momenta as occasion demands; assume for instance that the

time of such a fall is four seconds [minuti secondi d
y

ord\\ now in

order to measure the speed acquired from a fall through any
other height, whether greater or less, one must not conclude

that these speeds bear to one another the same ratio as the

heights of fall; for instance, it is not true that a fall through four

times a given height confers a speed four times as great as that

acquired by descent through the given height; because the

speed of a naturally accelerated motion does not vary in pro-

portion to the time. As has been shown above, the ratio of die

spaces is equal to the square of the ratio of the times.

If, then, as is often done for the sake of brevity, we take

the same limited straight line as the measure of the speed, and

of the time, and also of the space traversed during that

time, it follows that the duration of fall and the speed

acquired by the same body in passing over any other

distance, is not represented by this second distance, but

by a mean proportional between the two distances.

This I can better illustrate by an example. In the ver-

tical line ac, lay off the portion ab to represent the dis-

tance traversed by a body falling freely with acceler-

ated motion: the time of fall may be represented by any
limited straight line, but for the sake of brevity, we shall

represent it by the same length db; this length may also

be employed as a measure of the momentum and speed
** H3

acquired during the motion; in short, let ab be a measure of

the various physical quantities which enter this discussion.

Having agreed arbitrarily upon ab as a measure of these

three
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three different quantities, namely, space, time, and momentum,
our next task is to find the time required for fall through a

[288]

given vertical distance ac, also the momentum acquired at the

terminal point c, both of which are to be expressed in terms of

the time and momentum represented by ab. These two required

quantities are obtained by laying off ad, a mean proportional

between ab and ac; in other words, the time of fall from a to c is

represented by ad on the same scale on which we agreed that

the time of fall from a to b should be represented by ab. In like

manner we may say that the momentum [impeto o grado di

velocity acquired at c is related to that acquired at b, in the same

manner that the line ad is related to ab, since the velocity varies

diredUy as the time, a conclusion, which although employed
as a postulate in Proposition III, is here amplified by the

Author.

This point being clear and well-established we pass to the

consideration of the momentum [impeto] in the case of two

compound motions, one of which is compounded of a uniform

horizontal and a uniform vertical motion, while the other is

compounded of a uniform horizontal and a naturally accelerated

vertical motion. If both components are uniform, and one at

right angles to the other, we have already seen that the square of

the resultant is obtained by adding the squares of the compo-
nents [p. 257] as will be clear from the following illustration.

Let us imagine a body to move along the vertical ab with a

uniform momentum [impeto] of 3, and on reaching b to move
a toward c with a momentum [velocita ed

impeto] of 4, so that during the same time-

interval it will traverse 3 cubits along the

vertical and 4 along the horizontal. But a

particle which moves with the resultant ve-

fig.^ii4 locity [velocita] will, in the same time, trav-

erse the diagonal ac, whose length is not 7 cubits the sum of

ab (3) and be (4) but 5, which is in potenza equal to the sum
of 3 and 4, that is, the squares of 3 and 4 when added make 25,
which is the square of ac, and is equal to the sum of the squares

of
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of ab and be. Hence ac is represented by the side -or we may
say the root of a square whose area is 25, namely 5.
As a fixed and certain rule for obtaining the momentum which

i .,
results from two uniform momenta, one vertical, the other
horizontal, we have therefore the following: take the square of
each, add these together, and extraA the square root of the sum,
which will be the momentum resulting from the two. Thus, in

the above example, the body which in virtue of its vertical

motion would strike
^the

horizontal plane with a momentum
\forza]

of 3, would owing to its horizontal motion alone strike at
c with a momentum of 4; but if the body strikes with a momen-
tum which is the resultant of these two, its blow will be that of a

body moving with a momentum [velocita eforza] of 5 ;
and such a

blow will be the same at all points of the diagonal ac, since its

components are always the same and never increase or diminish.

Let us now pass to the consideration of a uniform horizontal

motion compounded with the vertical motion of a freely falling

body starting from rest. It is at once clear that lie diagonal
which represents the motion compounded of these two is not a

straight line, but, as has been demonstrated, a semi-parabola,
in which the momentum [impeto] is always increasing because

the speed [velocita] of the vertical component is always increas-

ing. Wherefore, to determine the momentum [impeto] at any

given point in the parabolic diagonal, it is necessary first to

fix upon the uniform horizontal momentum [impeto] and then,

treating the body as one falling freely, to find tie vertical

momentum at the given point; this latter can be determined

only by taking into account the duration of fall, a consideration

which does not enter into the composition of two uniform mo-

tions where the velocities and momenta are always the same;
but here where one of the component motions has an initial

value of zero and increases its speed [velocita] in direA proportion

to the time, it follows that the time must determine the speed

[velocita] at the assigned point It only remains to obtain the

momentum resulting from these two components (as in the case

of uniform motions) by placing the square of the resultant equal
to
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to the sum of the squares of the two components. But here

again it is better to illustrate by means of an example.

On the vertical ac lay off any portion ab which we shall em-

ploy as a measure of the space traversed by a body falling freely

along the perpendicular, likewise as a measure of the time and

also of the speed \grado di velocita] or, we may say, of the mo-

menta [impetj\. It is at once clear that if the momentum of a

[290]

Body at b
9

fter having fallen from rest at a, be diverted along

the horizontal dire&ion bd, with uniform motion, its speed will

be such that, during the time-interval ab, it will traverse a

distance which is represented by the line bd and which is twice as

great as ab. Now choose a

d point c, such that be shall be

equal to ab, and through c

draw the line ce equal and

parallel to bd; through die

/ points b and e draw the pa-
rabola bei. And since, during
the time-interval ab, the hori-

zontal distance bdor ce, double

the length ab, is traversed with

c the momentum ab, and since

during an equal time-interval
*
the vertical distance be is trav-

ersed, the body acquiring at c

a momentum represented by
the same horizontal, bd, it fol-

lows that during the time ab the body will pass from b to e along

of two momenta each equal to ab. And since one of these is

horizontal and the other vertical, the square of the resultant mo-
mentum is equal to the sum of the squares of these two compo-
nents, i. e., equal to twice either one of them.

Therefore, if we lay off the distance bf, equal to ba, and draw
the diagonal of, it follows that the momentum [impeto e per-

cossa] at e will exceed that of a body at b after having fallen from

a,
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#, or what is the same thing, will exceed the horizontal momen-

tum \fercossa dell'impeto] along bd, in the ratio of of to ab.

. Suppose now we choose for the height of fall a distance bo

which is not equal to but greater than ab, and suppose that bg

represents a mean proportional between ba and bo; then, still re-

taining ba as a measure of the distance fallen through, from rest

at a, to ^ also as a measure of the time and of the momentum

which the falling body acquires at b, it follows that bg will be

the measure of the time and also of the momentum which the

body acquires in falling from b to o. Likewise just as themomen-

tum ab during the time ab carried the body a distance along the

horizontal equal to twice ab, so now, during the time-interval

bg, the body will be carried in a horizontal direction through a

distance which is greater in the ratio of bg to ba. Lay off Ib

equal to bg and draw the diagonal d, from which we have a

quantity compounded of two velocities [impcti\ one horizontal,

the other vertical ;
these determine the parabola. The horizontal

and uniform velocity is that acquired at b in falling from a; the

other is that acquired at o, or, we may say, at i, by a body falling

through the distance bo, during a time measured by the line bg,

[291]

which line bg also represents the momentum of the body. And

in like manner we may, by taking a mean proportional between

the two heights, determine the momentum [mpeto] at the

extreme end of the parabola where the height is less than the

sublimity ab; this mean proportional is to be drawn along the

horizontal in place of bf, and also another diagonal in place at

af, which diagonal will represent the momentum at the extreme

end of the parabola. .

To what has hitherto been said concerning the momenta,

blows or shocks of projeftiles,
we must add another very im-

portant consideration; to determine the force and energy ol tne

shock [fona ed ener&a delta percossa] it is not sufficient to con-

sider only the speed of the piojeftiles,
butwemust also take into

account the nature and condition of the target which, in no

small degree, determines the efficiency of the blow. FwtrfaH

it is well known that the target suffers violence from the> speed
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[velocita] of the projedlile in proportion as it partly or entirely

stops the motion; because if the blow falls upon an objedl which

yields to the impulse [velocita del percuziente] without resistance

such a blow will be of no effedl; likewise when one attacks his

enemy with a spear and overtakes him at an instant when he is

fleeing with equal speed there will be no blow but merely a

harmless touch. But if the shock falls upon an objedl which

yields only in part then the blow will not have its full effedl,

but the damage will be in proportion to the excess of the speed
of the projedlile over that of the receding body; thus, for exam-

ple, if the shot reaches the target with a speed of IO while the

latter recedes with a speed of 4, the momentum and shock

[impeio e percossa] will be represented by 6. Finally the blow

will be a maximum, in so far as the projedlile is concerned, when
the target does not recede at all but if possible completely re-

sists and stops the motion of the projedlile. I have said in so

far as ike projeffile is concerned because if the target should

approach the projedlile the shock of collision [colpo e I'incontro]

would be greater in proportion as the sum of the two speeds is

greater than that of the projedlile alone.

Moreover it is to be observed that the amount of yielding in

the target depends not only upon the quality of the material,
as regards hardness, whether it be of iron, lead, wool, etc., but

[292]

also upon te position. If the position is such that the shot

strikes it at right angles, the momentum imparted by the blow

[impeto del colpo] will be a maximum; but if the motion be

oblique, that is to say slanting, the blow will be weaker; and
more and more so in proportion to the obliquity; for, no matter
how hard the material of the target thus situated, the entire

momentum [impeto e moto] of the shot will not be spent and
stopped; the projedlile will slide by and will, to some extent,
continue its motion along the surface of the opposing body.
All that has been said above concerning the amount ofmomen-

tum in the projedlile at the extremity of die parabola must be
understood to refer to a blow received on a line at right angles to
this parabola or along the tangent to the parabola at the" given

point
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point; for, even though the motion has two components, one
horizontal, the other vertical, neither will the momentum along
the horizontal nor that upon a plane perpendicular to the
horizontal be a maximum, since each of these will be received

obliquely.

SAGR. Your having mentioned these blows and shocks recalls

to my mind a problem, or rather a question, in mechanics of
which no author has given a solution or said anything which
diminishes my astonishment or even partly relieves my mind.

My difficulty and surprise consist in not being able to see

whence and upon what principle is derived the energy and im-

mense force [energia eforza immensa] which makes its appearance
in a blow; for instance we see the simple blow of a hammer,
weighing not more than 8 or 10 Ibs., overcoming resistances

which, without a blow, would not yield to the weight of a body
producing impetus by pressure alone, even though that body
weighed many hundreds of pounds. I would like to discover a
method of measuring the force

[fprza]
of such a percussion. I can

hardly think it infinite, but incline rather to the view that it has

its limit and can be counterbalanced and measured by other

forces, such as weights, orby levers or screws or othermechanical

instruments which are used to multiply forces in a mannerwhich

I satisfactorily understand.

SALV. You are not alone in your surprise at this effeft or in

obscurity as to the cause of this remarkable property. I studied

this matter myself for a while in vain; but my confusion merely
increased until finally meeting our Academician I received from

him great consolation. First he told me that he also had for a

long time been groping in the dark; but later he said that, after

having spent some thousands of hours in speculating and con-

templating thereon, he had arrived at some notions which are

far removed from our earlier ideas and which are remarkable

for their novelty. And since now I know that you would gladly

hear what these novel ideas are I shall not wait for you to ask

but promise that, as soon as our discussion of
jprojedliles

is

completed, I will explain all these fantasies, or if you please,

vagaries
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vagaries, as far as I can recall them from the words of our

Academician. In the meantime we proceed with the proposi-

tions of the author.

PROPOSITION V, PROBLEM

Having given a parabola, find the point, in its axis extended

upwards, from which a particle must fall in order to describe

this same parabola.

Let ab be the given parabola, lib its amplitude, and he its axis

extended. The problem is to find the point e from which a body
must fall in order that, after the momentum which it acquires at

a has been diverted into a horizontal direction, it will describe

the parabola ab. Draw the horizontal ag, parallel to bh, and

_ having laid off af equal to ah,

draw the straight line bf which

will be a tangent to the parab-
/ola at b, and will intersedl the
^

horizontal ag at g: choose e such

that ag will be a mean propor-
tional between aj and ae. Now
I say that e is the point above

sought. That is, if a body falls

r from rest at this point e, and if

the momentum acquired at the

Fig. 116
p jQt a be diverted into a hori-

zontal dire&ion, and compounded with the momentum ac-

quired at A in falling from rest at a, then the body will describe

the parabola ab. For if we understand ea to be the measure of

the time of fall from e to a, and also of the momentum acquired
at a, then ag (which is a mean proportional between ea and af)

will represent the time and momentum of fall from / to a or,

what is the same thing, from a to h; and since a body falling from

e, during the time ea, will, owing to the momentum acquired at

a, traverse at uniform speed a horizontal distance which is

twice ea, it follows that, the body will if impelled by the same

momentum, during the time-interval ag traverse a distance

equal to twice ag which is the half of bh. This is true because,
in
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in the case of uniform motion, the spaces traversed vary di-

redtiy as the times. And likewise if the motion be vertical and

start from rest, the body will describe the distance ah in the

time ag. Hence the amplitude bh and the altitude ah are trav-

ersed by a body in the same time. Therefore the parabola ab

will be described by a body falling from the sublimity of e.

Q. E. F.

COROLLARY

Hence it follows that half the base, or amplitude, of the semi-

parabola (which is one-quarter of the entire amplitude) is amean

proportional
between its altitude and the sublimity from which

a falling body will describe this same parabola.

PROPOSITION VI, PROBLEM

Given the sublimity and the altitude of a parabola, to find

its amplitude.

Let the line ac, in which lie the given altitude cb and sub-

limity ab, be perpendicular to

the horizontal line cd. The prob-

lem is to find the amplitude,

along the horizontal cd, of the

semi-parabola which is described

with the sublimity ba and alti-

tude be. Lay off cd equal to

twice the mean proportional be-

tween cb and ba. Then cd will

be the amplitude sought, as is -

evident from the preceding prop- 46
osition.

Fi&- "7

f>

THEOREM. PROPOSITION VII

If piojeAiles describe semi-parabolas of the same ampli-

tude, the momentum required to describe that one whose

amplitude is double its altitude is less than that required

for any other. T
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Let bd be a semi-parabola whose amplitude cd is double its

altitude cb; on its axis extended upwards lay off ba equal to its

altitude be. Draw the line ad which will be a tangent to the

parabola at d and will cut the horizontal line be at the point

*, making be equal to be and also to ba. It is evident that this

parabola will be described by a projedlile whose uniform horizon-

tal momentum is that which it would acquire at b in falling from

rest at a and whose naturally accelerated vertical momentum is

that of the body falling to c, from rest at b. From this it follows

Fig. 118

that the momentum at the terminal point d, compounded of
these two, is represented by the diagonal ae

y whose square is

equal to tie sum of the squares of the two components. Now
let gd be any other parabola whatever having the same ampli-
tude cd, but whose altitude eg is either greater or less than the
altitude be. Let hd be the tangent cutting the horizontal

[295]

through gat*. Seledl a point / such that hg:gk =gk;gl. Then
from a preceding proposition [V], it follows that gl will be the
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height from which a body must fall in order to describe the

parabola gd.

Let gm be a mean proportional between ab and gl; then gm
will [Prop. IV] represent the time and momentum acquired at

g by a fall from /; for ab has been assumed as a measure of both
time and momentum. Again let gn be a mean proportional
between be and eg; it will then represent the time and momen-
tum which the body acquires at c in falling from g. If now we
join m and

, this line mn will represent the momentum at d of
the projedlile traversing the parabola dg; which momentum is,

I say, greater than that of the projedlile travelling along the

parabola bd whose measure was given by ae. For since gn has
been taken as a mean proportional between be and gc; and since

be is equal to be and also to kg (each of diem being the half of

de) it follows that cg:gn, =gn:gk, and as eg or (kg) is to gk so_is

flg
2 to gk*i but by construction hg:gk=gk:gl Hence flg

2
:

gk*=gk:gl. But gk:gl=gk?:gm\ since gm is a mean propor-
tional between 4g and

g/. Therefore die three squares fl& &
mg form a continued proportion, gn*:gk*=gk*:gm* And the

sum of the two extremes which is equal to the square of mn is

greater than twice the square of gk; but the square of ae is

double the square of gk. Hence the square ofmn is greater than

the square of ae and the length mn is greater than the length ae.

Q. E. D.

[296]

COROLLARY

Conversely it is evident that less momentum will be required
to send a projedile from the terminal point d along the parabola
bd than along any other parabola having an elevation greater or

less than that of the parabola bd, for which the tangent at d
makes an angle of 45 with the horizontal. From which it

follows that if projediles are fired from the terminal point d, all

having the same speed, but each having a different elevation, the

maximum range, i. e., amplitude of the semi-parabola or of the

entire parabola, will be obtained when the elevation is 45: the

other
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other shots, fired at angles greater or less will have a shorter

range.

SAGR. The force of rigid demonstrations such as occur only
in mathematics fills me with wonder and delight. From ac-

counts given by gunners, I was already aware of the facft that

in the use of cannon and mortars, the maximum range, that is

the one in which the shot goes farthest, is obtained when the

elevation is 45 or, as they say, at the sixth point of the quad-
rant; but to understand why this happens far outweighs the
mere information obtained by the testimony of others or even

by repeated experiment.
SALV. What you say is very true. The knowledge of a single

facfl acquired through a discovery of its causes prepares the
mind to understand and ascertain other fads without need
of recourse to experiment, precisely as in the present case,
where by argumentation alone the Author proves with certainty
that the maximum range occurs when the elevation is 45. He
thus demonstrates what has perhaps never been observed in

experience, namely, that of other shots those which exceed or
fall short of 45 by equal amounts have equal ranges; so that
if the balls have been fired one at an elevation of 7 points, the
other

^at 5, they will strike the level at the same distance: the
same is true if tie shots are fired at 8 and at 4 points, at 9 and at

3, etc. Now let us hear the demonstration of this.

[297]

THEOREM. PROPOSITION VIII

The amplitudes of two parabolas described by projedliles
fired with the same speed, but at angles of elevation which
exceed and fall short of 45 by equal amounts, are equal
to each other.

In the triangle neb let the horizontal side be and the vertical

cm, which form a right angle at c, be equal to each other; then
the angle mbc will be a semi-right angle; let the line cm be pro-
longed to d, such a point that the two angles at b, namely mbe
and mbd, one above and the other below the diagonal mb, shall
be equal It is now to be proved that in the case of two parabolas

described
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described by two projedliles fired from b with the same speed,
one at the angle of ebc, the other at the angle of dbc, their am-

plitudes
will be equal. Now since the external angle bmc is

equate to them the- angle mbc; but if we re-

place the angle dbm by mbe, then this same

angle mbc is equal to the two mbe and bdc:

and if we subtraft from each side of this

equation the angle mbe, we have the remain-

der bdc equal to the remainder ebc. Hence
the two triangles deb and bee are similar.

Biseft the straight lines dc and ec in the

points h and /: and draw the lines hi and/
parallel to the horizontal cb, and choose /

such that dh:hi-ih:hl. Then the triangle iUt

will be similar to ihd, and also to the triangle*

egf; and since ih and gf are equal, each being
*" IJ9

half of be, it follows that hi is equal to ft and also to fc; and if

we add to each of these the common part/fc, it will be seen that

eh is equal to//.

Let us now imagine a parabola described through the points

h and b whose altitude is he and sublimity hi. Its amplitude will

be cb which is double the length hi since hi is a mean proportional

between^ (or eh) and hi. The line db is tangent to the parabola
at b, since ch is equal to hd. If again we imagine a^ parabola

described through the points / and b, with a sublimity fl and

altitude /c, of which the mean proportional is fa or one-ialf of

cb, then, as before, will cb be the amplitude and the line eb a

tangent at b; for ejand/r are equal.

But the two angles dbc and *fc, the angles of elevation, differ

by equal amounts from a 45 angle. Hence follows the proposi-

tion.

THEOREM. PROPOSITION IX

The amplitudes of two parabolas are equal when their alti-

tudes and sublimities are inversely proportional.
Let
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Let the altitude gf of the parabola fh bear to the altitude cb

of the parabola bd the same ratio which the sublimity ba bears to

the sublimity/?; then 1 say the amplitude kg is equal to the

amplitude dc. For since the first of these quantities, gf, bears to

U the second cb the same
ratio which the third,

ba, bears to the fourth

fa it follows that the

area of the redlangle

, gf.fe is equal to that of

> the reftangle cb.ba;

therefore squares

(

which are equal to
' these redlangles are

equal to each other.Fig. 120

But [by Proposition VI] the square of half of gh is equal to the

rectangle gf.fe; and the square of half of cd is equal to the rec-

tangle cb.ba. Therefore these squares and their sides and the

doubles of their sides are equal. But these last are the ampli-
tudes gh and cd. Hence follows the proposition.

LEMMA FOR THE FOLLOWING PROPOSITION

If a straight linebe cut at any point whatever and mean pro-

portionals between this line and each of its parts be taken,
the sum of the squares of these mean proportionals is equal
to the squareof the entire line.

Let the line ab be cut at c. Then I say that the square of the

mean proportional between ab and ac plus
the square of the mean proportional between
ab and cb is equal to the square of the whole
line ab. This is evident as soon as we de-

scribe a semicircle upon the entire line ab,

eredl a peipendicular cd at c, and draw da FiS- l

and db. For da is a mean proportional between ab and ac while

ab is a mean proportional between ab and be: and since the

angle adb, inscribed in a semicircle, is a right angle the sum of

the
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the squares of the lines da and db is equal to the square of the

entire line ab. Hence follows the proposition.

THEOREM. PROPOSITION X
The momentum [impetus sen momentum] acquired by a

particle at the terminal point of any semi-parabola is equal

to that which it would acquire in failing through a vertical

distance equal to the sum of the sublimity and the altitude

of the semi-parabola.*

Let ab be a semi-parabola having a sublimity da and an altitude

ac9
the sum ofwhich is the perpendicular dc. Now

I saythemomentum of the particle at b is thesame

as thatwhich itwould acquireb fallingfreelyfrom

d to c. Let us take the length of dc itself as a

measure of time and momentum, and lay off cf

equal to the mean proportional between cd and

da; also lay off ce a mean proportional between

cd and ca. Now cf is the measure of the time and

of the momentum acquired by fall, from rest at

d, through tie distance da; while ce is the time

and momentum of fall, from rest at a, through,

the distance ca; also the diagonal ef will repre-
u

sent a momentum which is the resultant of these
nS*

two, and is therefore the momentum at the terminal point of

the parabola, b.
. . ,

And since dc has been cut at some point a and since cf and

ce are mean proportionals between the whole of cd and its parts,

da and ac, it follows, from the preceding lemma, that the sum

of the squares of these mean proportionals is equal to the square

of the whole: but the square of ef is also equal to the sum of

these same squares; whence it Mows that the line ef is equal to

Accordingly the momentum acquired at c by a partide in

failing from d is the same as that acquired at b by a particle

traversing the parabola ab. Q- E - D *

* In modern mechanics this well-known theorem assumes the foHomng

form: The speed of a projectile
at any point is introduced by ajallfrom

the directrix. [Trans.]
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COROIXARY

Hence it follows that, in the case of all parabolas where the

sum of the sublimity and altitude is a constant, the momentum
at the terminal point is a constant.

PROBLEM. PROPOSITION XI

Given the amplitude and the speed [impetus] at the ter-

minalpoint of a semi-parabola, to find its altitude.

Let the given speed be represented by the vertical line ab, and

the amplitude by the horizontal line be; it is required to find

the sublimity of the semi-parabola whose terminal speed is ab

and amplitude be. From what precedes [Cbr. Prop. V] it is

dear that half the amplitude be is a mean proportional between

[300]

the altitude and sublimity of the parabola of which the terminal

speed is equal, in accordance with the preceding proposition, to

4 the speed acquired by a body in falling

from rest at a through the distance ab.

<rTherefore the line ba must be cut at a
^
point such that the recftangle formed by
its two parts will be equal to the square
of half be, namely Id. Necessarily, there-

^ fore, bd must not exceed the half of ba;

for of all the redlangles formed by parts
of a straight line,the one of greatest area

is obtained when the line is divided into

two equal parts. Let e be the middle
f

point of the line ab; and now if bd be
/ equal to be the problem is solved; for be

will be the altitude and ea the sublimity
123 of the parabola. (Incidentally we may

observe a consequence already demonstrated, namely: of all

parabolas described with any given terminal speed that for

which the elevation is 45 will have the maximum amplitude.)
But suppose that bd is less than half of ba which is to be

divided
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divided in such a way that the redangle upon its parts may be

equal to the square of bd. Upon ea as diameter describe a semi-

circle efa, in which draw the chord af, equal to bd: join fe and

lay off the distance eg equal to fe. Then the re&angle bg.ga

plus the square of eg will be equal to the square of ea, and hence

also to the sum of die squares of aj and fe. If now we subtradl

the equal squares of fe and ge there remains the reftangle bg.ga

equal to the square of af, that is, of bd, a line which is a mean

proportional
between bg and ga; from which it is evident that

the semi-parabola whose amplitude is be and whose terminal

speed [impetus] is represented by ba has an altitude bg and a

sublimity gfl.

If however we lay off K equal to ga, then bi will be the alti-

tude of the semi-parabola ic, and ia will be its sublimity. From

the preceding demonstration we are able to solve the following

problem.

PROBLEM. PROPOSITION XII

To compute and tabulate the amplitudes of
all^

semi-

parabolas which are described by projectiles fired with the

same initial speed [impetus].

From the foregoing it follows that, whenever the^sum
ot

the altitude and sublimity is a constant vertical height for

any set of parabolas, these parabolas are described by pio-

jediles having the same initial speed; all vertical heights thus

[301]

obtained are therefore included between two parallel horizontal

lines. Let cb represent a horizontal line and ab a vertical line

of equal length; draw the diagonal ac; the angle ad> wiU be: one

of^:letrfbethemiddlepobtoftheverticallme^
Then the

semi-parabola dc is the one which is determined by the sub-

limity ^ and the altitude db, while its terminal sped at c is

thatwhich would beacqu^
at a. If now eg be drawn parallel

to fc, the sum of the altitude

and sublimity for any other semnparabola having the same

?ennil spS will, in the manner explained,
be equal to Ae

Snce between the parallel
lines ag and fe. Moreover, since
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it has already been shown that the
amplitudes^

of two semi-

parabolas are the same when their angles of elevation differ from

45 by like amounts, it follows that the same computation which

is employed for the larger elevation
will serve also for the smaller.

Let us also assume 10000 as the

^greatest amplitude for a parabola

whose angle of elevation is 45; this

then will be the length of the line

,

ba and the amplitude of the semi-

parabola be. This number, 10000,
'

is selected because in these calcula-

tions we employ a table of tangents

?in which this is the value of the

tangent of 45. And now, coming

|
down to business, draw the straight

line ce making an acute angle ecb

greater than acb: the problem now
is to draw the semi-parabola to

which the line ec is a tangent and
'

for which the sum of the sublimity
Fig. 124 and the altitude is the distance ba.

Take the length of the tangent* be from the table of tan-

gents, using the angle bee as an argument: let/be the middle

point of be; next find a third proportional to bf and bi (the

half of be), which is of necessity greater than /<z.f Call this

fo. We have now discovered that, for the parabola inscribed

[302]

in the triangle ecb having the tangent ce and the amplitude
cb, the altitude is bf and the sublimity fo. But the total length
of bo exceeds the distance between die parallels ag and cb,

while our problem was to keep it equal to this distance: for

both the parabola sought and the parabola dc are described
* The reader will observe that the word "tangent" is here used in a

sense somewhat different from that of the preceding sentence. The
"tangent ec" is a line which touches the parabola at c; but the "tan-

gent eb" is the side of the right-angled triangle which lies opposite the

angle ecb, a line whose length is proportional to the numerical value of

the tangent of this angle. [Trans.]

t This fact is demonstrated in -the third paragraph below. [Trans.]
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by projectiles fired from c with the same speed. Now since an
infinite number of greater and smaller parabolas, similar to
each other, may be described within the angle bee we must find

another parabola which like cd has for the sum of its altitude and

sublimity the height bo, equal to be.

Therefore lay off cr so that, ob:ba =bc:cr; then cr will be the

amplitude of a semi-parabola for which bee is the angle of eleva-

tion and for which the sum of the altitude and sublimity is the

distance between the parallels ga and cb, as desired. The process
is therefore as follows: One draws the tangent of the given

angle bee; takes half of this tangent, and adds to it the quantity,

fo9
which is a third proportional to the half of this tangent and

the half of be; the desired amplitude cr is then found from the

following proportion ob:ba =bc:cr. For example let the angle
ecb be one of 50; its tangent is 11918, half of which, namely bf,

is 59595 half of ^ is 5000; die third proportional of these halves

is 4195, which added to bf gives the value 10154 for bo. Further,
as ob is to ab, that is, as 10154 is to 10000, so is be, or 10000 (each

being the tangent of 45) to cr, which is the amplitude sought
and which has the value 9848, the maximum amplitude being

be, or 10000. The amplitudes of the entire parabolas are double

these, namely, 19696 and 20000. This is also the amplitude of a

parabola whose angle of elevation is 40, since it deviates by an

equal amount from one of 45.

[303]

SAGR. In order to thoroughly understand this demonstration

I need to be shown how the third proportional of i/and bi is, as

the Author indicates, necessarily greater than/0.

SALV. This result can, I think, be obtained as follows. The

square of the mean proportional between two lines is equal to the

redangle formed by these two lines. Therefore the square of

K (or of bd which is equal to In) must be equal to the redangle

formed by fb and the desired third proportional. This third

proportional is necessarily greater than/0 because the redangle

formed by bf and fa is less than the square of bd by an amount

equal to the square of df, as shown in Euclid, II. I. Besides it is
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tangent eb, falls in general above a and only once at a; in which

cases it is self-evident that the third proportional to the half

of the tangent and to the sublimity W lies wholly above a. But
the Author has taken a case where it is riot evident that the

third proportional is always greater than/0, so that when laid

off above the point/ it extends beyond the parallel ag.

Now let us proceed. It will be worth while, by the use of this

table, to compute another giving the altitudes of these semi-

parabolas described by projedliles having the same initial speed.
The construction is as follows:

Amplitudes of semi-parabolas
described with the same in-

itial speed.

[304]
Altitudes of semi-parabolas de-

scribed with the same initial

speed.
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Amplitudes of semi-parabolas Altitudes of semi-parabolas de-
described with the same in- scribed with the same initial
itial speed. speed.

Angle of Angle of Angle of Angle of
Elevation Elevation Elevation Elevation

70 6428 20 26 1922 7! 8040
71 6157 19 27 2061 72 9645
72 5878 18 28 2204 73 9144
73 S592 17 29 2351 74 9240
74 S300 16

3o 2499 75 9330
75 Sooo 15 31 2653 76 9415
76 4694 14 32 2810 77 9493
77 4383 13 33 2967 78 9S67
78 4067 12 34 3128 79 9636
79 374^ " 35 3*89 80 9698
80 3420 10 36 3456 81 9755
81 3090 9 37 3621 82 9806
82 2756 8 38 3793 83 9851
83 2419 7 39 3962 84 9890
84 2079 * 40 4132 85 9924
85 1736 5 41 4302 86 995!
86 1391 4 42 4477 87 9972
87 1044 3 43 4654 88 9987
88 698 2 44 4827 89 9998
89 349 i 45 5000 90 loooo

[305]

PROBLEM. PROPOSITION XIII

From the amplitudes of semi-parabolas given in the pre-

ceding table to find the altitudes of each of the parabolas
described with the same initial speed.

Let be denote the given amplitude; and let cfr, the sum of the

altitude and sublimity, be the measure of the initial speed which

is understood to remain constant. Next we must find and

determine the altitude, which we shall accomplish by so dividing

ob that the redlangle contained by its parts shall be equal to the

square of half the amplitude, be. Let / denote this point of

division and d and i be the middle points of ob and be respec-

tively. The square of ib is equal to the redlangle bf.fo; but the

square of do is equal to the sum of the redlangle bf.fo and the

square
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square of fd. If, therefore, from the square of do we
subtract

the square of bi which is equal to the redlangle bf.fo, there will

remain tie square of fd. The altitude in question, bf, is now

obtained by adding to this length, fd, the line bd. The process

is then as follows: From the square of half of bo

\ which is known, subtradl the square of bi which*
is also known; take the square root of the re-

mainder and add to it the known length db; then

I

you have the required altitude, bf.
1

Example. To find the altitude of a semi-parabola

described with an angle of elevation of 55. From
the preceding table the amplitude is seen to be

93965 of which the half is 4^9^? and the square
*
22071204. When this is subtracted from the

Fi8- I2S square of the half of bo, which is always

25,000,000, the remainder is 2928796, of which the square root

[306]

is approximately 1710. Adding this to the half of bo, namely

5000, we have 6710 for the altitude of bf.

It will be worth while to add a third table giving the altitudes

and sublimities for parabolas in which the amplitude is a con-

stant.

SAGR. I shall be very glad to see this; for from it I shall

learn the difference of speed and force [degl* impeti e delleforze]

required to fire
projectiles

over the same range with what we
call mortar shots. This difference will, I believe, vary greatly
with the elevation so that if, for example, one wished to employ
an elevation of 3 or 4, or 87 or 88 and yet give the ball the

same range which it had with an elevation of 45 (where we have
shown the initial speed to be a minimum) the excess of force

LV. You are quite right, sir; and you will find that in order
to perform this operation completely, at all angles of elevation,

you will have to make great strides toward an infinite speed.
We pass now to the consideration of the table.
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[307]

Table giving the altitudes and sublimities of parabolas of

constant amplitude, namely 10000, computed for

each degree of elevation.

Angle of* Angle of

Elevation Altitude Sublimity Elevation Altitude Sublimity

l 87 286533 46 5177 4828

2 175 H2450 47 5363 4662

3 262 95802 48 5553 4502

4 349 7I53I 49 5752 4345

5 437 57142 50 5959 4*96

6 525 47573 5 1 6174 4048

7 614 40716 52 6399 3906

8 702 35587 53 6635 3765

9 792 31565 54 6882 3632

10 881 28367 55 7i4i 35oo

11 972 25720 56 7413 3372

12 1063 23518 57 7699 3247

i* 1154 21701 58 8002 3123

14 1246 20056 59 8332 3004

J 1339 18663 60 8600 2887

16 1434 174^5 61 9020 2771

17 1529 16355 62 9403 205*

18 1624 15389 63 9813 2547

ig 1722 14522 64 10251 2438

20 1820 13736 65 10722 2331

21 1919 13024 66 11230 2226

22 2020 12376 67 "779 2122

23 2123 "778 68 12375 2020

24 2226 "230 69 13025 1919

2? 2332 10722 70 13237 1819

26 2i39 10253 71 H52I 172^

27 25$ 9814 72 15388 1624

28 $ 9404 73
J6354

*5*
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Angle of Angle of

Elevation Altitude Sublimity Elevation Altitude Sublimity
39 4049 6174 84 47572 525
40 419^ 5959 85 57150 437
41 4346 5752 86 71503 349
42 4502 5553 87 95405 262

43 4662 5362 88 143181 174
44 4828 5177 89 286499 87
45 5000 5000 90 infinita

[308]

PROPOSITION XIV

To find for each degree of elevation the altitudes and sub-
limities of parabolas of constant amplitude.

The problem is easily solved. For if we assume a constant

amplitude of 10000, then half the tangent at any angle of
elevation will be the altitude. Thus, to illustrate, a parabola
having an angle of elevation of 30 and an amplitude of 10000,
will have an altitude of 2887, which is approximately one-half
the tangent. And now the altitude having been found, the

sublimity is derived as follows. Since it has been proved that
half the amplitude of a semi-parabola is the mean proportional
between the altitude and sublimity, and since the altitude has
,. vv.>.j V s,v.u. Awuuvt, CU-LVJ. O.LUX.I* cut

o&iiij.-ajjup.uIUUC Jlo a tonSLaJlt,

namely 5000, it follows that if we divide the square of the semi-
amplitude by the altitude we shall obtain the sublimity sought.
Thus in our example the altitude was found to be 2887: the
square of 5000 is 25,000,000, which divided by 2887 gives the
approximate value of the sublimity, namely 8659.
SALV. Here we see, first of all, how very true is the state-

ment made above, that, -for different angles of elevation, the
greater the deviation from the mean, whether above or below,
the greater the initial speed [impeto e violenza] required to
carry the projedtile over the same range. For since the speed is
the resultant of two motions, namely, one horizontal and
uniform, the other vertical and naturally accelerated; and
sm&

the^sum of the altitude and sublimity represents this

speed, it is seen from the preceding table that this sum is a

minimum
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minimum for an elevation of 45 where the altitude and sub-

limity are equal, namely, each 5000; and their sum 10000.

But ifwe choose a greater elevation, say 50,we shall find thealti-

tude 5959? and the sublimity 4196, giving a sum of 10155; in like

manner we shall find that this is precisely the value of the speed
at 40 elevation, both angles deviating equally from the mean.

Secondly it is to be noted that, while equal speeds are re-

quired for each of two elevations that are equidistant from the

mean, there is this curious alternation, namely, that the altitude

and sublimity at the greater elevation correspond inversely to

the sublimity and altitude at the lower elevation. Thus in the

.[309]

preceding -example an elevation of 50 gives an altitude of 5959
and a sublimity of 4196; while an elevation of 40 corresponds
to an altitude of 4196 and a sublimity of 5959. And this holds

true in general; but it is to be remembered that, in order to

escape tedious calculations, no account has been taken of

fractions which are of little moment in comparison with such

large numbers.

SAGR. I note also in regard to the two components of the

initial speed [impeto] that the higher the shot the less is the

horizontal and the greater the vertical component; on the other

hand, at lower elevations where the shot reaches only a small

height the horizontal component of the initial speed must be

great. In the case of a projedlile fired at an elevation of 90,
I quite understand that all the force [forza] in the world would

not be sufficient tomake it deviate a single finger's breadth from

the perpendicular and that it would necessarily fall back into

its initial position; but in the case of zero elevation, when the

shot is fired horizontally, I am not so certain that some force,

less than infinite, would not cany the projedlile some distance;

thus not even a cannon can fire a shot in a perfectly horizontal

direction, or as we say, point blank, that is, with no elevation at

all. Here I admit there is some room for doubt. The fadl I do

not deny outright, because of another phenomenon apparently

no less remarkable, but yet one for which I have conclusive

evidence. This phenomenon is the impossibility of stretching
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a rope in such a way that it shall be at once straight and parallel

to the horizon; the fadl is that the cord always sags and bends

and that no force is sufficient to stretch it perfectly straight.

SALV. In this case of the rope then, Sagredo, you cease to

wonder at the phenomenon because you have its demonstration;

but if we consider it with more care we may possibly discover

some correspondence between the case of the gun and that of the

string. The curvature of the path of the shot fired horizontally

appears to result from two forces, one (that of the weapon) drives

it horizontally and die other (its own weight) draws it vertically

downward. So in stretching the rope you have the force which

pulls it horizontally and its own weight which adls downwards.

The circumstances in these two cases are, therefore, very similar.

If then you attribute to the weight of the rope a power and

bio],

energy \possanza ed energia\ sufficient to oppose and overcome

any stretching force, no matter how great, why deny this

power to the bullet ?

Besides I must tell you something which will both suiprise

and please you, namely, that a cord stretched more or less

tightly assumes a curvewhich closely approximates die parabola.

ITiis similarity is clearly seen if you draw a parabolic curve on a

vertical plane and then invert it so that the apex will lie at the

bottom and the base remain horizontal; for, on hanging a

chain below the base, one end attached to each extremity of the

base, you will observe that, on slackening the chain more or less,

it bends and fits itself to the parabola; and the coincidence is

more exadl in proportion as the parabola is drawn with less

curvature or, so to speak, more stretched; so that using parab-

olas described with elevations less than 45 the chain fits its

parabola almost perfectly.

SAGR. Then with a fine chain one would be able to quickly
drawmany parabolic lines upon a plane surface.

SALV. Certainly and with no small advantage as I shall show

you later.

SIMP. But before going further, I am anxious to be convinced

at least of that proposition of which you say that there is a

rigid
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rigid demonstration; I refer to the statement that it is impossible
by any force whatever to stretch a cord so that it will lie per-
fedlly straight and horizontal.

SAGR. I will see if I can recall the demonstration; but in order
to understand it, Simplicio, it will be necessary for you to take
for granted concerning machines what is evident not alone from

experiment but also from theoretical considerations, namely,
that the velocity of a moving body [velocita del movente], even
when its force [forza] is small, can overcome a very great re-

sistance exerted by a slowly moving body, whenever the velocity
of the moving body bears to that of the resisting body a greater
ratio than the resistance [resistenza] of the resisting body to

the force [forza] of the moving body.
SIMP. This I know very well for it has been demonstrated by

Aristotle in his Questions in Mechanics; it is also dearly seen

in the lever and the steelyard where a counterpoise weighing
not more than 4 pounds will lift a weight of 400 provided that

the distance of the counterpoise from the axis about which

the steelyard rotates be more than one hundred times as great

as the distance between this axis and the point of support for

the large weight. This is true because the counterpoise in its

descent traverses a space more than one hundred times as great

as that moved over by the large weight in the same time; in

other words the small counterpoise moves with a velocity which

is more than one hundred times as great as that of the large

weight.
SAGR. You are quite right; you do not hesitate to admit that

however small the force [forza] of the moving body it will over-

come any resistance, however great, provided it gains more

in velocity than it loses in force and weight [vigor? e gravito].

Now let us return to the case of the cord. In the accompanying

figure ab represents a line passing through two fixed points a and

b; at the extremities of this line hang, as you see, two large

weights c and d, which stretch it with great force and keep it

truly straight, seeing that it is merely a line without weight.

Now I wish to remark that if from the middle point of this line,

which
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which we may call e, you suspend any small weight, say A, the

line ab will yield toward the point/ and on account of its elonga-

tion will compel the two heavy weights c and d to rise. This I

shall demonstrate as follows: with the points a and b as centers

describe the two quadrants, eig and elm; now since the two semi-

diameters ai and bl are equal to ae and eb, the remaindersfi and

// are the excesses of die lines afa&dfb over ae and eb; they there-

Fig. 126

fore determine the rise of the weights c and d, assuming of course

that the weight h has taken the position /. But the weight h

[312]

will take the position /, whenever the line ef which represents
the descent of h bears to the line fi that is, to the rise of the

weights c and d a ratio which is greater than the ratio of the

weight of the two large bodies to that of the body A. Even when
the weights of c and d are very great and that of h very small this

will happen; for the excess of the weights c and d over the weight
of h can never be so great but that Sie excess of the tangent ef
over the segment fi may be proportionally greater. This may

be
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be proved as follows : Draw a circle of diameter gai; draw the

line bo such that the ratio of its length to another length c,

od, is the same as the ratio of the weights c and d to the weight
A. Since od, the ratio of bo tod is greater than that of bo to c.

Take be a third proportional to ob and d; prolong the diameter

gi to a point/ such that gi:if=oe:eb; and from the point/ draw
the tangent fn; then since we already have oe:eb =ginf9 we
shall obtain, by compounding ratios, ob:tb =gfxf. But d is a

mean proportional between ob and be; while nf is a mean pro-

portional between gf and fi. Hence nf bears to /i* the same

ratio as that of cb to d, which is greater than that of the weights
c and d to the weight h. Since then the descent, or velocity,

of the weight h bears to the rise, or velocity, of the weights c

and d a greater ratio than the weight of the bodies c and d bears

to the weight of A, it is clear that the weight h will descend

and the line ab will cease to be straight and horizontal.

And now this which happens in the case of a weightless cord

ab when any small weight h is attached at the point <?, happens
also when the cord is made of ponderable matter but without

any attached weight; because in this case the material of which

tie cord is composed functions as a suspended weight
SIMP. I am fully satisfied. So now Salviati can explain, as

he promised, the advantage of such a chain and, afterwards,

present the speculations of our Academician on the subject of

impulsive forces \fona deUa percossa].

SALV. Let lie preceding discussions suffice for to-day; the

hour is already late and the time remaining will not permit us to

clear up the subjedls proposed; we may therefore postpone our

meeting until another and more opportune occasion.

SAGR. I concur in your opinion, because after various con-

versations with intimate friends of our Academician I have con-

cluded that this question of impulsive forces is very obscure, and

I think that, up to the present, none of those who have treated

this subjeft have been able to clear up its dark comers which

lie almost beyond the reach of human imagination; among the

various views which I have heard expressed one, strangely fan-

tastic
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tastic, remains in my memory, namely, that impulsive forces are

indeterminate, if not infinite. Let us, therefore, await the con-

venience of Salviati. Meanwhile tell me what is this which
follows the discussion of projedtiles.

SALV. These are some theorems pertaining to the centers of

gravity of solids, discovered by our Academician in his youth,
and undertaken by him because he considered the treatment of

Federigo Comandino to be somewhat incomplete. The proposi-
tions which you have before you would, he thought, meet the

deficiencies of Comandino's book. The investigation was
undertaken at the instance of the Illustrious Marquis Guid*
Ubaldo Dal Monte, a very distinguished mathematician of his

day, as is evidenced by his various publications. To this gentle-
man our Academician gave a copy of this work, hoping to ex-

tend the investigation to other solids not treated by Comandino.
But a little later there chanced to fall into his hands the book of

the great geometrician, Luca Valerio, where he found the sub-

ject treated so completely that he left off his own investigations,

although the methods which he employed were quite different

from those of Valerio.

SAGR. Please be good enough to leave this volume with me
until our next meeting so that I may be able to read and study
these propositions in the order in which they are written.

SALV. It is a pleasure to comply with your request and I only
hope that the propositions will be of deep interest to you.

END OF FOURTH DAY.



APPENDIX

Containing some theorems, and their proofs, dealing with

centers of gravity of solid bodies, written by the same Author at

an earlier date.*

*
Following the example of the National Edition, this Appendix which

covers 18 pages of the Leyden Edition of 1638 is here omitted as being

of minor interest. [Trans]

[FINIS]
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, experimental determina-

tion of, 178
Guevara (di) Giovani, 20, 126

Hammer blow, problem of, 271

Heath, T. L., v, 145

Huygens, v

Impenetrability of matter, 49, 51,

61

Impulsive forces, 293
Inclined plane, principle of, 184

ft sq.

, used to "dilute"

gravity, 178
Inclined planes of equal height,

speed acquired on, 169, 184

Indivisibility, 30, 36
Infinity, 26, 3Q, 31, 37, 39
Isochronism of the simple pen-

dulum, 97
of pendulums of dif-

ferent materials, 85

Isoperimetric problems, 58

Jealousy of investigators, 83

Lam of lever, 112

Law of motion, Newton's first, 244
Newton's second,

250
Law of simple pendulum, 96
Laws of air resistance, 253
Laws of falling bodies, 174 ft sq.,

265

Lever, law of, 112

Levity of air, 77, 78
Lift pump, theory of, 16

Light, speed of, 42
Limiting speed of bodies in vacuo,

72
.

Lincei, Academy of the, xx
Loaded beams, 140

Logic and geometry compared, 137
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Marsili, x

Mathematical definitions, 28

Mathematics, role of in physics,

276
Maximum range of a projectile, 275
Media, effect of, on speed of falling

bodies, 76

Medici, Antonio de', x

, Prince Mattia de*, xi

Mersenne, M, v.

Micanzio, xi

Minimum momentum theorem,

273

Mirrors, spherical, 41
Mole volume, 80, 82

Moment, used in sense of impor-
tance, 65

Momenta -
force, 183

Momenta in the sense of magni-
tude, 124

Momentum, 258, 259, 263, 266;

269, 270
, measure of, 264

Monochord, 99
Motion, axioms of uniform, 154

, natural, 153
of falling bodies, 160

of projectiles, 244

supernatural, 255

uniform, laws of, 154
Monte, G. del, ix, 294
Motte, v

Music, 95

Naturally accelerated motion, 160

"Natural" Motion, 153

Newton, v
Newton's First Law of Motion,

215, 216, 244
Second Law of Motion,

250, 257, 263

Noailles, Count of, xii, xvii

Octave, ratio involved in, 99
Orbits of planets, 261

Padua, ix, x, xii, 182

Parabola, description of, 148, 246,

258

, quadrature of, 14.7

, to find the sublimity of
a given, 272

Parallelogram of velocities, 257
Pendulum motion, law of air

resistance to, 254
Pendulums of lead and cork, 84
Pendulums, time of descent, 95
Pendulum with string striking

against nail, 170
Periodo =

period of pendulum, 97
Peripatetics, 48, 61

Peso -
specific gravity, 69, 72

Pieroni, G., xi

Planetary orbits, 261

Plato, 90, 137, 261

Point blank firing, 289
Potenza, meaning of "in potenza,"

257, 266

Principle of virtual work, 183
Problem of Achilles and the

Tortoise, 164
of stretched rope, 290

Projectile, speed of, 279

Projectiles, motion of, 244

Pythagorean problem in music, 95,

103

Quadrature of parabola, 147, 251~ * "

descent, 225, 239

Range, maximum, 275

Range, minimum momentum re-

quired for a given, 273

Range tables, 256, 284
Resistance of air proportional to

speed, 74
of air to projectiles,

252
Resonance of a bell, 98

of pendulum, 97
of strings, 99
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Resultant, 257, 258, 267

Ripples, produced by sounding
a goblet, 99

Rope-making, theory of, 8 et sq,

Ropes, shortening due to moisture,

-, stretched, problem of, 290

INDEX

Strings, laws of vibratin

20

Sack, proper design of, 56.

Sacrobosco (John Holywood) 57

Salusbury, Thomas, v

Sarpi, Fra Paolo, ix, x
Second minute, as a unit of time,

m
264, 265

Siena, x

Space, described in uniformly ac-

celerated motion, 173 et sq.

Spear as unit of length, 265

Specific gravity, balls adjusted to

equal that of water, 69
Specific gravity of air, 78 et sq.

of aquatic
animals, 132

Speed of projectilea 279
, standard of, 260, 265
, terminal, 91
, uniform, definition of, 154

Statics, fundamental principle of,

no
Steelyard, 291

Strength of materials, 109

"Sublimity" defined,

100

find, 272

of any parabola, to

Subsidence of small particles, 87

Tangent, used in two senses, 282
Terminal speed, 91, 256, 260
Theorem of Apollonius, 38, 44
Tritono, 104

Tubes, bending strength of, 150

Ubaldi, ix

Uniform acceleration, definition

of, 169
Uniform motion, laws of, 154

Valerio, Luca, 30, 148, 294
Velocities, parallelogram of, 257
Velocity, standard of, 260

, uniform, definition of,

154

-, virtual, 291
Venice, xi

Vigore
-

force, 291
Vinta, Belisario, x
Virtual work, principle of, 291
Viviani, Vincenzio, ix, 180

Weighing in vacua, 81-83
Weston, Thomas, vi












